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This multiple-case study examines the experiences of ten novice teachers 
using telementoring services sponsored by the University of Texas’ WINGS 
(Welcoming Interns and Novices with Guidance and Support) program for its 
recently certified new teachers.  This protégé-driven service allows new teachers 
to address self-perceived induction needs by selecting their own mentors from an 
online database of profiles submitted by experienced-teacher volunteers.  The 
novice teachers in this study exchanged e-mail with their telementors regularly 
during a period of 15 to 24 months, typically sending or receiving at least one e-
mail message per week.  E-mail exchanges were facilitated by WINGS staff and 
 vii  
were automatically archived on the WINGS server with participants’ fully 
informed consent. 
Data gathered and generated for this interpretivist study included interviews 
with the novice teachers; their archived e-mail exchanges with their mentors and 
facilitators; information submitted by the protégés as they selected their mentors, 
plus professional profiles written by the mentors they selected; and interviews 
with WINGS facilitators.  These data were analyzed using a constant comparison 
method, leading to the emergence of themes, which formed the basis for the 
study’s findings. 
Key findings were threefold.  First, the participating novice teachers 
sought induction support online largely because they felt vulnerable when asking 
for assistance or support in their own school environments, perceiving such 
requests as possibly exposing them to negative judgment from on-campus 
colleagues, assigned mentors, or supervisors.  Second, these protégé teachers 
generally felt that their telementors helped them by providing profession-related 
developmental assistance, ranging from practical teaching suggestions the new 
teachers could immediately apply in their classrooms to general suggestions that 
helped them assimilate into the social and professional cultures of teaching.  The 
majority of these novice teachers also felt that their telementors provided them 
with valuable personal and emotional support, characterized by qualities that 
 viii  
included caring, attentiveness, and positivity.  The most successful of these 
telementoring relationships – seven of the ten examined – grew into 
collaboratively reflective professional-development exchanges.  Third, facilitation 
provided by WINGS staff members was important in preventing telementoring 
teams’ correspondence from faltering and in resolving technological problems 
that disrupted telecommunications connections, which occurred more frequently 
than expected. 
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Chapter One: Introduction 
THE TEACHING PROFESSION’S NEED FOR NEW TEACHERS 
 
During the next five years, approximately two million new K-12 teachers 
will be needed to work in public school classrooms in the United States (Hussar, 
1999; Southworth, 2000).  This high demand for new teachers can be attributed to 
the confluence of several factors, including an anticipated increase in student 
enrollments, education reform efforts requiring reductions in the numbers of 
students per classroom, and an increase in the numbers of teachers who are 
expected to retire within the next decade (Broughman & Rollefson, 2000; 
Darling-Hammond, 1997). 
High Rates of New Teacher Attrition 
Although great numbers of new teachers are needed, new recruits are often 
not treated as if they are being welcomed into the educational profession.  For 
example, when entering their new school systems, new teachers often do not 
receive adequate amounts of support, such as new-teacher induction programs, to 
help them cope better with the challenges of learning to teach (Darling-Hammond 
& Sclan, 1996; Marlow, Inman, & Betancourt-Smith, 1997).  Instead, novice 
teachers are often thrown into a "sink or swim" situation, meaning that they are 
frequently given no real support to help them adjust to their new positions as 
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teachers – which is metaphorically comparable to asking a person to learn to 
swim competently simply by leaping into the deep end of a swimming pool 
(Lawson, 1992; Morin, 1997).  For example, beginning teachers are routinely 
expected to take a regular teaching load, as if they were as capable of handling 
this class load as twenty-year veteran teachers (Huling-Austin, 1992).  There is 
rarely a "gearing up" period for new teachers, such as initially giving them a 
lighter class load or allowing them to team-teach with veteran teachers (Gold, 
1996).  It is rare to find on-the-job apprenticeships that could help new teachers 
adjust more gradually to having to take responsibility for a full class load 
(Halford, 1998).   
Far from being allowed to adjust gradually to teaching a full class load, 
some new teachers are given the worst of everything.  They can be given extra 
class preparations; difficult students other teachers do not want; or extra 
responsibilities, such as monitoring students on the playground, in the lunchroom, 
or during dismissal from school (Bosch & Kersey, 1994; Dollase, 1992; Megay-
Nespoli, 1993; Ryan, 1992; Shuman, 1989). New teachers may receive little help 
from their colleagues, who – even if completely sympathetic – already face plenty 
of challenges in their own work (Dussault, Deaudelin, Royer, & Loiselle, 1997; 
Houston & Felder, 1982).  In addition, new teachers often receive insufficient 
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professional development, such as induction support during their initial year of 
teaching (Darling-Hammond & Sclan, 1996).   
As a consequence of difficulties that they experience as newcomers, 
beginning teachers abandon the classroom at high rates (Gold, 1996; Gordon & 
Maxey, 2000).  Of those who graduate from college or university teacher 
preparation programs and are certified to teach in any given year, an estimated 
28% of these newly qualified teachers do not even apply for teaching jobs (Choy, 
Bobbitt, Henke, Medrich, Horn, & Lieberman, 1993).  Researchers have reported 
the following findings about new teachers who begin teaching in any given year: 
 9.3% quit without finishing their first year (Fideler  Haselkorn,1999); 
 15% leave at the end of their first year (NCES, 2000); 
 20% leave within the first two years (NCES, 1999); 
 33% leave within their first three years (Darling-Hammond, 1997; 
NCTAF, 1996); and 
 approximately 50 % leave within the first five years (Huling-Austin, 
1992;  Odell, 1990). 
Thus, although new teachers are in high demand, the difficulties they face 
upon entering the teaching profession are so stressful that many do not continue in 
their teaching careers (Gordon & Maxey, 2000).  To succeed during their 
induction into teaching, new teachers need support (Gold, 1996). 
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Need for New Teacher Support 
One of the most common reasons noted for teachers leaving the profession 
is lack of professional support (Billingsley & Cross, 1991; Gold & Roth, 1993).  
Since the 1980s there has been heightened interest in and emphasis upon 
providing support for novice K-12 teachers.  In fact, "providing personal and 
professional support has become a key issue regarding the retention of dedicated 
and talented new professionals" (Gold, 1996, p. 561). 
Support in the early years of teaching is seen as critically important 
(Feiman-Nemser, 2001; Gold, 1996; Gordon & Maxey, 2000).  For example, 
difficult early teaching experiences may cause new teachers to abandon 
innovative teaching techniques in favor of traditional modes of teaching that they 
may perceive as exposing them to less risk of criticism (Powell, 1997). The first 
three to five years thus may not only determine if teachers stay in teaching, but 
may also affect the kinds of teachers these neophytes will become (DeBolt, 1992).  
Some say that the first year, specifically, is the most critical period for teacher 
development, and that new teachers' first-year teaching experiences become 
"imprinted" (Gold, 1996, p. 548) in a manner that affects their later expectations 
of themselves and their teaching (DeBolt, 1992; Gold, 1996).  Several studies 
have found that the single most important factor influencing teacher retention is 
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the quality of the teachers' first full-time teaching experience (Chapman, 1983, 
1984; Chapman & Green, 1986; Odell & Ferraro, 1992). 
In order to "survive" their first year of teaching successfully, new teachers 
often need help (Johnson, Birkeland, & Kardos, 2001).  In recent years, as a 
primary means of helping new teachers, many state boards of education and/or 
school districts have instituted new teacher induction programs (Gold, 1996). 
Meeting New Teachers' Needs 
Teacher induction programs may help new teachers succeed.  There are 
some reports of induction programs helping to decrease rates of teacher attrition 
(Bemis, 1999).  There are also reports that induction programs help new teachers 
improve their practice, or move through developmental stages more rapidly 
(Evertson & Smithey, 2000; Kutch, 1994; Snow, 2000).  However, the content, 
duration, and format of induction programs vary widely from district to district 
and even from year to year within the same district (Feiman-Nemser, 2001; Gold, 
1996).   
Induction programs can be broadly categorized as being either formal or 
informal, with formal types having administrative approval and sometimes 
administrative support in the form of staffing and organizational or program 
structure (Furtwengler, 1995).  However, formal induction programs may require 
that those who are supposed to help new teachers during their induction years – 
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such as their mentors – report to the school administration their opinions about the 
new teachers' abilities (Gordon & Maxey, 2000).  Informal induction programs 
usually do not have such reporting functions, and – although they may have 
administrative approval – generally operate without additional administrative 
funding, staffing, or structural support (Gold, 1996).  
Mentoring in New Teacher Induction 
The one characteristic that formal as well as informal induction programs 
for new teachers have in common is mentoring (Feiman-Nemser, 2001).  
Mentoring has rapidly grown in importance in new teacher induction, and is now 
the one most common element in all new teacher induction programs (Gordon & 
Maxey, 2000).  However, the popularity and widespread use of the term 
mentoring creates confusion because what is meant by this term varies greatly, 
depending on who is using the term and the specific purposes it is construed as 
serving.  As a general term, however, mentoring is defined in the context of 
teaching as a process by which an experienced or veteran teacher provides 
guidance and support to a less-experienced colleague (Gold, 1996; Huling-Austin, 
1992).  
 In formal induction programs, new teachers are often assigned their 
mentors by school administrators (Furtwengler, 1995), to whom a mentor may be 
later asked to report concerning the new teacher’s on-the-job performance or 
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competence (Feiman-Nemser, 2001; Gordon & Maxey, 2000).  In many cases, the 
state legislative mandates that provide funds for the most common kinds of new-
teacher induction programs also require – as an accountability measure – that 
mentors perform specific kinds of evaluations of the new teachers (Furtwelder, 
1995).  Thus, the assistance provided by these supervising mentors may be 
perceived by the new teachers as compromised by their assessment and evaluation 
roles (Gold, 1996).  Informal mentoring may be available to new teachers, but 
availability of mentors to individual new teachers may be affected by a variety of 
idiosyncratic situational factors, such as the willingness of a veteran teacher – or a 
group of veteran teachers – to offer help to their novice colleagues (Gold, 1996). 
Thus, induction support may not be available to many new teachers 
(Furtwengler, 1995; Darling-Hammond, 1997). If available, the support provided 
may not be considered by new teachers to be sufficient to meet their needs 
(Wilkinson, 1997).  If formal induction support is provided, it most likely 
includes mentoring, but some types of mentoring may be perceived by new 
teachers as assessment rather than assistance (Gold, 1996; Huling-Austin, 1992).  
Informal mentoring support may be one of the forms of induction help that is 
considered by new teachers to be most valuable to them (Tellez, 1992), but 
finding a mentor and developing a positive relationship with a helpful, 
experienced teacher is – for some novices – particularly hard to do, especially in 
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schools in which asking for help is discouraged, or perceived as evidence of 
personal or professional weakness (Morin, 1997; Zepeda & Ponticell, 1997). 
TELEMENTORING AS INDUCTION SUPPORT 
The rapid spread of telecommunications to schools means that a new 
means of induction support may be available to new teachers (Boreen & Niday, 
2000; Eisenman & Thornton, 1999).  This type of induction support is 
"telementoring," or communication between new-teacher protégés and 
experienced-teacher mentors via e-mail exchanges, sustained over a lengthy 
period of time (e.g., one year or several years) and for the specific purpose of 
helping new teachers during their induction period into teaching (Eisenman & 
Thornton, 1999).  
Although there have previously been a variety of computer-mediated 
communication exchanges between teachers, these uses of Internet resources by 
teachers are so varied in their quality, availability, instructional usefulness, and 
purposes that they have been difficult to study or evaluate (Bott, 1999).  For 
example, because of their variety and changeability, it is sometimes hard to 
ascertain whether message exchanges or Web site information postings are 
helpful, how they are being used, or how well they serve teachers’ instructional 
purposes (Derry & DuRussel, 2001). 
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However, the advent of a new program at The University of Texas at 
Austin opens up some interesting possibilities for studying telementoring as a 
means of new-teacher support.  This program is called WINGS – an acronym for 
"Welcoming Interns and Novices with Guidance and Support."  Among other 
types of support this program offers is a telementoring service for new teachers, 
allowing them to select, from a database of potential mentors, someone whom 
they think might be able to help them with their self-perceived needs.  This 
service is limited, at present, to those in their final year of the teacher preparation 
program at The University of Texas at Austin, or new teachers who have, within 
the previous two years, graduated from this program. 
WINGS:  A Research Opportunity 
The WINGS telementoring service – intended specifically to provide new-
teacher induction service mentoring via e-mail – offers opportunities for research 
study that seem worth exploring for several reasons. 
First, exploring what new teachers believe about their experiences when 
learning to teach seems to be a particularly significant area for research.  Much of 
the research about new teachers’ experiences during their first years of teaching is 
not written by new teachers, but rather is primarily written and published by those 
in the business of educational training, hiring, or evaluating of new teachers 
(Wideen, Mayer-Smith, & Moon, 1998).  The perceptions of new teachers 
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themselves is not often represented.  The differences in interpretive stance 
between those who supervise new teachers and the new teachers themselves arise, 
in part, because those who bear the responsibility for training, hiring, and 
evaluating new teachers are frequently looking for ways to implement – and 
subsequently report on – policies and procedures that they believe help the new 
recruits (Halford, 1998; McKerrow, 1996; Truog, 1998).  An alternative view of 
professional development is provided by taking a new teacher’s vantage point.  
This new idea is sometimes called learner-centered professional development 
(Lewis, 2000), meaning professional development that focuses on supporting 
teachers’ development as continuously and actively learning professionals 
throughout their careers, varying according to their particular professional needs 
(Wilkinson, 1994).  
For new teachers, the first year, especially, is a difficult time, and as a 
consequence, beginning teachers have difficulty thriving without some form of 
personal and/or professional support (Feiman-Nemser, 2001; Gold, 1996; Gordon 
& Maxey, 2000; Zepeda & Ponticell, 1997).  Connection with and support by 
others is cited frequently in reports by new teachers of factors that helped them in 
their initial year or years of teaching (Gold, 1996).  For example, in one study, a 
group of new teachers in a formal induction/mentoring program said that being 
mentored was helpful to them in their professional socialization and that they 
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intended to remain in teaching longer than did another group, who had no formal 
induction or mentor support (Kutch, 1994).  In another study of new teachers in a 
formal induction/mentoring program, a positive relationship was found between 
mentor support and new teacher satisfaction, and between perceptions of mentor 
supportiveness and the number of times the beginning teachers met with their 
mentors (Schmidt, 1992).  Access to the mentor by the beginning teacher –  
related to time availability and/or proximity – has also been cited as an important 
factor in mentoring effectiveness (Ganser, 1991).  Another study found that 
mentors who provided support only when their protégés asked for it were 
perceived by new teachers as not providing enough guidance and direction (Vonk, 
1996).  
In research studies in which new teachers were asked about their 
perceptions of support that helped them to succeed in their initial year or years of 
teaching, the following were commonly cited factors: 
• one-on-one support, whether formal or informal,  from more veteran 
teachers acting as mentors (Baptiste & Sheerer, 1997; Lasinski, 1992; 
Oberski, Ford, & Higgins, 1999; Quinn, 1991; Wilkinson, 1997) 
• group support from other faculty members (Butler, 1992; Detert, 
Louis, & Schroeder, 2001; Ganser, 1999; Johnson, 2001; Lee, 1994;  
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Marriott, 2001; Morgon, 1997; Oberski, Ford, & Higgins, 1999; Tauer, 
1996) 
• opportunities to reflect about their classroom and/or induction 
experiences with veteran teachers (Craig, 1995; Melgarejo, 1992; 
Stroot, Fowlkes & Langholz, 1999; Vinz, 1995) 
• opportunity to choose how and when they receive assistance (Oberski, 
Ford, & Higgins, 1999; Tellez, 1992; Wilkinson, 1994) 
The WINGS telementoring project is designed to provide opportunities for 
new teachers to find, online, these kinds of support, which new teachers have 
identified as helping them to succeed.  Thus, in the case of telementoring, which 
is a relatively new practice, it is reasonable – as a first step – to explore the nature 
of the new teachers’ perceptions of telementoring as a means of obtaining 
induction support. 
Second, if a goal of educational research is to help improve education, then 
exploring what teachers think helps them be more effective in their classroom 
practice is an important topic of investigation.  Much of what teachers seem to 
resist and resent most about traditional professional development – such as the 
conventional "sitting in a chair being talked at" inservice session – seems to result 
from a perception that these sessions do not relate to their actual experiences of 
improving their classroom practice (Choy & Chen, 1999; Scribner, 1999).  It thus 
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seems to be reasonable to explore some of the professional development issues 
related to what new teachers feel helps them improve their classroom practice.  
New teachers’ perceptions of the adequacy of professional development support 
during their induction into teaching are cited as major factors in helping them 
decide to continue, or abandon, their teaching careers (Gold, 1996).  
Telementoring as Learner-Centered Professional Development? 
A study of telementoring as support of new teacher induction may make it 
possible to identify some of the characteristics of learner-centered professional 
development for novice teachers.  That is, examining what new teachers think 
helps them during their induction into teaching might help provide a better 
understanding or even a model for this kind of self-directed improvement of 
practice.  In the case of this research study, the focus will be on what kinds of 
learning about teaching the new teachers believe they are doing in their online 
discussions with their veteran teacher mentors, and in what manner these protégé-
centered discussions support new teachers during their induction into teaching. 
The spread of technology in the schools and among private residences – 
including teachers' homes – can expand opportunities for new teachers to find 
resources online that can help them with their teaching as well as with their 
learning to teach, including the kinds of based-in-the-classroom professional 
discussions with other educators that many teachers say that they want or need in 
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order to improve their own professional practice (Duff, 2000; Eisenman & 
Thornton, 1999; Harrington-Lueker, 1996; Moss, 2000).  There has also been 
some discussion about how teachers' self-directed Internet use relates to what 
“counts” as professional development.  For example, a variety of frameworks are 
currently being explored by administrators that would give teachers professional 
development credits for specific kinds of technology or Internet use (e.g., 
Firestone, 1996; Heinrich, 1996).  Principally, these frameworks support teachers 
in creating plans for self-directed professional development and keeping track of 
progress made, with results typically gathered in a portfolio for later evaluative 
review (Retallick, 1999).  However, questions about which online activities will 
or will not be given official recognition – for example, in the form of professional 
development credits – are unanswered at this time (Feiman-Nemser, 2001).  
Whether officially credited or not, the issue that this study will address is how a 
new teacher’s online activities, such as telementoring connections with veteran 
teachers, can support – or even improve – the new teacher’s process of 
socialization into the profession of teaching or improvement of their classroom 
teaching practice. 
Teachers' beliefs about what they think supports them during their 
induction into teaching is not merely opinion – these beliefs govern teachers' 
actions, such as their decisions about continuing or abandoning their teaching 
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careers (Gold, 1996).  The focus of this research study will be on what kinds of 
learning about teaching new teachers are doing in their online discussions with 
their veteran-teacher mentors.  
RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
For the proposed study, focal questions are:  
 What are new teachers' beliefs about their needs during their 
induction years, and – based on these beliefs – how do they select 
those experienced teachers whom they want to provide them, via e-
mail, with support and guidance as they learn how to teach? 
 What, and how, do new teachers learn about their teaching in the 
course of discussing, via e-mail exchanges, their classroom 
experiences with veteran teachers whom they have selected as their 
mentors? 
 Do the new teachers who have had telementoring experiences with 
the WINGS program believe that these experiences have been 
beneficial to them?  If so, in what ways?  What are their 
perceptions of the limitations of telementoring for supporting their 
professional learning and practice? 
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Chapter Two: Review of Literature 
 
NEW TEACHERS’ ENTRY INTO TEACHING 
Unrealistic Expectations  
The challenges of the first year of teaching are notoriously difficult for 
novice teachers (Dollase, 1992; Kane, 1991; Megay-Nespoli, 1993; Ryan, 1992; 
Sachar, 1991). One aspect of this difficult transition into the teaching profession is 
that novice teachers may experience a conflict between their expectations and 
their actual experiences as new teachers (Rust, 1994).  For example, new teachers 
often approach their first-year classrooms clinging to two of the most commonly 
held beliefs about teaching, which are (1) that teaching is not really that difficult 
and (2) that learning to teach is something that is accomplished in college during 
preservice teacher education programs (Huling-Austin, 1992; Murphy & Moir, 
1994). 
Education majors often enter programs of teacher education with high 
levels of self-efficacy about teaching (Walker, 1992).  These high self-efficacy 
levels can be characterized as representing preservice teachers’ strong personal 
beliefs about their capabilities for learning and teaching, high expectations for 
their students, feelings of personal responsibility for their students' learning, a 
positive attitude about teaching, and strong beliefs about “their abilities to 
positively influence student learning” (Ashton, 1984, p. 29).  This level self-
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efficacy about their teaching among teacher education students may arise in part 
from their having spent the majority of their formative years in school, serving 
what Lortie (1975) calls an "apprenticeship of observation" (p. 59).  That is, after 
years of observing their own K-12 teachers, these teachers-to-be may believe that 
teaching is a profession with which they are familiar and whose requirements they 
think they understand well (Guskey & Passaro, 1994).  As Lampert and Ball 
(1998) explain: 
Because of their many years of schooling, teacher candidates come with 
extensive exposure to teaching and the practice of teaching. They have 
watched their teachers over the years and constructed ideas about practice 
from their own perspective as students. They have observed what teachers 
do and are prepared to teach as their teachers taught . . .  (pp. 24-25). 
 
However, contrary to these preservice teachers' expectations, teaching is a 
particularly demanding profession that, as Feiman-Nemser (2001) observes,  
can be learned only on the job.  No college course can teach a new teacher 
how to blend knowledge of particular students and knowledge of 
particular content in decisions about what to do in specific situations (p. 
18). 
 
Similar comments were made by another teacher educator when describing 
newly certified teachers’ approach to their first-year teaching assignments:   
No matter what initial preparation they receive, [new] teachers are never 
fully prepared for classroom realities and for responsibilities associated 
with meeting the needs of a rapidly growing, increasingly diverse student 
population (Bartell, 1995, pp. 28-29). 
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Huling-Austin (1992) commented that new teachers’ persistent and 
"unrealistic optimism" about their readiness for entering the classroom meant that, 
for the most part, "novice teachers leave preservice programs and enter the 
profession believing that 'teaching is not all that difficult' " (p. 174).  As an 
example of this kind of unwarranted self-confidence, a majority of the preservice 
teachers surveyed in a study by Weinstein (1988) believed that they would 
experience less difficulty accomplishing a list of 33 separate teaching-related 
tasks than would any other "average first-year teacher” (cited in Huling-Austin, 
1992, p. 174). 
Reality Shock 
 
Novice teachers' experiences in their first teaching assignments are often 
quite different from what they expected them to be when they were education 
majors in college (Huling-Austin, 1992; Rust, 1994).  One critical difference is 
the huge psychological shift from the primarily observing and somewhat passive 
role of a college student studying to be a teacher to the role of actually being a 
teacher alone in charge of a classroom of students for whose learning the new 
teacher will be held fully responsible (Koestier & Wubbels, 1995). 
In their summary of literature relating to challenges faced by new teachers, 
Gordon and Maxey (2000) identified six general categories of “environmental 
difficulties” (p. 2) that new teachers often encounter in their first teaching 
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assignments.  These six general types of on-the-job challenges for new teachers 
are described in detail on the following pages. 
1.  Difficult work assignments 
 In terms of the quality of work new teachers are expected to do, their 
being new to the profession is often ignored, and they often “start with more 
responsibilities than veteran teachers and are expected to perform all of their 
duties with the same expertise as experienced professionals” (Gordon & Maxey, 
2000, p. 2).  In addition, school officials often treat the advent of new teachers as 
an opportunity to offload onto the newcomers assignments that are not wanted by 
the more veteran teachers.  For example, new teachers are sometimes 
automatically assigned to the worst (i.e., most challenging) schools in a school 
district (Feiman-Nemser, 2001).  Or, in the individual school to which they have 
been assigned, the new teachers may be routinely given a too-heavy teaching load 
(Alt, Kwon, & Henke, 1999; Gold, 1996; Gordon & Maxey, 2000).  This occurs 
despite recommendations to the contrary – for example, that beginning teachers 
“should not be given multiple teaching assignments” (Huling-Austin, 1992, p. 
174) because they learn about teaching more quickly if they are given the 
opportunity, during their induction into teaching, to teach the same content 
multiple times (Livingston & Borko, 1989).   
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 Few school districts provide opportunities for new teachers to "ease" their 
way into teaching (Halford, 1998).  Thus, new teachers may face the following 
kinds of challenges in their first teaching assignments: 
• multiple class preparations (Alt, Kwon, & Henke, 1999; Huling-Austin, 
1992); 
• assignment to classes in an academic area in which they are not well 
prepared (e.g., teaching in a field or area in which they are not certified, 
or in which they "appear qualified on paper" but actually have little 
specific preparation, “such as a language arts teacher assigned to teach 
remedial reading or a life science teacher assigned to teach earth science" 
(Huling-Austin, 1992, p. 174)); 
• additional duties (e.g., bus duty, lunchroom, or recess duty) (Weasmer & 
Woods, 1999); 
• responsibility for extracurricular activities, such as school clubs, 
cheerleaders, and other demanding but non-academic activities (Weasmer 
& Woods, 1999); or 
• especially difficult students whom the veteran teachers do not want to 
have in their own classes (Brouwers & Tomic, 2000; Chubbuck, Clift, 
Allard, & Quinlan, 2001; Halford, 1998). 
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Thus, new teachers arriving at their assigned schools may find that they 
have been given an especially heavy class preparation load, very demanding 
classes, or the most troublesome students, a practice of overloading new recruits 
that has been euphemistically described as "inverse beginner responsibility" 
(Bemis, 1999, p. 13; ASCD, 2000, p. 1). 
2. Unclear expectations 
New teachers may not be clearly informed about "formal rules and 
procedures" in their schools, and often are not informed about "informal routines 
and customs" that relate to their particular schools, which they may struggle to try 
to interpret (Gordon & Maxey, 2000, p. 3).  In addition, new teachers may 
encounter "conflicting expectations of administrators, other teachers, students, 
and parents" (p. 3).  New teachers often comment that they do not know what is 
expected of them, a "complaint" that was found to be "most common among those 
who left teaching early" (Kurtz, 1983, cited in Gordon & Maxey, 2000, p. 3). 
3. Inadequate resources 
The lack of adequate or sufficient resources may include insufficient or 
non-existent supplies, instructional materials, or classroom equipment (Gordon & 
Maxey, 2000).  For example, in some school districts, when teachers leave at the 
end of the school year, other teachers in the school may descend on the former 
teachers’ recently vacated classroom and strip it of district-issued equipment, 
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teachers' manuals, maps, posters, and other teaching supplies that veteran teachers 
often stockpile over the years (Glickman, 1984-85; Gratch, 1998).  In another 
common practice, a new teacher may be assigned a less desirable classroom 
situation.  For example, in some school districts, the new teacher is an "itinerant" 
or has to "travel," meaning that the teacher must move every class period to a new 
classroom, carrying in a box or wheeling on a mobile cart all the teaching 
materials, graded papers, and other paraphernalia that the teacher needs for 
conducting classes (Huling-Austin, 1992). 
4. Isolation 
The isolation of the classroom is often daunting to new teachers (Rogers 
& Babinski, 1999).   One aspect of this isolation is psychological.  For example, 
only when they begin their own teaching may new teachers realize the amount of 
help they have previously received from various supporters available to them 
during their teaching preparation program, such as their cooperating teachers, 
their university-based teacher supervisors, their university advisors and education-
class professors, and their cohort of generally empathetic and similarly situated 
fellow students (Collinson, 1994; Krupp, Smith, & Wolfe, 1994; Rogers & 
Babinski, 1999).  Due to the time constraints of teaching, beginning teachers often 
have few opportunities to dialogue with other teachers (Gold, 1996).  For 
example, in one study, the average length of any one conversation with other 
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teachers about instruction-related matters in a typical teacher's day was estimated 
as lasting no longer than two minutes (DeSanctis and Blumberg, 1979).   
Another aspect of new teacher isolation is physical.  The moment they step 
into their own classrooms, teachers are physically separated from other teachers 
(Gold, 1996; Little, 1990).  However, beginning teachers are sometimes even 
further physically separated from their colleagues.  For example, in some schools, 
beginning teachers are routinely assigned to the "most physically isolated 
classrooms" (Kurtz, 1983, cited in Gordon & Maxey, 2000, p. 3), such as portable 
classrooms on the periphery of a school campus.   
Beginning teachers may also experience social isolation as newcomers to a 
school.  For example, some experienced teachers simply do not befriend or offer 
help to beginning teachers, even "when beginning teachers are clearly 
experiencing severe difficulties" (Gordon & Maxey, 2000, p. 3).  Some may feel 
that the new teachers must simply "go through their rites of passage alone, just as 
the veterans did in their first years" (Ryan, 1979, cited in Gordon & Maxey, p. 4), 
while other teachers may fear that any of their efforts to help new teachers might 
be "viewed as interference" or that the "principal alone is responsible for assisting 
new teachers" (p. 4).   
Beginning teachers may actually "contribute to their own isolation when 
they hesitate to ask for help," which these new teachers may consider "an 
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admission of failure and incompetence" (p. 4).  For example, in one study, 
"beginning teachers . . . went to great lengths to cover up serious problems with 
student discipline" (Newberry, 1978, cited in Gordon & Maxey, 2000, p. 4).   In 
addition, in some schools, asking for help is seen as a tacit admission of 
incompetence and is frowned upon (Gratch, 1998), which may intensify new 
teachers’ feelings of not being welcomed into their school environment or that 
their learning processes as new teachers just entering the profession will not be 
supported. 
5. Role conflict 
Role conflict problems involve a clash, for new teachers, "between the 
roles of teacher and young adult" (Gordon & Maxey, 2000, p. 4).  Some have 
called these problems that new teachers – many of whom are recent college 
graduates beginning their first jobs – face as they mature into adulthood while 
simultaneously coping with their first professional jobs "stage," "phase," or "age" 
issues (Sprinthall, Reiman, & Thies-Sprinthall, 1996, p. 669).  Others have 
described these challenges as "life cycle" issues (Grissmer & Kirby, 1987, p. 63).  
Gordon and Maxey (2000) describe these as "role conflict" problems, and explain 
them as follows: 
The new teacher may be living away from home or the safety of college 
for the first time and may have just moved to a new community.  He may 
be opening bank or charge accounts, renting and furnishing an apartment, 
or buying a car for the first time.  He may be beginning a marriage or 
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starting a family.  A nonteaching spouse may be unable to relate to the 
teacher's concerns about what is happening at school or understand why he 
spends so much more time and energy on schoolwork than on the family 
(Gordon & Maxey, 2000, p. 4). 
 
 
6. Reality shock 
In his classic work on the concerns of new teachers, Veenman (1984) 
described the powerful reaction of new teachers to the realization of the enormity 
of their professional responsibilities as "reality shock," which he defined as "the 
collapse of the missionary ideals formed during teacher training by the harsh and 
rude reality of classroom life" (p. 143). Veenman’s term, “reality shock,” is now 
commonly used to describe the conflict between new teachers’ idealistic 
expectations and the actual situations they find in their first teaching assignments 
(Gold, 1996).  Gordon and Maxey (2000) describe new teachers’ experiences of 
reality shock as follows: 
It is caused by the beginning teacher's realizations about the world of 
teaching and her lack of preparation for many of the demands and 
difficulties of that world.  Many beginners embark on their first 
teaching assignments with highly idealized perceptions of teaching: 
They tend to envision themselves spending the entire day fostering 
their students' academic growth. . . .  The discrepancy between the 
beginning teacher's vision of teaching and the real world of teaching 
can cause serious disillusionment . . . [and this] "transition shock" can 
lead to a state of paralysis that renders teachers unable to transfer to 
the classroom the skills they learned during teacher education (Gordon 
& Maxey, p. 5).   
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The "paralysis" new teachers may experience because of reality shock may 
impair their abilities to cope with the five other types of “environmental 
difficulties” (p. 2) previously described, with which they may also be attempting 
to cope.  Gold’s review of literature on the needs of new teachers led her to 
conclude that “the greatest problems encountered by beginning teachers were 
overwhelmed feelings of disillusionment and believing that they were unable to 
cope with the multitudes of pressures encountered each day” (Gold, 1996, p. 556).   
Few new teachers begin to cope with these challenges without help (Rust, 1994). 
Two Jobs: Teaching and Learning to Teach 
 Beginning teachers have been described as having not one, but two jobs: 
"teaching effectively and learning to teach" (Wildman, Niles, Milagro, & 
McLaughlin, 1989, p. 471).  Concluding their three-year study of new teachers’ 
experiences with observations about how novice teachers cope with these two 
challenges and approaches that might best meet new teachers' needs, these 
researchers had three overall recommendations: 
1. "Teacher socialization cannot be rushed" (p. 491) – It takes time for new 
teachers to acclimate to their own roles as teachers as well as to be 
socialized into the ways and mores of the school in which they teach.  
For example, the researchers observed incidents of socialization still 
taking place during the third year of their study participants’ teaching.   
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2. "Beginners need to have a reasonable chance to succeed" (p. 492) – The 
new teachers in the study struggled with many of the "environmental" 
difficulties previously discussed as commonly encountered by many 
new teachers, such as overly difficult teaching assignments and 
disruptive students (Gordon & Maxey, 2000; Feiman-Nemser, 2001).  
Wildman et al. (1989) recommended: 
Although it is common practice to assign new teachers to difficult 
schools and classes, a close look at the effects of this practice leads us 
to suggest that it is shortsighted and not in the best interests of teacher, 
students, and school.  In at least two of the cases we examined, simply 
moving one to three students from a new teacher to a more 
experienced professional would have made a world of difference.  
Under stress caused by disruptive students, unmotivated classes, or 
militant parents, the beginner's attention is diverted from teaching and 
learning to teach, to simple survival (p. 492). 
 
3. "Beginners need to be understood by those who can influence and 
support their emerging careers"  (p. 492) – Wildman et al. were 
surprised to find that the research team members  
were often the only ones to know, in detail, teachers' beliefs, 
expectations, and other salient thoughts during their first 3 years of 
teaching.  The knowledge we acquired simply from listening gave us a 
perspective on their development that would have been extremely 
helpful to these beginners' colleagues, principals, and to local 
policymakers (p. 492). 
 
Each of these two jobs of new teachers – teaching and learning to teach – 
is difficult (Wildman et al., 1989).  Taken together, they are daunting tasks.   
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New teachers undergo a learning-to-teach process during their entry into 
teaching whether they are prepared for it or not (Feiman-Nemser, 2001).  
However, understanding more about this process and, most especially, knowing 
that they need support during their initial years of teaching can help new teachers 
start sooner to seek out the kinds of support they need, even if it is not supplied or 
readily available to them in their particular schools (Wilkinson, 1994). 
Preparation for Learning to Teach 
 
The identification of new teachers' problems and who has the authority, 
capability, or opportunity to affect them are reflected in Gordon and Maxey's 
(2000) categorization of primary problems new teachers encountered as 
difficulties that are "environmental in nature" and are thus "grounded in the 
culture of the teaching profession and in the conditions of the school as a 
workplace" (p. 2).   
This judgment that the primary locus of learning about teaching for new 
teachers happens on the job during their first year of teaching is supported by 
findings of a meta-analysis of 93 research-based studies on learning to teach by 
Wideen, Mayer-Smith, and Moon (1998). These reviewers agreed with Carter 
(1990) that "how one frames the learning-to-teach question depends a great deal 
on how one conceives of what is to be learned and how that learning might take 
place" (Carter, 1990, cited in Wideen et al., p. 307). 
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In general, the research studies reviewed by Wideen et al. showed that 
preservice teachers’ "acquisition of pedagogical content knowledge at the 
university could not be applied to practice" for the greater portion of their 
campus-based teacher-preparation program (p. 154).  The research studies 
Wideen et al. reviewed showed that the practicum experience is usually too 
limited to allow student teachers to acquire a sufficient amount of direct 
application of their knowledge and beliefs about teaching that will prompt them to 
initiate a truly process-based approach to learning to teach.  Wideen et al. thus 
recommended that teacher education "programs should focus on developing self-
awareness in a collaborative situation that will allow student teachers to negotiate 
and reconstruct their experience" (p. 154).  In five of the studies that involved 
school-university professional development cooperation "efforts were made to 
undertake the student teaching experience from a collaborative perspective" (p. 
155).  These studies generally reported more positive results, with the teacher 
preparation students being better able to understand the challenges they would 
face as teachers, seeing their learning to teach as a process, and being better 
prepared to view continuous reflection and collaboration with other teachers as a 
part of that process (Wideen et al., 1998).   
Only a small group of research studies reviewed by Wideen et al. (1998) 
attempted to bridge the transition between preservice and inservice learning.  The 
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reviewers noted that the fact that there were only seven studies of this type 
published between 1990 and 1998 reinforced the comments of other researchers, 
such as Levin & Ammon (1992), that few studies have been published that follow 
new teachers from their teacher preparation programs into their classrooms.  The 
scarcity of such studies also tends to reinforce Huling-Austin's (1992) complaint 
that many people – including most teacher certification graduates – seem to 
believe that learning about teaching ends with the teacher certification candidate’s 
graduation.  However, in the Wideen et al. (1998) review, studies about new 
teacher learning were seen to "confirm the widely held view that the first year of 
teaching is a culture shock for beginning teachers, especially those who are poorly 
prepared for it" (p. 158).  The researchers interpreted their findings as follows:   
What [teacher preparation] students learn in their preservice classes often 
clashes with [their] preconceived notions about teaching and what they see 
happening in schools.  Most found teaching more difficult than they 
previously thought it would be.  Their struggles with classroom 
management challenged many of their beliefs and caused anger, which was 
hard to balance with their humanistic concerns.  The need for control 
became very apparent to the beginning teacher, often at the expense of 
alternative ways of teaching (p. 158). 
 
Wideen et al. summarized findings in five of these seven longitudinal 
studies as showing that "beginning teachers actually learn how to teach when they 
enter the classroom during their first year" (p. 158) – an opinion shared by 
Gordon and Maxey (2001), Feiman-Nemser (2001), and Gold (1996). 
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Wideen et al. (1998) pointed out that programs of teacher preparation can 
make a difference, particularly where there is a longer duration of involvement in 
the school environment and where “a consistency of approach is brought to 
teacher preparation" (p. 159).  For example, the value of teacher preparation 
programs can be seen in part by observing the lack of socialization into the 
professional education community that sometimes presents difficulties for those 
coming into teaching through alternative means of preparation (Grossman, 1989; 
McKibbin, 2001; Wright, 2001).  Wideen et al. asserted that college- and 
university-based teacher preparation programs provide a valuable theoretical 
framework for novice teachers, a description with which Darling-Hammond, 
LaFors, and Snyder (2001) agree.   
Teacher preparation programs provide their students with a valuable 
common base of constructs and a common vocabulary for discussing teaching and 
learning (Gold, 1996; Feiman-Nemser, 2001; Wideen et al., 1998).  Even more 
importantly, teacher preparation programs can provide a forum for discussing 
teaching practice.  This can prove valuable to new teachers by providing them 
with more accurate expectations about the continuous nature of the learning-to-
teach process (i.e., that they are not finished learning about teaching once they 
receive certification) and by giving them initial experiences in collaborative 
reflection with colleagues about their teaching practice (Wideen et al., 1998).  
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Wideen et al. (1998) reported that the most successful approaches taken by 
teacher education programs seemed to be "to engage beginning teachers in a 
process" (emphasis made by the authors) rather than to attempt to provide them 
with "knowledge," such as "existing programs of teacher education which are 
based upon a 'training model of learning to teach' " (p. 167). 
Wideen et al. concluded that the research studies they reviewed showed 
that new teachers "experienced continuous growth as they learned to teach 
through their own construction of knowledge that developed and evolved through 
a sustained conversation during their first year of teaching" (p. 158).  That 
"conversation" is described as a continuously constructive process, an ongoing 
internally reflective and externally collaborative dialogue that "provided the 
essential process of learning how to teach" (p. 159).  Instead of the "training 
model," then, Wideen et al. (1998) suggest that what is needed to help new 
teachers learn to teach is a "full appreciation of the inseparable web of 
relationships that constitutes the learning-to-teach ecosystem" (p. 170).   
If new teachers learn most about teaching during the time when they are 
actually teaching, then the question of how best to help new teachers while they 
are learning to teach becomes a professional development issue about the kinds of 
in-the-workplace help and support new teachers need most.  It also involves a 
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discussion of how, most effectively, to help new teachers learn to teach better 
while they are teaching.  
Clearly, with the challenges new teachers face in entering the profession, 
and the rate at which they abandon teaching, new teachers need help (Gold, 1996; 
Gordon & Maxey, 2000; Halford, 1998).  What kinds of help do they need?  
Unfortunately, this is a complicated question, because the answer depends heavily 
on conceptions about the roles of teachers and teaching, definitions of teacher 
"growth" and "development," and expectations about student outcomes at the end 
of "good teaching" (Sprinthall et al., 1996, p. 667). 
TEACHERS’ PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
Improving Teachers’ Learning 
The process of learning to teach, and thus approaches to improving 
teaching, relate to the conception of teacher learning as a process – one 
resembling a continuous "conversation" about teaching (Wideen et al., 1998, p. 
167), that has both internal and external aspects.  Conceptions of this process 
affect both new and experienced teachers because they relate to the question of 
what types of professional development result in improvement of teaching (Gold, 
1996; Feiman-Nemser, 2001; Sprinthall et al., 1996). 
Some studies suggest that learning about teaching may not take place 
unless teachers are involved in active and interactive “conversations” of the type 
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previously described.  For example, an in-depth empirical study examined the 
amount of learning among teachers that took place during a peer-coaching 
professional development program in which the teachers were given progressively 
more complex and interactive information in inservice sessions about a specific 
new strategy or model of teaching  (Joyce & Showers, 1980).  This was done 
according to the following series of sequenced steps, with the teachers being 
evaluated after each step to see how well they understood or could apply their 
knowledge of the new strategy:   
(1) Teachers were given information in an inservice session about the new 
strategy or model of teaching (such as cooperative learning). 
(2) Research supporting the new strategy or model of teaching was 
provided. 
(3) Teachers saw a demonstration of the teaching strategy.  
(4) Teachers practiced using the strategy in an inservice professional 
development session. 
(5) Teachers practiced using the strategy in an inservice session, with 
colleagues portraying students, while group facilitators provided 
feedback on their effectiveness in using the new strategy. 
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(6) Teams of two to four teachers visited other teachers' classrooms to 
observe their colleagues applying the new strategy and, later, provided 
feedback about their observations. 
The last step in this sequence  – involving practice, peer-coaching, and 
feedback – was the most critical.  That is, since each of the steps in the process 
was cumulative, the point at which the knowledge about the new strategy or 
model for teaching started being transferred into the teachers' classroom practice 
only began with step 5, the point at which teachers received their colleagues’ 
feedback.  However, with step 6 – interaction of the peer coaches in classroom 
observation and follow-up discussions with the teachers applying the innovation – 
the transfer rate of theory into practice was approximately four times as strong as 
with practice and peer feedback alone (Joyce & Showers, 1980).  
The Joyce & Showers research (1980, 1988) on factors affecting 
professional development learning among teachers relates to a number of classic 
studies of learning – such as studies by Piaget (Bybee & Sund, 1982) and 
Vygotsky (1978) – which have shown how learning that “impacts cognitive 
structure and promotes more complex cognition requires the active participation 
of the learner" (Sprinthall et al., 1996, p. 687).  This idea has been extended to 
"interactive models" of professional development for teachers that "seek to 
engage the teacher as an active participant in the learning process" (p. 687).  For 
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example, studies of "interactive or collaborative teacher development by 
Richardson (1994) and Richardson and Anders (1994) have yielded information 
about  
(1) the significance of teacher beliefs and classroom performance, and (2) 
the critical nature of setting up and carrying out of a collaborative model.  . 
. . [T]here is certainly a huge literature that already documents the first 
assumption . . . but how to create the second is more problematic 
(Sprinthall et al., 1996, p. 688). 
 
The Joyce and Showers (1980, 1988) research previously cited relates to 
the teacher as active participant, involving feedback and interaction with peers, 
which is an external type of "conversation" among peers (i.e., related to the 
"collaborative model," as described by Sprinthall et al., above) that helps teachers 
learn better and transfer their learning to classroom practice.  However, the other 
part of this "conversation" is internal, related to "teacher beliefs and classroom 
performance" as individuals, which is addressed by a variety of current 
approaches to professional development involving teacher reflection – 
specifically, focusing on teachers' thinking processes about and while teaching 
(Sprinthall et al., 1996).   
In recent years, Schön's books – The Reflective Practitioner (1983) and 
Educating the Reflective Practitioner (1987) – have had a "significant effect on 
mainstream educator thinking about reflection" (Sprinthall et al., p. 688).  Schön's 
ideas about reflection are "a contemporary version of Dewey's 'reflective action' 
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idea," which Dewey defined as "active, persistent, and careful consideration of 
any belief or supposed form of knowledge in light of the grounds that support it 
and the further consequences to which it leads" (Dewey, 1933, cited in Sprinthall 
et al., 1996, p. 688).  In addition to Schön, there have been other educational 
theorists and researchers – collectively identified as the "cognitive 
developmentalists" – who have been interested in "how human beings construct 
meaning from experience" (Sprinthall et al., 1996, p. 689), and whose work is 
broadly described as follows: 
Most studies in this genre support the general finding that human beings 
have an intrinsic need to be professionally and personally competent, and 
that competence will grow through qualitatively distinct stages when there 
is positive interaction in a supportive environment . . . . The studies also 
show, and this point is an important one, that prospective teachers as well 
as experienced teachers will vary in their capacity and "willingness" to 
engage in reflection (p. 689). 
 
Willingness to reflect on their practice can be seen as teachers’ critical first 
step in the process of improving their teaching, since it represents a recognition 
that even experienced teachers can improve their practice, and are willing to try to 
evaluate and identify aspects of that practice that could be improved (Sprinthall et 
al., 1996).  The “positive interaction in a supportive environment” described by 
Sprinthall et al., above, is roughly equivalent to what Wideen et al. (1998) 
describe as a collaborative “conversation” among colleagues (p. 168). 
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Another exploration of teacher thinking has been pursued by a group of 
educational psychologists who have used theories of information processing to 
examine differences in how beginning teachers and experienced teachers practice 
their profession, finding that “the cumulative experiences of teaching allow expert 
teachers to cluster understandings of the teaching/learning process and to retrieve 
information more quickly" (p. 689).  For example, Ross's research (1988) 
concludes that theory is central to reflection – which supports the idea, discussed 
earlier, that one major contribution of a preservice teacher's education is 
providing a theoretical basis for later conceptionalizations about teaching 
(Huling-Austin, 1992; Darling-Hammond et al., 2001; Feiman-Nemser, 2001).  
Ross (1988) describes teachers who are learning to teach as progressing through 
increasingly higher stages of competence as they learn to make more effective and 
efficient judgments based on their reflections. 
Nolan and Huber (1989) described professional development based on 
reflection in one conceptual model of teachers’ improvement of practice.  In this 
model, an individual teacher’s professional development has the following aims: 
(1) engaging the teacher in the process of reflective behavior while (2) 
fostering critical inquiry into the process of teaching and learning, thereby 
(3) increasing the teachers' understanding of teacher practice and (4) 
broadening and deepening the repertoire of images and metaphors the 
teacher can call on to deal with problems (p. 129). 
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According to this model, all teachers – whether new or experienced – use 
reflection to improve their practice, no matter whether it is used while they are “in 
action” in the classroom or when they are evaluating what has transpired in their 
classrooms later “as a means to develop expertise" (Ferry & Ross-Gordon, 1998, 
p. 98). 
Professional development issues involving improvement of teachers’ 
practice are complex and are still being explored and debated by many different 
groups of educational researchers (Gold, 1996).  In terms of new teachers, 
specifically, there are two areas in which they seem to need the most help during 
their first years on the job.  These areas relate to new teachers' needs in terms of 
both helping them remain in the profession (i.e., teacher retention or "survival") 
and helping them to become better teachers (i.e., improvement of practice) 
(Sprinthall et al, 1996).  These kinds of help for new teachers 
. . . come under two major headings: (1) instructional-related support that 
includes assisting the novice with the knowledge, skills, and strategies 
necessary to be successful in the classroom and school; and (2) 
psychological support for which the purpose is to build the protégé's sense 
of self through confidence building, developing feelings of effectiveness, 
encouraging positive self-esteem, enhancing self-reliance, and learning to 
handle stress that is a large part of the transition period (Gold, 1996, p. 
561). 
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Improvement of Teaching 
 The determination to improve the quality of teachers' practice is at the 
center of a continuing program of educational reform in the U.S. that has been 
ongoing since at least the mid-1980s (Sprinthall et al., 1996).  One impetus for the 
demand for improvement is a history of long-time low test scores by American 
students in international examinations, such as the TIMSS (Third International 
Mathematics and Science Study) (Schmidt, McKnight, et al., 2001), which many 
interpret as demonstrating that American students are not being well prepared in 
many curriculum areas considered vital to having a "world-class" education 
system (U.S. Dept. of Education, 1996).   
 The demands for increased educational performance by American students 
have led to development of challenging new curriculum standards, calling for 
more complex, higher-order kinds of problem solving by students, and a related 
vision of teaching that calls for very different approaches than have heretofore 
been predominant in American classrooms (Gold, 1996; Huling-Austin, 1992; 
Sprinthall et al., 1996). 
 Feiman-Nemser (2001) explained that, despite “decades of school reform, 
a consensus is building that the quality of our nation's schools depends on the 
quality of our nation's teachers" (p. 1013).  Therefore, professional development 
for teachers  
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rests on a single premise with far-reaching consequences – if we want 
schools to produce more powerful learning on the part of students, we have 
to offer more powerful learning opportunities to teachers. . . . Unless 
teachers have access to serious and sustained learning opportunities at 
every stage in their career, they are unlikely to teach in ways that meet 
demanding new standards for student learning or to participate in the 
solution of educational problems (Feiman-Nemser, 2001, pp. 1013-1014). 
 
 What constitutes this "powerful" kind of learning for teachers that can help 
them improve their teaching practice?  Improving their classroom teaching 
practice is particularly difficult for new teachers just entering the classroom, who 
have sufficient difficulty – in their first year, especially – just handling the twin 
challenges of teaching and learning to teach (Wildman et al., 1989). 
 Conventional approaches to professional development have been described 
as insufficient to help teachers cope with the increase in demands on the teaching 
profession (Gold, 1996; Sprinthall, 1996).  Specifically, the traditionally offered 
short-term workshops or conferences "have been criticized for being relatively 
ineffective because they typically lack connection to the challenges teachers face 
in their classrooms" (NCES, 1999).   
 By implication, then, one aspect of "powerful" learning for teachers is that 
it must be directly related to teachers' classroom practice.  In addition, to achieve 
the kinds of student outcomes demanded by new curriculum standards, teachers 
have to focus on the needs of their students as learners.  For this reason, the 
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envisioned kind of teaching is often called learner-centered (Feiman-Nemser, 
2001). 
Learner-Centered Teaching 
 The focus in learner-centered teaching is on the learner’s learning rather 
than on the teacher’s teaching (Parsons, 2000).  This approach requires teachers to 
have an especially deep understanding of their students, including "not only what 
they know, but also how they think" and relies on "introducing strategies that help 
teachers develop a reflective and problem-solving orientation" (Darling-
Hammond & Sclan, 1996, p. 95).   
 Learner-centered teaching (Darling-Hammond & Sclan, 1996; Feiman-
Nemser, 2001; Zophy, 1982) can be defined as "content-rich" teaching 
which emphasizes conceptual understanding and gives all students 
opportunities to think critically, solve problems and learn things that 
matter to them and have meaning in the world outside of school (Feiman-
Nemser, 2001, p. 1015).  
 
 This kind of teaching has been described in similar terms but named 
differently by a variety of educational authors, using the following names for this 
concept: 
• "learner-centered instruction" (Paris & Combs, 2000); or a "learner-
centered framework" for teaching (McCombs, 2001) 
• "teaching for understanding" (Cohen, McLaughlin, & Talbert, 1993; 
Holmes Group, 1990) 
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• "authentic pedagogy" (Newman & Associates, 1996) 
• "adventurous teaching" (Cohen, 1988) 
• "constructivist pedagogy" (Fosnot, 1996) 
• "reform-minded teaching" (Feiman-Nemser, 2001) 
• "standards-based teaching" (NCTAF, 1996) 
Whatever it is called, the point about learner-centered teaching as a 
practice is that the most effective kinds of teaching are those that work – meaning 
that they are the most effective in helping learners learn (Darling-Hammond, 
1997).  Generally, this kind of teaching involves the learner being actively 
engaged in problem solving or other kinds of interaction with the content and 
concepts that need to be learned (NCES, 1996; TEA, 1994).   
Learner-Centered Professional Development 
To help teachers learn how to teach employing learner-centered teaching –
which represents a significant change in practice for many (Gold, 1996) – 
teachers, as learners themselves, should be taught in the same fashion as they will 
be expected to teach – that is, in a learner-centered fashion (Feiman-Nemser, 
2001).  This approach to professional development is consistent with research 
results, previously cited, exploring ways that teacher learning is most effectively 
acquired and transferred to the classroom (Joyce & Showers, 1980, 1988).   
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 Learner-centered professional development for teachers is a complex, 
lengthy, and continuous process (Sprinthall et al., 1996) that requires full, active 
engagement of the teacher as learner (Joyce & Showers, 1980, 1988) and takes 
place primarily when the teacher is actively engaged in working with students. 
This learning process resembles an intense conversation that is ongoing, 
engaging, meaning-making, and meaningful – and which involves teachers in 
internal reflection as well as external collaboration with peers, as previously 
described. 
 This visualization of learner-centered professional development presents a 
challenge to provide, particularly when compared to older, more traditional "staff 
development" types of teacher training (Feiman-Nemser, 2001; Gold, 1996).  
Nevertheless, this is the kind of professional development that is needed for 
teachers if the goal is to improve student learning (NCTAF, 1996). 
 Because learning is a dynamic process, teachers cannot be provided with 
any specific body of knowledge or skills to improve their teaching: 
Research suggests that professional development is more likely to be 
effective when it encourages teachers to participate in their own renewal 
rather than supplying teachers with prepackaged information or training 
(Lieberman & Miller, 1991, p. 82). 
  
Nor is there any kind of simple, one-time fix that will adequately supply teachers 
with everything they need to be learner-centered teachers.  Rather, the kind of 
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professional development that focuses on the challenges of learner-centered 
practice  
is a difficult and long-term proposition that can't be handled by going off 
to a workshop.  Teachers have to practice change and continually work 
with others on debugging the problems they encounter (Tovey, 1998, p. 
4). 
 
 The "others" with whom teachers need to work are others in the whole 
"continuum of teacher learning," or the "community of learners" in the 
"professional community of education" (Feiman-Nemser, 2001, p. 1014), which 
includes teachers and administrators in the public schools as well as teacher 
educators and everyone – as Wideen et al. (1998) describe it – in the educational 
“ecosystem” (p. 170).   
 Even though "field-based interactive teacher education is about as difficult 
a problem to solve as exists" (Sprinthall, 1996, p. 699), for any real change or 
improvement to occur, education as a field needs to take a more learner-centered 
orientation, focusing on the learning needs of the learner, wheher professional 
educator or pupil, at each step.  "The challenge is not only to connect such 
opportunities across a learning-to-teach continuum but also to make them a 
regular feature on the educational landscape" (Feiman-Nemser, 2001, p. 1015).  
This is a vision of professional learning as a lifelong pursuit, with everyone on 
this continuum accepting roles as continuous learners as well as teachers (Feiman-
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Nemser, 2001).  Inservice teachers engaged in this ongoing learning need to be 
able to discuss issues that are relevant to what they are doing in their classrooms:  
Research says that professional development has to be directly connected 
to daily work with students, related to content areas, organized around real 
problems of practice instead of abstraction, continuous and ongoing 
(Tovey, 1998, p. 4). 
 
 The vision of education as a continuum (Feiman-Nemser, 2001) implies 
that all in the community of learners involved in professional education should be 
included in developing their own and others’ professional skills.  Connections 
around "daily work" with students means that persons with whom teachers need 
to be able to communicate most closely, on a daily basis, are their colleagues – 
other teachers who are doing the same work – since "teachers, as professionals, 
know about education as few others do" (Duckworth and The Experienced 
Teachers' Group, 1997, p. 1).  In addition, teachers need to be given more than 
just information or curriculum guidelines; they need to be given time for 
reflection and collaboration with one another about their classroom practice and 
how to improve it (Lewis, 1997).  According to Gratch (1998), one of the 
problems with many kinds of preservice teacher education is that student teachers 
as well as novice teachers rarely get “opportunities to hear veteran teachers talk 
about their ongoing development,” whereas this kind of reflection on practice and 
collaborative reflection should be “part of teacher education programs to combat 
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the notion that teachers should not need to ask for help with teaching practice” (p. 
226). 
 In addition, teachers are adult learners – whose learning processes 
Knowles (1996) characterized as “androgogy,” meaning “the art and science of 
helping adults to learn” (p. 83), in contrast to “pedagogy,” meaning “the art and 
science of teaching children” (p. 82).  Adult learning processes differ from 
children’s in developmental, cultural, and social dimensions (Burge, 1988; 
Knowles, 1996).  Primarily, however, adult learning involves self-directedness 
(Daley, 1999; Knowles, 1996).  Adult learners generally prefer learning that 
follows what Burge (1988) classified as the “Four R’s – Responsibility, 
Relevance, Relatedness and Rewards” (p. 10) that they perceive as 
1 allowing them to be responsible for their own learning, 
2 relevant to their particular circumstances, needs, or interests, 
3 related to their prior knowledge and previous experiences, and 
4 rewarding, which – among adults – may involve intrinsic rather than 
external rewards, but typically involves receiving feedback that 
confirms, for them, that they are applying their knowledge correctly 
(Daley, 1999). 
 As adult learners, then, teachers can be seen as a group who would prefer 
to learn in a self-directed manner.  Although this is true of experienced teachers, it 
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also applies to new teachers.  In fact, the desire of new teachers to have more 
choice in their own professional development was the major finding of a survey 
of new teachers asked about the types and amounts of assistance they found most 
helpful during their induction into teaching.  Of the survey’s respondents, 84% 
said that they wanted to control how and when they were given assistance 
(Wilkinson, 1994). 
IDENTIFYING KINDS OF HELP NEW TEACHERS NEED 
The Learning-to-Teach Process 
A review of ideas relating to new teachers’ needs while learning to teach 
discussed thus far may help to illuminate particular aspects of this process as a 
prelude to discussing various ways that induction assistance is currently being 
provided to new teachers in the schools.  Here, then, are some of the concepts 
about the learning-to-teach process that have been previously discussed: 
(1)  Learning to teach is a complex process that requires lengthy and 
continuous effort on the part of new teachers.   
(2)  Because this process requires full, active engagement of the teacher 
as learner, it primarily takes place during the new teachers' first years 
of in-the-classroom teaching.  
(3)  New teachers' learning-to-teach process resembles an intensive 
conversation: It is ongoing and engaging, meaning-making as well as 
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meaningful to new teachers in terms of their professional 
development.   
(4)  This active, professional learning conversation among teachers has 
internal as well as external aspects.  The internal aspects involve 
teachers’ individual reflections on their own practice, while the 
external aspects involve a collaborative exchange of ideas among 
teachers as professional peers.   
(5)  While engaged in this learning-to-teach process, new teachers need 
support of two major types: instruction-related support and 
psychological support. 
A variety of programs have been instituted in recent years to provide new 
teachers with support during the period of their induction into teaching (Feiman-
Nemser, 2001).  The next section explores a variety of induction programs in 
terms of their providing these sources of support for new teachers. 
Characteristics of Induction Programs for New Teachers 
A school system can recruit, select, assign, reassign, and transfer 
personnel, but until these individuals become fully adjusted to the work 
they must perform, the environment in which it is performed, and 
colleagues with whom it is performed, they cannot be expected to give 
their best effort to attaining goals of the institution . . . . Probably at no 
other time during the employment cycle does the newly appointed or 
newly assigned staff member need more consideration, guidance, and 
understanding than between the day of the new assignment and the time 
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when one becomes a self-motivated, self-directed, fully effective member 
of the enterprise (Castetter, 1992, p. 186). 
 
 In recent years, a variety of programs have been instituted in schools to 
support new teachers during their first year or first few years of teaching (Gold, 
1996).  These programs have increased rapidly in number.  For example, new-
teacher induction programs were reported in only eight states in 1984, but by 
1991 that number had risen to thirty-one (Gold, 1996).  However, due to 
decreased or limited budgets, some states have lately reduced or eliminated their 
new-teacher induction programs (Feiman-Nemser, 2001).  For instance, in one 
tally of state-supported formal induction programs for new teachers, only 26 
states and the District of Columbia offered such programs (Andrews & Andrews, 
1998; Feiman-Nemser, 2001).  These formal induction programs were found 
primarily in large, urban school districts, and usually occurred in the form of 
mentoring of novices by more experienced teachers (Fideler & Haselkorn, 1999). 
 Even in the states that have created formal induction programs, local 
school districts are not necessarily required to offer such assistance, nor are all 
new teachers required to participate in them (Ingersoll, 1997).  For example, in 
the 1998-1999 school year, local school district provision of induction programs 
for new teachers was optional in eight states, and in five states, new teacher 
participation in programs offered locally was optional (Andrews & Andrews, 
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1998).  In 1997, a nationwide survey of teachers with less than five years of 
teaching experience reported that slightly more than half (55%) said that they had 
participated in some type of formal induction program as beginning teachers 
(Darling-Hammond, 1997). 
 In addition, the kinds of support offered to new teachers by these programs 
are by no means standard (Gold, 1996).  Just as the debate about learning to teach 
depends on "how one conceives of what is to be learned and how that learning 
might take place" (Carter, 1990, cited in Wideen et al., 1998, p. 307), the debate 
about what kinds of programs represent helpful support to new teachers depends 
on how one conceives of what teaching is and how improvement in teaching 
practice can best be supported (Gold, 1996).  
 For example, in many schools, new teachers still receive virtually no 
support – a "sink or swim" approach (Morin, 1997; Feiman-Nemser, 2001).  
Because they are not provided with sufficient support, many new K-12 teachers 
fail to thrive and leave teaching too soon, a situation prompting a description of 
education by some critics as the "profession that eats its young" (e.g., Halford, 
1998, p. 33).    
 Teaching lacks a well-developed induction component, especially as 
compared with other professions, such as medicine and law, in which the need for 
support of newcomers entering the profession is widely recognized and in which 
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new recruits are supported with well-developed and widely implemented 
induction and internship programs, as well as continuing professional education 
frameworks (Halford, 1998).  In comparison to other professions, new recruits 
into teaching are too often not provided with assistance that would allow them to 
succeed: 
In far too many places new teachers must learn the ropes on their own.  
The cost is high.  Up to one third of new teachers leave the profession 
within the first 3 years . . . .  Even when teachers remain, they may lose 
their ideals and lower their expectations for student learning (Feiman-
Nemser, 2001, p. 1030). 
 
 The timing of induction support to new teachers is critical in that, during 
their early years of teaching, new teachers develop fixed, concepts about 
themselves and their teaching: 
Few experiences in life have such a tremendous impact on the personal 
and professional life of a teacher as does the first year of teaching. The 
initial experiences are imprinted, embedding perceptions and behaviors 
regarding teaching, students, the school environment, and their role as 
teacher. ... Thus, a teacher's instructional and teaching-related behaviors 
are influenced significantly by initial imprinting (Gold, 1996, p. 548). 
 
 More than merely promoting retention, then, the significance of induction 
support to new teachers in the process of learning to teach lies in an effort to 
improve performance, or in helping new teachers become better teachers, since 
during their induction, "new teachers continue to form and refine their images of 
themselves as teachers in terms of their competence, performance, and 
effectiveness" (Mager, 1992, p. 20).  In the end, the "greatest benefits of 
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supporting new teachers can be found in the classroom" (Halford, 1998, p 36), 
and helping new teachers during their first years can definitely make a difference 
in the quality of the learning experiences of the students in their classrooms 
during this time (Furlong, 1997; NCTAF, 1996).   
 Gold (1996) described the two major types of support that new teachers 
need as being " (1) instruction-related support ... and (2) psychological support" 
(p. 561).  Others characterize the support needed by new teachers in similar ways, 
such as (1) professional and instruction-related support (Murphy, Merseth, & 
Morey, 1990; Shulman, 1986) and (2) psychological or emotional support (Thies-
Sprinthall & Gerler, 1990).   
 Gold (1996) noted that the nature of such support offered in current 
induction programs is not always the "right" kind of support (p. 560), meaning 
that it often does not include psychological or emotional support which 
"incorporates some form of positive communication that includes trust, respect, 
and liking" (p. 561).  Gold cites House (1981) as providing one of the most 
comprehensive definitions of this kind of positive communication, which is 
comprised of "four separate and distinct types of social support that can be 
beneficial for educators" (p. 561).  These four types of social support are 
described as follows: 
(1) emotional concern (liking, love, empathy);  
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(2) instrumental aid (goods or services);  
(3) information (about the environment); and 
(4) appraisal (information relevant to gaining means of self-evaluation of 
progress) (House, 1981). 
Gold (1996) describes the intersection of the two typologies as follows: 
The personal needs [of new teachers] are encompassed by the 
psychological domain that includes House's categories of emotional and 
appraisal [support].  The instructional-pedagogical domain includes 
House's instrumental, informational, and appraisal categories (p. 561). 
 
New teachers are generally in need of all four of House’s domains of social 
support, but the one category of support that is most often missing during new 
teachers’ entry into teaching is the emotional domain, leaving new teachers 
feeling that they are not really valued or cared about (Gold, 1996). 
 These domain descriptions and their various categories of social support 
can serve as criteria for examining some of the support programs that have been 
provided to render assistance to new teachers. 
Types of Induction Programs and New Teacher Support 
 
Induction happens for new teachers whether there is a program in place to 
support them as they go through the process or not (Feiman-Nemser, 2001).  
However, in general, the more support and the more types of support that new 
teachers receive, the more likely they are to remain in teaching (Davis & Bloom, 
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1998) and the sooner they are likely to be able to apply themselves to improving 
their teaching practice (Gold, 1996; Gordon & Maxey, 2000). 
Supports for new teacher induction can be broadly differentiated into two 
types. Borrowing the classification categories that Guba used to describe the two 
major types of instructional development, these can be called "planned" versus 
"natural" types of induction (1998, p. 2).  Planned types of new teacher induction, 
in recent years, have been primarily represented by formal induction programs, 
sometimes mandated and funded by states or school districts (Bey & Holmes, 
1992).  These formal induction programs are usually operated on the school-
district level, but there are great variations, even within states that mandate such 
programs, in the conception, duration, and scope of services offered to new 
teachers (Furtwengler,1995; Gold, 1996).  In addition, other kinds of formal 
induction programs may be designed and implemented by individual school 
districts on their own, which is a more likely occurrence in large, urban school 
districts where teacher turnover is more problematic (Feiman-Nemser, 2001; 
Fideler & Haselkorn, 1999).   
This does not mean that if there is no specific or formal program, there is 
no induction support provided for new teachers (Feiman-Nemser, 2001).  
Naturally occurring support for new teachers happens, organically, with no formal 
or organized program.  For example, many schools have been described as having 
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a particularly welcoming and supportive school "culture" in which veteran 
teachers routinely, informally, and effectively provide help to new teachers who 
join their schools’ faculties (Detert, Louis, & Schroeder, 2001; Marriott, 2001).  
Some writers have focused on the importance of the principal in fostering this 
kind of supportive school “culture” (e.g., Davis & Bloom, 1998; Firestone, 1996). 
The one characteristic that planned (or formal) as well as naturally 
occurring (or informal) induction programs generally have in common is 
mentoring (Feiman-Nemser, 2001).  Mentoring has grown rapidly in importance 
in teacher induction, and is now the one most common element in all new teacher 
induction programs in the United States (Gold, 1996; Gordon & Maxey, 2000; 
Huling-Austin, 1992): 
Mentors are a critical component in both formal induction programs, as 
well as in less-organized programs of support.  In many situations, the 
mentor is viewed as the primary provider of support and guidance for the 
novice teacher (Gold, 1996, p. 572). 
 
 However, the popularity and widespread use of the term mentoring can be 
confusing, because what is meant by this term varies widely, depending on who is 
using the term and the specific practices it is construed as encompassing.  As 
Gold (1996) commented, "Consensual agreement on the defined roles of a mentor 
has not been accomplished in the mentoring literature" (p. 572).  Healy and 
Welchert (1990) asserted that this lack of a clear definition of the role of 
mentoring in new teacher induction created a whole series of problems, because 
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"without such definitional consensus, efforts to develop a knowledge base 
relevant to mentorships in education have been haphazard" (p. 17).  Wildman et 
al. (1992) concluded that the lack of a clear concept of mentoring and how it 
should work revealed that many new teacher induction programs were poorly 
planned, too hastily implemented, and unclear in their expectations of outcomes 
for new teacher participants. 
Planned or Formal Induction 
Types and Characteristics of Programs 
There was a dramatic increase in formal new-teacher induction programs 
during the 1980s as part of the school reform era (Gold, 1996).  The most visible 
of these formal induction programs, because they were the largest, were those 
programs initiated by various state legislative mandates.  However, there were 
some induction programs that were implemented at the district level, especially in 
large urban school districts (Feiman-Nemser, 2001; Gold, 1996; Gordon & 
Maxey, 2000). 
In a comprehensive survey of the formal induction programs for teachers 
offered in the 50 states, Furtwengler (1995) reported "intense" state legislative 
activity within the last decade in debating, mandating, and directing such 
programs to be instituted within specific states.  By 1992, there were a total of 
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thirty-four states that had passed initiatives for formal beginning teacher programs 
– although four states' programs were not actually implemented:  Tennessee’s 
legislature did not provide funding and the other three (Georgia, South Dakota, 
and Virginia) launched but later cancelled their programs (Furtwengler, 1995).   
State-level political concerns – especially allocation of adequate funding 
and sponsorship by legislators of particular programs or initiatives – have affected 
many of these formal induction programs.  For example, the intention of 
supporting beginning teachers is often, as a policy initiative, ensnared in 
accountability issues, meaning that legislative funding to support induction 
programs for new teachers has often depended on these programs promising to 
judge new teachers' performance related to professional competence 
(Furtwengler, 1995).  In many states, bills that initiated or implemented new 
teacher induction programs were often tied to legislative demands for teacher 
testing and performance pay programs (Feiman-Nemser, 2001; Gold, 1996). 
 Features of various states' formal induction programs, as reported 
primarily by Furtwengler (1995), are as follows: 
• Duration: Most state-sponsored induction programs cover only the 
new teachers' first year.  A few, where certification of teachers is tied 
to a longer-term practicum, cover two years.  New Mexico has a three-
year program, which includes a certification component.  Here, the 
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induction program is more similar to an extended practicum, at the end 
of which the new teacher is evaluated and then certified to teach. 
• Formative vs. Summative Evaluation of New Teachers:  Requiring 
summative evaluation decisions for certification conflicts with the 
purpose of helping new teachers – a goal more congruent with 
formative types of evaluations (Furtwengler, 1995: Gold, 1996; 
Huling-Austin, 1992).  This issue is a problem that is addressed by 
induction programs in different ways.  All state-sponsored beginning 
teacher programs feature formative evaluation plans, offering 
evaluation to identify for new teachers aspects of their professional 
practice that need improvement (Furtwengler, 1995).  Six states' 
programs (AL, CA, ID, OH, OR, and TX) specifically state that 
evaluations in their beginning teacher induction programs are to be 
used only for formative – not summative – purposes only.  By 
contrast, thirteen states (CN, FL, IN, KY, MN, MS, NJ, NM, NC, OK, 
PA, TN, and WV) reported that their induction programs required 
summative evaluations of beginning teachers, and used these 
evaluation results for conferring new teachers’ certification or 
deciding about their continued employment.  Three other states (LA, 
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MA, and NY) reported plans to include summative-only certification 
programs for beginning teachers (Furtwengler, 1995). 
• Program Development:  Most individual states have developed their 
own new teacher induction programs (Furtwengler, 1995).  The 
exception is a group of New England states that worked 
collaboratively with their Northeast Regional Educational Laboratory 
to develop a training program for mentor teachers.  Had these 
northeastern states relied solely on their state legislatures for funding 
to support new teacher induction programs, they would likely have 
been required to follow the kinds of administrative guidelines that are 
common in most other states, including accountability and compliance 
measures involving summative evaluations of the new teachers 
(Furtwengler, 1995). 
Mentoring in Formal Induction Programs 
 In every one of the thirty operative state-implemented formal induction 
programs described in Furtwengler’s report, experienced teachers were designated 
as mentors to assist novice teachers.  Mentors were typically appointed by a 
school committee or by the school principal.  The choice of the mentors was not 
made by nor negotiated with the new teacher protégés (Furtwengler, 1995).  The 
role of the mentor was usually described as that of a peer coach, whose duties 
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included observing lessons taught and providing formative, evaluative feedback to 
the beginning teacher.   
 In some state-sponsored induction programs, the new teachers were 
assigned "support teams," which were often comprised of three members – 
typically including (1) the principal; (2) a central administrative office staff 
member or higher education faculty member; and (3) a mentor (Furtwengler, 
1995).  The mentor was usually a teacher currently in service, but was sometimes 
(as in Massachusetts) a retired teacher (Gordon & Maxey, 2001). All support team 
members served in formative roles with the principal alone serving in an official 
summative evaluation role (Furtwengler, 1995).   
 However, studies of mentors report that they are sometimes put into an 
awkward position when their principals ask for their input on summative 
judgments of the new teachers they supposedly assist in learning to teach: 
. . . mentors often find that their roles and responsibilities are not clearly 
defined.  Some mentors experience conflict because their principals ask 
them to evaluate the beginning teacher.  Even when a principal doesn't 
directly ask the mentor to evaluate the mentee, the line between mentoring 
and evaluating may become gray.  Although mentors should not avoid 
collaboration with their principals, they should never accept the role of 
evaluator of the beginning teacher (Blank and Sindelar, 1992, cited in 
Gordon & Maxey, 2001, p. 47). 
 
 Evaluation of the new teachers is required of mentors as part of alternative 
certification programs in several states.  In California, the salary for mentors 
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required for new teacher candidates completing alternative certification is directly 
paid by the beginning teacher (Gold, 1996, p. 566). 
There are great differences in the support or preparation provided by the 
school administration to mentors.  Mentors in formal induction programs often do 
not receive any special training (McKenna, 1998).  For example, out of 27 
California districts reporting mentoring as a major component of their formal 
induction programs for new teachers, only 6 reported that the mentors received 
any kind of additional training (Gold, 1996).  Most states that offer mentoring as 
part of their formal induction programs for new teachers are only recently 
grappling with issues relating to mentor training – except for North Carolina, 
where mentors are required to hold a state-issued mentor license (Andrews & 
Andrews, 1998).  
 Special training programs for mentors or for other members of new teacher 
support teams were reported in twelve of the thirty states offering new-teacher 
induction programs (i.e., AL, CA, KY, MS, NJ, NM, NC, OH, OK, VT, WA, and 
WV) (Furtwengler, 1995).  The New England states working closely with their 
Northeast Regional Educational Laboratory primarily focused their program on 
extensive training of mentor teachers.  In most states’ formal induction programs, 
mentor teachers were given release time in order to work with new teacher 
protégés.  Mentors were often given stipends, ranging from $500 in Oklahoma to 
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$4300 in California, where mentor teachers performed other professional 
development duties, such as organizing and presenting workshops for inservice 
teachers, in addition to their work with beginning teachers (Furtwengler, 1995). 
Reported Effectiveness of Formal Induction Programs 
Of the state-mandated new-teacher induction programs, 17 kept data on 
"their success rate and/or the attrition rate and/or the job satisfaction of the 
beginning teacher" (Gold, 1996, p. 566).  These programs generally rated their 
own efforts as being successful in all categories (Gold, 1996).  Other reports 
describe success for induction programs, particularly in claims that they have 
lowered new teacher attrition rates (Darling-Hammond, 1997).  For example, 
some urban school districts have reported a 93% retention rate for novice teachers 
who have participated in district-implemented new teacher induction programs 
(NCTAF, 1996). 
 However, there have been some questions raised about the general 
effectiveness of formal induction programs, especially with complaints that they 
have  
a narrow vision of what they should accomplish.  Instead of viewing 
induction as part of a broad continuum of professional learning 
opportunities for teachers, induction is regarded as short-term support 
designed to ease new teachers' entry into teaching and help them cope with 
their first year on the job.  The narrow vision goes hand in hand with a lack 
of coordination between preservice providers and those responsible for 
induction programs (Feiman-Nemser, 2001, p. 1031). 
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 Although, in general, formal induction programs have the purpose of 
supporting new teachers, some programs – or at least some programs as they are 
implemented in various schools or school districts – do not help these novices 
succeed in ways that will provide them with "assisted entry" into their 
professional roles (Fideler & Haselkorn, 1999, p. 35).  For example, several 
teacher education specialists have identified specific needs of new teachers that 
they feel should be – but often are not – addressed by formal induction programs, 
as follows: 
• New teachers need to be given reasonable teaching assignments and 
possibly even a reduced teaching load (Howey & Zimpher, 1999; Huling-
Austin, 1992).   
• New teachers need to be able to ask for help and discuss their concerns 
with their mentors without worrying about the mentor teachers' judging 
them harshly in reports to the administration about their abilities to teach 
(Feiman-Nemser, 1998). 
• New teachers need to be given a multiple-year induction time frame in 
order to get beyond the short-term "survival" phase and move into the 
long-term developmental phase, when they are working to develop a 
professional identity as well as strengthen their professional practice 
(Feiman-Nemser, 2001; Halford, 1998).  
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• New teachers need to be given emotional support, meaning that they 
should be treated with "trust, respect, and liking" (Gold, 1996, p. 561), by 
those helping them succeed in growing their practice, such as "caring and 
competent mentors" (Feiman-Nemser, 2001, p. 1036) and "schools [that] 
promote collaboration among teachers" (p. 1033). 
 These recommendations are similar to those made by Wildman et al. 
(1998) in the findings of their three-year study, discussed previously, that new 
teachers should be given a lighter teaching load, time to adjust to teaching, and a 
sympathetic and caring ear during their induction (see pp. 27-28).  Many 
induction programs do not address or meet these needs (Feiman-Nemser, 2001; 
Gold, 1996).   
 However, some type of induction program is generally better than no 
program for new teachers, although programs described as induction programs 
may not provide services to new teachers that support their induction in any long-
term or in-depth manner.  For example, some individual schools may claim to 
have formal induction programs for their teachers, but the numbers of district- or 
school-sponsored programs are not well documented (Andrews & Andrews, 
1998).  Some complain that programs coordinated by districts are often little more 
than new teacher "orientation" sessions, not really in-depth programs for new 
teacher induction (Feiman-Nemser, 2001). 
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There are a variety of factors – such as state initiatives, budget allocation, 
local implementation of state programs, or even individual school-district policies 
– that can affect the availability of induction programs for new teachers.  Since 
slightly more than half of the states currently offer formal induction programs 
(Furtwengler, 1995; Andrews & Andrews, 1998), a ballpark estimate of how 
many new teachers are likely to find formal induction programs available to them 
is slightly more than half.  This rough estimate is somewhat supported by the 
findings of a 1997 nationwide survey of teachers with less than five years of 
teaching experience, with 55% of respondents reporting that they had participated 
in some type of formal new-teacher induction program (Darling-Hammond, 
1997). 
The numbers of induction programs offered, their goals, and the types of 
help they provide differ widely.  For example, some induction programs may 
focus on specifying procedures that new teachers are expected to follow rather 
than providing them with support or assistance (Feiman-Nemser, 2001).  Some 
induction programs define "effective teaching" as direct instruction for mastering 
skills and academic content, as measured by the students' scores on standardized 
tests (Weiss & Weiss, 1998).  Other programs recognize teaching as a complex 
process and emphasize the need for all the teachers in the school to commit to 
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continuous learning and building a "regenerative school environment" (Weiss & 
Weiss, 1998, p. 3). 
Beginning teachers need in-depth, long-term instructional and profession-
related support (Gold, 1996).  Unfortunately, these needs are too often addressed 
in induction programs at the very lowest level, such as a simple "orientation" to 
the school provided during the inservice days before school begins in fall.  
Although some districts call this induction, it often consists of little more than a 
quick tour of the school and information regarding routine procedural matters, 
such as how to request supplies (Feiman-Nemser, 2001; Gold, 1996).   
Informal Induction Support 
Unplanned, informal sources of support for new teachers exist, but since 
they tend to operate on a very idiosyncratic basis (Gold, 1996), reports on exactly 
what help is provided to new teachers and by whom tend to be sketchy (Feiman-
Nemser, Schwille, Carver, & Yusko, 1999). 
Novice teachers being helped their first years in the profession by more 
experienced teachers is certainly nothing new.  Years ago, however, when 
informal mentoring of this type took place, it usually occurred as an informal 
relationship between mentor and protégé (Tellez, 1992).  A relationship of this 
type, for instance, might be initiated if the protégé asked for help, or perhaps if the 
mentor saw the protégé's need and offered assistance, but in general this type of 
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relationship was usually something that was initiated and occurred informally and 
privately, between individuals. 
Informal new teacher support is often associated with the following types 
of factors or situations within individual schools: 
• The school climate  – Help may be offered more frequently to new 
teachers by experienced teachers in schools with "supportive school 
climates" (Karge, 1993) or with a warm and inclusive "school culture" 
(Angelides & Ainscow, 2000; Gold, 1996). 
• The school administration – Principals and other administrators may 
influence the school culture positively or negatively (i.e., in schools 
with negative school climates, the principal may make new teachers 
feel that asking for help is "risky" or not acceptable (Kshensky & 
Muth, 1991), whereas in schools with positive school cultures or 
climates, the principal may help to encourage the veteran teachers to 
be more supportive and welcoming to new teachers (Lee, 1994; 
Marriott, 2001; McLaughlin & Hyle, 2001)).  In addition, in terms of 
teachers' decisions about continuing to teach, 
teachers' choices to stay or exit are shaped by particular 
occupational and organizational conditions in schools.  For 
instance, if the school provides mechanisms for the 
protection of academic freedom and job security (such as 
tenure), and mechanisms for voicing opposition (such as 
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teacher unions), those who disagree with school policies 
will be less likely to exit (Ingersoll, 2001, p. 528). 
 
The critical point is not so much that the administration accommodate 
and support differences of opinion from its staff – although that should 
also happen – as it is important that the administration recognize its 
teaching faculty as professional educators who are shareholders in the 
operation of the school and whose experience-informed ideas are of 
value in supporting the school in its efforts to provide the most 
effective learning opportunities for its students. 
• Veteran teachers’ empathy – Individual teachers or groups of veteran 
teachers may voluntarily help new teachers trying to "survive" their 
first years, an experience during which they too struggled when they 
began teaching (Corley, 1998; Stansbury & Zimmerman, 2000) 
• Veteran teachers’ willingness or ability to become involved – Veteran 
teachers have heavy workloads, too, and they may be reluctant to take 
on more of a burden by helping new teachers.  They may feel that 
helping newcomers is not their responsibility (Stansbury & 
Zimmerman, 2000), that time spent helping novices might negatively 
affect their own teaching (McLaughlin & Hyle, 2001), or that helping 
new teachers would not suit their own individual personalities or 
attitudes (Gordon & Maxey, 2000). 
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• The "mentorability" of individual new teachers  – Some new teachers 
may appear, to more experienced teachers, as too big a challenge for 
them to take on – being judged as, for instance, too depressed, too 
overwhelmed, or too immature (McKenna, 2000). 
Informal support to new teachers can be effective, however.  There are 
some reports that the informal help received by new teachers from colleagues and 
administrators makes a crucial difference in their being able to withstand the 
stresses of their first year of teaching (Baptiste & Sheerer, 1997; Johnson, 2001; 
Oberski, Ford & Higgins, 1999).  Some argue that informal and primarily teacher-
to-teacher kinds of naturally occurring support are actually more helpful, less 
threatening, and more often relied upon by new teachers than formal types of 
induction programs (Willis, 1983).  New teachers may value their informal 
mentors more highly than their formal, appointed mentors: 
Beginning teachers may not view [a formally assigned] mentor teacher as 
the primary avenue of help-seeking and, consequently, may create an 
informal social support network among teachers of their choosing (Tellez, 
1992, p.215). 
 
Informal support for new K-12 teachers are described as occurring in a 
variety of common school-based scenarios, such as the following: 
• Elementary teachers in a school may band together to help newcomer 
teachers by common grade level (e.g., the second-grade teachers 
operating as a group) or by proximity (e.g., all the teachers in the 
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surrounding classrooms, hallway, or wing of the school building 
nearest to each novice teacher (Johnson, Livingston, Schwartz & Slate, 
2000)). 
• Secondary (i.e., middle school and high school) teachers may 
cooperate to help newcomer teachers by common content area (e.g., all 
the social studies teachers, or all the language arts teachers working 
together to support the new teachers in their department or content 
areas (Greenspan, 2001; Harris, 1995; Lauer, 2001)). 
In part, however, the availability of informal support and the seeking of 
this kind of support relates to the help-seeking efforts of the new teacher (Gold, 
1996).  New-teacher resilience has been described as an innate personality 
attribute, related to such characteristics as self-insight, willingness to take risks, 
perseverance, and sense of self-preservation (Sumison, 2001).  Others have 
described the capacity for help-seeking as something that can be learned, and 
therefore some have called for coaching in coping skills and informal help-
seeking behaviors to be made part of teacher education programs (e.g., 
Bernshausen & Cunningham, 2001) as well as to be included in formal new-
teacher induction programs (e.g., Patterson, 2001). 
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Mentoring as Professional Development  
Today, mentoring has become a more formalized part of the induction 
process.  The National Foundation for the Improvement of Education (NFIE) 
commented that today's "mentoring programs have become more structured, more 
formal, and more dependent on the cooperation and good offices of school 
administrators, teacher representatives, and higher education faculty." (NFIE, 
1999). 
Tom Ganser, director of teacher training at University of Wisconsin-
Whitewater, says that the old, informal way of mentoring between teachers can be 
described as "first-generation" mentoring, while the push today is for mentoring 
to become "second-generation."  Ganser's differentiation between the two types is 
that these "second-generation" mentoring programs are more likely than the 
earlier, informal, personal arrangements 
to require participation by new teachers; extend for periods longer than 
one year; match protégés with a number of mentors who provide 
assistance in different areas of expertise, attend more closely to the 
systematic issues that influence the effectiveness of new teachers; and 
abide by clear, written agreements, often between a school district and its 
teacher association (Ganser, 1999, p. 11). 
 
Portner reports that in the educational system today, "mentoring is no 
longer considered an option.  The education establishment has made mentoring its 
premier modality for inducting, retaining, and developing new teachers." (2001, p. 
x). 
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 To improve, or develop, their classroom practice, teachers need an 
opportunity to reflect on their actions in the classroom while they are taking place 
and to evaluate them after they happen (Schön, 1983).  Teachers make decisions 
about how to improve their teaching based on their experiences, their practical 
knowledge, and their reflections.  Schön (1987) also notes that teachers need to be 
reflective about their own practice, and they need the opportunity to reflect 
collaboratively with their colleagues. 
 Some have called this reflective or collaboratively reflective approach to 
professional development a "constructivist" approach, since it represents teachers 
as taking an active role in building knowledge that relates to their own ideas, 
experiences, and questions about their teaching practice (Blanton, Moorman, & 
Trathen; Salomon & Perkins, 1998; Williams, 1997).  
 Research on professional development in education shows that 
opportunities for teachers to share and discuss with other teachers their 
understanding about their pedagogy, their subject content, and their teaching 
strategies for approaching that content is central to improvement of their practice 
(Baker, Gearhart, & Herman, 1992; Duckworth & The Experienced Teachers 
Group, 1997; Lieberman & Miller, 1991; Miller, 1995).  The difficulty is that, in 
most schools, time is not regularly scheduled in ways that allow teachers to meet 
and to discuss instruction-related issues (Lieberman & Miller, 1991).   
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 A report by the Consortium for Policy Research in Education advocated 
teacher collaboration in the context of school reform initiatives and detailed 
reasons why teachers needed to collaborate: 
To meet these new expectations, teachers need to deepen their content 
knowledge and learn new methods of teaching.  They need more time to 
work with colleagues to critically examine the new standards being 
proposed, and to revise curriculum.  They need opportunities to develop, 
master and reflect on new approaches to working with children.  All of 
these come under the general heading of professional development 
(Corcoran, 1995, p. 1).  
 
Because their jobs are so attention-demanding, teachers have difficulty 
during the school day finding time to meet and discuss professional issues with 
colleagues.  After school, the staff usually scatter quickly because of demands in 
their own lives.  Thus, there has been interest in the kinds of asynchronous 
communication possibilities presented via computer-mediated communications, 
since by this means a teacher can carry on a correspondence with other teachers in 
a manner that does not require that this communication happen at specific, 
predetermined times.  In addition, Internet-based communications allow teachers, 
potentially, to find correspondents from among a far wider group of persons than 
are found in their local schools.  A particular context in which this communication 
among teaching colleagues is being explored is in conjunction with telementoring. 
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TELEMENTORING  
 Electronic mail (e-mail), as a medium for telecommunication, has been 
commonplace in the business and academic world for at least ten years (Bull, 
Harris, Lloyd, & Short, 1989).  E-mail is quickly transmitted and can be sent to 
any Internet-connected location in the world within seconds.  Once delivered, it 
can be used at any time from practically any place, at the convenience of the 
recipient (Bull et al., 1989; Eiser, 1990).  E-mail is asynchronous communication, 
which – unlike a face-to-face conversation – does not require that the participants 
take part at the same time (Broholm & Aust, 1994; Gasker & Cascio, 1998).   
 For K-12 teachers, telecommunications use is fairly new (Cradler & 
Bridgeforth, 1996).  However, teachers are increasingly using e-mail to 
communicate about issues related to their classroom practice: 
Telecommunications use by teachers, especially for e-mail, has expanded 
in the last few years, and with good reason: teachers with classroom 
access to local or external telecommunications networks can contact other 
educators, experts, scientists, and practitioners to discuss issues related to 
their teaching practice, developments in their field, and classroom 
experiences (U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, 1995, p. 
78). 
 
 According to the 1995 Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) report 
(U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, 1995), use of e-mail to 
communicate with colleagues was the most popular use of telecommunications by 
teachers, used by 76% of those reporting use of telecommunications.  The second 
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most popular use was electronic forums or bulletin boards, at 62%.  In contrast to 
e-mail, where the communications are typically an exchange of messages between 
two people, electronic forums and bulletin boards (or BBS) are "open" or "public" 
forums on the World Wide Web that typically allow users to post messages that 
can subsequently be viewed and responded to by any number of others (Bos, 
Krajcik, & Patrick, 1995).  Communication via e-mail thus more often resembles 
a one-on-one conversation, while exchanges on electronic bulletin boards or 
discussion groups are more like large-group discussions.   
 Based on their findings about teachers' use of telecommunications, the 
OTA report noted that "Technology can be a powerful tool for helping teachers 
with all the different parts of their job: enhancing instruction, simplifying 
administrative tasks, and fostering professional growth activities" (U.S. Congress, 
Office of Technology Assessment, 1995, pp. 54).  The OTA report's conclusion 
was that some teachers felt "that technology can help support their professional 
growth and enable them to continue to learn and improve their teaching skills" (p. 
57). 
 One specific, profession-related use of telecommunications by teachers is 
telementoring, referring to mentoring by e-mail, although this "merger of 
mentoring with electronic communications" is sometimes called by other names, 
such as "e-mentoring," "cybermentoring," or "virtual mentoring" (Single & 
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Muller, 1999, p. 1) or "online mentoring" (Duff, 2000).  Probably the most 
common use of the term telementoring in K-12 education at present is in 
reference to the exchange of e-mail between adult mentors (typically subject-
matter experts, or SMEs) outside the school system and K-12 students about a 
specific curriculum-based topic (e.g., Rea, 2001).  One example of this type of 
telementoring can be seen in the Electronic Emissary project at The University of 
Texas, Austin (Sanchez & Harris, 1996).  Although less commonly used, the term 
telementoring can also refer to adult-to-adult professional mentoring, such as 
among business professionals (Kutilek & Earnest, 2001; Mead, Campbell & 
Milan, 1999).  It is in this adult-to-adult professional sense that the term 
telementoring is used in this research study, specifically with regard to veteran 
teachers mentoring new teachers via e-mail (Eisenman & Thornton, 1999; 
Kendall, 1992). 
Novice Teachers and Telementoring 
 Telementoring – or, as defined in the context of this research study, the 
exchange of e-mail messages between veteran teachers and novice teachers, over 
time, for the purpose of providing the new teachers with support during the period 
of their induction to teaching – can be found in a number of different planned as 
well as naturally occurring mentoring scenarios (Bott, 1999; Eisenman & 
Thornton, 1999).   
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Planned or Formal Telementoring Programs 
 A number of teacher preparation programs have recently begun formal 
online programs to follow their newly graduated students into their first-year 
teaching assignments.  A description of several of these programs and the kinds of 
services they provide follows. 
 The University of Michigan was one of the first universities to offer 
telecommunications as an extension of its educational community.  It established 
two computer networks: (1) MICH:EdCorps, a computer conference (i.e., a 
bulletin board service) for administrators and (2) MICH:TeacherEd for preservice 
teachers in the teacher certification program (Canning and Swift, 1992; Swift & 
Coxford, 1988).  On MICH:TeacherED, student teachers were – at least in the 
early days of the program – required to participate by posting to the conference 
during the practicum. Conference topics were common concerns of student 
teachers, such as teaching strategies, classroom management, teaching activities, 
and student motivation (Blanton, Moorman & Trathen, 1998). 
 The Beginning Teacher Computer Network (BTCN) is a program 
sponsored by the Harvard Graduate School of Education.  It offers a series of 
"forums" of two main types:  (1) public forums (i.e., a bulletin board service), 
hosting discussions of a variety of topics, such as classroom management tips and 
assessment of student work; and (2) private forums (i.e., private e-mail 
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exchanges), allowing new teacher peer-to-peer or mentor-to-protégé discussions 
(Grudin, 1994).  Merseth’s survey (1991) of 28 new teachers using this service 
showed that they ranked the types of support they felt they received in the 
following manner (listed in order of overall average points awarded for 
effectiveness in each listed category, on a scale with 7 the highest number of 
points that could be awarded and 1 the lowest): 
• Receiving moral support (mean = 5.77) 
• Developing “a broader perspective on teaching” (mean = 5.60) 
• Keeping in touch with friends (mean = 5.20) 
• Reflecting “on philosophy of education” (mean = 4.93) 
• Sharing teaching techniques (mean = 4.68) 
• Improving classroom management (mean = 4.42) 
• Getting “help with lesson and curriculum planning” (mean = 2,89) 
(Merseth, 1991, p. 9). 
Overall, the types of support the new teachers in Merseth’s study valued most 
were those that House (1981) and Gold (1996) would classify as emotional or 
psychological support. 
 The Electronic Education Exchange (EEE), a bulletin board service, is 
sponsored by Iowa State University's College of Education for its student 
teachers.  Thompson and Hamilton's (1991) early evaluation of the project noted 
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that the mere availability of a telecommunications system was not sufficient to get 
student teachers to use it.  After students signed on to the network, they were each 
assigned a partner (i.e., another student teacher teaching approximately the same 
grade level) as well as a faculty partner.  Special conferences were also initiated 
on this system, such as discussions about classroom management and parent 
interactions.  Thompson and Hamilton (1991) concluded that further structured 
intervention would likely be necessary to encourage student teachers to 
communicate with faculty and experienced teachers in a telecommunications 
network.  
 Teacher-LINK is a computer network at the University of Virginia's Curry 
School of Education that is described as being an electronic academical village 
(Bull et al., 1989).  Teacher-LINK provides computer-assisted communications 
between student teachers and faculty.  Students and faculty, in the early days of 
the program, used the Teacher-LINK network to communicate with teachers in 
the public schools as well as around the world.  The project allowed students and 
faculty members to share lesson plans and curriculum ideas, and to find help from 
peers when they were under stress (Bull, Harris, & Druker, 1992).  Although 
those who used the network reported that it was beneficial to them during their 
student teaching, there was a decline in message exchange activity after 
preservice education students’ graduation (Bull et al., 1989). 
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 EDTNet – a computer network at Miami University in Oxford, Ohio – 
connects public school sites to the School of Education and the College of Arts 
and Sciences (Brooks & Kopp, 1989).  Features include e-mail and a bulletin 
board, as well as curriculum content storage.  The faculty in the teacher education 
program have produced a variety of "Introduction to Teaching" files and have 
stored these on the system as well, as a "knowledge base" resource for new 
teachers.   Student teachers can use the e-mail feature to ask questions of their 
professors about subject-matter questions.  These questions, when answered by 
the professors, are added to the online files in the "knowledge base." 
 Other teacher education and teacher support institutions offer similar kinds 
of services.  For example, in 1999, the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign began offering a collaboration between the university and local school 
offices through an “electronic conferencing” service (i.e., electronic bulletin board 
service) in 1999 (Klecka, Clift & Thomas, 2002).  Columbia Teachers College’s 
New Teacher Institute has begun offering both electronic bulletin boards and e-
mail support for new teachers (Unger, Clayton, & Cuddapah, 2002).  The 
Professional Association of Georgia Educators has also sponsored a 
“cybermentor” program as a source of induction support for new teachers (Single 
& Muller, 1999).   
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 The lists of teacher-education related telecommunication programs for 
professional support continue to grow (Feiman-Nemser, 2001).  The general 
purpose of these college-based programs is to give support to new teachers (i.e., 
their recent graduates) by providing an online location for novices to post 
questions (i.e., on electronic bulletin boards) to which other teachers – primarily 
their former classmates, but sometimes including university faculty members or 
cooperating teachers from the public schools – can post responses, either publicly 
(i.e., via electronic bulletin-board postings, viewable by all subscribers) or 
privately (i.e., via private e-mail responses sent to the teacher who posted the 
question or request for help).  However, there are no other known current 
programs that feature, as WINGS does, one-to-one telementoring with long-term 
(i.e., a full school year or several years in length) connections between a new 
teacher protégé and a veteran teacher mentor who is also currently teaching. 
Naturally Occurring or Informal Telementoring 
 Telementoring can take place naturally, with veteran teachers and novice 
teachers connecting and communicating with one another via the Web.  For 
example, teachers who may first contact one another through online bulletin 
boards like Teach.Net (Bott, 1999) and subsequently begin a private e-mail 
exchange with one another, with the general purpose of providing support to the 
novice teacher.  One advantage of telecommunications is that it can link people 
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who would ordinarily have little contact with one another so that those who have 
experience in a specific area of interest can provide information or answer 
questions for those who want to know that information.  For example, classroom 
teachers can use e-mail to provide answers to students’ classroom-based questions 
by facilitating contact between the students and NASA space center personnel 
(Buckingham, 2001).   
 Individual informal exchanges for the purpose of mentoring novice 
teachers do occur, such as the “match-up” service provided by Teaching.com 
(Boria, 2002).  In general, however, although some of these online services 
promote what is called mentoring services, the mentoring part of the service 
offered tends to be of very short duration, primarily represented by a “post a 
question and get a response” kind of exchange common on electronic bulletin 
boards.  There are reported to occur private, long-term, one-on-one mentoring 
relationships between online mentors and new teacher protégés that begin through 
a posting on an electronic bulletin board by the novice teacher, asking for advice, 
which is answered by a veteran teacher privately by e-mail, that then develops 
into a mentoring relationship online over time (Bott, 1999; Boria, 2002).  
However, due to the nature of these private exchanges, few research reports have 
yet been written about how mentoring happens using these kinds of services.   
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 One example of a naturally occurring telementoring exchange is described 
in a research study about private e-mail mentoring exchanges carried on 
informally among several teacher education professors and some of their former 
students during their first year of teaching (Nuernberger, 1998).  This research 
study concluded that  
By far the major purpose for the messages sent by the beginning teachers 
was to relate experiences that were occurring in their classrooms.  Other 
purposes for messages sent, although not as clearly defined as relating 
experiences, were to offer information, seek advice, and express emotion.  
So often these narratives were informative in nature, requiring no response 
from their mentor.  It was this natural, chatty style of sharing that allowed 
the messages to take on a demeanor of conversation between colleagues.  
The beginning teachers wanted to share what was happening in their 
classroom, wanted to celebrate their successes and find an outlet for their 
frustrations.  In essence they were simply looking for someone who cared 
about them as an individual and shared in their goal to become the best 
teacher they could be (Nuernberger, 1998, pp 141-142). 
 
The beginning teachers found that these exchanges "offered both emotional and 
personal support" and that they  
found the e-mail exchanges to be a safe, nonevaluative environment in 
which they could discuss their feelings and situations with candor and 
without fear of appearing weak to their supervisors or colleagues (p. 144). 
 
The mentors tried to be helpful, and they  
offered support or advice in 52% of their messages. . . . Surprisingly, 
although the mentors did address the specific concerns expressed by the 
beginning teachers, there was no common pattern to their requests or 
experiences related.  Their needs were quite idiosyncratic (p. 142). 
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 This observation about the distinct and changing nature of the new 
teachers' needs at various times during their induction into teaching supported 
Wilkinson's (1994) earlier research findings that beginning teachers have different 
needs at different times, and that any mentoring program that aims to serve those 
new teachers' needs should be flexible enough to accommodate these changes.  
"An effective mentoring program," as Nuernberger observes, "responds to the 
needs and characteristics of the individual participants" (p. 142).  The most 
important kind of support that Nuernberger found these telementoring exchanges 
had was  
the emotional support the mentors supplied in exhorting their protégés to 
"hang in there," letting them know they weren't alone in the frustrations 
they were encountering, or simply letting them know they were there for 
them and cared enough to want to know what was going on.  It is this 
latter type of support that beginning teachers cited over and over as the 
most important reason for continuing their e-mail relationship (pp. 142-
143). 
 
 Nuernberger's findings show that the new teachers felt that telementoring 
was a source of both of the kinds of support that Gold (1996) stated were most 
important for new teachers: (1) instruction-related support – represented by the 
new teachers' messages describing their experiences in the classroom and seeking 
advice about their methods of instruction – and (2) psychological support  – 
described in Nuernberger's study as emotional support that helped the new 
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teachers feel that what they got from their mentors was " trust, respect, and liking" 
(p. 561).   
Telementoring as Learner-Centered Professional Development 
The idea of teachers using Internet communication tools for their own 
professional development has already been advocated by a number of well-known 
professional development specialists, who have suggested grounding professional 
skill improvement in teachers' on-the-job practice and their use of 
telecommunication tools to contact and consult with other professionals 
(Harrington-Lueker, 1996; Little, 1994).  In addition, some professional 
development specialists have suggested that teachers' telecommunications with 
other professionals – such as other teachers, subject matter experts from a variety 
of content fields relevant to teachers' instructional curriculum, and higher-
education personnel – constitutes a form of professional development that is well 
suited to individual teachers’ needs (Feiman-Nemser, 2001; Single & Muller, 
1999). 
 Computer-mediated communication via the Internet can provide new 
teachers with a source of support at a convenient time and in a private place (Bott, 
1999; Nuernberger, 1998).  In addition, this kind of self-initiated and self-directed 
support provides the kinds of individually controlled learning opportunities 
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deemed most appropriate for adult learners (Knowles, 1996) and, reportedly, most 
preferred by new teachers (Wilkinson, 1994). 
 Telementoring for new teachers, in particular, can potentially furnish a 
source of one-on-one, individualized support (Wilkinson, 1994) that can provide 
them with sources of both personal or emotional support as well as instruction-
related support (Gold, 1996).  Contexts in which mentoring is offered (i.e., 
publicly or privately) will vary, depending on the personalities of the protégé and 
mentor, how they negotiate their roles, and the length of their engagement.  Still, 
this is a potentially valuable resource to the new teacher – particularly in 
situations in which no face-to-face or other mentoring or induction support may 
be available. 
 There has been much interest recently, in the education community, in 
technology-supported professional development as a possible means of sharing 
expertise among K-12 teachers, university faculty, and curriculum developers 
(Loucks-Horsley & Matsumoto, 1999) in a manner other than through brief 
meetings at inservice workshops or summer institutes, or through publishing or 
reading articles in educational journals (Marx, Blumenfeld, Krajcik, & Soloway, 
1998).  Four specific themes are emerging in published research with regard to 
how network-based communications have affected thinking about teacher 
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professional development, described by Barnett (2002) as providing the following 
potential benefits: 
1. reducing teacher isolation and providing support 
2. supporting reflection on practice 
3. improving teacher practice 
4. forming communities of practice 
There are a variety of reports that telecommunications can reduce teacher 
isolation and provide support.  For example, in several studies of preservice 
teachers, use of telecommunications to connect to fellow students, cooperating 
teachers, and/or university sponsors have reported positive effects (Powers & 
Dutt-Donner, 1997; Roddy, 1999; Waugh, 1996).  In one study, online mediators 
(graduate assistants) were found to be critically important in helping to support 
and focus the preservice teachers’ online discussion (Levin & Waugh, 1998).  
However, Barnett (2002) suggests that these studies may have methodological 
problems.  Most of these studies that reported beneficial effects from online 
communications among preservice teachers were (1) based on surveys and self-
reports (often, these data were collected in college courses which required online 
communication among the teacher education students); (2) not supported by other 
sources of information (i.e., lack of triangulation (Lincoln & Guba, 1986)); and 
(3) related to situations of relatively short duration (typically, over a semester-
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length course) (Barnett, 2002).  A second problem was technological.  Constraints 
of the communications methods used meant that it was difficult to trace or collect 
all messages exchanged between participants (Barnett, 2002).  Barnett called for 
more rigorous research into online environments that “support communication 
and collaboration” to discern “the characteristics of those teachers that do actively 
participate in electronic networks” and “why they continue to do so” (p. 8). 
Telecommunications as a support of reflective practice was reported in a 
number of studies (e.g., Roddy, 1999; Schlagal, Thrathen, & Blanton, 1996), 
primarily among preservice teachers (Barnett, 2002).  Like studies cited above in 
relation to reducing isolation and increasing support among teachers, Barnett 
points out that the research studies primarily concerned short-duration exchanges 
conducted during college courses among preservice teachers.  In addition, there 
are problems caused by lack of a consensus in defining reflective dialogue 
(Barnett, 2002, p. 11).  Specifically, Barnett calls for research into ways that “pre-
service teachers’ needs differ from in-service needs when communicating through 
electronic networks” (p. 11). 
There have been many anecdotal reports but few rigorous research studies 
in regard to how use of telecommunications impacts classroom practice (Barnett, 
2002).  In terms of professional development, this is more of a technology-
integration issue than a discussion about communication and collaboration among 
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practitioners.  The crux of this problem, according to Barnett, is to differentiate 
between teachers’ perceptions that participation in networked communications 
with peers has changed their practice and “how their practice has actually 
changed” (p. 13).  Barnett calls for in-depth longitudinal studies to investigate 
various aspects of these concerns. 
The idea of online communities of practice to support educators is, so far, 
largely a potential rather than a proven benefit (Barnett, 2002).  There are a 
number of studies of preservice teacher cohorts and discussions about their 
creation of communities of practice online (Barab & Duffy, 2000; Guzdial & 
Weingarten, 1996; Levin & Waugh, 1998).  Among inservice teachers, there have 
been only a few studies of community-building communications (Barnett, 2002).  
This may be because considerable time is required to allow teachers to become 
accustomed to using telecommunications for this purpose (Schlager and Schank, 
1997).  Barnett (2002) commented that the research on communities of practice 
online have been “primarily focused on how to design an on-line environment that 
supports the building of a community of practice” (p. 15).  Thus, there has not 
been definitive agreement about what such an online community looks like.  
There are differences, for example, reported between online groups who have met 
face-to-face in addition to online and those whose interactions occur exclusively 
online (Barnett, 2002).  As Barnett notes, “there is a critical need for longitudinal 
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research that examines teachers’ interactions through an on-line network over 
time” (p. 16). 
Study of the WINGS environment is not likely to provide answers for 
most of the questions surrounding use of teacher-to-teacher communications as a 
form of professional development.  However, it seems clear that teachers’ 
communications with one another for the purpose of discussing and improving 
their classroom practice – in an environment that archives all of their messages, 
such as WINGS – presents an opportunity for study that few other online 
communication environments offer.  In addition, the specific focus of WINGS 
telementoring – support provided to new teachers via telecommunications over a 
considerable period of time during their induction into teaching – offers an area 
for study that has previously been difficult to examine.  
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Chapter Three: Research Design and Methods 
This chapter explains the research design upon which this study was 
based.  It also discusses the interpretivist research framework and methods that 
were used in this inquiry, and explains why this approach and these methods were 
deemed appropriate to a study of new teachers' experiences with telementoring.  
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
 
I conducted this study within an interpretivist framework (Denzin & 
Lincoln, 2000).  As researcher, I recognize that my paradigm – or my set of 
beliefs about the nature of reality – especially social reality – underlies and 
influences my research study.  I acknowledge that “research questions are 
inevitably theoretically informed” (Silverman, 2001, p. 1), and that not to 
acknowledge this from the outset invites “the revenge of unnoticed assumptions” 
(Wieder, 1999, p. 163).  
Paradigm 
 
In the broadest sense, “interpretivist” is a description sometimes given to 
differentiate research in the natural sciences, whose objective is to “explain” 
natural phenomena in terms of their causes, from the human sciences, whose 
objective is to “interpret or understand human social activity” (Schwandt, 1997, p. 
74). 
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The interpretivist view, in terms of research in the realm of social 
phenomena, arises from a belief that in this context there is no “single objective 
reality, but multiple realities of which the researcher must be aware” (Erlandson, 
1993, pp. 11-12).  The interpretivist view is that meanings, relationships, and 
knowledge constructed by humans in the course of their various life activities 
(i.e., involving participation in social interactions, communications, social 
structures, and institutions) are wholly “constructed, managed, and sustained” by 
their human participants (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000, p. 487).  Everyday human 
social actions – whether between individuals or between groups of individuals – 
involve intention and are seen as meaningful to those who, as “actors” (Schwandt, 
2000, p. 193), participate in, observe, or make meaning from these actions.  
Human participants, as well as the researchers who seek information from them 
about their experiences in various social contexts, affect and are affected by the 
human social activities and contexts with which they are involved (Silverman, 
2001). 
The general purpose of interpretivist research is to gain a deep 
understanding (i.e., Verstehen) (Schutz, 1992, cited in Schwandt, 2000, p. 193) of 
the actions and “life world” experiences of the participants in a specific context 
being studied.  For this study, I have chosen this approach because it suits the 
research purpose, which is to gain an understanding of and to interpret the 
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experiences of new teachers who are engaged in telementoring through the 
WINGS project during their entry and induction into the teaching profession.   
Perspective 
In addition to taking an interpretivist approach to this study, I am also 
taking a specifically interpretivist viewpoint about the nature of the experiences of 
the novice-teacher participants in this study and the kinds of knowledge that can 
be gained from this kind of inquiry.  Thus, it is appropriate to explain my 
particular perspective, or my epistemological viewpoint regarding my relationship 
to the subject that I plan to investigate. 
Interpretivist researchers commonly investigate two different aspects of 
Verstehen (i.e., understanding or meaning-making): 
(1)  the complex “primary process” by means of which all humans 
construct meanings from their own actions and the actions of others 
with whom they interact, and  
(2)  the analytic process which is applied by the social science researcher 
who is seeking to understand the study participants’ primary 
processes – a method by means of which “interpretivists aim to 
reconstruct the self-understandings of actors engaged in particular 
actions” (Schwandt, 2000, p. 193).   
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This study explores the meanings, perspectives, and experiences of these 
new teachers constructed while interacting, online, with the mentors whom they 
have chosen to help and support them during their induction and acculturation 
into the teaching profession.  Along with describing these “primary” meaning 
perspectives of the new teacher participants, this study also explores their WINGS 
online telementoring experiences, examining and interpreting these participants’ 
self-understandings or constructions of meaning about their experiences.  These 
include interpretations of the novice teachers’ views about the following topics: 
(1) the new teachers’ beliefs about their needs and how these needs relate to 
their decisions to seek support from online mentors, including how they 
chose the WINGS online project as a source of support and how they 
chose the experienced teachers whom they selected to serve as their 
online mentors,  
(2) what they believe they have learned, professionally, in the course of 
discussing their own classroom experiences with their online mentors, 
and  
(3) their perceptions about the WINGS telementoring process and its 
usefulness and/or limitations in providing support to them during their 
induction into teaching. 
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The purpose of interpretivist inquiry is to understand and to construct new 
meaning through reconstruction of participants’ meanings, and to be open to a 
process of continued reconstruction as new interpretations are brought forth 
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985).  In this study, therefore, the participants’ understandings 
of their own primary processes and the researcher’s reconstruction of these 
participants’ self-understandings created the inquiry’s outcomes.  This will 
involve applying inductive reasoning to build from the participants’ specific 
experiences to more general observations about similar or related phenomena 
(Creswell, 1998; Lincoln & Guba, 1985).  I examined the participating new 
teachers’ experiences in a manner that, I believe, allowed me to understand and 
interpret their experiences in order to “engage in reasonable but modest 
speculation about whether findings are applicable to other cases with similar 
circumstances” (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, cited in Schwandt, 1997, pp. 58-59).   
SETTING FOR THE RESEARCH STUDY  
WINGS Online Telementoring 
This study explores new teachers' experiences with telementoring from the 
points of view of the new teachers themselves – particularly their perceptions 
about whether and in what manner their perceived needs as new teachers have 
been met by their online mentors within the telementoring environment supported 
by the WINGS program.  
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The WINGS program is a project sponsored by the University of Texas to 
support its student teachers (or “teacher apprentices”) and teacher certification 
graduates during their student teaching and their first two years of induction into 
teaching.  Preservice teachers who are in their practicum year or who are recent 
(i.e., within two years) graduates of the university can use the WINGS 
telementoring service by selecting a mentor from an online database of veteran 
Texas teachers who have provided profiles of themselves, describing their 
teaching experiences, beliefs, and preferences.  Generally, the new teachers 
selected a mentor based on these profiles, using criteria of their own, such as 
having similar teaching assignments (i.e., grade level or subjects taught) or 
because of qualities they perceived in the mentors’ descriptions as similar to 
qualities of their own or that they deemed as valuable. 
When protégés select a mentor, they also provide a profile of themselves 
to the WINGS project, giving some details about their teaching assignments, 
experiences, beliefs, and preferences.  (See Appendix D: WINGS Application for 
Protégés and Mentors.)  Once this selection process has been completed, the 
"matched" profiles – protégé and mentor – are automatically forwarded to the 
WINGS director, who then assigns a facilitator to each pair.  All WINGS 
facilitators are, at present, University of Texas graduate students in the College of 
Education who were formerly K-12 classroom teachers. 
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The facilitator assigned to a new WINGS “match” first checks, via e-mail, 
for the selected mentor’s availability since the mentors’ circumstances, available 
time, or interest could have changed since they originally filed their online 
application to WINGS.  If the mentor agrees to serve, telementoring can begin.  If 
there are problems with the match, such as the selected mentor teacher being 
unavailable, the facilitator may offer assistance to the protégé and, if requested, 
may help the protégé to find other experienced teachers in the database to 
consider as a mentor.  In most cases, however, the selected teacher agrees to serve 
as mentor.  Once the mentor agrees, the facilitator usually notifies the protégé that 
the mentor is available.  The pair – protégé and mentor – is then considered a 
working WINGS team. 
The facilitator next begins the process of setting up the e-mail exchange 
for the team by sending an e-mail message to the WINGS director, requesting a 
specific e-mail distribution list for messages exchanged by the new WINGS team.  
For example, a WINGS e-mail list for Susan Smith (protégé) and Jane Jones 
(mentor), might have an e-mail address such as  
susan-jane@emissary.ots.utexas.edu/wings.   
A step-by-step overview of the typical process of application, setting up, 
and beginning a WINGS telementoring match is presented in table form on the 
following page. 
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Table 1:  Process for Beginning a WINGS Telementoring Match 
 
Process 
Steps 
Explanation of 
Process 
Decisions Made or Outcomes for This Step 
Step 1.  
New 
teacher 
request for 
a WINGS 
telementor 
A new teacher 
applies for a 
telementor and 
selects a mentor’s 
profile in the 
online database. 
If problems occur with this process: 
The new teacher uses the contact information 
on the WINGS Web site to e-mail the WINGS 
director or facilitators for help. 
Step 2. 
WINGS 
director 
approval 
 
When the protégé 
submits her 
application 
through the 
WINGS Web 
site, this 
application and 
the mentor’s 
profile are 
automatically e-
mailed to the 
WINGS director 
for approval. 
Match approved: 
If approved, the WINGS director assigns the 
protégé and mentor “match” to a facilitator.  
 
Match not approved: 
If the new teacher is ineligible, the director 
communicates this to the applicant.  If the 
protégé is eligible but there is a problem with 
the choice of mentor, the director assigns the 
protégé to a WINGS facilitator, who will work 
with the protégé and confirm her mentor choice 
or help her choose a new mentor from the 
WINGS mentor database. 
Step 3. 
Setting up 
the team 
The WINGS 
facilitator 
contacts the 
selected mentor 
to check that the 
mentor is 
available at this 
time.   
Mentor agrees: 
The facilitator e-mails the WINGS director to 
request that an e-mail list be set up for the 
protégé and mentor, who will then become a 
working WINGS “team.” 
 
Mentor not available for this match: 
The facilitator helps the protégé choose a new 
mentor from the WINGS database.* 
Step 4. 
E-mail 
exchange 
begins 
The WINGS 
director notifies 
the facilitator that 
the e-mail list for 
the team is ready. 
The facilitator notifies the protégé and mentor, 
usually by sending the first message to the 
team’s e-mail list and inviting them to 
“introduce” themselves to one another to begin 
their correspondence 
*Note:  There has been at least one exception, in a situation when the protégé’s teaching 
assignment was unique, and when the WINGS director recruited a particular mentor into 
the WINGS program to serve this protégé’s specific needs. 
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The first message in the exchange is generally made by the facilitator, 
“introducing” the protégé and mentor to one another, much in the way that a 
hostess at a gathering might introduce two guests who have mutual interests.  The 
facilitator usually takes this “introducing” opportunity, too, to explain her role, 
which is to help make the exchange of messages go smoothly.  Although she 
reads all of the team’s messages, the facilitator usually remains behind the scenes 
and does not communicate frequently with the mentor and protégé of the team.  
Rather, the facilitator is more commonly a passive participant, receiving their 
messages – especially in the initial phases of the online exchange – but primarily 
ensuring that things are going smoothly.  The facilitator explains this, as well as 
usually telling the team, from the outset, that once things are going well, the 
facilitator may take herself off the subscription list – after telling the team that she 
will do this – so that, thereafter, she stops receiving their messages.  The 
facilitator also gives the team members her private e-mail address and invites 
them to contact her whenever questions, concerns, or difficulties arise.   
For example, the first communication from the facilitator is intended as a 
“kick-off” message for the team, but if no messages are exchanged in response 
within a day or so, the facilitator may send a message to the team’s address or via 
private e-mail to the protégé and the mentor, checking to be sure they received the 
first message and that there are no technical difficulties.  If there are problems, 
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such as one of the team members not having received messages from the 
distribution list, then the facilitator usually contacts the other party, explaining 
that there has been a snag.  The facilitator then usually e-mails the WINGS 
director, and with the help of the technical coordinator, if necessary, tries to 
resolve the problem.  In one instance, one of the team’s private e-mail addresses 
had an inadvertent spelling error that was submitted as the subscriber’s address 
and – because of the error – the list manager software was not recognizing the 
sender as an approved subscriber to that list.  The e-mail address error then had to 
be corrected before the list could function properly.  This is an example of the 
simplest kind of error that might prevent the exchange of e-mail messages unless 
remedied, and it usually involves intervention of the facilitator. 
In other cases, there might be problems if a school’s e-mail server has very 
strong filtering software in place (i.e., to prevent messages that might contain 
computer viruses or content deemed inappropriate for students) and will not 
accept an e-mail message that has been re-routed, such as the e-mail messages 
that the WINGS server receives from the protégé’s or mentor’s private e-mail 
address and re-routes to their WINGS e-mail address.  Sometimes the facilitator 
can resolve these kinds of problems.  For example, the facilitator can often help a 
team member whose school computer refuses the “re-routed” e-mail to set up a 
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different private e-mail address through free e-mail Internet providers, such as 
Yahoo or Hotmail. 
Once regular message exchange between the protégé and mentor begins, 
the facilitator often becomes a fairly passive receiver of messages.  The facilitator 
typically does not take an active role in the exchange of messages between 
protégé and mentor unless needed or asked to respond, because the intent of the 
exchange between protégé and mentor is for the two of them to develop a close 
interpersonal relationship, a process with which a facilitator’s too-frequent 
interruption might interfere.  The WINGS software sends a weekly report to all 
the facilitators, listing the teams for which they are responsible and the number of 
days since each of their assigned teams’ last message exchange.  By means of this 
weekly report, the facilitators know how regularly each team they have been 
assigned is communicating.  In addition, the facilitators submit regular reports 
(i.e., quarterly) to the project director, reporting on the status of each of their 
assigned teams.   By this means, although the facilitator may not be actively 
monitoring a team’s messages, she knows that regular exchanges are taking place.  
Thus, even if the facilitator is no longer receiving regular messages exchanged by 
the team, she can always check the contents of their archived messages if a 
question or problem arises. 
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When a facilitator is not actively or routinely involved with each team’s 
exchange of messages, there are still occasions when she might send the team 
members messages.  For example, in established teams, occasionally the 
facilitator may need to send a reminder to the mentor – via an e-mail message to 
the mentor's personal e-mail address – if the team's rate of message exchange 
drops below a certain level, such as one message per week.  A mentor may invite 
the facilitator to give an opinion as to whether she is addressing an issue raised by 
the protégé in a manner that is appropriate or thorough.  In another instance, a 
protégé might want the facilitator’s opinion in addition to the mentor’s about a 
question she has asked.  Regular – but usually infrequent – types of 
communication from the facilitator may include the following types of messages: 
• requests for confirmation of e-mail addresses over the summer holidays, 
since, for those teachers relying on school computers, there may be an 
interruption of messages exchanged if no alternate access to e-mail is 
available 
• invitations to special events for some protégés and/or mentors (i.e., some 
protégé or mentor team members living nearby (i.e., within a fifty-mile 
radius from the university) have been invited to come and visit with 
WINGS project evaluators to describe their telementoring experiences and 
make recommendations for improvements to the program)  
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• requests for confirmation about plans for continuing the team, which can, 
theoretically, continue for three years (i.e., the possible maximum length 
of the telementoring relationship if a protégé started when in her 
practicum year and continued for her first two full years of teaching).  If 
the protégé – at any time or for any reason – wants a different mentor or 
no longer feels the need for telementoring, the facilitator will help her find 
a new mentor and/or will, tactfully, conclude the current match. 
In general, once the working teams have established a pattern of 
exchanging messages, they continue these exchanges over relatively long 
stretches of time (i.e., several months) without major interruption.  Matches tend 
to end with a school year, typically winding up as the summer holiday interrupts 
the school cycle. 
Specific Focus of Inquiry 
The purpose of this study is to explore new teachers' experiences with 
telementoring during their entry into teaching as professional educators, their 
perceptions of their needs as new teachers, and whether telementoring helps them 
meet those needs.  Several unique features of the WINGS Online telementoring 
service make this project setting particularly suitable for this research study’s 
purpose. 
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First, WINGS is completely “protégé-driven.”  New teachers come to 
WINGS for mentor support only if they wish.  Nothing and no one compels them 
to enroll except their own interest in finding support from a mentor.  By contrast, 
in most formal induction programs for new teachers, operational in approximately 
half of the United States (Andrews & Andrews, 1998; Feiman-Nemser, 2001), 
mentors are provided for new teachers, but they are chosen for, rather than by, the 
novices themselves (Furtwengler, 1995).  In most of these induction programs, 
mentors are appointed for the new teachers (Ganser, 1999; Portner, 1999) by a 
school committee or by the school’s principal (Furtwengler, 1995), who may 
subsequently question the mentors about the new teachers’ job performance 
(Feiman-Nemser, 1998; Gordon & Maxey, 2000).  Thus, in many instances, face-
to-face mentoring in the school environment is more oriented to the needs and 
expectations of the school’s administrators, as employers, than to the needs and 
preferences of novice teachers (Tellez, 1992).  Reportedly, however, a majority of 
new teachers would prefer to chose their own sources of support (Wilkinson, 
1994; Tellez, 1992), a finding consistent with adult learning theory (Knowles, 
1996), which suggests that adult learners prefer self-directedness (Daley, 1999; 
Knowles, 1996).  Therefore, the WINGS project offers a unique opportunity to 
study the self-perceived induction needs of new teachers and their self-guided 
selection of their own mentors.  The only known pressure upon protégés in the 
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WINGS program arises from the project’s requirement that they continuously 
communicate with their online mentors, who are paid a small yearly stipend 
($600) for their services.  If communications from protégés begin to lag (i.e., 
stretch out to more than a week between messages), the mentors may be gently 
urged by the WINGS facilitators to initiate more messages rather than waiting to 
hear from their protégés. 
Second, mentoring in the WINGS project is a “private” activity for the 
protégés.  Since they are using computer-mediated communication, no one on 
their school campuses need know, even if they see one of the protégés using a 
computer, that what they are doing is sending and receiving e-mail from their 
mentors.  Further, WINGS protégés and mentors may easily remain relatively 
anonymous to one another.  They typically begin not knowing much more than 
one another’s first names and the subjects or grade levels they teach.  They 
especially do not know – unless they deliberately choose to reveal this 
information to one another – their last names, their locations, or the names of the 
schools in which they teach.  The new teachers in the WINGS telementoring 
program can thus feel assured that there is little chance that anything they 
communicates to their online mentors could affect them in their own teaching 
environments.  By contrast, in even the most well-intentioned, non-evaluative 
face-to-face mentoring situations, new teachers may feel anxiety about asking for 
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or receiving help from their appointed mentors, concerned that they will give the 
impression – either to their mentors or to their fellow teachers observing them 
when they are consulting their mentors – that they are not fully competent to do 
their jobs.  New teachers often worry that this negative impression might be 
passed along to others in their schools, such as administrators who evaluate their 
job performance (Feiman-Nemser, 1998; Gratch, 1998; Gordon & Maxey, 2000; 
Kshensky & Muth, 1991; Tellez, 1992).  Thus, one advantage for protégés in the 
WINGS project is that they can tell their mentors whatever they wish, or ask 
about anything they want to know about their teaching, without having to fear 
adverse professional repercussions.  The conditions under which WINGS 
telementoring takes place protect the protégés’ privacy in ways that allow them to 
feel secure in telling their mentors about their needs, perceptions, and deepest 
concerns – all of which are of central interest to this investigation but might not 
be as fully revealed in other, less “safe,” mentoring or telementoring 
circumstances.   
Third, the WINGS message exchanges are facilitated.  Project facilitators 
help to negotiate the protégé-mentor match (see description of WINGS 
telementoring procedures, pp. 96-104 or Table 1 on page 99), make the initial 
introductions between participants online to get an exchange of messages going, 
then monitor the exchange weekly to keep protégé-mentor communications from 
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lapsing.  Once communication is established, the role of the WINGS facilitator 
becomes that of “jovial nag” who, when necessary, acts as “the persistent voice 
that prods participants into communicating in a timely and consistent manner” 
(Harris & Figg, 2000, p. 230).  This function is the most crucial part of the 
WINGS facilitator’s role, since online telementoring relationships tend to fail if 
either the protégé or the mentor fails to sustain the correspondence (O’Neill & 
Gomez, 1998).  Since telementoring requires that the protégé and mentor interact 
with one another, building a relationship over time that can provide a reliable 
source of support for the protégé can only take place in situations in which the 
protégé and mentor are actually communicating with one another on a consistent 
and continuing basis (Gold, 1996).  Ensuring that online communication 
continues so that supportive learning can be sustained is the telementoring 
facilitator’s primary goal (Harris, O’Bryan, & Rotenberg, 1996).  In addition, 
online facilitators can help, as needed, to resolve minor technical problems that 
may interfere with online communication between mentor and protégé (Harris & 
Figg, 2000).  In terms of this research study, then, the fact that the WINGS 
matches are facilitated greatly increases the chances that meaningful relationship 
building will take place online.  Although there may be other, more informal 
online venues that describe themselves as providing online telementoring for 
teachers, WINGS is unique in that it provides the telementoring offered to new 
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teachers in a supportive, facilitated framework that increases the probability that 
these protégé-mentor pairs will communicate with one another long enough and 
consistently enough to cultivate a fully developed mentoring relationship online. 
In some instances, the online support provided by WINGS telementoring 
may be the only kind of induction support that the new teachers receive.  In other 
instances, new teachers may be assigned a very supportive and helpful face-to-
face mentor in their schools, and may wish to correspond with their WINGS 
online mentor primarily for supplementary emotional and/or instructional support.  
One of the areas explored in this study is how, for what purposes, and to what 
extent new teachers use this telementoring connection.  
AUDIENCE 
The results of this study should be useful to those interested in the 
experiences of novice teachers, the kinds of support they perceive as helpful to 
them, and the characteristics of the supporters whom they choose when they have 
an opportunity to select their own mentors.  This study’s audience may thus range 
from college-based teacher educators to school-based administrators, mentor 
teachers, or professional development providers. 
In addition, the results of this study should be of interest to those 
designing or providing programs that support new teachers online.  Other 
interested readers may be among those with interests in online mentoring in 
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general, as well as groups of teachers communicating with one another in 
reflective communities of practice online.   
RESEARCH DESIGN 
The purpose of this study is to explore new teachers' experiences with one-
on-one protégé-driven telementoring during their entry into teaching as 
professionals.  The novice teachers who seek support through WINGS’ 
telementoring service are a group that is of interest, since they are teachers who 
are in the process of learning to teach (Wildman et al., 1989).  As adult learners, 
new teachers can be seen as a group who, given the choice, would prefer to learn 
in a self-directed manner, as was demonstrated by Wilkinson’s (1994) study in 
which 84% of new teachers surveyed said they wanted to decide when and how 
they received assistance during their first year of teaching.  
An interpretivist multiple-case study is appropriate to an inquiry of this 
sort, since the outcome of the research is intended to enhance existing knowledge 
or concepts (Peshkin, 1993).  Specifically, in this study, the object of the study is 
to understand more about new teachers' experiences in coping with learning-to-
teach challenges and attempting to improve their practice.  This self-directed 
improvement of practice, accomplished according to the new teachers' perceptions 
and needs, is what is meant by learner-centered professional development (see 
pages 43-47). 
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This research is based, in the broadest sense, on new teachers' subjective 
interpretations of their experiences as novices during their induction into teaching.  
Exploring the experiences of these new educators thus seems to call for a 
qualitative approach in order to allow for these perceptions to be retained and 
reflected in the data generated, collected, and analyzed.   
The proposed study focuses on new teachers' personal experiences, 
introspections, and interactions with their mentors, who provide them with 
support via e-mail.  The interpretivist assumption that human social action is 
intentional and meaningful (Schwandt, 2000) is therefore central to this research.  
For example, I assume that the new teachers who come to the WINGS Web site 
seeking a mentor with whom to communicate are acting intentionally.  When they 
select a mentor, with whom they exchange messages, I assume that these message 
exchanges are meaningful to them, since they continue engaging in this activity 
over a considerable time.  My goal in this research study is to increase 
understanding of a "complex world of lived experience from the point of view of 
those who live it" (Schwandt, 1998, p. 221) – that is, understanding of how and 
for what purposes new teachers use their telementoring connection to obtain 
support during their induction into teaching.  
In the case of this research study, I have examined the exchanges between 
protégés and their mentors – or, in Schwandt’s (2000) terms, the “actors” in this 
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situation (p. 192) – in the context of the protégés’ being new teachers in the 
process of learning to teach.  As Schwandt describes this research stance, in my 
research I have been “looking over the shoulders of [these specific] actors and 
trying to figure out (both by conversing and observing) what the actors think they 
are up to” (p. 192). 
This exploration of what the new teachers were doing and learning, and 
how they exchanged these ideas and experiences with their WINGS mentors, 
extends over multiple cases, examining the new-teacher protégés’ experiences 
during their inductions into teaching.  In representing these new teachers’ 
situations, and how they understand them, I wish I could 
tell the whole story but of course cannot; the whole story exceeds anyone’s 
knowing, anyone’s telling.  Even those inclined to tell all find strong the 
obligation to winnow and consolidate (Stake, 2000, p. 441). 
 
As a strategy of inquiry, then, by exploring multiple cases of new teachers’ 
use of WINGS telementoring, I have attempted to “examine multiple instances of 
a process, as that process is displayed in a variety of different cases” (Denzin & 
Lincoln, 2000, p. 370).  In taking an interpretive look at these cases, I am 
assuming that it is possible to “understand a particular social action” – in this 
case, new teachers’ experiences with telementoring – and, as inquirer, that it is 
possible for me to “grasp the meanings that constitute that action” (Schwandt, 
2000, p. 191). 
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I am also assuming that these cases can be “analyzed in terms of [their] 
specific and generic properties” (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000, p. 370).  The extent to 
which the specific and generic properties of these new teachers’ experiences with 
telementoring while learning to teach can be generalized will depend, in the end, 
on the extent to which their experiences are “like and unlike other cases” (Stake, 
2000, p. 442).  This type of multiple-case research, or collective case study, is 
described as a selection of cases that shed light on a particular issue or context: 
Individual cases in the collection may or may not be known in advance to 
manifest some common characteristic.  They may be similar or dissimilar, 
redundancy and variety each important.  They are chosen because it is 
believed that understanding them will lead to better understanding, perhaps 
better theorizing, about a still larger collection of cases (Stake, 2000, pp. 
437-438).  
 
In the case of this research study, that common context is the induction of new 
teachers and their experiences in seeking telementoring help to support them 
during their entry into teaching. 
As a researcher, I realize that I needed to “winnow” and “consolidate” 
(Stake, 2000, p. 441) information gathered about these new teachers’ experiences 
in order to analyze and report about them.  Thus, I have sought to find a 
reasonable balance between (1) providing enough of the particular aspects of each 
case to provide an accurate picture of each teacher’s experience and “so that 
readers can vicariously experience these happenings and draw conclusions (which 
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may differ from those of the researchers)” (Stake, 2000, p. 439), and (2) analyzing 
enough of the shared aspects of the collected group of cases to generalize selected 
findings in a manner that may provide useful insights into the possible 
experiences of similar groups of new teachers, such as those beginning to teach 
who seek support in similar ways online.  I have presented a succinct and 
“consolidated” analysis of each individual case in Chapter 4 (see pages 146-184) 
as well as a more richly detailed report about each case in Appendix H, which is 
intended to allow readers to have a more extensive vicarious experience of each 
case and to draw their own conclusions.  In Chapter 5, I have presented a cross-
case analysis of all ten of these cases in order to generalize about them in a 
manner that might provide useful insights into the possible experiences of similar 
groups of new teachers who might seek support in telementoring programs similar 
to WINGS.  The danger I have tried most particularly to avoid is the “damage” 
that can occur in research across cases “when the commitment to generalize or to 
theorize runs so strong that the researcher’s attention is drawn away from features 
important for understanding the case itself” (Stake, 2000, p. 439).  Although I 
have attempted to avoid generalizing to an unwarranted degree, there are some 
observations that can be made about these cases that I feel are supported by the 
data.  These general conclusions are presented in Chapter 6. 
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As researcher, it is my responsibility to interpret the meaning of the 
information that the new teachers provide me as informants in this study.  A 
variety of methods were used during data generation, collection, and analysis to 
ensure that my understandings were consistent with the meanings intended by the 
informants.  These are described more fully in the sections that follow. 
Design of the Study 
 This study is a multiple case study, focusing on the perspectives and 
interpretations of new teachers involved in WINGS-supported  telementoring 
during their induction into teaching.  Although the primary purpose is to 
understand their experiences with telementoring in the context of their entry into 
teaching as a profession, understanding their experiences also provides a window 
on the WINGS project itself, by exploring whether and how the participants found 
its telementoring service useful to them, or in what ways they found the 
telementoring they experienced to be limited. 
Research Sample 
The participants in this study comprised a purposive sample.  That is, the 
informants selected for the study were persons who – because of their experiences 
– could "most help to answer the basic research questions and fit the basic 
purpose of the study" (Erlandson et al., 1993, p. 83).  This sampling strategy was 
based on the intent of this study to explore what brought the new teachers to the 
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WINGS project, their perceptions of what support they needed as new teachers, 
the kinds of support they had asked for and that they had received from their 
online mentors, and their perceptions of their telementoring experience in terms of 
how or whether it had been helpful – or in what ways and why it had been limited. 
The study’s participants were ten new teachers who applied for WINGS 
telementoring during their student teaching or first two years of teaching, and who 
subsequently continued to use WINGS’ telementoring services actively during 
their first and perhaps during their second year of teaching, thus providing each of 
the protégé teachers with a minimum of one year of telementoring experience. 
The informants all needed to use computers, since the research study 
concerned the exchange of computer-mediated communications (i.e., e-mail).   
The new-teacher participants needed, therefore, to have regular access to a 
computer with Internet connections in order to exchange e-mail with their 
mentors.  Internet-connected computers were sometimes provided by the schools 
in which they were teaching and were sometimes available in their classrooms or 
in their school libraries.  Other participants used their own personal computers, 
connected to the Internet, in their homes.  The locations of the Internet-connected 
computers for study participants or their mentors were not important, but access 
to at least one computer, connected to the Internet – from which they could send 
and receive e-mail regularly – was essential.  Not having easy access to e-mail 
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could definitely interfere with WINGS teams’ abilities to correspond with one 
another and for me, as researcher, to correspond with them. 
The research sample of ten new teachers was as varied as possible.  This 
approach to sampling is theoretically based, since – in a purposive sampling 
model – there is no attempt to find “representative” or “random” cases, as in 
postpositivistic research (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000, p. 368).  Rather, in interpretive 
analysis of multiple cases, such as in this study, participants were selected 
because they could “shed light on a particular pregiven issue, concept, or 
problem” (Schwandt, 1997, p. 26).  Trying to find a more complex or varied 
sample for cross-case analysis is rooted in the intent “to explore the nature and 
definition of social action within a particular site,” toward which aim “the 
fieldworker considers sampling across time, occasions or events, and people” 
(Schwandt, 1997, p. 142).  
The purposive sampling strategy in this study was intended to help 
uncover and explore participants’ experiences, which was necessary in order to 
permit inferences to be made about WINGS participants’ telementoring 
experiences.  For this reason,  
. . . many . . . qualitative researchers employ theoretical or purposive, and 
not random, sampling models.  They seek out groups, settings, and 
individuals where and for whom the processes being studied are most 
likely to occur.  At the same time, a process of constant comparison . . –  
of groups, concepts, and observations – is necessary, as the researcher 
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seeks to develop an understanding that encompasses all instances of the 
process or case under investigation (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000, p. 370). 
 
Forming the Sample 
 
As a specific starting point for forming the study’s sample, I asked the 
four WINGS facilitators – all of whom had agreed to participate in this study – to 
select, from among the protégé-mentor teams with whom they had worked, four 
or five teams whose experiences with telementoring they would consider to be 
informative for this study.  I asked the facilitators not to describe the teams or to 
explain their selections at this time, but to simply return a list to me of four or five 
telementoring teams who had been corresponding for at least one semester, listing 
them in approximate priority order. 
The four facilitators then sent me, by return e-mail, their lists of WINGS 
teams.  I arranged these in general priority order, selecting first the teams that 
facilitators had recommended first, then the teams that had been listed second, and 
so on through their submitted lists of names.  Over the approximately two years of 
the WINGS project’s existence, some of the facilitators had, because of changes 
in their personal schedules related to their progress through their own doctoral 
programs of study, relinquished their responsibilities for facilitating various teams 
to other facilitators.  Thus, when the list of recommended teams were collated, the 
total number of teams on the list of recommended participants was thirteen, due to 
overlaps of sequential facilitation for several of the teams. 
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From this list of thirteen WINGS teams, I invited the thirteen 
recommended protégés to participate in this study by sending each of them an 
e-mail message in which I briefly explained the purpose of the study, what 
participation would involve in terms of their time, as well as what they would be 
asked to do.  From the original list of thirteen teams, ten protégés volunteered to 
take part.  I then sent them more detailed information about the project and asked 
them to give their formal consent.  (See Appendix B: Consent Form.)  The group 
of volunteer protégés included all of the teams who were mentioned first on the 
facilitators’ lists, all of the teams who were mentioned second, the one team that 
was mentioned on three of the four facilitators’ lists, and one team from among 
those who were mentioned third. 
Once I had received the protégés’ consent, I contacted their mentors, 
asking them to consent to take part in this study by allowing me to use their 
application information to WINGS as well as their e-mail exchanges with their 
protégés, which were archived on the WINGS server.  When I had received the 
mentors’ consent, I e-mailed the facilitators who had recommended these teams, 
asking that they send me copies of the application information of protégés and 
mentors.  These applications – which included the protégés’ and mentors’ answers 
to questions about their teaching assignments, and their current status (e.g., intern 
teacher or first year teacher) – indicated to me that I had formed a potentially 
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information-rich sample, meaning a group of participants “from which one can 
learn a great deal about issues of central importance to the purpose of the 
research” (Patton, 1990, cited in Erlandson, et al, p. 169). 
Participants in the Sample 
Among the ten protégés who volunteered, there were four who had begun 
their telementoring relationships during their student teaching, five who had 
begun their telementoring as first-year teachers, and one who began as a second-
year teacher.  There were three elementary school teachers, two middle school 
teachers, and five high school teachers.  Eight of the protégé teachers – most of 
them at the secondary level – had specific content-area teaching assignments, 
including three language arts teachers, two science teachers, one math teacher, an 
art teacher, and a P.E. teacher.  The ages of the participants were widely 
distributed, with three of the protégés in their twenties, three in their thirties, one 
in her forties, and three in their fifties.  As first-time teachers, this group 
contained more widely distributed ages than was common in the profession as a 
whole, with the greater majority of new teachers being recent college graduates in 
their twenties.  In addition, this sample contained varied gender matches – two 
men as protégés and one as a mentor among the team members, which was a 
much better distribution of males than was seen among the entire body of WINGS 
teams, in which women predominate as protégés as well as mentors.  This was, in 
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general, a varied group in ways that I hoped would prove illustrative in the 
study’s results.  Having a varied sample made it more likely that I might find 
some of the “unique variations that have emerged in adapting to different 
conditions” (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 102). 
I then checked to see how long these teams who volunteered had 
participated in telementoring, and how many e-mail exchanges were indexed for 
each in the WINGS archives.  I had originally expected that, even if participants 
had only participated in telementoring for one semester, if they had exchanged at 
least one message per week, they would have sent one another at least 12 
messages. 
Instead, I found that among the teams that had volunteered, the one that 
had participated in telementoring for the briefest amount of time had 
corresponded for 15 months, and the least number of messages archived by any of 
these teams was 90.  This was good news, since the more experience with 
telementoring each of these teams had and the more messages they had 
exchanged, the more likely that they would be able to speak to the central issues 
of this study.  Since I hoped to learn how the needs of new teachers during their 
induction into teaching were addressed by telementoring, hearing about a variety 
of different kinds of needs from these participants who had engaged in 
telementoring to this extent would serve the purpose of the study by revealing 
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possible complexities in these new teachers’ experiences.  Appendix C contains 
tables showing the telementoring activities of these participants, compared to all 
WINGS teams operating at that time.  Table 2 in Chapter 4 contains profiles of 
each of the participants, including a brief overview of the participants’ ages, 
gender, and teaching assignments. 
Data Generation and Collection 
Data were generated and collected during the Fall 2002 and Spring 2003 
semesters.  The sources of data for this study were of the following types, listed in 
the order in which they were collected or generated: 
1. Application information submitted to WINGS by the new teachers as 
well as the application information submitted by their selected 
mentors;  
2. Interviews with novice teachers who had participated or were currently 
participating in WINGS telementoring teams; 
3. Protégé-mentor e-mail exchanges, which are the archived logs of all e-
mail messages exchanged among the WINGS protégés, their mentors, 
and the facilitators of their WINGS teams; and 
4. Interviews with WINGS facilitators who had experience with multiple 
protégé-mentor teams. 
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Data generation was an active process, continuous and recursive.  For 
example, topics that emerged from analysis of the e-mail archives helped to 
inform and guide participant-focused questions in follow-up interviews as well as 
in e-mail exchanges with protégés, mentors, and facilitators.  The intention was to 
gain, to the fullest extent possible, a holistic view of the phenomenon being 
studied – telementoring for novice teachers – in a manner that revealed the 
multiple perspectives of the informants (Erlandson et al., 1993). 
Application Information 
The applications were the information forms that the mentors and the 
protégés who selected them filled out online, through the WINGS Web site, when 
they volunteered to take part in WINGS’ telementoring.  Mentors filled out their 
profiles first, providing information about their teaching assignments (e.g., grade 
level and subjects taught) as well as about their number of years of teaching, and 
then answering a few open-ended questions about teaching-related topics, such as 
describing a favorite learning activity they use with their students and why they 
particularly like that activity, or what they like best and what they like least about 
teaching.  (To view these questions, see Appendix D: WINGS Application for 
Protégés and Mentors.)  These mentor applications were then stored in the 
WINGS database.   
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When new teachers decided to apply to WINGS for a telementor, they 
would go to the WINGS Web site, review the mentor profiles in the searchable 
database, and select a mentor from among those available.  They would then 
complete their own profiles as protégés, providing information about their current 
teaching assignments (i.e., whether this was a student teaching assignment or if 
they were a first-year or second-year teacher) and their projected teaching 
assignments if these differed from the current assignment, as well as answering 
open-ended questions asking about the kinds of assistance they would like their 
telementor to provide.  These paired forms thus provide some insight into the 
participating new teachers’ perceptions of their needs before the beginning of 
their WINGS experiences. 
Interviews 
The interviews, particularly with the WINGS protégés, were intensive, 
emergent, and participant-focused.  A typical initial interview, for example, began 
with a general question to the novice teachers, asking them to describe their 
experiences with WINGS' telementoring, using a series of open-ended questions 
and then letting subsequent or follow-up questions emerge from their responses to 
this initial question.  By this means, I hoped to be able to understand these 
informants' perceptions of their telementoring experiences, particularly as they 
related to their receiving telementoring support and guidance during their 
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induction years into teaching.  These interviews were conducted via telephone and 
audiotaped, then transcribed and added to the data set. 
Follow-up interviews were scheduled with each informant in order to 
explore topics that the informant may have mentioned – but which were not 
explicated fully – in the initial interview, as well as to allow participants to correct 
the researcher’s understanding of information generated in the initial interview 
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985). 
In addition, I used a process called "member checking," which requires 
that a researcher engage in "soliciting feedback from respondents on the inquirer's 
findings" (Schwandt, 1997, p. 88).  The purpose of this process was to ensure that 
I understood the new teachers' meanings and had not interjected my own, 
particularly into the summaries that were narrative accounts of each protégé’s 
experience of telementoring (contained in Appendix H: Summaries of WINGS 
Protégés’ Telementoring Experiences). 
E-Mail Logs 
 The e-mail archives contain all of the messages sent by the protégé-mentor 
teams through the e-mail distribution list addresses provided by the WINGS 
project for their online conversations, as well as the messages sent through this e-
mail address by the teams’ facilitators.  These logs thus preserved a record of all 
of the communications that the protégés and mentors exchanged through their 
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WINGS e-mail address, as well as the communications to the team by their 
facilitators.  Copies of these messages were stored on the WINGS server.  After 
each protégé, mentor, and facilitator for each team gave their consent that their 
archived messages could be used in this study, the e-mail log of each team was 
added to the data set.   At the beginning of this study, the archived messages of all 
ten teams represented over 1500 messages. 
Facilitator Interviews 
 After I had interviewed the majority of the protégé teachers and had done 
preliminary reviews of the e-mail logs of participating protégés, I interviewed the 
facilitators, asking them to comment on the process of online facilitation and their 
experiences with WINGS telementoring in general.  These interviews were 
transcribed verbatim and added to the data set. 
Data Analysis 
The purpose of data analysis, especially in an interpretive study, 
. . . is to generate assertions that vary in scope and level of inference, 
largely though induction, and to establish an evidentiary warrant for the 
assertions one wishes to make (Erickson, 1986, p. 146). 
 
Data analysis began as soon as data began being collected and generated.  
This analysis process continued throughout the research study to inform ongoing 
data generation, to aid in analysis and recognition of emergent themes, and to 
connect emerging findings to existing literature. 
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To interpret and analyze the data, I made several specific ontological and 
epistemological assumptions.  For example, I assumed that the new teachers who 
were the informants in this study behaved intentionally and were able to make 
meaning of their own experiences (Schwandt, 2000).  I assumed that they could 
communicate their experiences to me in a manner that would allow me to 
understand them – if not fully and immediately, then through follow-up questions 
that would help me clarify – and, as needed, correct – my understanding of their 
intended meanings (Erlandson et al., 1993).  
In analyzing the data, I used an interpretivist approach, which had the goal 
of revealing the meanings of particular social actions in specific social contexts 
(Schwandt, 2000).  An interpretivist approach assumes that it is possible for the 
researcher to “temporarily suspend all commitments to a priori versions of the 
social world, focusing instead on how members accomplish a sense of social 
order” (Gubrium & Holstein, 2000, p. 490).  This approach to making meaning of 
experience arose from the practice of discourse analysis and “requires a form of 
bracketing” to identify and analyze “the everyday practices by which subjects, 
objects, and events come to have a sense of being observable, rational and orderly 
for those concerned” (p. 499).  The technique of “analytic bracketing” is used by 
interpretive researchers to move back and forth between understanding the 
meanings that individual informants make of their own individual experiences, 
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interpreting those understandings to “reveal the lived interplay among social 
interaction, its immediate surroundings, and its going concerns” (p. 500). 
Data generated during interviews with informants were analyzed before 
scheduling follow-up interviews.  Each interview was recorded on audiotape, and 
was transcribed in its entirety (i.e., word for word) into a separate word-processed 
document, as soon as possible after the interview occurred.  Confidentiality of the 
individual informants’ identities was maintained through the use of pseudonyms 
throughout the course of the study, beginning with use of these pseudonyms –
most of them chosen by the informants at the time of the initial interview – in the 
transcriptions of the individual interviews.  The full individual interview 
transcriptions were added to the data set and portions of them were included in the 
individual summaries of each protégé’s experiences with telementoring, which 
were provided to the participants for “member checking,” a process previously 
described. 
Analyzing Data Sources for Emerging Themes 
To analyze the data gathered and generated for this study, I first read the 
application information for each team, then the transcriptions of each initial 
interview, then the e-mail archives for each team.  These data sources were first 
analyzed by means of reading through printouts of these text documents and 
assigning a code to each basic unit of analysis, which can be defined as the text 
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dealing with a specific topic that can be understood as containing coherent 
meaning without requiring that additional context be supplied by adjacent content 
(Erlandson et al., 1993).  The size of these units of analysis varied, since the 
application forms, for example, contained more condensed information than 
e-mail messages, in which the topic addressed by an entire message, in a short 
e-mail exchange, might be summarized by one word or short phrase (e.g., 
greeting, bad day, good day, tech trouble, learned something useful). 
I began data analysis by looking for themes that related to new teachers’ 
experience with telementoring while learning to teach.  As the body of data grew, 
the number and complexity of the themes arising from the data increased as well.  
Themes are “abstract (and often fuzzy) constructs” that a researcher can “induce” 
from the data in a variety of ways (Ryan & Bernard, 2000, p 780).  Maintaining 
flexibility in allowing themes – or their representation in coding – to emerge 
naturally from the data is an integral part of the analysis process that has as its 
purpose to avoid “the tendency to regard codes or categories as ‘fixed’ or 
unchanging labels, thereby ignoring their organic, dynamic character” (Schwandt, 
1997, p. 17).  In this study, I found that maintaining flexibility to allow the themes 
to emerge changed, to some degree, the way I had expected to find the meanings 
of protégés’ telementoring experiences. 
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I had expected to be flexible in trying to understand the organic, dynamic 
character of the experiences of the new teachers, which changed over time as they 
became more accustomed to teaching as well as to communicating with their 
online mentors.  However, as I began analyzing the collected data for each team, 
assigning preliminary codes as I read the documents, I realized that the 
participating new teachers’ interviews provided support for the full story 
contained in the e-mail logs, rather than the reverse.  I had assumed that the e-
mail logs would provide a record of topics discussed between protégés and 
mentors that would inform the richer description of their experiences that the 
protégés would provide in their interviews.  It quickly became clear, however, 
that asking the new teachers to describe their telementoring experiences at a 
particular point in time garnered a specific kind of evaluative response, but not 
detailed explanations of their correspondence with their mentors.   
The new teachers who had corresponded with their mentors over a period 
of two years, for example, did not remember many details about their interactions.  
However, the data collected did provide some indication of the beginning, middle, 
and current status of the telementoring experiences of each of the new teachers.  
For example, the application forms provided an indication of what the protégé 
teachers expected as they first requested help from their telementors.  The e-mail 
logs provided an indication of how the online mentorships got started and how 
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they progressed during the time of the new teachers’ induction.  The interviews 
provided indicators about specific eventful and emotional landmarks.  For 
example, in their interviews, the new teachers typically remembered a few 
incidents that held particular meaning for them and thus indicated events that I 
knew I should look for in the e-mail logs and review especially carefully.  In 
addition, during their interviews the new teachers expressed their feelings about 
the support that their telementors provided to them during these particular 
episodes. 
Thus, the summaries that I constructed from the data were narratives of 
the new teachers’ experiences with telementoring, as was intended as a main 
purpose of this study.  These summaries, as narratives, were primarily based on 
the e-mail messages archived on the WINGS server, but were informed by the 
interviews with the participating new teachers.  The themes emerged as I 
summarized each narrative.  I believe that this approach served the purpose of the 
study better than my original expectation of how the data would reveal the story.  
Allowing the themes to emerge naturally, despite being fuzzy constructs at the 
beginning, is intended to avoid “the tendency to think of coding as a mechanical, 
straightforward, algorithmic process, thereby ignoring the prior conceptualization 
and theoretical understandings that are involved” (Schwandt, 1997, p. 17). 
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Member-checking steps for these summaries became increasingly 
important, because in reading and reviewing the summaries, the new teachers 
would remember more about how their relationships and interactions with their 
mentors online developed over time.  Some of the participating new teachers 
edited and corrected their summaries line by line very carefully.  For example, 
one new teacher corrected a word or two in her interview comments, changing a 
few terms that she thought sounded acceptable in spoken dialogue but too casual 
in a research report, such as changing “like” to “as” in several instances.  Most 
importantly, the summaries prompted some of the new teachers to correct 
accidental misinterpretations I made when attempting to construct a coherent 
narrative from their correspondence.  When I e-mailed the narratives to each of 
the protégés for their review, feedback, and comments, these summaries provided 
a springboard for e-mail messages and discussions back and forth between us that 
served as additional input.  Each of the new teachers thought the final summaries 
represented an accurately depicted account of their experiences with 
telementoring.  Each of the mentors was included in the final member-check of 
the summaries as well, since their messages to their protégés form a major part of 
these narratives. 
During the analysis of data, I needed to continuously “compare and 
contrast themes and concepts,” a process also called the “constant comparison 
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method” (Ryan & Bernard, 2000, p. 783).  This comparative capability was 
important for emergent analysis of themes in each participant’s case, and was 
invaluable for encouraging flexibility and recursive consideration of themes and 
codes in cross-case analysis.  As part of this constant comparison process, I 
needed to continuously evaluate the coded portions of the data to help me define 
and differentiate the emerging themes.   
Data analysis proceeded as both individual and cross-case analysis.  
Individual case study summaries were constructed with corrective help from and 
in consultation with the informants.  These full-length narrative summaries are 
found in Appendix H: Summaries of WINGS Protégés’ Experiences.  These 
individual summaries – as well as the other data collected (i.e., the protégés' and 
mentors' application forms, the e-mail archives, and transcripts of the facilitators' 
interviews) – were coded, and the themes emerging from all of these were 
included in the cross-case analysis.  (Examples of the data analysis of these data 
resources are found in Appendices E and F). 
I had expected that the kinds of themes that emerged from cross-case 
analysis would relate to a range of personal and emotional experiences as well as 
to instruction and learning-to-teach issues that new teachers most often experience 
as they progress through their induction into teaching.  One question that this 
study seems to help answer is whether the new teachers engaged in telementoring 
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found it to be a source for the kinds of support that the literature reports that they 
perceive they need during their entry into teaching.  
METHODS FOR ENSURING QUALITY 
There are a variety of techniques that were used to ensure that the 
investigation was conducted in a rigorous and trustworthy manner, and that it 
revealed as much as possible about the topic being researched from the points of 
view of those whose experiences this research purports to examine. 
Since the researcher was the primary instrument in this type of qualitative 
research, I – as the researcher – needed to begin by examining, identifying, and 
acknowledging my own values, experiences, and expectations in relation to this 
investigation, my reasons for being interested in this topic, and my relationship to 
the topic of new teacher induction and to WINGS telementoring.  These are 
explained in a Researcher as Instrument Statement, which is contained in 
Appendix A.  By freely admitting my own biases and beliefs, I strove to avoid 
allowing these ideas or preconception to influence my interpretations of the 
informants' descriptions of their own experiences and views (Lincoln & Guba, 
1985).  
There are two main "safeguards" in interpretive research that assure 
quality: trustworthiness and authenticity (Erlandson et al., 1993; Lincoln & Guba, 
1985).  Trustworthiness relates primarily to the methods used when conducting 
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the research, while authenticity relates primarily to the treatment of participants 
involved in the research study (Guba & Lincoln, 1998).  
Trustworthiness 
Primary considerations in doing non-positivist research are issues of "how 
truth will be determined, ... how it will be communicated, ... and how error will be 
detected and corrected" (Erlandson, et al., 1993, p. 29).  In qualitative inquiry, 
there are four common criteria for evaluating the trustworthiness, or “truth value,” 
of the research results: credibility, transferability, dependability, and 
confirmability (Erlandson, et al., 1993; Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Schwandt, 1997).  
There are a variety of processes that were used, in this research study, to address 
each of these criteria, thereby ensuring the trustworthiness of the results. 
Credibility 
Credibility is an issue related to the researcher being able to show that the 
views that are presented in the research report as those of the informants are, in 
fact, the informants' actual views (Schwandt, 1997).  In order to demonstrate 
credibility in my research study, my informants’ views of their experiences need 
to correspond with the representations that I constructed of those views 
(Schwandt, 2000).  Techniques recommended for a researcher to use in helping to 
establish credibility include prolonged engagement, persistent observation, 
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triangulation, referential adequacy, peer debriefing, and member checks 
(Erlandson et al., 1993, p. 133).   
Prolonged engagement relates to concerns that the researcher avoid 
distortions of the participants’ meanings due to an insufficient engagement with 
them or their social settings to invite their trust and hence their willingness to be 
honest or forthcoming about their perceptions (Erlandson et al., 1993).  At least 
one experienced social researcher has recommended that this concern can be 
addressed sufficiently if a researcher employs “a personal, common-sense 
judgment about what is accomplishable with a given person,” that the researcher 
strive to be “honest, … open, and … a ‘nice guy’ ” in dealing with participants, 
that the researcher “organize data to provide a rational account,” that the 
researcher show that she has “an interest in the research observations and cares 
about the persons in the research setting,” and that the researcher behave in a 
manner that will “maintain the integrity of the persons and situations 
encountered” (Johnson, 1975, cited in Erlandson et al., 1993, p. 135).  I always 
endeavored to deal with the participants in my study honestly and openly and to 
treat the participants with respect.  In terms of prolonged engagement, I was 
directly involved with the participants for the at least seven months, and I was 
able to read the entire corpus of their e-mail exchanges with their mentors 
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extending backwards for the duration of their online interactions, ranging from 15 
to 24 months at the time that interviews began (December of 2003).   
Persistent observation refers to the concern that the researcher avoid 
distortion of data caused by “no more than a mindless immersion” in the setting 
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 304).  One way a researcher can address this issue is 
by seeking evidence of “when the atypical case is important,” and a varied sample 
of informants, looking actively for differences (Erlandson et al, 1993, p. 137).  I 
had a varied sample of informants, described previously, and investigated 
potentially meaningful differences wherever they occurred.   
Addressing a somewhat similar concern, triangulation supports credibility 
by using different or multiple sources and types of data.  The reason for 
triangulation is “to examine a single social phenomenon from more than one 
vantage point” (Schwandt, 1997, p. 163).  I triangulated data types by using 
interviews of both protégés and facilitators, application forms from protégés and 
mentors, as well as WINGS team e-mail archives.  I also triangulated data sources 
by including materials from multiple WINGS participants. 
Referential adequacy supports credibility by requiring that the researcher 
examine “context-rich, holistic materials that provide background meaning to 
support data analysis” (Erlandson et al., 1993, p. 139).  The four data sources 
included in this study – specifically tape-recorded interviews and “unobtrusively 
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collected materials,” such as the application information and e-mail logs, are 
sources that provided rich contextual detail about the telementoring process and 
experience (Erlandson et al., 1993). 
Peer debriefing helps support credibility by “allowing a peer who is a 
professional outside the context [of the research site] and who has some general 
understanding of the study to analyze materials, test working hypotheses and 
emerging designs, and listen to the researchers’ ideas and concerns” (Erlandson et 
al., 1993, p. 140).  I met regularly with a group of such individuals, and continued 
to do so weekly during the course of my study, keeping notes documenting my 
communications with members of my peer-debriefing group.  These are primarily 
a group of fellow graduate researchers who met for at least an hour every week as 
well as communicating frequently about our research through e-mail.  The 
members of this group have all previously completed qualitative research studies, 
and all were in the process of working on their doctoral research.  In addition, 
some of the members of this group have had experience with investigating online 
professional development issues.  Their suggestions were very helpful, and the 
opportunity to reflect with them weekly helped bring to light ideas and 
interpretations that possibly needed to be reviewed – if only because of having to 
explain these notions aloud to other researchers on a regular basis.  Sample notes 
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from a peer-debriefing meeting and an example of e-mail messages exchanged are 
found in Appendix J. 
Member checking, described previously, was a very important part of the 
research process.  Lincoln and Guba (1985) identify member checking as the most 
important step in establishing credibility, since this step allows participants an 
opportunity to correct the accuracy of the researcher’s interpretations of their 
meanings (Erlandson et al., 1993).  Protégés and mentors specifically approved 
the full narrative summaries found in Appendix H, and facilitators either reviewed 
these summaries, the case studies in Chapter 4 that are drawn from these 
summaries, or the interpretations across cases as presented in Chapter 5.  
(Examples of messages from the participants in this study are found in Appendix 
L:  Authenticity Samples.) 
A reflexive journal is a diary-like record in which a researcher regularly 
records information about “the researcher’s schedule and logistics, insights, and 
reasons for methodological decisions” (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, cited in Erlandson 
et al., 1993, p. 143).  This type of record allows the researcher to examine her 
thoughts and impressions in raw form and in the process of making judgments 
during the study, thus providing a means for the researcher to ensure that the 
meaning-making taking place or decisions being made reflect the participants’ 
ideas accurately.  In addition, this in-progress record allows the researcher to go 
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back and start again at a point where a decision has led her in a direction that later 
proved to be erroneous.  I maintained this type of journal during the research 
study.  (A sample reflexive journal entry is found in Appendix K.) 
Transferability 
Transferability is related to concerns about generalizability or transfer of 
findings from the research to other, similar cases (Schwandt, 1997, p. 164).  The 
techniques recommended to address transferability include “thick description,” 
purposive sampling, and maintaining a reflexive journal (Erlandson et. al, 1993, p. 
133). 
Thick description can be interpreted as a detailed description of the social 
action of the study, although this does not represent just any copious amount of 
detail.  Instead, the researcher should describe social action in a manner that 
allows the reader to “get a feel for what it is like to actually be in the context” 
(Erlandson et. al, 1993, p. 146).  In social situations, such as in the context of an 
online e-mail exchange, as found in this study, when writing the individual 
summaries and cross-case report, I used “quotes from the interviews of people in 
the context so that the reader as well as the researcher can analyze the data” 
(Erlandson et. al, 1993, p. 147).  Each of the narrative summaries, constructed in a 
manner that features thick description intended to provide insight into the actual 
context of each new teacher’s experience, is found in Appendix H. 
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The purposive sample that I used in this study has been previously 
described (see pages 115-122).  The reflexive journal is described above. 
Dependability and Confirmability 
Dependability relates to the researcher’s responsibility for making certain 
that the findings of the study are “logical, traceable, and documented” (Schwandt, 
1997, p. 164).  The reflexive journal, previously described, is considered to help 
confirm dependability, since it is a part of the detailed record keeping that the 
researcher must maintain during the study (Erlandson et al., 1993).  These 
carefully preserved documents can provide a detailed and complete audit trail of 
all materials related to the study, should an audit of the study be necessary 
(Erlandson et al., 1993).  
Confirmability is “concerned with establishing the fact that the data and 
interpretations of an inquiry were not merely figments of the inquirer’s 
imagination” (Schwandt, 1997, p. 164).  Addressing this concern is considered 
related to the keeping of a reflexive journal as well as to maintaining a complete 
audit trail, described above (Erlandson et al., 1993) 
Authenticity 
Authenticity relates to the ethics of the research study, by exploring the 
interests of the informants and what they get out of participating in the study 
(Erlandson, et al., 1993).  There are five major criteria that demonstrate 
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authenticity: fairness, ontological authenticity, educative authenticity, catalytic 
authenticity, and tactical authenticity (Guba & Lincoln, 1989).  Examples of  
e-mail messages from participants in this study, indicating their views about their 
participation in this study are included in Appendix L. 
Fairness 
The criterion of fairness involves “the extent to which the respondents’ 
different constructions and their underlying values are solicited and represented in 
a balanced, even-handed way by the inquirer” (Schwandt, 1997, p. 7).  Fairness 
entails giving all participants sufficient opportunity to express their views during 
the inquiry (Guba & Lincoln, 1998).  The fairness issue is largely a voice issue 
(hooks, 1994, cited in Manning, 1997), meaning that the researcher should listen 
to and represent in the construction of meanings in the final report the 
participants’ “heterogeneous voices with the goal of disclosing value systems and 
assumptions in an inclusive portrayal of the context” (p. 93).  Further, the 
researcher should provide access to constructions of meaning as well as a means 
for participants to dispute and correct such constructions that they believe do not 
represent their views or interpretations drawn from information they have 
provided (Erlandson et al., 1993).  
A researcher may address the fairness issue in several ways.  One common 
approach, for example, is member checking, which is intended to provide the 
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participants with access to the reconstruction of meanings that the researcher has 
drawn from information that they have provided (e.g., interviews and e-mail 
records) as well as to provide a means for requesting that the researcher make 
specific amendments to her construction of participants’ meanings (Erlandson et 
al., 1993).  Member checking has been an integral part of this research study, as 
previously described.  In the end, though,  
member checking may be more of an ethical act than an epistemological 
one.  In other words, it may simply be the civil thing to do for those who 
have given their time and access to their lives to give them the courtesy of 
knowing (or to honor their right to know) what the inquirer has to say 
about them (Schwandt, 1997, p. 89). 
 
Another important practice that addresses fairness is informed consent, 
which was obtained from participants, by means of university-approved consent 
forms, at the beginning of the study.  Participants were also be asked to help in 
selection of pseudonyms for use during the research, and they were asked for 
permission to use direct quotations included in the study’s report of findings 
(Erlandson et al., 1993).  These steps took place as part of member checking. 
Other research techniques that are seen as contributing to fairness are 
prolonged engagement, persistent observation, and reflexivity (addressed in this 
study by the reflexive journal kept by the researcher) and peer debriefing – all of 
which have been described earlier as part of the procedures that have been carried 
out during this study. 
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Other Authenticity Issues 
Ontological authenticity ensures that informants increase their 
understanding of the world around them by participating in the study (Erlandson 
et al., 1993).  Evidence that this criterion has been met is most often reflected in 
unsolicited statements – made orally or in written form, including e-mail 
messages – from participants saying that they have gained new or better 
understanding about their experiences by participating in the study (Manning, 
1997).  Educative authenticity is concerned with whether the participants gained 
new or better understanding of others or a larger view of the world around them 
by participating in the study (Erlandson et al., 1993).  These two kinds of 
authenticity involve participants’ gaining understanding – one related to an 
increase in participants’ knowledge of themselves (ontological) and the other 
related to an increase in participants’ knowledge of others (educative) (Manning, 
1997). 
Techniques that may lead to an increase in participants’ understanding of 
themselves and others include member checking and the researcher’s open 
discussion of purpose, which is part of the informed consent process, since 
participants may thus have an opportunity to reflect on their own experience and 
the reasons the research wants to hear about that experience (Manning, 1997). In 
addition, the researcher’s preparing an audit trail is also considered a procedure 
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that may help to provide educative authenticity (Manning, 1997).  These 
procedures were described earlier as part of the research plan. 
Catalytic authenticity refers to the extent to which participants are better 
able to act on their gains in understanding as a result of the research study 
(Erlandson et al., 1993).  Demonstration of this effect can be shown in 
participants’ statements about their growth by participating in the study 
(Manning, 1997).  Techniques that may contribute to catalytic authenticity for 
participants are member checking, by providing participants with an opportunity 
to view aspects of their own experience through the lens of a researcher 
interpreting their accounts of these experiences (Manning, 1997). 
Tactical authenticity relates to the extent to which participants in the study 
are empowered to act as a result of the research process or the findings of the 
study (Erlandson et al., 1993).  According to Freire (1971, cited in Manning, 
1997), a research study may be considered to provide evidence of this effect by 
participants understanding themselves as more aware of their abilities to effect 
changes in their circumstances or surroundings.  Techniques that may contribute 
to tactical authenticity for participants include consent forms and member 
checking (Manning, 1997).  In addition, the preservation of the participants’ 
confidentiality through use of pseudonyms helps to avoid dis-empowering 
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participants by exposing them to risk to their jobs or reputations in their 
communities (Manning, 1997). 
Some of these types of authenticity are demonstrated in messages to the 
researcher by participants in this study.  Examples are found in Appendix L. 
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Chapter Four: Case Studies 
 
This chapter presents the individual case studies of ten novice teachers and 
their telementoring experiences during their intern or induction years of teaching.  
The case studies indicate the types of support that these new teachers felt they 
needed, the nature of the kinds of support they wanted when applying for an 
online mentor, and characteristics of the mentors they choose from the profiles of 
mentors in the online database of available mentors accessible through the 
WINGS Online Web site.  In addition, these cases explore the nature of the online 
relationships between protégés and mentors that developed over time during their 
long-term online correspondence. 
The case studies in this chapter are condensed from longer, more detailed 
narratives that examine each telementoring team’s e-mail correspondence as they 
developed over time.  These extended narratives of each case can be found in 
Appendix H: Summaries of WINGS Protégés’ Telementoring Experiences.  These 
ten extended narratives provide a rich and detailed account of how each team 
started, how they established their patterns of correspondence with one another, 
and how they introduced and discussed issues that were of particular concern to 
the new teacher protégés.  Although these narrative accounts are too lengthy to 
allow for the kind of interpretive summary and overview case studies that are 
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presented in this chapter, they are included at full length in the appendix in order 
to allow readers who are interested in an in-depth look at one or all of the 
experiences of the new teachers in the WINGS project to take a closer look at 
these new teachers’ experiences with telementoring.  
PARTICIPANTS AND THEIR TELEMENTORING EXPERIENCES 
 
The ten teachers whose stories have been collected here represent a varied 
group.  Some of the participants in this study are young teachers in their twenties, 
and some are older, non-traditional students.  All are new to teaching, although 
some have had previous experience in the classroom as teachers’ assistants or 
substitute teachers before entering the university to complete their teacher 
certification.  Some are new to dealing with children; some have had experience 
as parents. 
What these participants have in common is that they are all “successful” 
WINGS teams in that they have corresponded with their online mentors for a 
minimum of at least one school year.  In this group, the teams have corresponded 
longer than that (i.e., a range of 15 to 23 months).  These telementoring teams 
have all exchanged more than 75 messages during their online correspondence.  
The following table provides an overview of some of the characteristics of 
the ten telementoring teams in this study:  
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Table 2:  Participants’ Telementoring Matches  
                       with Gender, Age, & Teaching Assignments 
 
 Team Name 
 
(Protégé-
Mentor) 
Gender  
 
(Protégé- 
Mentor) 
Teaching 
Stage of 
Protégé  
(at start of 
WINGS 
team) 
Appx. 
Age 
(Protégé)
Appx. 
Age 
(Mentor)
Protégé 
Teaching 
Assignment 
Mentor 
Teaching 
Assignmen
t 
1. jordan-
conroy 
F-M second 
year 
50s 50s middle 
school art 
high 
school 
English 
2. heather-
celeste 
F-F intern 20s 40s elementary elementary
3. marie-harriet F-F first year 40s 50s high school 
math 
high 
school 
math 
4. molly-aurora F-F intern 50s 50s high school 
English 
middle 
school 
English 
5. danielle-
amelia 
F-F first year 30s 50s high school 
science 
high 
school 
science 
6. chuck-
cameron 
M-M first year 20s 30s high school 
English 
high 
school 
English 
7. andrea-julie F-F intern 50s 50s elementary elementary
8. stephanie-
barbara 
F-F first year 20s 40s middle 
school 
English 
high 
school 
English 
9. frank-ruth M-F first year 20s 50s elementary 
P.E. 
elementary 
P.E. 
10. sue-phyllis F-F intern 30s 40s high school 
math 
high 
school 
math 
 
The individual case studies were drawn from interviews with these 
participants, during which they described their experiences of telementoring, the 
protégés’ requests for mentors and their mentors’ applications to WINGS, and the 
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archived records of e-mail correspondence between mentors and protégés.  These 
individual case studies paint portraits of their telementoring experiences. 
In the section that follows, the experiences of the protégés in each of these 
telementoring teams will be described individually. 
Jordan – [WINGS Team: jordan-conroy ] 
 
 Jordan was a middle school art teacher in a large city when she began 
communicating with Conroy as her mentor.  At that time, Jordan was in her early 
fifties, married, and a mother of teenagers.  She had graduated with her teaching 
certificate in May of 2000.  Jordan came to WINGS for a mentor at the beginning 
of her second year of teaching.  A specific incident during her first year of 
teaching had spurred her interest in finding a mentor outside of her school.     
Jordan had wanted to teach high school level art, but when an opportunity arose to 
teach art at a middle school, she decided she should take the position, since art 
teaching jobs proved to be somewhat hard to find in her city.  Even at that, she 
had to begin as a long-term substitute teacher, filling in for a teacher who was 
contemplating retirement, but had not yet officially left the position.  Jordan came 
on staff full time for the spring semester, after the previous teacher retired.   
 During her first year of teaching at the middle school, Jordan’s official on-
site mentor was a school administrator – an assistant principal whom she liked 
and admired – although this mentor did not meet with Jordan in any specific 
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mentoring capacity.  At the end of her first year, several days after school ended, 
Jordan was called to a meeting with her mentor.  She was confounded to find that 
she was being reprimanded for an incident that had taken place in one of her 
classes several months previously (see Jordan’s detailed narrative in Appendix 
H).  The administrator had obviously known about this incident for some time, 
but had never spoken to Jordan about it, as she could easily have done in her role 
as mentor.  Jordan felt ambushed.  Over the summer she felt bitter about the way 
this situation was handled and how she was treated by the administrator.  Jordan 
said that she found it hard to think of returning to teach at that school in the fall. 
 Several times, during the spring and summer, Jordan received e-mail from 
her alma mater, describing the WINGS telementoring service.  Because of her 
recent painful experience with on-campus mentoring, she decided to sign up for 
mentoring online.  From the database of available mentors, she selected Conroy, a 
23-year veteran teacher.  Conroy taught language arts in a high school in a small 
school district adjacent to a large city.  Although Conroy did not teach art, as 
Jordan did, he was coordinator of a fine arts initiative at his school.   
 As they began corresponding – in fall of 2001 – Jordan and Conroy found 
that they had several things in common:  They were approximately the same age 
(early 50s).  Both were married, both had teenaged children, and both of their 
eldest daughters had just left home for their first semesters away at college.   
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Jordan and Conroy were prolific correspondents.  They corresponded for 
approximately 18 months, exchanging more than 500 messages – three to four 
times the average of the other teams in this study.  They had a unique pattern of 
writing, primarily established by Jordan, of checking in with one another early 
each week (e.g., catching up on how their weekends went and their anticipated 
activities with their classes during the upcoming week), writing mid-week about 
what was currently going on in their classes, and toward the end of the week 
asking about what they planned to do during the coming weekend, wishing one 
another well in those plans.  They then took a break from communicating over the 
weekend and typically resumed, according to the same pattern, the next week. 
 In addition to establishing a close personal relationship, Jordan and 
Conroy’s correspondence through WINGS included many topics that were 
teaching-related.  During their first year of corresponding, for example, Conroy 
gave Jordan pointers about how to handle parent-teacher conferences, such as one 
called with a distressed couple to discuss the son’s grade in Jordan’s class.  In 
addition, they discussed Jordan’s interest in moving up to teach at the high school 
level, and other job-related issues. 
When interviewed, Jordan said that she liked having an online mentor, 
since she liked having her private concerns remain private:   
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[W]hen you are having problems, you don’t know who you can talk to 
within the district … because you don’t know what the relationship is with 
the person you are dealing with.   
 
Jordan described corresponding with her telementor as providing her with 
the opportunity – and the encouragement – to be more reflective: 
Having Conroy there is like journaling, because you are keeping a record 
of events, but … you’ve got a live body at another terminal, reading your 
journal and helping you work through those problems, or to think 
something through and share the experience.  So then you get journaled 
back to, and you say, “Oh!  Why didn’t I think of that?”  
 
Jordan said she felt that Conroy provided her with “ongoing support” 
related to teaching issues.  She said that they also “have a very close friendship 
that’s developed over the course of this [correspondence].”  They continue to 
correspond with one another, and – after their first year of corresponding – they 
met in person. 
Summarizing her experience with WINGS telementoring, Jordan said,  
This program has saved my professional career, because …. I don’t know 
that I would have made it through that first year without it.   
 
Heather – [WINGS Team: heather-celeste ] 
 
Heather began her WINGS mentorship when she was a student teacher, 
doing her apprentice teaching in first grade with a focus upon teaching language 
arts.  For her mentor, she chose Celeste, who was a bilingual elementary teacher 
with twenty-two years of experience who had recently become a National Board 
Certified Teacher.  Heather said she selected Celeste to be her mentor because, 
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from her profile in the WINGS database, she seemed to have a welcoming and 
“open” attitude about having a new teacher protégé. 
Heather remembered hearing a presentation about WINGS telementoring 
at a meeting just before she began her semester of student teaching.  Deciding that 
“the more people you have to turn to, the better,” she signed up for the program.  
She was surprised, however, to find that few others in her cohort did, and said, “I 
was shocked that everybody didn’t turn around and go out and sign up for it.  I 
thought, ‘Who couldn’t use an extra mentor?’ ”  She thought that perhaps more of 
the others did not sign up for telementoring because WINGS was a new program, 
and thus they might have been “unsure of what it really was going to entail.”  
Heather, however, viewed online mentoring as a “safe” place for her to ask 
questions, which she said she was reluctant to do as a student teacher, since 
asking her college supervisor felt, to Heather, as if she were saying, “I’m having 
this big problem,” and that therefore there could be “some ramifications.”  
In her student-teaching placement, Heather was assigned to “a brand-new 
classroom at a brand new school with a brand new teacher … [who] had never 
had a student teacher before.”  Heather had a difficult time with her student 
teaching semester, and explained that Celeste, her telementor, helped her: 
It was nice having somebody [who] would write and say “I’m on your 
side.  Let me know if there’s something I can do,” or “I put a math game 
in the mail to you.  See if that helps.” 
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Heather and Celeste quickly developed a good rapport.  Heather was very 
open about her feelings, and Celeste responded with messages that showed she 
understood and cared about Heather.  At one point, after they had discovered they 
were teaching in the same school district, Celeste sent Heather a whole box of 
lesson plans by means of their district’s intercampus mail service.  Heather’s 
student teaching was difficult, but she said she thought Celeste really “helped me 
get through that.” 
In addition to topics related to her student teaching, Heather and Celeste 
discussed her search for a position for the following academic year.  Heather was 
disappointed to find that there were fewer teaching positions available than she 
had hoped, and ultimately she was unable to find a position in the city in which 
she had attended the university.  Finally, in mid-summer, she found a position 
near her parents’ home in a large coastal city, team-teaching a kindergarten class 
in a private school.  However, after school began, Heather found that her position 
was not a team-teaching situation at all.  She found that she was actually 
considered to be the other teacher’s assistant, and she found that her salary was 
less than that of a regular teacher.  Celeste was supportive of Heather’s frustration 
with this situation, and encouraged her to try to find a better placement.  
Meanwhile, they discussed a variety of classroom issues, such as differentiation 
strategies for various students’ needs and handling parent conferences. 
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In spring, Heather applied for a job opening in the school, but her 
principal said that he was planning to hire someone with more experience.  
Eventually, the principal agreed to observe Heather teach a demonstration lesson, 
as an audition for a job opening at the third-grade level.  She discussed her lesson 
plans in detail with Celeste, who made some suggestions to help Heather better 
engage the students in the third-grade class, to whom she was a relative stranger.  
The day of the demonstration lesson – which was about homophones and 
homonyms – the principal came to the class with the assistant principal and the 
other third grade teacher.  The three adults then sat in the back row of the 
classroom, talking loudly and disrupting Heather’s lesson. 
 Through everything, Celeste remained supportive.  As Heather prepared 
for her demonstration lesson, for example, she sent Heather her cell phone 
number so that, in case Heather wanted to call her, she was available.  Celeste was 
always positive in tone, encouraging Heather to keep looking elsewhere for 
positions, keep her spirits up, and so on.  Heather did not find a position in the 
city in which her parents lived, but instead moved up to the Northeastern U.S. in 
early fall – a bit too late for the start of school there.  However, she found a 
number of short-term jobs as a substitute teacher, and eventually found a position 
in a school she liked, working as a full-time substitute teacher. 
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Heather and Celeste continue to correspond, although with less frequency 
than they did during Heather’s first year of teaching. 
Marie – [WINGS Team: marie-harriet ] 
 
Marie applied for a WINGS mentor near the end of her first year of 
teaching high school math.  In her application, Marie said that she wanted an 
online mentor “to answer any questions I may have and to share ideas and good 
hands-on activities.”  Marie was an older, non-traditional student, married and 
with children. 
Although Marie said she was assigned a mentor in her school, her on-site 
mentor did not provide much help.  Marie commented, “I was supposed to have a 
mentor, but I really didn’t.”  As a new teacher, Marie had some concerns about 
her teaching, and when she did not feel these needs were being addressed in her 
school, she decided to apply to WINGS for an online mentor. As her telementor, 
Marie selected Harriet, who had twenty-nine years of experience teaching high 
school math,.  
There were some initial technical glitches, but the team started 
corresponding just as the school year drew to a close.  Their discussions during 
the summer included topics such as how to deal with late work turned in by 
students, setting up a grading system, how and when to make seating charts, 
display places in the classroom (i.e., chalkboards and bulletin boards), student 
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portfolios, and a variety of hands-on activities.  Then, more technical problems 
intervened, leading to a disruption in communications for approximately one 
month. 
Communications proceeded more smoothly as the new school year began, 
and just before Thanksgiving, Marie commented to Harriet that she was grateful 
that “[t]hings are going so much better this year than last.”  By this, she said that 
she meant that her second year of teaching was going better than her first year had 
done as well as expressing to Harriet that she appreciated knowing that there was 
someone online who was there to correspond with her about any concerns she 
might have.  In spring, both of the math teachers discussed their efforts to help 
students prepare for state-mandated tests. 
In February, Marie and Harriet discussed what Marie should do, in terms 
of a grade, for a new student coming into the class with little time left in the six-
weeks’ grading period.  Other topics they discussed included alternative 
assessments.  In March, Marie wanted some activities or worksheets that would 
help her students understand polynomials.  In April, Marie found – and shared 
with her mentor – a Web site that she felt was helpful with homework support.  
Soon thereafter, the school year ended – as, officially, did the time when WINGS 
was an official supporter of the team (i.e., Marie’s second full year of teaching). 
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At the beginning of the current school year, Marie said she was “looking 
forward to a great year.”  Since she was beginning her third year of teaching, 
Marie had “graduated” from WINGS.  This meant that her facilitator, assigned 
through the WINGS program, would no longer actively monitor the team and her 
mentor would no longer receive a small stipend for serving as a telementor; 
however, the e-mail address for the team would stay active and the team could 
continue to send messages, just as before.  Marie said she was ready to end her 
correspondence, although she said that she “really loved the support.”  She said, 
“This [WINGS telementoring] is a terrific program and I wish I had more time to 
devote to it.”  Marie then exited from the program. 
Marie and Harriet did everything they were supposed to do, and were a 
“successful” team, in that they corresponded regularly for over a year, during 
which time Marie asked good questions and Harriet provided good answers.  
When interviewed, Marie said, “My mentor was wonderful.”  However, unlike 
the two teams previously described, this team did not develop a close personal 
relationship.  This may have been due to the nature of the correspondence of this 
team, which was an almost exclusively “question and answer” pattern.  That is, 
Marie would ask a question and Harriet would answer that question thoroughly.  
However, this team differed noticeably from the two teams previously described 
in that they did not share much personal “chatter” as a surrounding “packing” for 
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the profession-related information in their message exchanges, nor did they 
provide narrative comments about activities or events going on in their classes.  In 
effect, the team’s correspondence ended when Marie had no more questions she 
wanted Harriet to answer. 
Molly– [WINGS Team: molly-aurora 
Molly described herself as having made the decision to get her teaching 
certificate “late in life (I’m 50)” and said that she would prefer to correspond 
“with someone who isn’t 20 years my junior.”  She applied for a WINGS 
telementor during her semester of student teaching.  As her telementor, Molly 
chose Aurora, who “began teaching in 1972.” Both had taught secondary English, 
although Molly was currently teaching high school and Aurora was teaching 
middle school. 
The team started off with great gusto, as Molly’s writing style was quite 
vivid.  She tended to pour out her heart in her messages.  For example, she was 
very happy with her student teaching placement, and told Aurora, “I’m convinced 
that I have the best placement in the universe.”  Molly had two teenagers of her 
own at home, and she said that she really liked her teenaged students.  It seemed 
that she enjoyed connecting with them, and they seemed to recognize that she 
cared about them. 
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Molly graduated mid-year and began teaching almost immediately in a 
new high school where she taught at-risk students.  She connected closely with 
her students, many of whom had problems or challenges in other realms of their 
lives than school.  She was aware, however, that many of the other teachers did 
not regard her students as fondly as she did.  She expressed to Aurora her 
frustration that some of the other teachers seemed too willing to regard her at-risk 
students as “problem students” rather than as “students with problems.”  Yet, 
although Molly seemed willing to devote the energy and commitment needed to 
work with her at-risk students, she really wanted to teach in a “regular” language 
arts classroom.  When she found that there was going to be a position open, in the 
fall, for this assignment, she asked for and got it. 
During all this time, Molly was corresponding with Aurora irregularly, 
communicating when events occurred and providing Aurora with vivid 
descriptions of her students’ situations, what was going on in her classrooms, and 
how she felt.  Aurora’s role was that of a sympathetic listener and experienced 
teacher.  Sometimes Molly would not write for several weeks, and Aurora would 
send a “how are things going?” message or two.  Then Molly would “catch up” 
with a long and expressive message.  Molly and Aurora quickly developed a very 
close personal connection, due in part, as Aurora remarked, to Molly’s writing so 
expressively from her heart.  When interviewed, Molly commented that her 
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correspondence with Aurora, greatly supportive in itself, had also given her a 
“chance to reflect on myself as a practitioner of this profession – this calling.” 
In the summer, Molly taught a class of junior English in summer school.  
An incident, involving a fight between two of her students that escalated, resulted 
in the administrator’s irritation with Molly when she tried to explain that one of 
the boys did not instigate the conflict.  Several days later, the administrator yelled 
at Molly in front of her class.  When the administrator left the room, Molly told 
her students that she would like for them to observe her – since she had recently 
been advocating that they handle anger by means of better self control rather than 
striking out – as she attempted to manage her own feelings of anger and 
frustration.  Molly finally managed to diffuse the administrator’s anger by going 
to talk to her, and by listening to the administrator – although the administrator 
did not really listen to Molly.  This placating of the administrator was, in part, 
something that Molly felt was a political necessity, since this summer school 
principal was an assistant administrator at the school in which Molly taught 
during the regular academic year. 
During the next year, Molly found herself frustrated with her regular 
English classes.  She wrote to Aurora that she was depressed and “professionally 
miserable.”  Aurora, alarmed, asked what was the matter, and Molly explained 
that she had one particular class with a number of disruptive students, who 
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seemed to revel in preventing Molly from teaching.  Eventually, however, Molly 
was able either to convince several of the boys to be more cooperative or else get 
them transferred to other classes, and things eventually settled into a more normal, 
workable routine. 
Molly and Aurora continue to communicate, although still in a somewhat 
irregular fashion.  They tend to write in bursts – initiated when Molly sends one 
of her long and richly reflective messages, and bouncing back and forth as they 
explore the topics raised.  Their communication may stretch a month or so 
between episodes. 
Danielle– [WINGS Team: danielle-amelia 
Danielle asked for a WINGS telementor only a few weeks before her first 
year of teaching seventh-grade science, explaining what prompted her to apply: 
“You hear so many things about your first year of teaching that I thought, ‘I’m 
going to need all the help I can get.’”  As her mentor, Danielle chose Amelia, a 
sixteen-year veteran teacher who also taught middle school science. 
Danielle and Amelia began corresponding the week that Danielle started 
her new-teacher orientation sessions at her new school.  Their communication, as 
it developed, tended to follow an incidental pattern, meaning that typically 
Danielle would describe what was going on in her orientation to the school and 
her fellow teachers, how her classes were going the first weeks of school, and so 
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on.  Amelia would follow Danielle’s lead, making comments on issues she 
brought up or answering questions that she had asked.  Danielle and Amelia 
quickly established a close connection, with Danielle’s messages detailing her 
experiences and how she felt about them, and Amelia’s responses being warm, 
supportive, and full of practical suggestions. 
When interviewed, Danielle said that having an experienced and 
sympathetic supporter like Amelia was a real help to her as she began teaching: 
It was really nice to have someone … [when I was] going into a new work 
place – not really knowing who you can talk to and who you can confide 
in … [so it was good to have] someone who was completely removed 
from the politics of the school and what was going on there, that I could 
come home and talk to about what was going on. 
 
In addition to being very responsive to Danielle’s messages, Amelia often 
included brief descriptions of events going on in her classes.  Thus, their early 
correspondence had a two-dimensional effect: One aspect was along the 
somewhat vertical “young, inexperienced teacher to older, experienced teacher” 
axis and the other was along a more equal, horizontal axis of two teachers sharing 
ideas and reflecting together about their teaching experiences. 
For example, sometimes Amelia would tell about an incident that just 
happened to relate to concerns Danielle had raised earlier in their correspondence, 
the resolution of which underscored a point she had made in giving teaching 
suggestions.  In one incident, Amelia was accosted by an administrator accusing 
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her of not notifying a parent about his son’s failing grade, but she showed the 
administrator her documentation of all of her former phone calls and notes to this 
parent.  The administrator had nothing further to say at this point.  This narrative 
underscored points Amelia had previously made to Danielle about the critical 
importance of documenting everything, but was unusual in that the narrative 
hammered the point home somewhat pointedly.  Amelia was usually more subtle 
when giving advice. 
As Danielle gained experience, over time, the “training wheels” vertical 
aspect of their correspondence diminished and their close personal relationship 
and mutual reflections on their shared profession expanded.  For example, during 
their first year of correspondence, Danielle expressed a number of concerns, to 
which Amelia responded by providing a number of helpful practical suggestions.  
In one discussion, Amelia gave Danielle ideas for better management of students’ 
submission of homework to accelerate checking to be sure all the work was 
collected.  In another discussion, Amelia provided ideas about ways to handle 
students’ work turned in late.  Another topic discussed over several months was 
Danielle’s concern over the special education modifications that she was 
supposed to be making to her lessons.  She was not certain how to address these 
issues, but Amelia – as a former science department head and special education 
coordinator – was quite familiar with these issues.  She ended up getting 
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Danielle’s street address and sending her an entire box of lesson plans that 
featured special education modifications, which Danielle could either use directly 
or as models to adapt in writing her own lesson plans. 
The two planned to meet over the summer, but Amelia became ill and was 
unable to attend the conference that would have brought her to the town in which 
Danielle lived and had been teaching.  By the start of her second year of teaching, 
Danielle had made great strides and sounded ready to begin a new year.  She and 
Amelia picked up the pace of their correspondence again, which had slowed down 
over the summer, and continued sharing their teaching experiences.  In October of 
the 2002-2003 school year, Amelia did attend a conference in Danielle’s town and 
they got together for dinner.  They continue to correspond regularly. 
Chuck – [WINGS Team: chuck-cameron ] 
 
Chuck applied to WINGS for an online mentor just before he began his 
first year of teaching high school English, saying he wanted a mentor in order to 
have someone “to bounce questions/concerns/issues off of” as well as to have 
someone “to share the good stuff with … those experiences that non-teacher 
friends and family do not understand/appreciate.”  Chuck selected Cameron, a 
high school English teacher beginning his seventh year of teaching.  
The team began corresponding during the first week of school.  Cameron 
sent the first message and introduced himself, describing both his teaching 
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assignment and some personal details, such as his wife and baby daughter.  He 
asked if Chuck had any particular “school start-up concerns.”  Chuck replied with 
information about his own personal situation and then asked a profession-related 
question about classroom management, which was a real struggle for him because 
he felt that he was being uncomfortably “stern” with his students.  He said that 
trying to maintain classroom discipline made him feel “sad.”  He asked Cameron 
if he really had to do as other teachers suggested, quoting the title of a well-
known book about teaching, Don’t Smile Until Christmas.  Cameron explained 
his philosophy of classroom management, based on respect – granting it to and 
requiring it from students.  He also said that Chuck should not listen to the other 
teachers about not smiling.  He said he smiled a lot himself.   
This message exchange was the first of many similar online interactions.  
Like Danielle and Amelia’s correspondence, this team’s messages had a two-
dimensional aspect, with one level being a vertical orientation of newcomer to 
veteran and the other level having a more horizontal or equal character – that of 
two teaching colleagues reflecting and sharing stories about their teaching 
experiences.  There were differences, though, between this team and the team 
previously described, principally due to the personalities involved.  For instance, 
Danielle was new, scared, and very open about her feelings to her mentor.  She 
seemed like a “people person,” or extroverted.  By contrast, Chuck was far more 
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hesitant about commenting about his feelings and was very reserved, or 
introverted, in his manner of describing himself.  Cameron, however, seemed to 
be very good at reading between the lines.  Although he focused discussions on 
whatever topics, incidents, or questions Chuck raised, he often seemed to be 
answering questions Chuck had that he had not explicitly asked.  Although 
Cameron sometimes did this by means of making a comment about a topic Chuck 
had mentioned in an earlier message, or just happening to tell about an incident 
that related to one of Chuck’s concerns, Cameron seemed to be very careful to 
respect Chuck’s feelings and seemed to recognize that Chuck would not like 
feeling that he was being guided or manipulated.  Early on, especially, Cameron 
would invite Chuck to share – for example, Cameron would often send a lesson 
plan he had used in his class as an attachment to his messages.  He would also 
send messages inviting Chuck to correspond, asking him how things were going, 
and so on. 
One evening, about mid-way through the school year, Chuck – after a 
particularly bad day – said he felt burnt out, and told Cameron what had really 
bothered him about what had been going on in his classes recently.  In one 
particularly galling encounter, Chuck described a girl telling him to his face that 
she had “zero respect” for him as a teacher.  Cameron responded quickly, 
sympathetically, and wisely, and – after that – the two seemed to respond on a 
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more equal level.  This incident seemed to have helped reassure Chuck and helped 
him to trust that Cameron both respected him and supported him.  Their 
subsequent correspondence was subtly altered, with the two communicating as 
more equal colleagues. 
During the summer, the two met for lunch.  Before the start of the next 
school year, they resumed their regular correspondence.  Chuck wrote about his 
plans for his new classes.  He had been teaching four sections of junior English 
and one section of senior English the previous year, and for the new academic 
year he would have three junior sections and two senior sections.  Cameron, who 
had been teaching junior English, was going to be teaching one section of senior 
English.  When Chuck sent his description of his first days, including his setting 
class rules and so on, Cameron’s immediate and delighted reaction was, “You 
sound so professional!”   
After a couple of messages back and forth, Cameron asked Chuck if he 
had developed lesson plans for his senior classes the year before, and Chuck sent 
him an attachment of a lesson he had developed for Beowulf.  Cameron happily 
told him later that he had used the lesson plan.  Chuck thereafter sent more 
attachments, and the two have also discussed with one another their specific 
curriculum plans for their classes.  Chuck seemed pleased that he had something 
to share professionally as well as sharing his personal friendship with Cameron.  
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He seemed to be protective of this, too.  For example, Chuck seemed to forget that 
there was a WINGS facilitator on the subscription list at all until, this last January, 
the WINGS facilitator who had previously been assigned to his team cycled off 
and a new facilitator came on board.  Reminded by the routine introductions that 
the new facilitator made to the team that someone else was receiving their 
correspondence, Chuck asked that the facilitator take her name off the 
subscription list.  Chuck has been the only teacher – protégé or mentor – in the 
annals of the WINGS project to ask the facilitator to stop receiving copies of the 
regular exchange of e-mail messages between protégé and mentor.   
When interviewed for this study, Chuck said that his telementoring 
experience was “really helpful” to him, saying that Cameron provided “advice 
about how to deal with the job, how to deal with the students, and stuff like that.”  
He added that these topics were “what I really wanted advice on.”  The team 
continues to communicate with one another, although their rate of exchange has 
slowed during the spring.  Their exchanges are not being actively monitored by a 
WINGS facilitator. 
Andrea – [WINGS Team: andrea-julie] 
 
Andrea applied to WINGS before she began her student teaching.  She 
described herself as “an older student, back at school for a second career,” 
specializing in kindergarten and first grade teaching.  As her mentor, Andrea 
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selected Barbara, saying she liked Barbara’s enthusiasm after teaching for twenty-
three years primarily in kindergarten and first grade.  Andrea said she felt very 
excited as she prepared for her semester of apprentice teaching, but after her 
observation the previous semester, she said she felt “very scared.”  She said, “I 
need a mentor, and sometimes it is hard for [younger] teachers to relate to me 
because of my age.”   
Andrea and Barbara introduced themselves in their earliest e-mails.  
Andrea was in the process of getting her assignment for student teaching, and – at 
one point, because of a snag with arrangements – thought she might have to do 
another observation semester rather than being able to do her apprentice teaching.  
She asked Barbara if she would continue to mentor her during the fall, even 
though she might not be able to do her practice teaching until spring.  Barbara 
generously agreed. 
However, there was no communication from Andrea in September, and 
when she finally wrote, it was good news/very bad news.  Andrea had been given 
a student teaching placement, but her son – a senior in high school – had been 
attacked after a football game and had been brutally beaten.  Her son had 
sustained head trauma injuries, had already had several surgeries, and would 
possibly need more.  Both Barbara and Sioban, the team’s WINGS facilitator, 
sent messages of shock and sympathy.  They were all communicating with each 
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other as concerned people, mothers, and friends – as well as teachers.  For 
example, Andrea ended up calling on Sioban’s expertise as a former teacher in the 
same school district, because the high school was being slow to accept and 
process her request that her son be classified as having “serious impairments” 
special education status, since, without it, he probably would not graduate.  
Andrea continued, throughout the fall semester, to be torn among various 
demands – her commitment to her student teaching assignment (with an 
unsympathetic teacher), meetings at her son’s high school to discuss his 
educational needs, and her son’s serious medical condition.  At one low point, she 
was contemplating dropping out of the preservice cohort.  Barbara and Sioban 
both urged her to stay with it, and she finally did. 
During the spring, things improved.  Andrea got another teaching 
assignment – with a friendlier teacher who was easier to deal with – who, in fact, 
had taught Andrea’s son, knew that he had been attacked, and wanted to help.  
Andrea’s son, after several more surgeries, seemed to be making some guarded 
progress, and the elementary school where Andrea was assigned was near her 
son’s high school, making it easier for her to get over there quickly for after-
school meetings to determine his educational status.   
Also in spring, as Andrea – when most of the personal crises were closer 
to being resolved – got to do her independent teaching, she was better able to 
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discuss teaching and curriculum maters with Barbara.  Barbara and Andrea both 
enjoyed this, exchanging many ideas and lesson plans.  At one point, Barbara 
remarked, “This is so much fun now that you are in the classroom.”   
Finally, Andrea graduated, and so – after he was finally given the required 
educational status – did her son.  However, technical problems intervened when 
Andrea’s home computer crashed.  Sioban called her and relayed information 
about her situation to Barbara, who had been worried about the abrupt end to their 
communication.  Andrea finally got her computer running in August, and wrote to 
catch Barbara up on her news (i.e., her graduation, her son’s graduation, etc.)  
Assured that Andrea was on an even keel, Sioban cycled off the team and Emily 
took over as facilitator. 
 In October, Andrea happily reported that she had found a job teaching 
kindergarten, a position that was “a newly made class,” as the principal had 
described it.  She was told that the children in her class all needed special 
education modifications, which she expressed reservations about, since she had 
not been trained as a special education teacher.  She was assured that she would 
have the assistance of the long-term substitute teacher who had been teaching the 
same class and that she could observe how this substitute handled the class for the 
first week, to learn from her how to do so.  However, the day Andrea reported for 
work, she was told that the substitute had left, was not coming back, and that 
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Andrea was now in charge of the class.  She soon learned that there had been four 
other teachers who had taught the class during the first six weeks of the semester.  
All had quit.  There were seven students in the class, all with serious disabilities 
and/or learning problems.  However, these students did not have the “serious 
disabilities” designation which – as Andrea knew from her experience trying to 
get this designation for her son – was not easy to obtain.  Thus, the students were 
not allocated extra funds to take care of their needs, and – when she approached 
the principal about testing the students – the principal refused, saying that testing 
was too expensive. 
 Andrea wrote to Barbara in November, saying, “My class is really hard, 
but I wouldn’t give them up.  They are mine now, for better or worse.”  When 
interviewed, she said she stuck it out because she felt sorry for the students, who 
had been confused and upset by the four teachers coming to teach their class, then 
leaving so quickly.   
 In December, Andrea had problems with her Internet provider and – in 
order to be able to send e-mail again – would have had to download and install 
new software programs, which she did not feel comfortable doing.  Unable to e-
mail from home, and with no time to e-mail from school, she said she sent 
Barbara a Christmas card and letter by means of regular mail.  Andrea said she 
wanted to connect with Barbara again online, but has not resolved the technical 
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issues.  Overall, she said that the telementoring program had benefited her, and 
that Barbara had been a great support in her darkest times during the previous 
year.  Andrea said,  “I wouldn’t have been able to make it without Barbara.  There 
just would have been no way.” 
Stephanie – [WINGS Team: stephanie-barbara] 
Stephanie applied for a telementor shortly before her first year of teaching 
seventh grade English in a small community.  As her mentor, Stephanie chose 
Barbara, a teacher with eleven years of experience teaching high school English. 
Stephanie introduced herself first online, saying she was a “green” teacher, 
who was “looking forward to the new school year,” and asked for “suggestions 
about first-week activities.”  Barbara’s initial response was “1) Be yourself; 2) Let 
students know what you expect and they will try to do it; 3) Have more than 
enough for students to do.”  Later that same evening, Barbara sent a longer 
message from her computer at home, although she said she was experiencing 
difficulties with her home e-mail.  She introduced herself in more detail and made 
suggestions for initial activities for Stephanie’s class, such as “some short writing 
exercises” of five to ten minutes’ duration that she could have students do, and 
then share with one another. 
Soon afterwards, Stephanie sent another message saying that she had 
found an activity she planned to use “for getting acquainted and writing 
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simultaneously.”  She had decorated her classroom and said she was “very excited 
about that first day!”  Barbara did not answer respond for two weeks.  This was an 
unfortunate occurrence.  It conveyed the impression that Barbara was not paying 
attention at a time when Stephanie was under the greatest pressure as a new 
teacher.  When she did write, Barbara said “the only suggestion I would have for 
you at this point is to continue to be well-organized” and that it was a good idea to 
learn students’ names quickly, since students “really feel important when the 
teachers know their name.”  This advice did not seem to be related to anything 
that Stephanie had mentioned. 
However, Stephanie wrote back, cheerily, saying that her first week went 
well, that students had done “several fun writing exercises,” and planned, the next 
week, to begin reading stories from their literature book, beginning with Kipling’s 
“Rikki-tikki-tavi.”  She asked if Barbara was familiar with this story, and if she 
had any suggestions for teaching it.  Stephanie seemed not to realize that Barbara 
taught high school English and thus would not know of a story Stephanie had in 
her seventh-grade literature anthology.  Barbara did not clarify the issue, 
responding only that she was not familiar with that story. 
At this point, the team began to fall into a particular rhythm and style of 
communicating, based on a style that was more typical of Barbara’s messages – 
short, paragraph-length communications.  Previous to this, Stephanie had sent 
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longer, more detailed messages, but after this, their messages tended to be 
relatively brief – usually no more than a five-sentence paragraph.  
Stephanie occasionally asked questions about specific literature selections 
that suggested that she was not aware of the unlikelihood that – at the high school 
level – Barbara would be familiar with them.  Barbara, too, although she clearly 
had nothing but good intentions towards Stephanie, did not really seem to connect 
with Stephanie’s experiences, and – having missed the first two weeks of her 
protégé’s teaching – never really shifted into a sharing of teacher experiences in 
the classroom.  Their language arts content areas at different grade levels had 
some overlaps, such as composition and grammar, but they did not discuss these 
areas in detail.  They did mention what they were teaching, and at times Barbara 
included various teaching tips, some of which were fairly useful and that 
Stephanie seemed to like – but these tended not to be directly connected to topics 
that were raised by Stephanie. 
The team’s communications began to devolve into fairly superficial 
“social reporting” kinds of exchanges, such as when one person says, “How are 
things going?” and the other responds, “Fine.  How’s it with you?”  In the ensuing 
weeks, Stephanie and Barbara continued to correspond about once every other 
week.  Their pattern was somewhat calendar-based, meaning that if they got close 
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to two weeks without a message, then Barbara would send a “How are things 
going?” type of message. 
There were no messages from Stephanie during the summer.  The team 
began corresponding again as school started up, and Stephanie reported that the 
start of her second year went very well.  The messages kept coming, but were still 
following the short, one-paragraph pattern.  Finally, early in the 2003 fall 
semester, Stephanie’s school changed the filters it used for its Internet browsers, 
in order to prevent students from receiving mail with inappropriate content or 
from visiting inappropriate Web sites.  The new filters also blocked messages to 
or from the Juno e-mail account that Stephanie had been using for her exchanges 
with Barbara. 
When interviewed about her telementoring experience, Stephanie said that 
she thought the online mentoring was “very beneficial,” particularly during her 
first year.  She said, in January, that she hoped to get a new e-mail account and 
resume her correspondence with Barbara.  After five months, however, she still 
had not done so. 
Frank – [WINGS Team: frank-ruth ] 
 
Frank applied to WINGS soon after his graduation from the university.  
He had already found a position as an elementary school physical education (P.E.) 
teacher in a brand-new school, which was under construction during that summer.  
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Frank said he would like “support and guidance,” and that he needed assistance 
with “lesson planning and classroom management.”  He selected Ruth as his 
mentor, a veteran P.E. teacher with twenty-nine years of experience, more than 
half of it at the elementary level. 
Although the WINGS facilitators knew that Ruth taught in the same 
school district in which Frank would be teaching, they did not know Frank knew 
her location – until he sent a message, telling Ruth he had stopped by to see her, 
but had missed her.  Eventually, the situation became clearer:  Frank had met 
Ruth through one of the seminars she occasionally taught at the university and, 
seeing her name in the WINGS database, he chose her as his mentor, knowing 
that the elementary school where she taught was only two miles down the road 
from his, and that they were both likely to meet face to face at district P.E. teacher 
meetings. 
Asked what their plans were and how they planned to use the WINGS 
telementoring service, Ruth said she saw herself “using telementoring to answer 
any questions that arise from Frank’s day-to-day teaching,” to notify him of 
“upcoming events,” and to guide him in making purchases for his gym, since 
“some equipment is better than others.”  Frank answered similarly, and the team 
proceeded. 
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This team ended up being a model of what an experienced and 
knowledgeable mentor could do to help a protégé.  It is hard to see their personal 
connection in the e-mail messages this team exchanged, since Frank sent far 
fewer messages than Ruth did – he sent only 18 of the 75 messages in the team’s 
message archive during their first eighteen months of correspondence.   
However, Ruth kept up a constant stream of notifications of meetings, 
attachments of lesson plans and ideas about teaching, and other helpful materials.  
Before the beginning of Frank’s first year of teaching, for example, she sent him a 
large box of lesson plans, including her own curriculum plan for the year.  Frank 
used these materials as a model for writing his own curriculum plan and lesson 
plans, then met with Ruth and, with her help, reviewed and refined his portfolio of 
teaching materials to prepare for the beginning of school. 
In effect, Ruth acted as if she were a particularly effective P.E. department 
head.  She sent Frank notices about upcoming meetings and a whole array of 
other P.E.-teacher information, but she also clearly “packed” around this 
information (i.e., social greeting, social closing) personally connecting details and 
brief but colorful bulletins about her own classes.  For example, she wrote that she 
had noticed the number of students from Frank’s school taking part in a weekend 
athletic event and congratulated him on his students’ turnout, which exceeded that 
of her own school. 
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Frank clearly appreciated the guidance and support as well as the personal 
connection with Ruth.  He was the only P.E. teacher on his new campus – so new 
that the gym in which he was supposed to teach was not completed as school 
opened, and Frank had to conduct all of his P.E. classes outside.  Fortunately for 
Frank, it was a relatively dry fall.  His gym was not completed until December. 
When interviewed, Frank described telementoring as having been “a good 
experience.”  He described his mentoring through the WINGS program as being 
“content-specific” and explained how he and Ruth worked together by saying: 
If I had any questions or if I needed an idea or I was having issues, I 
would just kind of drop her a line and she would address it.  She would 
never say I had to do it a certain way.  …[S]he wasn’t [saying] “My way 
is the only way to do it,”  she was like, “You can do it this way or you can 
do it this [other] way.  I’ve chosen to handle it this way because of…” 
[and she usually gave a reason].  She was very thorough, and I could tell 
that she wasn’t trying to force me one way or another, which was real 
nice.   
 
 In addition to the professional support, Frank appreciated the personal 
connections that he knew Ruth was trying to extend.  He explained: 
 
She would e-mail me out of the blue and just kind of tell me things that 
were going on in her family, so she tried to establish a personal link, 
which I think is important with a mentor. 
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Frank said he appreciated that Ruth knew the challenges faced by a first-year 
teacher and said, “It was nice having that support if I needed it.”  They have 
continued corresponding regularly throughout the spring. 
Sue – [WINGS Team: sue-phyllis ] 
 
Sue signed up for WINGS telementoring in fall, 2000, when the program 
was still in its prototype phase.  The WINGS Web site was not yet up and running 
at that time.  Sue was an intern teacher in her last semester before graduation from 
the university.  Because the database of mentors was not yet available, Sue used a 
paper-and-pencil application form to request a mentor.  The WINGS director read 
Sue’s request and then matched her interests and content area of teaching – high 
school math – to those of one of the experienced teachers who had already 
volunteered to become online mentors.  Phyllis was selected as Sue’s mentor – a 
high school math teacher with more than twenty years of teaching experience.   
Phyllis sent the first message, introducing herself and describing her 
teaching situation.  Sue replied, providing Phyllis with the same sorts of details, 
saying that she was in her “student teaching semester.”  She told Phyllis she most 
wanted help with finding ways to get her students motivated, because she felt that 
the students were often “bored with the material,” although she said she did not 
have a “ ‘lecture-style’ classroom.”  She thought that it was the “subject matter 
they do not care about.”  She described her efforts to look at Web sites, comb 
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through the textbook for lesson ideas, and so on, but said she had “a hard time 
finding interesting stuff.”  
 Phyllis sent a friendly reply and asked for a bit more information about 
Sue’s students and the class, such as what the students’ interests were when they 
were not in class.  It was a week before Sue answered, saying that she had had 
problems with her home computer and could not check e-mail.  She apologized 
for the delay, saying that she was very busy, too, with all of the official paperwork 
and arrangements to graduate.  Phyllis replied that there were “no apologies 
necessary.”  
In mid-November, Sue wrote back at length, describing her students and 
her class, saying that the class she was teaching had “major issues with 
attendance,” and also wide differences in ability levels.  Sue did not know much 
about the students’ interests.  When there was no response for several days, 
Emily, the team’s facilitator, wrote to tell Sue that Phyllis’s school was off for the 
entire week for Thanksgiving. 
This was an unfortunate disconnect, because by the time Phyllis answered, 
in early December, saying that she was tied up but would get back to Sue as soon 
as possible, it was really too late for the ideas she had to be useful to Sue, who 
had left her student teaching assignment, preparing to graduate. 
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Sue wrote again and the team got going on a more even footing when Sue 
began full-time teaching in January.  They exchanged a number of friendly, short 
messages containing a number of ideas about teaching Algebra I, which was 
Sue’s assignment.  However, two factors seemed to prevent this team from 
forming a closer personal bond.  One was timing.  It was sheer bad luck that Sue, 
in her intern semester, had computer problems just after she asked Phyllis for 
information she really wanted to know.  Nevertheless, when this happened, it 
threw the timing off for the team’s whole first semester of corresponding.  The 
second factor was engagement level, both personally and professionally.  As Sue 
successfully began her actual teaching, she came in mid-semester and had to take 
on a class that was already midway through the year.  Although she and Phyllis 
subsequently exchanged a number of messages which were friendly as well as 
professionally useful, Sue seemed either to be moving so quickly that her 
messages, the minute she sent them, no longer represented her needs or else to be 
so tied up with the demands of her new position that she did not have time to send 
e-mail messages to Phyllis at all.  Again, this is primarily an unfortunate matter of 
awkward timing, and not a problem that either of the team members caused or 
seemed to be able to remedy easily. 
They continued to correspond, although increasingly irregularly, as the 
school ended.  Over the summer, they sent only one or two messages each, telling 
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each other about their fall teaching assignments.  The interval between their 
messages has continued to lengthen over Sue’s second year of teaching, and when 
her facilitator asked the team about it, Sue asked that their team be placed on an 
“as needed” basis, meaning that she and Phyllis can continue to communicate via 
their WINGS e-mail address, but that they are not expecting to maintain a regular 
telementoring exchange, such as sending the usually expected minimum of a 
message per week.  Sue certainly sounds more confident now, but she is also 
busier than ever.  She and Phyllis still correspond occasionally, and their 
correspondence is primarily sociable in nature, often containing a friendly, but not 
too detailed “catching up” report about what they have been doing in their 
classrooms. 
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Chapter Five: Cross-Case Themes 
 
This chapter provides a cross-case analysis of the individual case studies 
presented in the previous chapter.  The case studies of each WINGS Online 
telementoring protégé and the online exchange of information in each of the ten 
WINGS teams provide the basis for this cross-case analysis and the development 
of emergent themes. 
Data analysis was a continuous, recursive process that began during the 
data generation stage of this study, allowing themes to emerge in the course of 
inductive analysis of individual cases.  As varied themes emerged during 
extended analysis of each of the individual cases, these themes were defined, 
compared to related themes arising in other cases in this study, and subsequently 
refined.   
MAJOR EMERGENT THEMES 
 
The analysis of themes presented in this chapter represents a variety of 
cumulatively noteworthy issues that emerged during analysis of these ten 
individual case studies.  The extent to which these themes were evident in these 
ten telementoring cases will be explained as part of the detailed cross-case 
analysis that follows. 
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 The themes that emerged in this study fell into three major categories:  
• Safety issues – related to the concerns raised by novice teachers about 
finding someone, such as their WINGS Online telementors, in whom 
they could confide freely without fear of adverse repercussions; 
• Professional help and personal support issues –related to the types of 
support with which protégés felt they were provided by their 
telementors; and 
• Technical connection and facilitation issues – that related to aspects of 
telementoring as a process, including how the use of 
telecommunications affected the interaction between protégés and 
mentors. 
REASONS THESE NOVICE TEACHERS CHOSE TELEMENTORING 
 
These teachers’ perceptions about their WINGS Online telementoring 
experience are probably affected by the fact that they all self-selected the WINGS 
telementoring service as a means of finding support for themselves as new 
teachers and stayed with their telementoring relationships for a period of more 
than one year (ranging from 15 to 23 months among participants).  Thus, this 
group of novice teachers and their perceptions of the WINGS experience can be 
said to represent a group for whom this telementoring relationship provided some 
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measure of benefit – enough for them to elect to continue pursuing these 
connections over a considerable period of time.   
With that possible prejudice in favor of telementoring on the part of 
participants being acknowledged, however, it is still instructive to explore the 
nature of these new teachers’ self-perceived needs, including what they felt these 
needs were and what they felt they got out of these online exchanges.  In addition, 
it is instructive to investigate these new teachers’ perceptions about the nature of 
their telementoring relationships, including whether, to what extent, and how they 
felt that online mentoring met their needs.  Further, this study can provide some 
insights into how these novices learned to teach as they began teaching, and what 
these new teachers’ needs imply about the on-the-job learning-to-teach process.  
This study can thus possibly suggest ways that those in the preservice educational 
system and the inservice professional development field can better help new 
teachers to succeed. 
“Safety” Issues 
The theme of “safety” surfaced strongly when new and intern teachers 
explained why they had made the decision to ask for telementoring.  The term 
safety as used here does not, of course, relate to actual fear of bodily harm.    
Rather, participants articulating safety-related concerns were expressing their 
fears that confiding in others in their immediate teaching environment (i.e., most 
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particularly, the official mentors assigned to them by their school administrators) 
could represent a hazard to them by allowing these erstwhile helpers and 
confidants to betray their trust in a manner that they felt would put them at risk 
personally, socially, and professionally.   
Although the new teachers and interns did not specifically differentiate 
among these three types of risks, they will be discussed separately in the section 
that follows to allow exploration of various kinds of vulnerabilities that led the 
new teachers to feel “unsafe” while confiding in some of their face-to-face 
mentors or colleagues and feeling more “safe” with an online mentor. 
Types of Vulnerabilities New Teachers Felt 
Personal Vulnerability 
Many of the new teachers seemed to fear that they would be perceived as 
personally flawed if they revealed their needs or weaknesses to others.  These new 
teachers were aware – as they were heading into their own classrooms for the first 
time – that they were facing potentially difficult challenges, and several of these 
new teachers acknowledged specifically that they felt uneasy about the challenges 
that awaited them.  For example, Andrea said that she was “very scared” about 
her intern teaching, and Stephanie said that she was “nervous about classroom 
management.”  Terms these new teachers used in describing their apprehensions 
reflected personal emotions (e.g., “scared,” “nervous,” etc.), which seem to 
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represent their feelings of personal vulnerability as they begin their new careers as 
teachers. 
The sense that asking for help or support from others would expose new 
teachers’ personal weaknesses also might affect help-seeking practices in general 
among them.  For example, Heather expressed her surprise that others in her 
cohort of preservice teachers did not sign up for WINGS telementoring after a 
presentation to them about the program, comparing her classmates’ attitudes to 
that of her brother, for whom “asking for help” was, according to his viewpoint, 
“a sign of failure.”  Heather also speculated that perhaps members of her cohort 
might have been reluctant to sign up for WINGS because it was a new program 
and they were “unsure of what it really was going to entail” – particularly at a 
time when they were facing many implacably demanding requirements, such as 
finishing their final semesters of college, doing their apprentice teaching, and 
applying for jobs.  To many interns, who already felt overburdened, the offer of 
help through telementoring may have seemed, instead, like just another demand 
on their already overly committed time.  However, this makes the point all the 
more strongly that the new teachers in this study – who stuck with the e-mail 
message exchanges for more than a year – felt that telementoring was useful to 
them and was worth the investment of time and effort.  For example, the protégés 
who spoke of the benefits they felt they gained from their participation in WINGS 
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telementoring made comments to this effect that often included specific reference 
to personal kinds of support that they felt they needed as new teachers and that 
they believed they received from their telementors, such as the following: 
• Jordan: “This program has been invaluable …. I don’t know that I 
would have made it through that first year without it.” 
• Heather:  Beginning to teach is “a little scary, and having somebody 
like [my telementor] was great, because she would tell me, ‘You 
know, you’re going to be okay.’ ” 
• Marie: “I really loved the support.” 
• Molly: “[My mentor has] always been there for me.” 
• Danielle: 
It was really nice to have someone … [when I was] going into a 
new work place.   [It’s uncomfortable] not really knowing who you 
can talk to and who you can confide in, … [so it was good to have] 
someone who was completely removed from the politics of the 
school and what was going on there, that I could come home and 
talk to ... 
 
• Chuck:  Having a telementor was “really helpful.” 
• Andrea:  “I wouldn’t have been able to make it without Barbara.  
There just would have been no way.” 
• Stephanie: WINGS was “very beneficial, particularly during my first 
year …” 
• Frank: “It was nice having that support if I needed it.” 
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Social Vulnerability 
 
 Several of the new teachers in this study expressed concerns about 
vulnerability in the school environment in terms that showed their conception of 
school as a social setting in which they were newcomers.  For example, although 
Stephanie said that she felt her on-site mentor at the middle school was generally 
supportive, she talked in an interview about her hesitation to confide in him about 
problems she had with the disruptive son of a high-school principal in the town.  
She feared that the on-site mentor might take the son’s side for the sake of the 
mentor’s personal connection to the mother/principal, as a long-time colleague 
and friend. 
Several times Molly expressed her awareness of the social environment of 
the school in which she taught in her e-mails to Aurora, her online mentor, and 
her concern about how well she fit in or how she was perceived by the other 
teachers.  For example, she related one particular incident during her first year of 
teaching, involving several other teachers having forwarded – round-robin style, 
via e-mail – an article that defended the practice of mocking students in the 
teachers’ lounge as being a necessary practice, enabling teachers to blow off 
steam.  Molly wrote to Aurora that not only was she offended by the article’s 
justification of “student-bashing,” but that she was also troubled by the article’s 
description of how the gossipy teachers “clammed up” the instant a teacher they 
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labeled as a “do-good” came into the lounge.  Molly wrote that since she tended 
to stick up for her own at-risk students, she wondered whether the colleagues who 
were forwarding this article saw her similarly, if not as an outright “do-good,” 
then as not really belonging to their group, saying that she thought they might 
categorize her as a “loner.” 
 Danielle also communicated to Amelia, her online mentor, some of her 
concerns about the social environment of her school when she attended inservice 
sessions before the school year started.  She said that she liked her “grade leaders” 
when she met them (i.e., a social response).  However, Danielle also commented 
that at this meeting of the faculty she “became aware of more of the school 
politics” and was “picking up on tensions” that made her a bit “nervous.”  
Danielle’s nervousness seemed related to her concerns about various social and 
“political” alliances or social disconnections among faculty members and to her 
being able to navigate amongst some of these possible social stumbling blocks.  
However, because her telementor was not physically present and could not be 
“allied” with anyone else in Danielle’s school in any way that could adversely 
affect how she was perceived there, Danielle clearly felt more comfortable 
discussing her problems with her online mentor, with whom she was not exposed 
to this type of social risk. 
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Professional Vulnerability 
Although the new teachers and interns participating in this study seemed 
aware that beginning to teach was often a challenging process, and that as 
newcomers to the profession they might need help or guidance from others, they 
nevertheless seemed concerned that if they asked for help, they would be judged 
negatively by their fellow teachers.  For example, Molly said in her application to 
WINGS that she was most concerned “that [my telementor] not judge me.”  In 
context, Molly’s comment reflected her concern about possible harsh judgment 
relating to her status as a new teacher, someone who was entering the profession 
but had not yet “learned the ropes.”  This feeling of professional vulnerability not 
only includes the novice teachers’ fear of being harshly judged by more 
experienced colleagues, but also that such judgment could result in those who are 
critical of them taking action in some manner that would affect their professional 
situations as teachers. 
For instance, Danielle had difficulty with a misbehaving student but ended 
up feeling reluctant to report his behavior to the school administration for fear that 
they would be critical of her teaching.  She had filled out a “behavior 
modification form,” a six-step documentation procedure her school required, 
detailing what the misbehaving student had done, which included “sassing” her 
and covering his desktop with pencil lead.  Once Danielle filled out the form, 
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discussed the problem behavior with the student, and had the student sign it – a 
process that helped, in itself, to remind the student that there would be 
consequences for misbehaving and seemed to improve his behavior somewhat – 
she expressed to her online mentor, Amelia, her uncertainty about whether she 
should consider the incident resolved at that point or go ahead and turn in the 
completed “behavior modification form” to the office.  Danielle said she was 
concerned that “I have all those things on his behavior modification sheet and I 
am embarrassed to show anyone, because I feel like it reflects on me.” 
Heather expressed a similar concern about asking for help from her 
professors when she was an intern.  When interviewed, she said that although she 
had had very good relationships with all of her college professors, she felt that 
one major advantage for apprentice teachers in having an online mentor whom 
they could ask for help was that “they’re not judging them, they’re not grading 
them.”  She described herself and other members of her cohort as feeling that  
going to your professor, for some people, feels like [you’re saying], “I’m 
having this big problem,” [and then] there are going to be some 
ramifications.  [The professors] probably know the people you’re talking 
about personally, and my [online] mentor doesn’t.  She’s able to be more 
objective. 
 
In at least one situation, new teachers’ fears of professional vulnerability 
and intolerance on the part of other faculty members for their being in the process 
of learning how to teach was supported by specific events that occurred and 
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subsequently discussed online.  Jordan had had a friendly relationship with her 
on-site mentor, an assistant administrator, when she was a new teacher, working 
in the school as a long-term substitute.  She had also felt friendly with one of the 
school counselors.  However, during the next year, when she became a member of 
the full time faculty, she rarely saw her onsite mentor, of whom she said, “She 
and I never met in a mentor/mentee situation.”  Then, when an incident occurred 
in her class, during the course of which Jordan admits she may have made an 
error in judgment by saying a “bad word” aloud, the situation was blown out of 
proportion as a student in Jordan’s class complained to the counselor and the 
counselor then reported the student’s complaint to the assistant principal, Jordan’s 
on-site mentor.  The assistant principal chose not to act in the role of Jordan’s 
mentor or try to resolve the incident, such as by calling Jordan in and talking to 
her about the situation, or even having her apologize to the specific student or to 
the class at large.  Instead, this designated mentor elected to wait several months – 
until school was over – and then have a meeting with Jordan that was 
reprimanding in tone with the counselor present as a complaining witness. 
Other teachers, on-site mentors, or administrators may, in fact, be too 
quick to judge and too slow to offer support or assistance to the new teacher.  
There are a number of incidents that were described by participants in which the 
new teachers and interns felt that they were being treated unfairly, and that they 
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had no real recourse – either because they did not feel that their administrators 
would support them or, in some cases, because the administrators were the ones 
that the protégés felt were acting unfairly.  Jordan’s situation, described above, is 
one example.  In another, Molly was “called down” in front of her students by an 
administrator for playing quiet, classical music on the radio in her class.  Danielle 
felt that an administrator was scornfully dismissive of her referral of a student for 
making “gang signs” that were identified in the teachers’ handbook as an action 
that required an immediate referral to the office.  Heather felt that not only was 
her principal unwilling to consider her for a possible job opening at another grade 
level for the next year, but also – when she finally managed to get him to agree to 
let her “try out” for the job in a demonstration lesson – he and two other observers 
actually disrupted her audition lesson by talking loudly with one another in the 
back row of the classroom. 
The major point here is simply that those who have positions of influence 
or authority in the schools, such as administrators, have the capability to impact 
new teachers’ jobs strongly, positively or negatively.  Ingersoll (2001), for 
example, says that “organizational conditions” in schools – including, as first 
factor on the list of recommended improvements, “increased support from the 
school administration,” which would “contribute to lower rates of [teacher] 
turnover, thus diminish school staffing problems, and ultimately aid the 
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performance of schools” (p. 525).  Non-support by the school administration was 
certainly a factor that concerned the new teachers participating in this study.  
These new teachers tended to fear that should their administrators find reason, fair 
or otherwise, to dislike them or disapprove of their teaching methods, that their 
job evaluations – and, by extension, their jobs – would be at risk.  Among the new 
teachers who indicated that one of the “safety” issues for them was one of 
professional safety, value was perceived in having someone outside their schools 
in whom they could confide if they thought that they were being treated unfairly 
by those in authority in their workplaces.  Through telementoring, they could not 
only talk with someone external to their schools to vent their frustrations, but also 
their correspondence gave them opportunities to discuss the problem with an 
experienced teacher who could tell them if their feeling wronged was justified, 
and, if so, help them find ways to explain their own side of the story in such a way 
that they might be heard.  For example, both Jordan and Danielle were helped by 
their online mentors to strategize before critical parent-teacher conferences and 
then reported that their pre-planning helped them handle these sessions and 
negotiate successfully with initially hostile parents.  Although the new teachers 
felt professionally vulnerable, their correspondence with their online mentors 
helped them with others from whom they could obtain professional support as 
well as guidance through common professional pitfalls. 
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NOVICE TEACHERS’ EXPERIENCES WITH TELEMENTORING 
The theme of “assistance” emerged strongly when new and intern teachers 
explained what their experience of telementoring was like.  All ten of the 
participants stated that they felt WINGS Online telementoring was beneficial to 
them to some degree, and the benefits they described fell into the broad category 
of assistance, most often described by the participants as “help” or “support.”  
Although most new teachers did not differentiate between or categorize the 
various types of help and support they felt they received from their WINGS 
telementors, there were some distinct differences among the kinds of assistance 
that they felt they received and the kinds of assistance that they felt helped them.  
There were two major categories of assistance – personal support and 
professional help – that the WINGS protégés participating in this study mentioned 
or described most consistently.  Personal support can be divided into two 
subcategories: individualized support and emotional support.  Professional help 
also fell into two broad subtypes: assimilation assistance and teaching support.   
These categories of assistance will be discussed in detail in the sections 
that follow, exploring aspects of these different kinds of support most of the 
protégés felt that they received from their online telementors.  General categories 
of assistance the participants described are presented in the following table:  
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Table 3: Categories of Assistance Protégés Received from Telementoring 
 
Major 
Categories 
 
Subcategories 
of Each Type 
Definitions 
• individualized 
support 
the extent to which protégés felt help was 
tailor-made for their individual needs.  It 
was often translated by protégés as helping 
them to feel that they were valued as 
individuals as they joined the ranks of 
teaching professionals. 
Personal 
Support 
• emotional 
support 
the extent to which protégés felt that they 
were being heard and understood.  This was 
often interpreted by protégés as caring 
demonstrated by the mentors, and usually 
included an aspect of their feeling a closer 
personal connection to their mentors, with 
sharing often translating as caring. 
• assimilation 
assistance 
the extent to which protégés felt that their 
mentors provided them with help or 
guidance that they could use to fit better into 
the general social and professional culture of 
teaching.  Its effect on protégés was to help 
them gain internalized criteria that they 
could use to align their actions and 
expectations with what was “normal” or 
“expected” among teachers as a professional 
group. 
Professional 
Help 
• teaching 
support 
the extent to which protégés felt that their 
mentors provided them with useful or 
practical pointers that they could employ to 
improve their classroom practice as teachers.  
These could be either content-specific help 
or general teacher-practice help, but were 
specifically classroom practice-oriented 
suggestions that could be put into direct use 
in the new teachers’ practice. 
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PERSONAL BENEFITS 
Personal Support 
 
The protégés, in general, felt that their telementoring relationships with 
experienced teachers provided them with personal support of a type that they did 
not find on site in their school environments.  There were specific kinds of 
personal assistance that the new teachers apparently wanted that, in general, they 
felt their on-campus mentors or other types of on-campus induction support did 
not provide. 
First, the new teachers apparently wanted to feel that they were being 
valued as unique and individual persons, and they wanted reassurance about how 
to do their best in handling the particular challenges that they faced in their 
specific classroom assignments, with their own students.  This type of support is 
discussed in the section below as “individualized support.”  Second, the new 
teachers wanted their individual feelings and needs to be understood, and they 
wanted encouragement in coping with their individual challenges in ways that 
helped them find either emotional strength to bear the struggle or encouragement 
to find approaches to resolving problems that perplexed them.  This type of 
support is discussed in the section that follows as “emotional support.” 
Although the new teachers in this study were usually assigned on-site 
mentors, most did not feel that their face-to-face mentors provided them with the 
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kinds of personal support they seem to have wanted.  In part, this was because the 
on-site mentors were also teachers, which meant that they often had too little time 
during their school day to really get to know new teachers or help them in ways 
the new teachers felt that they needed to be helped.  None of the on-site mentors 
of the protégés in this study were given release time to mentor the new teachers, 
and most of the WINGS protégés in this study did not meet on a regular basis 
(e.g., weekly or bi-weekly) with their on-site mentors.  None of the on-site 
mentors, though, were considered to be responsible for the new teachers’ 
successful transition into the classroom.  If the new teachers made errors or 
misjudgments or if they left their jobs, the on-site mentor was not considered in 
any way accountable.  However, even if the on-site mentors had had sufficient 
time or had been completely willing to provide personal kinds of support to the 
new teachers, the new teachers typically said that they felt uneasy about confiding 
in their on-campus mentors, for a variety of reasons discussed previously as 
representing “safety” issues. 
Individualized Support 
 
The new teachers seemed to need to feel valued as individuals who had 
something worthwhile to bring with them to the profession of teaching.  They 
wanted their online mentors to take an interest in them as persons and their 
personal circumstances as individuals new to teaching.  For example, in his 
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application for a WINGS telementor, Chuck said one of the things that he was 
looking for in a mentor was someone who could provide “another outlet of 
support,” someone “to share the good stuff with … those experiences that non-
teacher friends and family do not understand [or] appreciate.”  Molly said in her 
WINGS application that she wanted a mentor who was “able to comprehend the 
needs of an older novice balancing the needs of family and household with 
teaching.”  These protégés wanted their mentors to get to know and understand 
them and their own personal situations as they began to teach. 
Each of the online telementoring teams had a distinctly “individualized” 
character, since each of these telementoring relationships was “tailor-made” by 
and for the protégé.  This personalization factor was intentionally built into the 
design of the WINGS Online program, a feature of the program that was referred 
to as “protégé-driven,” since the protégés were the ones who decided to ask for 
assistance from a telementor and who chose whom they wished to ask from the 
mentors’ profiles in the WINGS database. 
For the ten cases in this study, during their earliest exchanges of 
information – the initial “getting acquainted” period – protégés typically informed 
their telementors about their particular teaching situations (e.g., that they were 
beginning their first year of teaching or their intern teaching, as well as the grade 
level or content areas they were teaching).  Most of the protégés also provided 
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their mentors with information about their personal circumstances as well, 
including their approximate age, their marital status plus the number and ages of 
their children, and sometimes other types of personal details (e.g., what caused 
them to decide to become a teacher) that might help their online mentor get to 
know them better as individuals.  One protégé – Heather – made an interesting 
observation about the degree to which WINGS protégés and mentors developed 
personal relationships.  Heather had apparently compared notes with others in her 
teaching cohort who had signed up for WINGS and, when interviewed, said that 
she had asked others she knew about their WINGS Online mentoring experiences: 
I’ve talked to other people who did [WINGS telementoring] …. Some of 
them don’t know all that much about their [mentor’s] family life. ... I think 
that each person does get to set up that sort of relationship, and if you pick 
somebody that isn’t a sharer and you are, or vice versa, it’s probably not 
going to work out unless you help them to some sort of understanding 
about … who you are. 
 
Most of the WINGS protégés in this study did, in fact, communicate 
information to their telementors that was intended to help the mentors develop an 
understanding about them as individuals.  In return, all of the mentors who were 
given this type of personal information by their protégés responded in kind – by 
providing similar types of information about themselves.  Heather’s observation 
may thus have been accurate in suggesting that protégés who were, by nature, 
“sharers” of this kind of personal information seemed to do well with their choice 
of a mentor with whom a personal relationship would “work out.”  However, it is 
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possible that the ten WINGS teams in this study may have been more than usually 
capable of establishing close, personal telementoring relationships.  These teams 
were specifically chosen for study from among the group of those online WINGS 
exchanges whose correspondence had lasted for more than one year and who had 
exchanged at least 75 messages during that time.  (See comparisons of 
telementoring team correspondence duration and numbers of messages 
exchanged, in the Comparative Profile of WINGS Teams’ Activities in Appendix 
C.)  These teams were demonstrably working at communicating and connecting, 
and – over time – found reasons to continue their correspondence.  Half of these 
new teachers were older than the average newcomer to the profession, however, 
and these team members’ greater age may have made them more mature in 
assessing and addressing their needs by persisting in finding and communicating 
with supporters. 
Among the participating WINGS teams, some protégés provided 
information in their earliest e-mail exchanges that would have allowed their 
mentors to identify the name and location of the school in which they were 
teaching – information that was generally not available unless team members 
chose to reveal it to one another.  In a few of the teams in this study, protégés 
were a bit more reticent about divulging this specific kind of information, but 
most – by the end of their first year of correspondence – had provided details that 
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would allow their mentors to identify their schools and locations.  In some cases, 
after several months of correspondence, mentors asked protégés for their regular 
mail addresses in order to send them packages of lesson plans or other teaching 
materials (e.g., Heather, Danielle, and Andrea all provided their school’s 
addresses so that their telementors could mail them packages of lesson plans or 
other teaching materials).  Molly and Aurora gave each other their home 
addresses so they exchange Christmas cards by surface mail.  Around the end of 
the protégés’ first year of teaching, members of three teams arranged to meet one 
another face to face (e.g., Jordan and Conroy, Danielle and Amelia, and Chuck 
and Cameron).  Six gave one another their telephone numbers at some point (e.g., 
Jordan and Conroy, Heather and Celeste, Molly and Aurora, Danielle and Amelia, 
Chuck and Cameron), as part of the mentors’ providing closer accessibility during 
stressful times (e.g., for Heather, Jordan, and Molly) or to help the mentor and 
protégé as they coordinated their schedules and attempted to meet in person (e.g., 
for Danielle and Chuck). 
Emotional Support 
 
 The majority of the WINGS team protégés said that their online mentors’ 
emotional support was very important to them.  This perception of receiving 
emotional support is apparently the result of an interpersonal sharing and caring 
connection made between the members of the WINGS teams that emerged as 
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communication between protégés and mentors continued over time.  As emotional 
support, the protégés generally seemed to mean that they thought they were 
understood by their mentors, and that they felt that their mentors cared about 
them, their feelings, and their successes as teachers. 
It is difficult in an ongoing relationship, such as the e-mail correspondence 
between these protégés and their mentors, to say exactly when significant 
emotional connections are made.  This emotional connection, when it does occur, 
can be said to develop over time after the telementoring relationship begins and as 
the team members continue to exchange messages.  It is interesting to note that 
this emotional quality was not often mentioned in the new teachers’ applications 
for WINGS telementoring as something they expected from the mentors they had 
selected.  However, during interviews with participants, the protégés who felt 
most strongly that WINGS benefited them almost always included a comment 
about the emotional support they felt they received from their telementors.  
(Comments of this type by participants in this study have been previously listed in 
the section on new teachers’ feelings of personal vulnerability and ways 
participants felt that telementoring helped meet these needs, pp. 190-191.) 
For example, there are some interesting comparisons between what 
protégés said that they wanted their mentors to provide as they applied to the 
WINGS program to what they emphasized as having valued about their 
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experience after having corresponded with their telementors for more than one 
year.  For example, Jordan said in her application that she wanted suggestions for 
help with “classroom management,” and that she wanted her mentor to “[b]e there 
for me to offer … expertise, ideas, and suggestions.”  However, when 
interviewed, Jordan said, “without the program, I don’t know that I would have 
made it through that first year,” when she had felt so “frustrated” that her husband 
said she should just quit teaching.  Jordan said that it made a difference having her 
telementor to discuss her problems with, because “having someone who has been 
there, and understands … they help you find the means to make it through, and 
learn, and progress past it.”  In Molly’s application to WINGS, she said she 
wanted “a professional in the field to talk to,” who would not “judge” her harshly, 
but would help her “find ways to cope” with challenges at school.  When 
interviewed, Molly spoke warmly about the relationship she had developed with 
her mentor, Aurora, saying, “She’s always been there for me.”  Probably the most 
dramatic example is that of Frank, whose application said that what he wanted 
from his online mentor was “assistance with lesson planning and classroom 
management.”  When interviewed, Frank spoke warmly of his mentor, Ruth, as 
being someone who was constantly tossing him “a lifeline,” saying, with a 
chuckle, that “she wasn’t a person who only had a few lifelines to throw.  She was 
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always throwing them.”  Frank said he recognized that Ruth was the one who 
really kept their communication going, and that he appreciated how  
she would e-mail me out of the blue and just kind of tell me things that 
were going on in her family, so she tried to establish a personal link, 
which I think is important with a mentor. 
 
Developing Close Personal Relationships Online 
 
A “personal link” seemed to be an important component in establishing a 
close personal and emotional connection between protégé and mentor.  In general, 
the protégés seemed to feel that their personal connections to their online mentors 
led to development of closer emotional connections between them.  There were 
several distinct aspects of the perception by the protégés that they had developed 
close personal connections to their telementors, and that their personalized 
telementoring connection provided them with emotional support that they valued. 
One of these aspects, for example, was the sharing of personal details and 
“getting to know one another” as individuals, discussed previously as part of the 
process of personalization and development of closer ties in their telementoring 
relationships.  Another important aspect was the perception on the part of the 
protégés that their mentors sincerely cared about them.  A sense of sharing might 
be seen in the exchange of personal information among some teams, but the real 
feeling of closeness almost always involved protégés and mentors sharing 
personal narratives about specific incidents, reflections, and their interpretations 
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of their ongoing experiences in the classroom, as these occurred.  These tended to 
translate into the establishment of what the participants felt was a caring personal 
connection. 
Not every team developed as personal or as close a bond between protégé 
and mentor.  Three teams successfully corresponded for over a year about topics 
related to the protégés’ classroom practice, but did not develop as warm or 
“sharing” a personal connection as could be seen in other teams.  Marie and her 
telementor Harriet, for example, quickly fell into a “question-and-answer” pattern 
(later discussed in greater depth on pp. 217-218), with Harriet seeming to wait for 
her protégé Marie to ask a question about something related to teaching that she 
wanted to know, and then answering Marie’s question in detail.  An example can 
be found in an early message in which Marie asked her mentor, “How do you 
handle late and absent[ee] work, and what do you do if a student misses a test?”  
Although Marie’s questions concerned relevant classroom-related topics that she 
really wanted to know about, and Harriet’s answers were always helpfully 
detailed and practical, the nature of this relationship was such that there were 
often long periods – several weeks at a time – when the two did not exchange any 
messages.  Prompted by the WINGS facilitator to e-mail one another more 
frequently, Harriet said, “I’m still here whenever anyone has any questions (or 
comments).”  Basically, if Marie did not have a question, this team did not 
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communicate with one another very much.  At the end of their full school year of 
correspondence, the facilitator asked Marie if she would like to continue with 
telementoring during the next academic year.  She demurred.   
Another team that did not really connect personally was Stephanie and 
Barbara.  Although Stephanie started off their exchange – which began at the end 
of the summer before her first teaching assignment began – with longer, chatty, 
friendly messages, in which she described her classroom and how she had 
decorated it, as well as how she was preparing for the first days of school, 
Barbara’s responses were somewhat brief.  Then Stephanie wrote a message just 
before school started, excited about the beginning of classes– to which Barbara 
did not respond for two weeks.  At that time, there were so many things that 
Stephanie was experiencing as a new teacher, Barbara’s not “being there” (i.e., by 
demonstrating more interest in Stephanie’s experiences or responding to her 
messages sooner) seemed to put a bit of personal distance between them.  
Stephanie subsequently shortened the length of her messages so that they more 
closely resembled the length of the messages – rarely more than five sentences – 
that Barbara sent to her.  At the same time, she began to lengthen the period of 
time in between her messages to Barbara, stretching the interval between her 
messages from one to two, then to three weeks or sometimes a month or more 
toward the end of the first year.  In addition, when Stephanie did ask questions 
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about classroom-related matters, she often asked about particular grade-level 
content, such as specific short stories in her language arts textbook, that made it 
seem as if she did not understand that Barbara was not teaching the same grade 
level and thus was not familiar with these stories that Stephanie wanted to teach.  
They corresponded very little during the summer, but when school started again, 
Stephanie wrote that because of extra activities in which she had become 
involved, she felt so many demands that, as she expressed it, she was “about to 
scream.”  Barbara’s response to what sounded like a strong appeal for personal 
and emotional support was – in its entirety – “Hang in there.  This too will pass.”  
A month or so later, when Stephanie’s school installed filtering software that 
blocked reception of all e-mail from the provider Stephanie had been using, she 
seemed reluctant (i.e., not returning phone calls or written messages sent via 
regular mail) to her facilitator Tanya, who offered to help her set up a new e-mail 
address in order to resume her correspondence with Barbara.  Instead, Stephanie 
seemed willing to let her WINGS connection lapse. 
 The third team that did not establish stong personal connections was Sue 
and Phyllis.  They began corresponding when Sue was halfway through her 
student-teaching semester, with Sue asking Phyllis for suggestions about how to 
motivate her students, who seemed to Sue to be “bored with the material” in her 
Algebra I classes.  When Phyllis asked for more information about the students, 
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Sue was slow in replying, then finally answered, explaining that she was having 
computer problems and would resume sending e-mails soon.  Finally, Sue did 
answer Phyllis’s question with a long e-mail describing her students – but Phyllis 
did not reply, since her school was out for a whole week for Thanksgiving.  By 
the time Phyllis did answer, about two weeks later, Sue had left her student 
teaching assignment and was preparing to graduate from the preservice teacher 
program.  This team seemed to have a problem with timing that interfered with 
their carrying on a timely or a sustained discussion in a manner that could have 
provided relevant and useful help to Sue during her first year of teaching.  Sue 
asked, early in their second year of correspondence, that their team be listed as a 
team that only corresponded “as needed,” meaning that they were not to be 
expected to keep up a regular rate of correspondence (i.e., a message per week) 
with one another.  
A close personal connection was not a requirement for telementoring, 
however.  The close personal connections developed by seven of the ten teams in 
this study may have represented a personal preference on the part of protégés and 
telementors to become closer personal friends, just as the non-establishment of 
these kinds of relationships may have represented the opposite preference among 
some team members. 
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A close personal connection in a telementoring relationship is an aspect or 
quality, and whether or not this quality is present and to what degree it is present 
is, in part, a matter of judgment and interpretation on the part of the researcher.  
To support this judgment, the individual case studies depicted in relatively brief 
“portrait” form in Chapter 4 have been included in this study in Appendix H in a 
longer and more detailed format, drawing fairly extensively from e-mail messages 
exchanged between the team members.  Evaluation of the relative quality of the 
relationships that developed online requires a bit of “reading between the lines” of 
these messages exchanged.  Of the ten teams in this study, the following were 
teams in which a close personal connection is most easily observed.  The nature 
of these close personal connections is discussed in more detail in the next section. 
• Jordan and Conroy  
• Heather and Celeste  
• Molly and Aurora  
• Danielle and Amelia  
• Chuck and Cameron  
• Andrea and Julie  
In addition, Frank and Ruth developed a close personal connection, but 
this is a bit harder to see in the e-mail messages they exchanged, since Frank sent 
far fewer messages than Ruth did (i.e., he sent only 18 of the 75 messages 
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exchanged in the team’s message archive).  However, this protégé and mentor 
taught in schools less than two miles from each other, and they met in person 
frequently, such as at district P.E. teacher meetings.  When interviewed, Frank 
clearly expressed his deeply felt appreciation for Ruth’s keeping up the 
correspondence with him, which he described as “lifelines” she extended to him 
as a new teacher.   
Factors Fostering Online Closeness 
 
 It was not predictable from the outset which protégés and telementors 
would develop a close personal relationship with one another.  Some teams shared 
personal information about themselves early, but personal-information sharing 
was not a reliably or singularly predictive factor for development of what could 
be described as personal closeness, although it seemed to be a contributing factor.  
Thus, whether a close relationship would occur among team members was not 
predictable, but when one did occur, there were specific aspects of these close 
online relationships that could be identified and described, as shown, in the 
following table. 
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Table 4: Characteristics of Close Personal Telementoring Relationships  
 
Caring 
demonstrated by a conveyed sense of concern and interest, 
an active exchange of messages, and a sharing of reflections 
about teaching practice.  In some cases, this included 
sharing of personal information as a means of getting to 
know one another better as individuals. 
 
 
Attentiveness 
demonstrated by responding quickly to messages –
especially at critical times – and addressing topics raised by 
and of particular interest to the protégés 
 
Positivity 
demonstrated by offering guidance with a positive intent, 
such as steering novices towards best practices in teaching; 
relates to classroom and teaching effectiveness as well as 
overall teacher professionalism 
 
 
Caring.  The telementors in the teams in this study conveyed the 
impression to their protégés that they were concerned about and interested in how 
they were doing.  A direct indication of this interest, for example, was a common 
message sent by a telementor to a protégé – especially if they had not had an e-
mail message from the protégé for a week or so – asking “How are things going?”  
As part of the design of the WINGS telementoring program, the online mentors 
and the WINGS facilitators bore the chief responsibility for keeping 
communications going in terms of timeliness (i.e., no more than about two weeks 
going by without message exchanges between protégé and mentor) and in terms 
of continued communication (i.e., encouraging the protégés to keep writing).  
Operationally, this meant that if the facilitators noticed that message exchanges in 
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a team were slowing down, they would often, behind the scenes, send a private 
message to the mentors, suggesting that they send a message to their protégés and 
urging them to write. 
This consistent expression of interest on the part of the telementors 
conveyed a sense to their protégés of the mentors’ being concerned about their 
well-being.  The mentors’ interest essentially extended an invitation to their 
protégés to continue to write to them, encouraging the protégés because it 
indicated that their mentors really wanted them to communicate about how they 
were doing.  This invitation and encouragement to communicate that the protégés 
seemed to feel from their online mentors stands as a sharp contrast to their 
complaints of disinterest on the part of their on-site mentors, with whom they did 
not feel  encouraged to communicate.  Overall, the nature of the caring that the 
protégés suggested that they received from their online mentors bears similarities 
to the emotional support that Gold said new teachers needed, but often did not get 
in traditional induction programs, and that she defined as having the quality of 
"positive communication that includes trust, respect, and liking" (1996, p. 561).  
This quality of caring, too, bears resemblance to the type of  “care” described as 
an important component of education by Noddings (1984), who describes caring 
as more than mere empathy, but rather an engaged and meaningful “interaction 
between a person giving care and a person receiving that care” which involves the 
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care-giver’s “willingness to give primacy, even momentarily, to the goals and 
needs of the cared-for” (Goldstein, 1999, p. 655).  As it relates to the telementors 
in this study, this engagement with the needs of the protégés does not mean that 
they would be perceived as caring only if they were involved in a “deep, lasting, 
time-consuming personal relationship” with their protégés, but rather that the 
online mentors demonstrated caring by being willing, when they were interacting 
with their protégés in their messages to them, to be “totally and nonselectively 
present” in attending, understanding, sympathizing, and responding to the 
protégés’ needs (Noddings, 1984, p. 180).  As Noddings defines such interactions, 
“The caring response … is contextually specific, rooted in the particularities of a 
specific pair of individuals in a concrete situation” (1984, p. 24), and it is in the 
specific context of these telementoring pairs that the majority of the protégés’ 
reports that they felt that their mentors cared for them.  It is interesting that 
Noddings defines a “caring encounter” as not being complete until the person 
“cared-for has acknowledged the care he has received” (Goldstein, 1999, p. 656), 
because the care the protégés felt from their mentors – and expressed appreciation 
for during interviews for this study – represents just such an explicit 
acknowledgement of their awareness that their mentors extended to them just this 
sort of care.  Happily, they often expressed this acknowledgement of caring to 
their telementors in their e-mail exchanges with them, since – as described by 
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Goldstein (1999) – “the cared-for’s response is the one-caring’s reward, and is the 
impetus for her continued caring” (p. 657). 
To produce a real feeling of caring among the protégés in this study, 
however, it was not enough for mentors to simply prod their protégés to write 
about what was happening in their classrooms.  The mentors had to write, too.  A 
key component of the characteristic of caring connections between protégés and 
mentors was sharing, but this did not necessarily mean sharing personal or private 
information, although that did occur among many of these teams.  Rather, the 
essential element to sharing in these telementoring relationships was that the 
mentors needed to share reflections with their protégés about their own teaching 
practices.   
First, this sharing was good modeling:  That is, if reflecting about 
classroom practice is said to be good for teachers in helping them improve their 
practices (e.g., Loughran, 2002; Manouchehri, 2002; Schön, 1983), then the 
mentors who showed the value they placed on reflection by doing it themselves – 
especially if they did this well and often – were far more effective in encouraging 
their protégés to do likewise.   
Second, sharing in a somewhat equal manner may have involved a sense 
of fair exchange or politeness.  If protégés were the ones sending all the messages, 
they could sometimes have begun feeling that they were imposing on their 
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mentors or monopolizing the online “conversation,” and would begin writing 
shorter or less frequent messages.  This was clearly observable in the case of 
Stephanie and her mentor Barbara, when Barbara’s predominant style of sending 
only four- to six-sentence messages began to affect Stephanie, who – within the 
first month of e-mail exchanges – adopted the same terse style and no longer sent 
her mentor the kind of longer, more reflective messages that she had sent at first.  
By contrast, during one summer’s exchange of messages, Danielle showed how 
her concern about being polite and not imposing on her mentor affected her 
correspondence.   During the summer after Danielle’s first year of teaching, 
Amelia suddenly announced that she was going to be offline for a while, attending 
to a “serious previous illness” that had recurred. When interviewed, Danielle said 
that she had been very concerned about Amelia, but that she did not want to 
intrude if she was ill.  However, when Amelia sent a cheerful note several weeks 
later, before school started, Danielle interpreted this as a clear signal that Amelia 
was ready to resume their correspondence.  Amelia did not explain the exact 
nature of her illness, but her resumption of correspondence was a clear indication 
to Danielle that she was being invited to write to her again. 
Third, sharing between protégé and mentor seemed to be a reinforcement 
of a sense of “safety” among the protégés, as described previously.  Mentors sent 
messages to their protégés that sometimes demonstrated how the veteran teachers 
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were reassuringly human.  They showed, for instance, how the mentors 
sometimes felt nervousness (e.g., about being observed for evaluation by 
administrators, or at the beginning of school); faced frustrating challenges (e.g., 
by having classes with more than 35 students, or having lots of students with 
special education requirements); or felt like giving up on teaching entirely but 
ultimately didn’t (e.g., Cameron’s comment to his protégé Chuck, who was 
experiencing a particularly low moment, that every year he decided at least once 
that he ought to give up teaching, and that since he hadn’t had his “I ought to 
quit” moment yet during the current year, that moment was probably coming up 
soon).  In the wrong hands, these messages could have sounded self-pitying or 
whiny, but in the hands of these wise and caring master teachers, these messages 
imparted quite the opposite effect – that teaching as a profession was often 
challenging or frustrating but that teachers could learn to cope, day by day if 
necessary, and that being a good teacher – with the primary purpose of helping 
kids learn – was ultimately worth it. 
Attentiveness. Telementors’ attentiveness to their protégés’ needs was 
often demonstrated by answering their protégés’ messages promptly and by 
paying close attention to the topics that their protégés wanted to discuss.  This 
attentiveness was a subtle but powerful way in which the telementors 
demonstrated that they valued their correspondence with their protégés.  Many 
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times, when a protégé was going through a particularly difficult period, mentors 
would answer a message sent by their protégés very quickly – sometimes within 
the hour.  Thus, without saying so in words, the mentors indicated to the protégés 
that their correspondence was important or that the mentors understood that the 
protégés were going through a tough time and were “standing by” or watching for 
their messages because they wanted to know if their help was needed.  For 
example, when Heather was giving a demonstration lesson to “audition” for a 
position at her school, her mentor Celeste sent her cell phone number so Heather 
could call her and tell her how things went if she wanted to talk about it.  
Although Heather did not call, the fact that Celeste was willing to be “on call” 
demonstrated how much she cared about Heather’s situation.  
The online mentors volunteered for WINGS because they were interested 
in helping new teachers, and most of them – as an extension of this willingness to 
serve the needs or interests of their protégés – were very willing to follow their 
protégés’ leads in discussing whatever topics they felt that they wanted to discuss.   
For example, Jordan and her mentor Conroy began corresponding in late 
September, 2001 – two weeks after the terrorist attacks on the World Trade 
Center towers in New York City.  Jordan’s first message introduced herself, 
describing her husband, her children’s ages, and other personal information.  
Conroy replied, and in describing his family – many of whom lived in New 
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England – mentioned that his brother was an electrician in one of the World Trade 
Center towers and had narrowly escaped the terrorist attack due to his being a bit 
late to work that day.  However, Jordan did not pick up on this item for discussion 
in her next message, even though “did you know someone there?” discussions 
were common all over the country at that time.  Conroy subsequently stuck more 
closely to the topics that Jordan brought up and never again mentioned his family 
back in the New York area or the terrorist attacks.  In context, Conroy seemed to 
be simply demonstrating his willingness to adjust his own conversational focus to 
fit whatever Jordan wanted to discuss, tacitly acknowledging that following her 
lead was part of his purpose in volunteering to be of service to her as her online 
mentor.  Similar incidents occurred in many of the other online exchanges, as 
telementors tailored their communications to fit what they thought their protégés 
wanted to discuss.   
In some ways, this practice of adjusting the discussion to what interests 
others is a major part of common conversational etiquette, extended into an online 
environment (e.g., Garcia & Jacobs, 1999; Walker, 1982).  However, in context – 
when the mentors were veteran teachers and the protégés were usually younger 
and less experienced – the mentors’ consistent dedication to being completely at 
the service of their protégés when and as the protégés wanted was an important 
element of the attentiveness they paid to their protégés. 
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Positivity.  One of the important ways that telementors showed that they 
cared about their protégés was in providing decidedly positive guidance.  For 
example, at least two of the telementors (Aurora and Amelia) specifically advised 
their protégés to steer clear of the teachers who gathered in the teachers’ lounge to 
gossip or complain.  Two of the telementors (Amelia and Phyllis) also advised 
their protégés not to listen to other teachers who said that this year’s classes were 
of “low” ability.  These are two common negativity traps and the veterans 
specifically said that these ways of thinking about students were very non-
productive in addition to being a waste of time. 
The telementors as a group generally focused on suggesting to their 
protégés positive ways to cope with the many challenges of teaching.  In general, 
the telementors took a very goal-oriented, problem-solving approach to coping 
with the challenges of teaching that the protégés raised.  For example, when Sue 
complained that her Algebra I students were unmotivated and not willing to try in 
her classes, her mentor Phyllis provided, in successive messages, several different 
suggestions.  First, she suggested that Sue make a game of her class activities, 
such as by rewarding students who solved problems correctly on the blackboard 
with a sucker or a sticker, a practice that had worked with her high school 
students. Next, she suggested that Sue make participation in class part of the 
students’ grades, providing Sue with a “coupon” template to make tallying and 
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keeping track of students’ bonus points relatively simple. (Sue particularly liked 
that suggestion.)  Phyllis also said that she had become interested in and had spent 
time during her summer vacation watching cable television broadcasts of regional 
church services, admiring the effectiveness of some of the preachers in engaging 
their parishioners’ interest, and that she was trying to find ways to borrow and 
adapt some of these speaking techniques into her own classroom practice.  The 
specific nature of these suggestions was not very important.  What was important 
was the mentor’s modeling how to continue to maintain a very positive and goal-
oriented outlook, while constantly looking for ways to improve her practice.   
Most of the other mentors went through similar processes, and most 
approached problems or concerns their protégés brought up with consistently 
positive, solution-finding approaches.  Because they were primarily positive in 
attitude and dedicated to applying problem-solving approaches in facing whatever 
challenges arose, these online mentors provided good role models for their 
protégés to follow in being proactive, searching for effective solutions, and 
maintaining a positive outlook.   
Factors Deterring Online Closeness 
 
Three of the protégés participating in this study were in teams that did not 
seem to develop as close personal connections as did the seven teams mentioned 
previously.  These teams were all successful in that all of them corresponded 
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regularly with one another for at least a year.  The mentors in these three teams 
responded to requests of assistance by the new teachers.  Sometimes, as when 
Stephanie asked a specific classroom practice-related question, Barbara wrote a 
specific and lengthy response, offering a number of suggestions.  This response 
indicated that Barbara had given considerable thought to Stephanie’s question and 
to the variety of suggestions she wrote about and offered her.  In addition, the 
protégés in these teams said that they found their WINGS telementoring 
experience to be generally “beneficial” (Stephanie), “a good experience” (Marie), 
or a “good program” (Sue).   
However, it is sometimes more valuable to learn from teams that – 
comparatively, at any rate – did not develop as close a personal link than from 
those that did.  In comparing the teams who developed close personal connections 
to those who did not, there seem to be several distinct factors or aspects that might 
have acted as disincentives for the development of closer personal relationships 
among the team members.  Those factors are discussed in the sections that follow. 
A “Q&A” Orientation.  Some mentors seemed to correspond chiefly 
when their protégés asked them specific questions, and their responses seemed to 
focus primarily on providing answers – sometimes even detailed answers – to 
those questions.  There was thus less of the “personal sharing” approach in these 
teams’ correspondence than in the other seven teams, in which getting to know 
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one another as individuals was a more valued aspect of online correspondence.  
Marie and Harriet were a good example of a team that seemed to correspond in a 
particularly Q&A manner, although when interviewed, Marie’s comment on her 
telementoring experience was that she thought it was “wonderful” and said about 
Harriet, her mentor: 
She was great.  She would always answer all my questions.  She was 
really quite funny. … I really enjoyed her sense of humor, and I could ask 
her anything.  “Well, how do you do this?” and she’d always give me an 
explanation of how she does stuff.  She sent me stuff in the mail. 
 
Clearly, the question-and-answer orientation of their team’s interactions suited 
Marie’s expectations and addressed her perceived needs. 
In another team, once Sue finished her intern semester and began full-time 
teaching, Phyllis, her mentor, seemed to fall back to more of a Q&A approach, 
saying, at the end of several messages, “Let me know if I can help,” or “Do you 
need anything?”  As Sue became more confident and capable as a teacher, 
messages such as these seemed to convey the impression to her that Phyllis was 
suggesting that she need not correspond with her unless Sue wanted her help. 
Overly Terse Responses.  Being overly brief in e-mail messages tended 
to restrict the flow of correspondence exchanges in some cases.  This is an 
interesting aspect of correspondence among the three teams that did not “click” as 
strongly or “link” as personally, because brevity of response is a characteristic 
that is often valued in e-mail exchanges in other contexts.  That is, among some 
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users of e-mail, there is a specific expectation to keep messages relatively brief – 
such as, typically, no more than a paragraph in length (e.g., Shea, 1994; Shapiro 
& Anderson, 1985).  In some quarters, such as among computer engineers, it is 
actually considered something of an online faux pas to write messages longer than 
five or six sentences (e.g., McMurdo, 1995). 
However, short messages tend not to contain as many rich details – such 
as the narratives or “teacher stories” that are found in many teachers’ face-to-face 
or online conversations with one another and that help correspondents convey the 
meanings of their experiences to one another.  Phyllis, for example, once 
suggested to Sue that she did not need to “send answers to all my questions,” and 
that she could send “little micro messages” or “just send a list” of ideas or 
questions.  Although it may have been unintended on Phyllis’s part, the 
impression conveyed was that Sue’s previous message – a long narrative, 
responding to a question Phyllis had asked about the kinds of students who were 
in her class and with whom Sue was having trouble – was too detailed.  The 
mentor of another team, Barbara, answered several of her protégé Stephanie’s 
early messages with brief responses that were one paragraph in length and, by the 
end of the first month of their correspondence, Stephanie had adapted her 
messages to be no longer than one paragraph, which more closely fit Barbara’s 
online interaction style than her own. 
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Disconnected or Dismissive Responses.  In some cases, the responses of 
the mentors were not timely enough to address or offer help with specific 
problems raised by the protégés.  For example, when she was doing her intern 
teaching, Sue asked her mentor Phyllis for suggestions for motivating her 
disengaged students.  Phyllis asked for a detailed description of the students and 
their interests, and Sue sent a long response – but Phyllis, who corresponded from 
school, was out for a long break for Thanksgiving and did not reply for more than 
a week.  By then, Sue was almost finished with her intern teaching and the 
“burning question” she had had was no longer a challenge for which she needed 
suggestions.   
Of course, such missed connections are very understandable in most 
circumstances when they occur.  However, when they do occur they are also 
somewhat off-putting to a protégé in terms of not contributing to a personal link 
or to conveying a sense of caring from the mentor.  In some cases, such as with 
Stephanie, the protégé wrote to her mentor before the start of school, but did not 
get a response from her mentor until two weeks into the first semester.  At such a 
critical time, even a brief message from her mentor could possibly have helped 
show that the mentor cared and could have encouraged development of closer 
personal connections later in their relationship.  In later instances, Stephanie sent 
descriptions of challenges she was facing or how she was feeling, ending in one 
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case with the comment, “I am about to scream,” to which her mentor sent a very 
short, non-specific response, saying, “Hang in there.  This too will pass.”  In 
context, this response sounded dismissive, as if the mentor did not want to hear 
the details or offer help in that situation.  Shortly thereafter, Stephanie’s e-mail 
link was blocked by her school’s newly installed filtering software, and she 
seemed – by failing to respond, over a period of several months, to her 
facilitator’s telephone and surface mail messages about helping her to set up a 
new e-mail account so she could continue her communication to Barbara –  to be 
choosing to allow her telementoring link to lapse.  This perhaps reflected 
Stephanie’s perception that she did not have a sufficiently strong personal 
connection to her telementor to make continued communication valuable to her.  
Content Area Mismatches.  In at least one case, the differences between 
grade levels or content taught by the protégé and mentor seemed to cause 
something of a disconnect in terms of the team’s not being able to share topics 
easily or easily find convenient subjects to discuss with one another.  In this 
study, this kind of disconnect happened when Stephanie – teaching middle-school 
English – selected Barbara – who taught high school English – as her mentor.  In 
several different messages, Stephanie asked Barbara specific grade-level content 
questions, such as asking Barbara if she knew the Kipling story “Rikki-tikki-tavi,” 
or, in a later message, asking if she knew anything about the story “Song of the 
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Trees.”  Barbara responded that she did not know either of these stories, and the 
team began to have trouble finding topics to discuss productively.  
There were, however, several successful teams that did not really trade 
lesson plans as such, and yet they managed to explore and discuss topics related 
to teaching and classroom practice.  For example, Jordan was teaching middle 
school art and Conroy, her mentor, taught high school English.  Perhaps because 
they started off knowing that they would find few content overlaps, they 
discussed instead general teaching issues such as how Jordan should handle a 
hostile parent conference, whether Jordan should apply for a position at a 
different grade level, and a variety of incidents that happened in Jordan’s or 
Conroy’s schools or classrooms.  Molly and Aurora were another example of a 
team that communicated productively but did not have specific content area 
connections.  Despite the fact that Molly taught high school English and Aurora 
taught middle school English, they found much to discuss about teaching in 
general and the meaning – in terms of teaching challenges and how to meet them 
– of incidents that happened primarily in Molly’s classroom.  Thus, although it 
seems possible that telementoring teams can get past a content and/or grade level 
mismatch and can be successful correspondents, for some teams this disparity can 
become a barrier to finding topics and interests they can share with each other.  
The difference between “mismatched” teams in this study that successfully 
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communicated with one another  – as compared to “mismatched” teams that did 
not connect as successfully – seemed to be related to the successful teams’ 
awareness of the potential gaps.  The successful teams seemed to manage to shift 
their emphasis from specific details of their individual teaching assignments – 
where they had fewer mutual interests – to a broader, and more fruitful, general 
discussion of their shared professional challenges as educators. 
Professional Help 
 
Protégés in the telementoring teams included in this study seemed to feel 
that their online relationships with experienced teachers provided them with both 
personal and professional support in terms of helping them develop teaching 
policies and practices for use in their own classrooms.  There were two different 
types of professional help that the protégés seemed to receive and value from their 
telementors: assimilation assistance and teaching support. 
First, the new teachers apparently valued the feedback that their mentors 
provided that helped them fit better into the general culture of teaching.  This kind 
of support can be described as “assimilation assistance,” since it functions as 
information and feedback that helps newcomers fit in better with what is 
considered normal or usual in any specific group (House, 1981), such as a 
particular culture – in this instance, the professional culture of teaching.  For 
example, when someone has moved to and plans to reside in a foreign location 
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with an unfamiliar culture, the newcomer has to learn how to perform ordinary 
but necessary activities (e.g., shopping for groceries, hailing a cab, getting laundry 
done, mailing a letter, etc.) without seeing remarkably different from others in 
that culture.  If someone familiar with that culture helps the newcomer learn, the 
assimilation process is faster and proceeds in less of a trial-and-error manner 
(Brady, 2002).  Thus, in the case of the novice teachers in this study – all of 
whom were newcomers to the culture of teaching professionals – their online 
mentors’ help seemed to give them faster or more error-free adaptation to and 
assimilation into this new culture in which they planned to reside – at least in 
occupational terms. 
Second, the new teachers valued practical advice from their telementors 
that they could use to improve their teaching or classroom practice.  In some 
cases, this involved the mentors providing protégés with lesson plans, resources, 
or other types of content-related ideas.  For the most part, however, this kind of 
teaching support seemed to have more to do with suggesting policies or 
approaches that the protégés could use in dealing with a variety of classroom 
challenges, such as handling tardy students, coping with overwhelming mounds of 
paperwork, and other kinds of classroom-related issues, such as handling makeup 
work or adapting lessons to fit special education modifications. 
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Assimilation Assistance 
The mentors in the most successful of the telementoring teams in this 
study regularly suggested to their protégés ways of coping with common school 
and classroom challenges.  The purpose of this kind of problem-solving help from 
the mentors might seem at first to be simply to assist the protégés in dealing with 
specific issues or challenges that they faced as newcomers to teaching – which, in 
large part, it was.  However, in operational terms, the new teachers were asking 
advice of veterans who were trying to help “show them the ropes.”  Therefore, 
implicit in the numerous suggestions, narrative vignettes, reinterpretations of 
classroom occurrences, and direct advice given by the telementors was the sense 
that these veterans represented a larger teacher community into which the 
newcomers wanted to acculturate themselves.  The veteran teachers were thus not 
only providing immediate problem-solving information, they were also giving 
their protégés glimpses of the ways in which seasoned teachers conduct 
themselves and interpret issues related to their classroom practice. 
These “teacherly” suggestions were made in various ways – sometimes 
directly (e.g., by explicit “what to do” kinds of advice), and sometimes indirectly 
(e.g., by providing narratives that served to model desirable behavior).  However, 
in most of the teams in this study, the mentors did not often offer explicit “do it 
this way” advice unless their protégés asked a specific question to which such an 
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overt and directive answer was an appropriate response.  For example, Frank 
described in an interview how his mentor Ruth modeled ways of coping with 
teacher-related challenges in ways that were useful to him: 
If I had any questions or if I needed an idea or I was having issues, I would 
just drop her a line and she would address it.  She would never say I had to 
do it a certain way.  She just …[gave] me some different ways to think 
about it…. She wasn’t [saying] “My way is the only way to do it.” She was 
like, “You can do it this way or you can do it this [other] way.  I’ve chosen 
to handle it this way because of [blank].”  
 
The protégés definitely welcomed this kind of advice.  They were well 
aware of being newcomers, or “green” to teaching, as Stephanie stated early on 
when describing herself to her mentor.  In another example, Heather said in her 
application to WINGS that she was looking for someone who was “available to 
help me, whether it is to provide ideas, brainstorm, or simply to tell me that how I 
am feeling is perfectly normal.”  The protégés, in general, wanted to have a sense 
of what was “normal” for them as new teachers, and they also wanted an idea of 
what was normal for seasoned teachers, like their mentors, because that was 
information that they used to help them sound and act more like seasoned and 
confident professionals themselves.  Many of the protégés seemed to be using 
their mentors’ information and feedback to work toward developing their own 
criteria of “teacherliness” that they could internalize for use in problem solving on 
their own. 
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For instance, at the beginning of his first year of teaching Chuck asked his 
mentor Cameron what he should do about setting his class rules.  Classroom 
management was one of the challenges that Chuck had told his mentor he found 
especially difficult as a new teacher.  Cameron answered that he had three basic 
rules posted on the wall in his classroom: “Respect yourself.  Respect others.  
Respect me.”  After a year of corresponding with his telementor, at the beginning 
of the following school year, Chuck wrote Cameron that the year was starting off 
well and that he had “started out by discussing my one rule: respect.”  He said he 
told his students that he “would do everything I could to always treat them with 
respect,” and then he explained that respect “is what I ask of them in return.”  
Clearly, Chuck was using a means of coping with setting rules that he had adapted 
from his mentor’s model.  Cameron’s response was a pleased exclamation: “You 
sound so professional!” 
In some cases, the mentors helped model what the protégés could say 
when they were dealing with a difficult situation.  Jordan said that her mentor 
Conroy had helped her in this way to model how she should deal with her first 
parent conference, in which the parents of one of her art students were incensed 
that she had given only one major project grade for the six weeks.  Jordan was 
somewhat conflicted in this situation because she thought the parents actually had 
a point – that she probably should have had more grades for each student in that 
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period – although the son had not really applied himself sufficiently, and Jordan 
felt like he deserved the grade he received.  She wasn’t sure how to negotiate 
these points with the parents.  Conroy helped her to strategize in advance of the 
conference:  first, to listen to what the parents had to say, and then to explain – 
but not to make excuses for – her goals for the class and how their son’s work was 
not his best effort.  In the end, Jordan reported that Conroy’s advice and modeling 
really helped her remain calm, that she was able to arrange with the parents for 
their son to do some additional work to raise his grade, and that these parents – 
impressed at the caliber of the work she demanded of her middle school students 
– were soon among her biggest supporters.  Further, when interviewed for this 
study, Jordan said that she had recently recommended the same “how to handle an 
awkward parent conference” advice to a teacher new to her school this year, 
whom she had been mentoring informally. 
 The telementors in this study used a variety of ways of helping their 
protégés find ways to fit in to teaching culture.  Sometimes the mentors would 
just tell the protégés what they thought about an issue.  For example, when 
Danielle, at the beginning of her first year, told her mentor Amelia that she was 
“picking up on tensions” at the faculty inservice meeting, Amelia said, quite 
directly, “Don’t worry about the tension you may feel from veteran teachers.”  
Sometimes the mentors would tell the protégés how their own situations related to 
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what the protégés were experiencing, so that the protégés would have a basis for 
comparison.  For example, Danielle was alarmed that her high school science 
classes were “going to have 35 students,” to which Amelia responded that her 
classes were that large, too.  In both these exchanges, Danielle – as the newcomer 
– was, in part, checking out with her mentor things that she was not sure she 
should try to do something about, and her mentor, the seasoned veteran, was 
telling her what was normal, so that Danielle knew that she did not need to deal 
with these issues.  Early on, whenever Danielle would worry about issues or 
events outside of her classroom, Amelia would gently steer her back toward 
focusing on those things that she could reasonably be expected to do something 
about, things that were going on inside her classroom. 
Sometimes mentors would use indirect modeling to offer practical 
assistance.  For example, several months into their relationship, after the exchange 
of messages described above, Amelia wrote to her protégé Danielle about an 
incident in which an administrator barged into her classroom and accused her of 
not informing a parent about his son’s failing grade before Amelia sent the parent 
a progress report.  The parent had called the school, complaining, and the 
administrator – immediately assuming that Amelia was in the wrong – stormed 
down to her classroom, interrupted her class, and started yelling at her.  However, 
Amelia kept her composure. She simply pulled out her carefully kept records and 
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showed the administrator her documentation that revealed how she had previously 
called and written to the father, numerous times, about his son’s deteriorating 
grades.  Without apologizing, the administrator left.  Amelia then calmly 
reminded her class that what occurred in their classroom was only the business of 
their classroom and was not to be discussed elsewhere.  In relating this incident, 
Amelia was modeling for Danielle, her protégé, how careful documentation – a 
practice which she had been recommending to Danielle in several previous e-
mails – could serve as protection for a teacher, even when dealing with an over-
reacting administrator.   
This narrative was also rich with implications about a host of other 
teacher-related issues, such as keeping cool when under fire, responding as a 
professional even though others (like the supervisor) are not behaving in this 
manner, and attempting to prevent students from spreading gossip about things 
that take place in the classroom.  Amelia sent this narrative to her protégé shortly 
after Danielle had been very upset by a parent calling her and leaving a hostile 
recording on her classroom message machine.  Danielle had said in her message 
to Amelia that the situation was “all I can think about,” adding, “Help!  I am a 
mess.”  Thus, although Amelia never actually said, in discussing the previous 
yelling-parent incident, that Danielle should be more composed and should act 
like a calm professional no matter what the parent did, her story modeled that 
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“best teacher behavior” dramatically.  In Danielle’s subsequent messages, she 
tended to portray herself in incidents she described to Amelia in a manner more 
similar to Amelia’s professional demeanor, as described in Amelia’s indirect 
modeling through the previously described vignette with the angry administrator.  
Danielle thus seemed to be adapting to Amelia’s model of “teacherly” 
professional behavior, or at least to her manner of communicating about her 
professional behavior when under pressure.  In either case, Danielle’s adaptation 
of her way of describing her behavior as a teacher to Amelia showed that she was 
using Amelia’s model as a way of portraying herself professionally. 
Teaching Support 
The most typical kind of support that the protégés received from their 
mentors was specific, classroom practice-related teacher help.  All of the protégés 
received practical advice about classroom practice from their mentors.  This is not 
particularly remarkable, since all of the protégés said that they wanted classroom-
related help from their mentors when they applied to WINGS Online. 
As an overview of the protégés’ main concerns as they began teaching and 
the kinds of help they expected that they would want, Table 5 (next page) depicts 
the primary types of assistance that the ten protégés in this study said that they 
wanted from their telementors, listed in order of the frequency with which the 
protégés requested each type of help.   
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Table 5:  Help Requested in Protégés’ Applications for Telementoring  
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Team 
   # Protégés 
      
   1 Jordan  X   X  
   2 Heather   X    X 
   3 Marie X      
   4 Molly   X  X  
   5 Danielle X   X   
   6 Chuck   X X   
   7 Andrea X  X    
   8 Stephanie X X   X  
   9 Frank X X X X   
 10 Sue X     X 
 
Table 6 (next page) shows the kinds of help the new teachers actually 
requested during their telementoring.  The terms used in Table 5 and Table 6 will 
be explained more fully in the next section.  A comparison of the data displayed 
in Table 5 and Table 6 will be shown in a combined table, shown as Table 7, on 
page 244. 
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Table 6:  Types of Help Requested by Protégés During Telementoring  
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 1 Jordan  ++ ++ ++ ++   
 2 Heather  ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ 
 3 Marie ++ ++      
 4 Molly  ++ ++ ++    
 5 Danielle ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ 
 6 Chuck ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++  
 7 Andrea ++  ++ ++   ++ 
 8 Stephanie ++ ++ ++ ++  ++ ++ 
 9 Frank ++ ++ ++ ++    
 10 Sue  ++ ++  ++ ++ ++ 
*Note: The final column in this table was not represented on Table 5, since none 
of the protégés’ applications listed this as a type of assistance that they anticipated 
requesting from their mentors. 
 
Overall, the new teachers in this study valued practical advice from their 
telementors that they could use to improve their teaching or classroom practice.  
In some cases, particularly when the protégé and mentor did not teach the same 
grade level or the same content areas, the general category of classroom practice 
was the one broad topic on which they could productively base their discussions.  
For the most part, this kind of professional assistance seemed to have most to do 
with suggesting policies or approaches that the protégés could use in dealing with 
a variety of classroom challenges, or specific kinds of teaching support. 
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In the context of the new teachers’ discussions and requests for specific 
types of help from their telementors, these categories of assistance took on 
distinctive and coherent characteristics.  The following are definitions of these 
ideas or topics that the new teachers seemed to group conceptually into categories 
of assistance that they felt they needed: 
• Lesson planning and teaching ideas –specific ideas, resources, or 
suggestions for teaching a particular subject or unit of content and/or 
ways of parsing this content into an appropriate classroom lesson 
format 
• Classroom management suggestions – practical ideas related to 
effectively running a classroom, such as dealing with beginning, 
ongoing, and wrapping up a variety of classroom operations.  This 
category included setting teacher’s classroom policies, establishing or 
enforcing classroom rules, dealing with student tardiness in arriving for 
class or misbehavior during class, coping with piles of paperwork, 
developing a system for documentation of teachers’ observations and 
actions when coping with various student behaviors, and many other 
time or workload management procedures related to teachers’ common 
classroom practice. 
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• Support – emotional or personal sympathy and encouragement, which 
might be solicited by protégé teachers directly or indirectly.  This 
general category of support is notable in that the protégés who directly 
asked for sympathy or specifically mentioned that they wanted or 
needed “ support” from their online mentors seemed not to expect their 
mentors to provide them with a specific plan of action or solution to be 
provided as a result of their description of their situations to their 
telementors.  Rather, the protégés who asked for, or expressed their 
appreciation for having received, “support” from their online mentors 
seemed to be describing primarily emotional support, similar to Gold’s 
(1996) description of this commonly unmet need of new teacher 
induction programs, which she categorizes as “psychological” as well 
as “emotional” support (see pp. 53-54.) 
• Advice and guidance – ideas for coping with a variety of personal and 
classroom challenges; notable in contrast to the category of general 
“support,” above, in that when asking for advice and/or guidance 
protégés usually asked for or expected specific plans for action or 
solutions from their telementors that they could apply to their 
individual teaching situations or personal dilemmas 
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• Ideas for motivating reluctant learners – suggestions for improving 
students’ engagement with learning, such as inducing them to pay 
closer attention in class, complete and turn in their homework, or – as a 
non-specific goal – to gain in understanding about the relevance or 
possible importance of the subject taught to their own lives or future 
careers 
• Ideas for assessment – suggestions about grading and other evaluative 
concerns, including topics such as counting make-up work, weighing 
student participation or non-participation into class grades, calculating 
grade averages when there are missing grades (i.e., due to illness or 
excused absence), or providing better opportunities for students with 
special needs to demonstrate their knowledge by alternative types of 
assessment, and so on 
• Help with diverse learners or special needs learners – suggestions for 
adapting lessons to accommodate diverse aptitudes, abilities, or 
interests of students as well as adapting lessons to accommodate 
students’ needs as required by students with special-needs 
modifications to their individual education plans (IEPs); notable in that 
this category was one in which none of the protégés anticipated 
needing help (i.e., that this category was not mentioned at all by 
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protégés applying to WINGS), but in which half of them actually asked 
for help of this type during telementoring 
A comparison between kinds of help that protégé teachers expected to 
want from their telementors as they applied to WINGS, in contrast to kinds of 
help they actually asked for during their telementoring, is found in the following 
table. 
Table 7:  Protégés’ Expected Needs vs. Actual Requests for Assistance  
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 1 Jordan  X ++     ++     ++ X ++   
 2 Heather      ++ X ++     ++     ++     ++ X ++ ++ 
 3 Marie X ++     ++      
 4 Molly      ++ X ++     ++  X   
 5 Danielle X ++     ++     ++ X ++     ++     ++ ++ 
 6 Chuck     ++     ++ X ++ X ++     ++     ++  
 7 Andrea X ++  X ++     ++   ++ 
 8 Stephanie X ++ X ++     ++     ++  X     ++ ++ 
 9 Frank X ++ X ++ X ++ X ++    
10 Sue  X     ++     ++      ++ X ++ ++ 
Requests before 
vs. during 
telementoring 
 
6 / 7 
 
4 / 9 
 
4 / 9 
 
3 / 8 
 
3 / 5 
 
2 / 5 
 
0 / 5 
Note: X denotes types of assistance requested in protégé teachers’ applications to 
WINGS (i.e., before telementoring began); ++ denotes types of assistance 
actually requested during telementoring. 
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As examples of the kinds of practical teaching support that protégés 
requested of their telementors, the following is an account of incidents in which a 
protégé asked help of a mentor that could be categorized as a classroom-
management question.  Marie asked her mentor Harriet, in one of their first 
exchanges, “What do you do the first day of school?”  Harriet sent her a detailed 
reply, explaining how she introduced each of the different math topics she was 
teaching and what she did to establish classroom rules and procedures.  In another 
message, Marie asked Harriet if she had a “good system to keep up with who 
owes what, if [students] turned in late work, etc.?”  Harriet again gave a detailed 
reply, including how she handled homework and quiz grades as well as how she 
posted a master calendar with all assignments listed, so that students who had 
been absent were responsible for identifying the assignments they had missed and 
turning those assignments in.   
Other common classroom issues and procedures that new teachers asked 
their mentors about included suggestions about how to handle tardy students, 
makeup work, organizing and tracking assignments (i.e., when students say they 
have turned in work and the teacher thinks they have not), and handling parent 
phone calls and conferences.  These were primarily issues that could be dealt with 
by the teacher in the classroom, since they usually related to specific classroom 
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policies that were largely instituted at the discretion and under the control of the 
teacher. 
Almost every protégé asked about some aspect of classroom management, 
by which they often meant managing student behavior in the classroom.  
Handling student behavior was a major concern for the new teachers, so the fact 
that all of them, at some point in their correspondence, asked their mentors for 
suggestions about this general topic is not surprising.  The advice given by the 
mentors was to try to make classroom policies for dealing with student 
misbehavior as consistent and predictable as the policies for other classroom-
related issues.  That is, some mentors (e.g., Barbara) advised their protégés (e.g., 
Stephanie) that students should know what the teacher expects of them and how 
they are to behave in class, as well as the probable consequences or penalties for 
failing to follow those rules.  Others focused on specific incidents of student 
misbehavior, such as willful disobedience (e.g., Danielle had a student who wrote 
on his desk one day and another who jabbed a classmate with a pen).  Still others 
discussed general approaches to dealing with students.  For example, Phyllis gave 
suggestions to Sue about how to use class participation points as part of the 
students’ grades in order to get them to take part or be more motivated in class. 
Both the classroom management problems that protégés asked about and 
the solutions that the telementors offered were very much related to the individual 
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situations and needs of particular new teachers at particular times or with 
particular groups of students.  In apparent recognition of this, several of the 
mentor teachers offered their protégés suggestions at the same time that they gave 
a general assurance that the protégés would “find what works” for them.  The 
typical process was for the mentor teachers to offer to the protégés a series of 
suggestions, from which they seemed to expect that the protégés would select and 
try those few ideas that seemed to be most useful or most appropriate for their 
particular situations. 
There were other kinds of teacher-related help that addressed challenges to 
be found in some classes and not in others.  Some of the new teachers felt that 
they needed help with their specific teaching assignments.  For example, Danielle 
felt confident about knowing the content that she was supposed to teach, but she 
felt she needed help from her telementor Amelia with the variety of “special 
education modifications” that she was supposed to use to accommodate particular 
students’ special needs.  The two of them discussed lesson modifications to 
accommodate special education requirements at some length, and Amelia 
eventually sent Danielle, by regular mail, a set of lesson plans that had special 
needs modifications included.  
A number of the protégés remarked that they had supportive on-site 
teachers who worked together as a group – such as by grade level teams in the 
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elementary schools and by content area or department in the middle and high 
schools.  However, four of the ten protégés in this study began their WINGS 
telementoring relationships when they were interns.  Then, of the six protégés 
who began their telementoring relationships as first-year teachers, three started 
corresponding with their telementors during the summer before they reported for 
inservice sessions at the beginning of school.  Thus, seven of the ten had 
established a correspondence with their telementors before their first year of 
teaching began.  They may thus have continued their correspondence with their 
telementors as they began teaching, even though they found some of their fellow 
teachers to be supportive, because of this previously established connection with 
their telementors.   
However, after acknowledging that these new teachers who continued to 
correspond with their telementors may have been predisposed to preferring their 
online to their on-site mentors, one particularly notable comment made by the 
majority of these ten protégés was that the mentors assigned to them by their 
schools were generally not supplying the same types of professional support that 
they were finding they had available to them with their online mentors.  Most 
participants in this study commented during their interviews about feeling that 
their needs were not sufficiently met by their on-site mentors.  Several explicitly 
compared their on-site and on-line mentors, explaining why they favored their 
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mentors online.  Brief summaries of their situations with their on-site mentors are 
presented in the table that follows. 
Table 8:  WINGS Protégés’ Situations with Their On-Site Mentors 
Protégés 
On-site  
mentor  Situation 
Jordan yes Her mentor on-site was an assistant principal whom 
Jordan thought was friendly and appreciated her work.  
This mentor ended up, in an end-of-year incident, being 
accusatory and punitive (as an administrator) to Jordan 
when she could have elected (as a mentor) to be helpful.   
Heather  no In her first year of teaching, Heather was a teachers’ aide 
in a private school, in which no mentor was assigned for 
her.  
Marie yes When interviewed, Marie said, “I was supposed to have a 
mentor, but I really didn’t.”  She quoted her on-site 
mentor as saying, “If you need anything, let me know,” an 
overly question-and-answer kind of approach (see “Q&A 
approach,” pp. 225). 
Molly no Molly graduated mid-year and began teaching high school 
at-risk students.  She had missed out on the preschool 
inservice orientation in fall, and seemed – because of the 
timing and her specific teaching assignment – not to have 
been assigned an on-site mentor.   
Danielle yes Danielle said that she did have an on-site mentor assigned 
to her, but said, “My face-to-face mentor in my school, 
just personality-wise, …[i]t just wasn’t an ideal 
connection.  If I was to pick someone out, that’s not who I 
would pick out.” 
Chuck yes Chuck said he had an on-campus mentor assigned to him 
who was the English department chair.  His face-to-face 
mentor provided some good resources and his language 
arts department was “very supportive.”  However, Chuck 
still wanted an online mentor.  He may have felt more 
comfortable communicating about teaching challenges 
with another male teacher. 
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Andrea yes Andrea began her full-time teaching job six weeks into the 
school year – in a particularly difficult teaching 
assignment.  Although she was assigned an on-site mentor 
(the team leader among the kindergarten teachers), Andrea 
said this person “really has no time for me.”  Her choice 
of communicating with her online mentor rather than 
someone in her school may have been something of a 
“safety” issue. 
Stephanie yes Stephanie had an assigned mentor in the classroom next 
door to hers.  However, she wanted an online mentor for 
“political” reasons (i.e., she feared that, in her small town, 
veteran teachers had long-standing ties to local parents 
and might, if she had discipline issues with students, favor 
the students because of these long-term personal 
connections. 
Frank yes Frank taught physical education, and was the only P.E. 
teacher in his school.  Because of the way the school 
district categorized P.E. (as a “special area” subject), 
Frank’s assigned mentor was an art teacher, with whom he 
felt he had little in common.  
Sue yes Sue not only had an on-site mentor – as a science teaching 
major she also had the resources of her university-based 
preservice program group, whose faculty advisors and 
cohort members kept in touch with her after her 
graduation.  
 
Of course, this was not a competition between kinds of mentors.  
Reporting that most participants in this study said they were generally better 
pleased with their online than their on-site mentors is not intended merely to laud 
the WINGS program and minimize the efficacy of on-site mentors.  Considering 
that their WINGS online telementorships endured and flourished (i.e., had 
ongoing e-mail exchanges averaging a message a week for more than a year), this 
particular group of participants was, intrinsically, a set of new teachers for whom 
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online relationships with their telementors held some value.  That said, it is still 
true in the cases of these particular participants that – in terms of new teachers’ 
receiving on-the-job help with profession-related issues – they reported that they 
probably needed much more on-site assistance and guidance in handling a variety 
of classroom practice challenges common to many new teachers than they 
received. 
The protégés participating in this study had a variety of specific needs as 
novice teachers, some of which were unique to their specific teaching assignments 
and some that were related to the aspects of teaching practice in general with 
which they felt they needed the most help.  Overall, these teachers felt that their 
induction needs in these two areas were not met by induction sessions before 
school started (if these sessions were available in their school districts), by whole-
staff inservice sessions prior to the start of school, or by their assigned on-site 
mentors.   
An example of this kind of need can be seen in the Frank’s case.  In his 
brand-new elementary school, he was the only on-site physical education (P.E.) 
teacher.  He felt that he needed some help with his lesson planning (i.e., his 
specific teaching assignment) as well as a number of other particular content-area 
challenges (e.g., with a newly instituted program about health that the P.E. 
teachers were supposed to present, in inservice sessions, to the other teachers on 
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their campuses).  Since there was no other teacher available on his campus to help 
or advise him in his content area or with his inservice program preparation for the 
other teachers, Frank turned to Ruth, his WINGS mentor, for this kind of 
profession-related assistance.   
Frank and Ruth’s team is, in fact, a very good model for showing how on-
site face-to-face mentors could be more helpful to new teachers, how department 
heads could improve communication among their colleagues, or even how 
administrators could foster a more supportive atmosphere among the faculty in 
their schools.  On-site mentor teachers who did not have much time in their own 
busy daily schedules could use e-mail, as Ruth did so effectively (or even use on-
campus mail in similar ways), to provide a continuous flow of professionally 
useful and collegially connecting communications to supply valuable information, 
foster personal connections, and boost flagging spirits among the new teachers.  
In most cases, the telementors in this study provided good examples of what 
teachers do best, which were helpful to their protégés not only as a source of 
practical suggestions but as models of behavior as professional educators.  
Becoming a Professional Educator 
 
A “personal link,” which was previously discussed as an important 
component for protégés in establishing close connections with their mentors, 
seemed also to be an important component for new teachers in establishing an 
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image of themselves as professional educators, as well as in helping them find and 
apply effective techniques for use in their classrooms.  
First, the new teachers clearly appreciated insights into how veteran 
teachers approached various classroom challenges, in terms of being able to 
observe how their more experienced mentors thought about or processed their 
options for addressing these challenges.  Protégés clearly valued the many 
opportunities that telementoring provided them for understanding more about 
their mentors’ responses to various teaching challenges, which they seemed to 
appreciate as models of experienced-teacher thinking.  This type of support is 
discussed in the section below as help for the new teachers in “joining the 
professional ranks.”   
Second, the new teachers clearly valued their more experienced 
colleagues’ help in providing insights into teaching as a problem-solving and 
continuous learning process.  The new teachers valued their mentors’ practical 
suggestions that they could apply in their own classrooms, discussed previously as 
representing teaching support for the new teachers.  However, another aspect to 
this kind of practical, continuous, “teacherly” support was that the series of 
individual suggestions that the experienced teachers provided on a variety of 
topics helped catalyze their protégés’ insights into teaching as an ongoing process, 
one that involves a continual, self-contained search for improvement.  As a 
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continuous process related to teachers’ internal commitment to improvement of 
their practice, this can be described as a process of “developing professionalism.”  
These topics are discussed in more detail in the sections below. 
Joining the Professional Ranks 
 
The new teachers expressed their appreciation for having an opportunity to 
understand how their mentors dealt with common professional challenges in their 
own classroom practices.  The new teachers indicated, in their applications to 
WINGS as well as their e-mail exchanges, that they were looking for guidance 
about how to become better teachers, that they believed they might become better 
teachers more quickly with their telementors’ help, that they would not be able to 
improve as quickly if they had to rely solely on their own trial-and-error efforts, 
and that they hoped to be able to “borrow” from their telementors’ greater 
experience of their mutual profession in order to improve their own practice. 
An example was provided by Chuck, when he described, on his 
application, what he wanted from a telementor: 
I'd like to be able to bounce questions/concerns/issues off of my 
telementor –to be able to say, for example, "This happened in class today.  
This is what I did. What would you have done?"  Or, "I'm really having 
trouble with this issue. How do you deal with it?" 
 
All of the other protégés also indicated in their applications that they saw 
the value of being able to tap into what their mentors knew about teaching.  For 
instance, Jordan said she wanted someone to “offer their expertise, ideas, and 
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suggestions.”  Marie said she wanted someone “just to answer any questions I 
may have.”  Danielle wanted someone “from whom I could ask advice and get 
ideas.”  Molly said, “I would like a professional in the field to talk with” because 
she said she had “a lot of questions about adapting to the school setting.”  Sue 
said, “I am looking for a mentor who has a fresh perspective on effective 
teaching.”   
Heather said she wanted a mentor to “provide ideas, help brainstorm, or 
simply to tell me that how I am feeling is perfectly normal.”  The evaluation that 
Heather’s feelings were “perfectly normal” could be made only by a mentor who, 
as an experienced professional, knew more about the context of teaching.  Thus, 
although the new teachers did not identify the nature of what they were looking 
for as wanting a professional resource and model, it seems clear that they felt their 
telementoring relationships with their online mentors would benefit them by 
serving these functions. 
Developing Professionalism 
The new teachers clearly valued the support they received from their 
telementors as they provided problem-solving suggestions.  Over the long term of 
these relationships, however, there was another, larger aspect of the problem-
solving process that seemed to emerge as the experienced teachers’ approach to 
teaching.  The experienced teachers could easily – and did, often – help the new 
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teachers find approaches to resolving classroom problems (see previous 
discussion of “teaching support,” pp. 240-253).  However, the experienced 
teachers clearly conveyed their opinion that there was rarely a solution that 
worked all the time.   Rather, it became apparent that the experienced teachers 
conceived of problem-solving in teaching as a never-ending process, which they 
also communicated to their protégés.   
The experienced teachers did not seem to expect to find definitive “final” 
answers to resolve whole categories of classroom challenges.  Instead, they had 
learned to operate with a flexible approach to teaching, adapting various ideas and 
approaches to particular situations in particular classes, or in dealing with 
particular students.  Two of the mentors used a similar metaphor for this flexible 
approach to handling a vast array of classroom problems.  Barbara, Stephanie’s 
mentor, said at one point that she was sure that Stephanie’s professors had 
probably told her about the value of having “a bag of tricks” as a teacher.  
Similarly, when Chuck had had a particularly bad day, his mentor, Cameron, told 
him, “Be patient with yourself.  You'll find out your own tricks in time.  Someday 
you will be a master teacher.”  The “bag of tricks” metaphor seems to imply that a 
teacher’s professional growth involves development of a repertoire of classroom 
management skills and ideas, a willingness to keep looking for new approaches, 
an ability to adapt to changing circumstances and needs, a commitment to 
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continue to learn more and better ways of managing in the classroom, and an 
openness to reflection in order to correct or find another idea if something the 
teacher has been trying is not working well enough. 
The new teachers found their most constant challenges in classroom 
management.  They had most difficulty with practical, “in-action” kinds of 
classroom practice, and their telementors offered them specific techniques for 
handling just these sorts of common teaching issues, as has been previously 
described, as well as encouragement for developing their own problem-solving 
techniques.  It is interesting that the new teachers in this study seemed to be 
reluctant to ask for this kind of help from other teachers in their schools.  It 
seemed as if, perhaps, the need for “how-to” help on practical matters connected 
to daily classroom practice made the new teachers uneasy, feeling that their not 
knowing how to do these things already would expose them to censure from their 
more seasoned colleagues.  Requesting this kind of assistance from their online 
mentors seemed to them to be less “risky.” 
In addition to practical advice, the telementors seemed to impart to their 
protégés the very useful information that the veterans themselves were constantly 
experimenting with new ideas of this sort, and that they constantly had to adapt 
each new school year to challenges presented by various new students’ needs.  
They thus seemed, through modeling such practice, to “give permission” to their 
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protégés to keep learning and experimenting, and to foster expectations that they 
would need, in the future, to constantly reflect about and evaluate their teaching 
practice and, as needed, find and adopt new approaches.   
TECHNICAL CONNECTIONS AND FACILITATION 
 
There were a variety of issues that arose in a number of the individual case 
studies that were related to setting up and maintaining the telecommunications 
exchanges between the protégés and mentors.  The difficulty of keeping the 
telecommunications channels open and correspondence online going was 
something of a surprise among the findings of this study. 
Tech Support 
 
The technical problems encountered when setting up and maintaining the 
telecommunications channels for each team were more numerous, intrusive, and 
perplexing than had been expected by the participants in this study.  The 
telecommunications taking place among WINGS team members involved only 
sending and receiving e-mail.  This is not generally perceived as being a very 
challenging task, technologically speaking. 
However, there were a number of technical problems that occurred during 
the course of each of these teams’ correspondence that interrupted communication 
for a day or two or up to several weeks, and in some cases required the protégés 
or mentors to change e-mail carriers, equipment, or software to resume 
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correspondence.  For example, several of the teams developed problems as a 
result of either the protégé’s or mentor’s school changing filters on their schools’ 
Internet browsers.  Filters of this sort are common in schools when there are 
concerns about students receiving unsolicited or inappropriate e-mail or accessing 
Internet sites with inappropriately adult content.  In cases in which team members 
had set up private e-mail accounts – such as through Juno, Yahoo, or Hotmail – to 
send and receive their telementoring mail, the new filters installed by the schools 
sometimes blocked the teachers’ ability to communicate using any of these free  
e-mail accounts, since they are also often used by people sending unsolicited       
e-mail (i.e., “spam”).   
In other cases, the schools changed mail servers and, in the process, 
changed the teachers’ e-mail addresses.  Some schools shut down their computers 
while their school buildings were being cleaned or renovated for the summer, and 
the teams had to change their e-mail addresses to receive their e-mail at home or 
at the town library over the summer.  Other participating teachers – who had been 
receiving e-mail primarily at their homes – developed problems with their 
personal computer equipment (e.g., either failure of the equipment, a “system 
crash,” or intrusion of a computer virus necessitating re-loading 
telecommunications software programs). 
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Overall, the process of sending e-mail – a process that should have been 
simple – turned out to be more complicated than expected, particularly over the 
lengths of time (i.e., 15 to 23 months) that these teams were using e-mail as the 
primary means of communicating with one another.  There was not one team 
among the ten in this study who did not experience at least a temporary 
interruption in their communication due to technical problems.  Some of the 
interruptions were more serious, requiring a change of e-mail addresses for the 
team members or even a facilitator calling the team member with the problem and 
“walking” them through the process of finding an alternate e-mail host.  When 
these teams’ message exchange was entirely reliant on telecommunications, 
interruptions in their ability to communicate with one another could be a 
disappointing  – or even disconnecting – experience.   
Facilitation 
One of the unique aspects of the WINGS Online telementoring program is 
the role of the facilitators.  A facilitator was assigned to each of the WINGS teams 
by the WINGS director, usually at the point when the protégés selected a mentor 
and answered a few pertinent questions about the kinds of assistance that they 
would like their mentors to provide (see these questions in Appendix D).  When 
the protégés applied for a telementor via the WINGS Web site, the program 
would automatically send the protégés’ and their selected mentors’ applications to 
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the WINGS director, who would choose a facilitator to whom she would forward 
the two “matched” applications.  The facilitator would then begin setting up the 
match.  This generally involved sending a message to the selected mentor to ask if 
she or he was willing to serve as online mentor to the protégé by whom he or she 
was selected.  (See Table 1 on p. 99 for a more thorough description of the 
process of inaugurating a WINGS team.) 
Several primary aspects of a facilitator’s job were usually noticed by the 
protégés and mentors involved in a WINGS Online e-mail exchange.  First, the 
team members usually noticed that the facilitator was the one who made the 
online “introductions” between protégés and their respective mentors, and that the 
facilitators “got things rolling” by notifying the team members when their team e-
mail address was ready for them to use to begin sending messages to one another.  
The facilitators always told the teams that they were receiving the team’s regular 
e-mail exchanges, and that – at any point – the team members could ask the 
facilitator to stop getting the team’s mail.  Only one team – Chuck and Cameron 
in this study – ever asked the facilitator to withdraw from the e-mail 
“subscription” list, apparently because of Chuck’s reticence and his discomfort 
about anyone reviewing his correspondence with his mentor, Cameron.  Most 
teams in this study seemed to completely ignore the facilitator’s “presence” on 
their message exchange. 
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When called for an interview in connection with this study, for example, 
Stephanie said that she had developed recent problems with her e-mail exchange 
due to her school having installed Internet filters.  In doing this, the school 
blocked any messages from free e-mail providers, such as Juno, the protégé’s e-
mail host.  Stephanie said that she had been meaning to alert someone about her 
problem, but couldn’t remember the name of her facilitator.  In fact, she had 
trouble remembering that WINGS calls the online coordinators “facilitators.”  
This is an example of the “invisibility” of facilitation for the majority of WINGS 
team members.  
Most of the teams knew that their facilitators were somewhere out there, 
but that they were usually not communicating with the team members.  For 
example, the most common situation that might bring the facilitators to their 
attention is that a facilitator might send a message to the team’s e-mail exchange 
if their team’s communication faltered – messages were not being exchanged at a 
rate of at least one message every two weeks.  If the rate of message exchange 
slowed down, the facilitators would need to start checking up on the team 
members, a process that facilitators called “jovial nagging,” referring to their 
trying to sound good-natured when they sent reminders to the team to keep 
writing to one another.  Usually the facilitator would handle this by sending a 
message to the team’s regular e-mail address, saying something like, “It’s been 
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quiet out there for about two weeks now.  Are you OK?  Keep those messages 
coming.”  One of the team’s members would usually respond within a day.  If not, 
the facilitator would probably begin using a variety of “second step” procedures, 
although the exact sequence used by each facilitator varied.  For example, Sioban 
would usually call the mentor first – since the mentor was expected to keep the 
conversational ball rolling and received a small stipend for continuing to 
communicate with the protégé  – to see whether there was a problem.  The 
facilitators also had the private e-mail addresses of the protégés and mentors, and 
would sometimes send messages to the mentor or protégé “behind the scenes” if 
all did not appear to be working smoothly.  For example, several facilitators – 
Naomi, Emily, and Tanya – sent e-mails first rather than call the mentors.  If those 
e-mail messages “bounced,” the facilitator would know that there was probably a 
technical problem of some sort that needed to be addressed, and then would call 
by telephone to follow up. 
WINGS protégés and mentors were not told one another’s direct e-mail 
addresses to protect their privacy – unless they chose to divulge this, or any other 
personal information, to one another.  Protégés and mentors were expected to 
communicate exclusively by means of their WINGS team e-mail address.  Thus, 
when there was a problem that interrupted the exchange of e-mail, they were out 
of communication with their WINGS team.  The most common problem was one 
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that could be fixed by adding or changing an e-mail address from which the team 
member wanted to send e-mail.  Their facilitator would need to contact the 
WINGS director in order to add – or “subscribe” – the new e-mail address to the 
list of addresses that were “recognized” by the server as belonging to members of 
that team.   
In most cases, the facilitator would notice that a team had not 
communicated with one another recently and might suspect that something could 
be amiss.  All of the WINGS facilitators received – via e-mail – an automatically 
generated report, which once a week sent a list of all of the WINGS teams 
assigned to each of the facilitators and noted the number of days since the last 
correspondence via that teams’ e-mail address.  The facilitators were aware of 
findings with studies (e.g., McGee, 1998) done in investigating another 
telementoring program (the Electronic Emissary, a telementoring program linking 
subject matter experts outside the classroom to students with interests or questions 
about their areas of expertise) founded and directed by the WINGS project 
director.  These studies indicated that regular communication was necessary to 
keep the telementoring connection healthy.  Thus, the facilitators knew that if the 
WINGS teams did not communicate and the “days since last correspondence” 
column on the “Sunday report” started creeping past a weeks’ count, there could 
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be a problem with that team’s correspondence that might indicate that the person-
to-person connection between protégé and mentor might be faltering.   
However, if the facilitators did not realize that there was a technical 
problem that prevented protégés and their mentors from communicating, the team 
members would need to contact the facilitator or other WINGS personnel for 
help.  In these circumstances, what should have been a minor problem – such as 
changing or adding an e-mail address – to actually be fixed, several things would 
have to happen in sequence: 
• The teachers – protégé and/or mentor – would have to notice that there 
was a problem with their being unable to send messages to the team, 
such as the fact that their attempts to send e-mail were rejected by the 
WINGS server.  They would have to understand that something was 
not working correctly and suspect that this problem should be fixed. 
• One of the teachers, protégé or mentor, would need to alert their 
WINGS facilitator – via private e-mail, since their team’s e-mail list 
was not letting them send or receive mail – that there appeared to be 
an e-mail problem. 
• The facilitator would need to check with the teacher who had the new 
or different e-mail address to confirm the address the teacher was 
actually using, and – if the problem was only that an e-mail address 
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had changed – then add this new address, via WINGS channels (i.e., 
through the WINGS project director), to the e-mail address 
“subscriptions” that were approved for this team. 
The process of “routine” updating of e-mail addresses for a WINGS team 
– once someone figured out that something was amiss and got the request to the 
director, asking for an added subscription address – was fairly prompt, such as a 
few hours or at most a few days.  However, Jordan and Conroy, who were used to 
almost daily exchanges of e-mail with each another, ran into problems and ended 
up being unable to send to or receive e-mail from their WINGS address for nearly 
a month, which Jordan remarked on in an interview as being highly frustrating: 
This is how valuable I knew this tool [telementoring] was.  Recently, our 
district, without any warning, changed our domain name, which locked me 
out of my telementoring [e-mail] path, because of the way that the 
program was set up, and it took us over a month … to get it all 
straightened out. … We finally got it worked out, but we lost a good 
month of being connected. … It wasn’t so much that I needed [Conroy] 
this year, more than needing to share and just keep in touch. 
 
In January of 2002, there was a two-week period when the WINGS server 
was down, after it was discovered to have been “hacked” – without permanent 
damage – by someone trying to use the server for a base to host an unauthorized 
“chat room.”  It took two weeks for the programmer to close the “back door” in 
the computer code so that such a situation would not occur again.  However, 
during that time – although the facilitators tried to help their WINGS teams send 
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their messages to the facilitators’ private e-mail addresses and then have the 
facilitator re-route them to the intended recipient – some of the teams began using 
their own means of communicating with one another.  In some cases, such as 
when the protégés and mentors had exchanged personal information, phone 
numbers, regular mail addresses, and private e-mail addresses with one another, 
when the protégés and mentors could not use the WINGS exchange easily to 
communicate with one another, they continued communicating with each other 
using those alternate means, even after the e-mail lists were functional again.  
In interviews, several of the WINGS facilitators (Sioban and Emily) 
remarked about having some difficulty in persuading some of their teams to return 
to using the WINGS e-mail address once they had begun communicating directly.  
Emily, for example, remarked that she really had to appeal to some of her teams 
to return to using their WINGS e-mail addresses, and that the most persuasive 
method she found was to send private e-mail to the protégés, reminding them that 
their mentors received a stipend ($600 a year) for their mentoring services, and 
that if the team correspondence was not archived on the WINGS server, the 
sponsors providing the stipend would not be able to document that the mentor was 
actually doing the job for which they were given the stipend.   
It helped that this was true, but in actual fact, there was another reason that 
the WINGS facilitators wanted their teams to use the lists, rather than private 
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communication channels.  The archive of messages exchanged by the protégé-
mentor teams represents a valuable resource for research and documentation for 
sponsors of the exchanges of messages between protégés and mentors.  There are 
few archived records of this type -- which document the information, advice, and 
discussion that were exchanged between new-teacher protégés and their veteran-
teacher mentors.   
Several of the WINGS facilitators, like Emily, have been able to use this 
archive of e-mail messages – with the participants’ fully informed permission to 
review their e-mail exchanges, of course -- as a resource for research.  The 
research study reported here is based, to a considerable extent, on review of these 
archived records of the e-mail exchanges – over time – between protégés and their 
telementors.  As such, it constitutes a resource for analysis of these protégés’ 
experiences as they learn to teach while they are teaching. 
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Chapter Six:  Conclusions and Implications 
This chapter provides a synthesis of inferences that can be drawn from the 
themes that emerged during cross-case analysis of the ten case studies, as 
summarized in Chapter 5.  In addition, it offers an examination of these inferences 
as they relate to other research and reports on the topic of new practitioners’ 
experiences with mentoring – including telementoring – during their induction 
into teaching.  
NEW TEACHERS’ EXPERIENCES WITH MENTORING 
 
One of the research questions that this study set out to explore concerned 
the nature of new teachers’ beliefs about their mentoring needs and how these 
beliefs affected the novice teachers’ selections of whom they asked for support 
and guidance.  As this study’s findings indicate (see Table 6: Help Requested in 
Protégés’ Applications for Telementoring, p. 241), the new teachers’ beliefs about 
their needs when they first applied to WINGS for telementoring were that they 
chiefly needed guidance in organizational, practical, and operational matters 
related to their new classroom situations.  Thus, the new teachers primarily chose 
as their mentors those who taught the same content and grade level as they did, 
but who had more experience doing so own (see Table 2, p. 149).  The 
telementors the new teachers chose all had numerous years of experience in 
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teaching, ranging from 7 (Cameron, Chuck’s mentor) to 29 years (Harriet, 
Marie’s mentor).   
Some protégés said that they wanted support from their mentors as well, 
by which they seemed not to mean anything specific, but rather hoped for a 
general willingness on the part of their telementors to be sympathetic to their 
challenges while learning to teach.  The mentors’ descriptions of their own 
teaching, which was indicated by their answers to the open-ended questions posed 
on their WINGS applications, probably influenced the new teachers’ selections 
among the available mentors (see Appendix D for a list of the questions asked of 
protégés and mentors).  However, when interviewed, the new teachers generally 
did not remember very much about how they evaluated their mentors’ answers at 
the time that they first read them online--in excess of a year earlier, and for some 
closer to two years.  The new teachers typically remembered only that the 
telementors they chose seemed sympathetic to new teachers, seemed friendly, or 
that they seemed interested in helping someone new to teaching, as the mentor 
teachers themselves once were.  Research by Tellez (1992) indicates that new 
teachers seeking on-campus supporters tend to value these characteristics. 
The needs expressed by the new teachers differed from what they stated 
on their WINGS applications as they began to correspond with their telementors.  
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The types of assistance protégés expected they would need compared with the 
types of assistance they requested during telementoring communications were: 
• lesson planning (60% anticipated vs. 70% requested); 
• classroom management suggestions (40% anticipated vs. 90% 
actual); 
• support (40% anticipated vs. 90% actual); 
• advice and guidance (30% anticipated vs. 80% actual); 
• ideas for motivating reluctant learners (30% anticipated vs. 80% 
actual); and 
• ideas for assessment (20% anticipated vs. 50% actual). 
There was one additional category in which none of the protégés had 
originally anticipated needing assistance – help with planning or meeting needs of 
diverse or special needs learners, with which 50% of the protégés actually 
requested help from their telementors.  (See Table 7, p. 246.)  One implication of 
these figures is that the new teachers seemed to think that they were better 
prepared for the challenges of the classroom than they actually were.  This is 
similar to points made by Huling-Austin (1992) and Murphy and Moir (1994) 
about new teachers’ overly “complacent” beliefs that teaching is not really that 
difficult and that learning to teach is something that they have completed during 
their college preservice teacher education programs.  Also observable in this list 
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of comparative figures is that the two highest categories of topics about which 
new teachers actually asked their telementors’ assistance are classroom 
management and support.  These are very similar to the two categories of support 
that Gold (1996) says new teachers need most: instruction-related support and 
psychological or emotional support. 
Eight of the ten new teachers studied were assigned on-site mentors in 
their schools during their first year of teaching.  Looking back on their first year 
of teaching, however, most of these new teachers did not feel that they received 
the kind of support and guidance they wanted from their on-campus mentors (see 
Table 8: WINGS Protégés’ Situations with Their On-Site Mentors, p. 251).  
In general, the new teachers in this study said that their assigned on-
campus mentors did not meet with them individually on a regular basis to provide 
them with support.  Among the new teachers who had been assigned on-site 
mentors, two (Marie and Andrea) said that their face-to-face mentors seemed to 
have no time for them, which they interpreted as implying that their on-site 
mentors were not really interested in them.  In other cases, the new teachers did 
not feel that their own personalities were compatible with those of their assigned 
mentors (e.g., Danielle and Chuck).  Still others felt that confiding in their on-
campus mentors might have various unfavorable repercussions (e.g., Stephanie).  
Thus, there were trust issues with these new teachers that interfered with their 
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being able to rely on their face-to-face mentors for support during their induction.  
In addition, the new teachers’ interpretation that their on-campus mentors were 
not interested in them relates to how support is interpreted in terms of engagement 
or caring, both of which involve relationship-building, collaborative interaction, 
and effective communication. 
Lack of Support During Induction 
Most of these new teachers, in describing their reasons for choosing to 
apply for WINGS telementoring, mentioned some aspect of “safety” as a critical 
component of their choice of an online mentor as a source for obtaining the 
assistance described above.  In other words, the new teachers, as learners, were 
interested in finding help that they suspected they would need as they began their 
new careers as professional educators, but they felt that it was “risky” for them to 
ask for this kind of help in their workplace environments.  This finding is 
consistent with previous research by Kshensky and Muth (1991) about teachers’ 
perceptions of relative riskiness in their school environment, as well as with work 
by Tellez (1992), reporting on new teachers’ reluctance to trust their assigned on-
site mentors due to perceived risks.  It also supports Wilkinson’s (1994) research 
findings that new teachers prefer choosing their own help and support providers. 
The new teachers in this study generally feared that their wanting or 
needing help would be perceived, by their fellow teachers or by administrators, as 
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indicating that they were not adequately prepared to do the jobs they were hired to 
do.  They were concerned that asking for help or support would cause negative 
repercussions for them in terms of diminished respect from colleagues or in 
causing adverse effects to their job evaluations.  It is unfortunate that some new 
teachers may feel that their professional situations are precarious enough that they 
are reluctant to ask for help or support in their schools, but as a recent in-depth 
study of teachers’ decisions to leave the profession suggests, “the primary 
underlying problem is “the manner in which schools are managed and teachers are 
treated” (Ingersoll, 2001, p. 525).  Whether or not they had reason to fear that 
they would experience negative repercussions in their schools if they asked for 
on-site support, the new teachers in this study said that a primary reason that they 
chose WINGS telementoring was that no one in their workplace environment 
would be able to see them obtaining job-related help when they received that help 
online. 
However, four of the ten new teachers in this study initiated their online 
mentoring relationships during their intern teaching and four of them initiated 
their telementoring relationships before they began their first year of teaching.  
Thus, when they described their fears about asking for help in their school 
environments, those fears may not have been related to anything negative that 
they had actually experienced in their schools at the time they applied to WINGS.  
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The two remaining teachers – Jordan and Marie –had had at least some classroom 
teaching experience when they requested WINGS’ services, and some experience 
with on-site mentoring as well.  Jordan applied for a telementor just before her 
second year of teaching after a trust-ruining experience with her assigned mentor 
in her school the previous year.  Marie, who applied for a telementor near the end 
of her first year of teaching, felt that her on-site mentor had not given her much 
help or guidance. 
Although most of the new teachers in this study who were hired to fill a 
regular teaching position that began with the school year in fall were assigned on-
site mentors, few said that they met with their on-campus mentors individually or 
regularly.  Many of the assigned mentors of participants in this study were 
department heads or grade-level leaders.  They were thus presumably 
knowledgeable but may have been over-committed and not often available.  Many 
may have been asked to be mentors by their administrators, and thus may not 
have been particularly willing to serve in this capacity.  It seems probable that 
these already-busy teachers had so many demands on their time that they could 
not meet individually with their on-site protégés.  If they met regularly with their 
protégés, it was often – as described by the new teachers in this study – in the 
context of regularly held department or grade-level meetings.  This was definitely 
not the kind of individualized help that protégés in the telementoring teams said 
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they valued, nor was this type of group setting likely to make the new teachers 
feel particularly “safe” explaining their problems or needs.  Some of the new 
teachers were not assigned official on-site mentors, such as the two teachers who 
began teaching mid-year (Molly and Sue).  It should be remembered, however, 
that he on-site mentors assigned to these new teachers were apparently neither 
rewarded nor held accountable for the quality or frequency of the mentoring of 
the new teachers assigned to them, while the online mentors were at least given a 
small stipend ($600) for their services and their activities were encouraged as well 
as monitored by the WINGS facilitators. 
The “one occasion” inservice sessions at the beginning of school are not 
good enough to provide an introduction of new teachers to their schools and their 
fellow faculty members, and they are often not effective in providing sufficient 
information to help the new teachers begin teaching (Gordon & Maxey, 2000).  
The “one person” approach to addressing new teachers’ needs, as represented by 
their assigned on-campus mentors, was also apparently not enough to help 
participating new teachers in ways that they felt represented valuable assistance.  
School administrators seem not to have provided very much specific help 
or support to the new teachers other than furnishing “one occasion” pre-school 
sessions for new teachers and designating the “one person” (i.e., the assigned on-
site mentor) charged with providing the novices with support. This is unfortunate, 
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since it certainly seems as though administrators in many of these new teachers’ 
schools could have been more helpful to their new staff members.   
For example, even in a “one occasion”/“one person” system of induction 
support for new teachers, such as the one that currently seems to prevail, 
administrators might improve matters if they set policies about how often mentor 
teachers should meet one-on-one with the new teachers to whom they are 
assigned.  Training and clear expectations could be provided to mentors regarding 
effective ways of supporting new teachers. Instead, as reported by the new 
teachers in this study, administrators did not seem to have particular expectations 
of on-site mentors, and the mentors did not seem to have to answer to anyone 
about the help or support they were supposedly providing for their assigned 
protégés.   
In addition, administrators could have avoided actions that seemed to add 
to the new teachers’ difficulties.  Most of these are included in categories 
identified by Gordon and Maxey (2000) as “environmental difficulties” (p. 2), 
since they relate to teaching environments in schools and to the on-the-job 
experiences of teachers in particular (described in detail in chapter 2), including 
problem areas such as: 
• giving new teachers difficult teaching assignments,  
• leaving new teachers to wrestle with unclear expectations,  
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• not providing new teachers with adequate resources for teaching, and  
• not helping newcomers to overcome their feelings of isolation. 
School administrators to whom this study’s participants were responsible 
could have helped rather than hindered them in a number of specific instances.  
For example, Andrea’s principal gave her an extremely difficult teaching 
assignment--a group of kindergarten-level special education students who, 
because of a technicality, were not labeled as such--a class that he knew that four 
other teachers had avoided teaching by leaving the school.   The principal knew 
that Andrea did not have special education training that would prepare her to 
handle this class assignment.  This is an example of a teaching assignment for 
which someone might be “qualified on paper” (Huling-Austin, 1992, p. 174), 
since the class was officially labeled as a “regular” kindergarten class because the 
special-needs students in the class were young enough, as they entered school for 
their first year, to have not yet been tested so that their special needs could be 
officially identified.  The principal later refused Andrea’s repeated requests for 
special needs testing for her students.  In addition, Andrea’s principal permitted 
the school’s special education teacher to allocate to herself all of the school’s 
available special education resources, including a full-time aide, even though she 
taught only assigned half the number of students that Andrea was assigned – and 
only for half of each day. 
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Frank, the P.E. teacher whose elementary school gym was supposed to 
have been ready for his first day of school, shared a story similar to Andrea’s in 
that he was not provided with sufficient resources to do his job.  In actuality, the 
gym was not completed until December.  Frank had no office, had to scramble to 
find places to hold his equipment, and had to hold gym classes out of doors for 
the first five months of school.  
Heather’s experience in a private school, where she thought that she had 
been hired to co-teach with another second grade teacher, is an example of an 
administrator not communicating clear expectations about a new teacher’s job 
assignment.  Only when Heather received her first paycheck did she discover that 
she was actually assigned to be the other teacher’s aide rather than her 
professional colleague and equal.    
Many of the new teachers in this study reported feeling isolated from other 
teachers. Their administrators could have helped to ameliorate this isolation by 
not assigning the new teachers to distant classrooms (e.g., Andrea teaching in a 
portable classroom outside the school building) or making sure that the new 
teachers were included in some type of teacher team. For example, during Molly’s 
first year of teaching, she was not included in any of the regular faculty groups 
since she taught “at-risk” students.  As newcomers, many of the new teachers did 
not feel that they knew other faculty members in their schools well enough to ask 
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them for help.  However, even if their on-site mentors were available and 
supportive, the uncertainty of the “risks” involved and the new teachers’ feelings 
of vulnerability may have made this study’s participants reluctant to trust or 
confide in them (Tellez, 1992).   
By being able to choose their own mentors and ask for the kinds of 
assistance they believed they needed, the new teachers in this study were able to 
take a much more active role in directing their own professional learning.  This 
situation more closely resembles the kinds of “learner-centered” instruction that is 
currently recommended as a model of best practices in teaching in the classroom 
(e.g., Lewis, 2000; Wilkinson, 1994), in addition to being in concert with current 
beliefs about effective learning for adults (e.g., Knowles, 1996).  The new 
teachers in this study, overall, liked – and felt they benefited from – the 
individualized, one-on-one, teacher-to-teacher nature of telementoring.  Their 
ability to go find the help they needed when on-campus resources were perceived 
as inadequate indicates that the group of new teachers participating in this study 
may have been unusually good at help seeking.  They knew they needed and 
wanted help, they sought out those willing to offer the help they wanted, and they 
generally took advantage of and stated their appreciation for the help they 
received from their online mentors.  The particular group of new teachers in this 
study may have benefited from their relative maturity.  However, it should be 
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emphasized that, in terms of help-seeking during their induction years, new 
teachers need and should seek out many different kinds of help and support.  New 
teachers who, during their induction years, seek out and find multiple mentors and 
supporters are more likely to succeed in continuing to teach beyond their first 
years (Gold, 1996; Tellez,1992).  Specifically, the stated preference of the new 
teachers in this study for their online mentors to their on-site mentors should not 
be construed as an “either-or” comparison, but only as a means of offering 
insights about the kinds of support the new teachers find helpful and about their 
reasons for valuing these kinds of support.  It should be reiterated that the new 
teachers participating in this study were selected, in part, because they had 
continued to correspond with their online mentors for periods longer than a year.  
Thus it is not surprising to find that this group valued the support provided by 
their online mentors.  Had they not valued this correspondence as a form of 
induction support, they would have, presumably, abandoned their correspondence 
with their online mentors.  In addition, this particular group of new teachers was 
unusual in that half of them were older than the typical new teacher graduating 
from a college or university teacher preparation program.  Their accurate 
identification of their potential needs during their induction years and their 
willingness to seek out help and support may thus relate to personal maturity of 
this group of new teachers, as suggested by Goleman’s study (1997). 
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Selecting Helpers and Seeking Help 
Overall, the new teachers in this study liked the idea of being able, with 
the online mentoring provided by WINGS, to select whomever they wished to 
serve as their telementors, a feature described in the design of the WINGS 
program as “protégé-driven.”  This approach is consistent with the 
recommendations of research literature on adult learners (e.g., Burge, 1988; 
Knowles, 1996), which states that adult learners prefer to be responsible for their 
own learning, prefer to select what they want to learn based on what they believe 
is relevant to them and to their particular circumstances, and prefer to pursue 
knowledge in ways that they find rewarding, especially those interactions that 
provide them with feedback that allows them to assess their own progress (Daley, 
1999). 
 Although many researchers agree that new teachers need a lot of help in 
learning to teach effectively during their induction years (e.g., as shown in a meta-
analysis of research on learning to teach by Wideen et al, 1998.  The main 
concern of those who think that new teachers should not choose for themselves 
the sorts of induction support they wish to have or from whom they wish to have 
it seems to be that the new teachers do not know enough about teaching – yet – to 
decide what kind of induction support they should have (Feiman-Nemser, 2001).  
However, the new teachers in this study seemed to select effective support 
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sources and their depictions of the types of advice they expected that they would 
need were relatively accurate, overall.  Specifically, they valued the experience 
that their online mentor teachers had and they generally looked for someone who 
was teaching a content or grade level area similar to their own.  They may also 
have read through numbers of the mentors’ profiles in the online database, 
looking for someone who had similar or compatible ideas about teaching, or who 
seemed to understand the needs of new teachers particularly well. 
 By being able to choose their own mentors and ask – without feeling they 
were exposing themselves to a variety of risks in the schools where they worked – 
for the kinds of assistance they believed they needed, the new teachers in this 
study were able to take a much more active role in directing their own 
professional learning.  This situation more closely resembles the kinds of 
“learner-centered” instruction that is currently recommended as a model of best 
practices in teaching in the classroom (e.g., Lewis, 2000; Wilkinson, 1994), in 
addition to being in concert with current beliefs about effective learning for adults 
(e.g., Knowles, 1996).  The new teachers in this study, overall, liked – and felt 
they benefited from – the individualized, one-on-one, teacher-to-teacher nature of 
telementoring.  Their ability to go find the help they needed when on-campus 
resources were perceived as inadequate indicates that the group of new teachers 
participating in this study may have been unusually good at help seeking.  They 
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knew they needed and wanted help, they sought out those willing to offer the help 
they wanted, and they generally took advantage of and stated their appreciation 
for the help they received from their online mentors. 
BENEFITS AND LIMITATIONS OF TELEMENTORING  
Another research question that this study set out to explore was whether 
participating new teachers thought that their telementoring experiences had been 
beneficial to them -- and if so, in what ways.  If there were perceived limits to 
telementoring, then this study intended to explore and explain those limitations.  
Benefits 
Overall, the participants in this study indicated that they considered their 
experiences with telementoring to have been beneficial.  There were two major 
types of assistance that the new teachers felt they received from their 
telementoring experiences, which can be broadly categorized as personal support 
and professional help.  As previously mentioned, these are very similar to the 
categories of help identified by Gold (1996) as the two types of support that new 
teachers most need.   
The new teachers’ wants and needs actually changed, as they gained more 
experience with their teaching and as they communicated more, over time, with 
their telementors.  When they first applied to WINGS for telementoring, the 
novice teachers generally only asked for – and seemed only to have expected – 
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the second of these main types of assistance (i.e., professional help).  The initial 
requests for assistance by the new teachers in this study with their classroom-
related concerns seem to have been largely situational, meaning that the specific 
circumstances of their entry into the teaching profession was what occasioned 
their asking for assistance, their awareness of their own inexperience as teachers 
made them feel that they wanted help, and this situation affected their choices of 
the kinds of help they initially felt they wanted, as represented by their choices of 
telementors. 
 During their first days of teaching, these new teachers primarily needed 
classroom-based assistance.  At this time, they primarily asked for practical help, 
such as suggestions for establishing their classrooms as environments in which 
effective learning could take place.  Heather, for example, commented that she 
felt that her student teaching had left her unsure of how to initiate or establish 
classroom procedures, since she had not observed the first days of the school year 
as an intern.  Several of the new teachers seemed to have similar specific concerns 
about how to get their school year started.  The most common kinds of help study 
participants felt they needed to begin conducting their own classes were related to 
their classroom management, such as setting workable class policies (e.g., policies 
on homework, acceptance of late work, and so on) and setting up workable 
expectations, rules, and consequences for student misbehavior.  These perceptions 
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are consistent with Veenman’s (1984) classic work on the needs of new teachers, 
with a similar variety of classroom management concerns at the top of the list. 
 Over time, however, the new teachers developed more complex 
approaches to both their teaching needs and a deepening – and changing – 
appreciation of their relationships with the telementors whom they had chosen to 
help them with these needs.  As the new teachers made it past the first weeks of 
school, the immediacy and urgency of their classroom management needs tended 
to subside.  By the end of the first six weeks, for example, most of the new 
teachers had been able to establish regular, workable routines for their classes.  
There were still challenging incidents that occurred in their classrooms (e.g., 
involving student misbehavior), or specific questions that they had for their 
telementors (e.g., as issues arose or incidents occurred), but the first shock of 
taking on their own classrooms tended to diminish as the school year rolled on. 
 After this initial start-of-school period, there seemed to be a subtle shift – 
in a majority of the telementoring teams – in the overall nature of the 
correspondence that was exchanged between the protégés and online mentors.  
The protégés tended to connect more to their mentors as colleagues and – in seven 
of the ten WINGS teams in this study – to develop more closely personal 
relationships.  There are some consistencies between the development of closer 
personal relationships between protégés and mentors and general descriptions of 
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how relationships develop in social support networks.  For example, the following 
– taken from a discussion about development of interpersonal closeness among 
members of an epilepsy support group –is a general description of ways in which 
close, supportive relationships develop into closer personal ties: 
Friendship is among the most malleable of human relationships.  It is best 
understood as a social and cognitive label given to relationships that are 
characterized by relative voluntariness, perceived equality, the give and 
take of assistance, sharing activities, confidentiality, and emotional 
support (Albrecht & Adelman, 1987, p. 123).   
 
This description of how what begins as support and assistance translates, 
over time, into close personal relationships resembles a similar process observed 
in this study.  That is, in all of the telementoring relationships explored in this 
study, a personal aspect of the interpersonal connections developed which had 
many of the characteristics that the definition above ascribes to friendships that 
develop among people in social support networks.  For example, comparing the 
terms of the definition, above, to the telementoring relationships in this study, the 
telementors received a small stipend for their telementoring, but had all 
volunteered themselves as mentors for the new teachers, and the new teachers 
appreciated their continued interest in and willingness to ask about their well-
being.  The new teachers, too, volunteered for this exchange.  The longer the 
interaction between them continued – represented by the “give and take” of 
exchanged e-mail messages and the sharing of their descriptions of activities 
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related to their teaching – the more the telementor’s interest in the protégé’s 
welfare was likely to be interpreted as a personal relationship, rather than a 
merely professional interest and willingness to assist.   
As the new teachers struggled past the first few weeks of school, it was 
easier for the protégés and telementors to view one another as professional equals 
– colleagues and fellow faculty members who happened not to be on the same 
campus.  The “give and take of assistance” was represented not only by the 
protégés’ asking their mentors for assistance, but also by their online mentors’ 
providing them with suggestions, problem-solving, and encouragement,.  Again, 
the longer this “give and take” took place, the more that the reciprocal exchange 
of messages sent and suggestions received tended to take on aspects of a personal 
correspondence between friends.   
 As the new teachers continued to gain experience, they became more 
capable of truly “sharing activities” with their mentors.  The most obvious activity 
that the protégés and mentors shared was teaching – and all the teams 
corresponded extensively about general teaching-related issues.  However, some 
teams – over time – were able to come closer to an equal exchange of support of 
various types related to their teaching.  For example, in the first year of his 
correspondence with his mentor Cameron, Chuck taught one section of senior 
English, with a concentration on British literature, but since both teachers 
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primarily taught tenth-grade language arts, this topic predominated their 
discussion.  However, in their second year of corresponding, Cameron was 
assigned two sections of senior English.  He then asked his protégé Chuck if he 
had any lesson plans for teaching “Beowulf.”  Chuck had indeed developed 
lessons the previous year for that unit, and he seemed to be pleased that he could 
share with Cameron, as a teaching colleague, teaching materials he had developed 
for his classes. 
 In addition, the telementoring relationships studied provided emotional 
support for the protégés, as described in the definition, above.  The protégés 
generally needed it.  The on-the-job learning curve for these new teachers was 
fairly steep, and teaching was often challenging for them, particularly at first.  
This need for emotional support is documented extensively in the literature (e.g., 
Gold, 1996; Gordon & Maxey, 2000; Veenman, 1984), which accurately 
describes this early stage of induction into teaching as being highly stressful.  The 
online mentors, generally, sent encouraging messages to their protégés during this 
time, assuring them that they would succeed.   
 Thus, all of the telementoring teams showed, at different times and in 
different situations, the characteristics described in the social support definition of 
friendship, quoted previously.  It seems to be in this particular sense that all of the 
protégé new teachers in this study said that they felt that their telementoring 
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experiences were beneficial to them.  Seven of the ten telementoring teams 
developed even closer personal relationships, characterized not only by emotional 
support, but by some degree of emotional attachment.  The close relationships 
these teams developed had a number of specific characteristics, such as caring, 
attentiveness, and a determinedly positive attitude.  (These qualities are defined in 
detail in Table 4.) 
Closeness is a quality – something that tends to develop organically in 
human relationships (Albrecht & Adelman, 1987).  As such, it generally cannot 
be predicted, required, or applied to relationships in an artificial manner.  Thus, 
the social support literature is useful in showing that there is a common 
connection between providing support – as the telementors did for the protégés in 
this study – and feelings of attachment between the person providing the support 
and the person grateful for receiving it (Goldstein, 1999; Noddings, 1984).  Close 
personal relationships of this type developed in seven of the ten teams in this 
study.  The other three, who claimed that their telementoring experiences were 
beneficial, seemed to be referring to the type of generalized support represented 
by needs-based social support networks (Gold, 1996; House, 1981). 
Limitations 
As beneficial as the protégés in these teams generally found telementoring 
to be for them, there are some definite limitations of telementoring as a source of 
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new-teacher support.  First, telementoring as it is represented by the WINGS 
program attracted a relatively small number of participants, particularly compared 
to the numbers of those newly certified teachers eligible to enroll.  Newly 
certified teachers eligible for this telementoring program totaled approximately 
1400 – with 498 graduates during the 1999-2000 academic year; 406 for 2000-
2001; and 490 during academic year 2001-2002 (J. Flint, personal 
communication, May 27, 2003).   During that time, 56 WINGS protégé-
telementor teams were formed, serving approximately 4% of the new teachers 
eligible to participate.  Heather offered some clues about why others in her cohort 
might not have signed up when she did, suggesting that the new teachers may 
have seen this program as representing just another demand for them to try to 
address during their already over-committed induction days.   
Second, the benefits that protégés said they gained from their experiences 
with this program depended heavily upon the time and efforts expended by the 
people involved.  Telementoring involves relationship – a type of interaction in 
which both parties need to be committed and make the right kinds of efforts at the 
right times in order for the connections between them to flourish.  Some 
telementoring teams in this study stumbled if the protégé stopped communicating 
in as regular a fashion as before (e.g., Sue), or if the mentor maintained a more 
distant, or distancing, form of communication (e.g., Barbara).  Telementorship 
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ultimately yields benefits only to those who make the time to do it, and among 
those participants, benefits most those telementoring teams who work at it and 
value it. 
TEACHER-CENTERED PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
The final research question that this study set out to explore was what new 
teachers thought they learned about their teaching by discussing – by means of e-
mail exchanges with their online mentors – their classroom experiences, and how 
this process occurred. 
What new teachers seemed to have learned that related most directly to 
their teaching was of two major types: assimilation assistance and teaching 
support.  These are not terms that the new teachers used, but are labels useful in 
differentiating between the types or aspects of profession-related support that the 
new teachers and their online mentors were modeling as they discussed, reflected 
on, and refined their classroom practices. 
As they exchanged e-mail messages about their teaching practice, the 
mentors often provided for their protégés a general image of actions, modes of 
expression, and ways of thinking that exhibited a characteristic that could be 
called “teacherliness.”  This was particularly visible in those teams in which the 
mentors shared information about their experiences in the classroom as well as 
expecting the protégés to do so.  This “teacherly modeling” seemed to be useful to 
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the protégés as a quality they could emulate and that would help them to fit better 
into the social and professional cultures of teaching.  By helping the protégés to 
develop and hold up a “teacher” lens that they could, metaphorically, look 
through to evaluate their own actions, the new teachers were given useful criteria 
that allowed them to assimilate better into the ranks of more experienced teachers.  
This resembles the description, by House (1981) of “evaluative” assistance, 
having as its purpose to help newcomers develop internal criteria they can use to 
help them fit smoothly into their new surroundings. 
The second type of learning about their teaching that new teachers were 
able to accomplish by means of their discussions with their online mentors was 
teaching support.  The protégés were able to ask about classroom situations that 
challenged them, and their mentors were able to supply a variety of practical 
teaching suggestions that the protégés were then free to implement.  The types of 
assistance with their teaching the new teachers asked for before their 
telementoring began differed from the types of assistance that they actually 
requested during telementoring (discussed previously, and shown in Tables 5, 6, 
and 7). 
Possibly more important than the practical advice itself were the 
perceptions about teaching as a problem-solving process that the mentors shared 
with the protégés.  That is, through the exchange of e-mail messages (i.e., written 
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reflections about their classroom practice), the veteran teachers shared with their 
protégés a glimpse of the processes that experienced teachers use in problem-
solving in their classrooms.  For example, the mentors indicated that they were 
continually experimenting with new ideas, which they adapted during each new 
school year to meet challenges presented by students’ varying needs.  By showing 
the protégés how they approached challenges and thinking aloud (in their written 
messages) how these processes operated, the experienced teachers seemed to be 
encouraging their protégés to keep learning and experimenting, to continue to 
reflect about their practice, and to seek to find, adopt, and adapt new ideas and 
techniques to use in their classrooms.   According to Gold (1996), this kind of 
collaborative reflection is something that is greatly needed but usually lacking in 
most programs of new teacher induction. 
IMPLICATIONS OF THIS STUDY’S RESULTS 
Mentoring Support Needed by New Teachers 
New teachers need support as they begin to teach, since this experience is 
often difficult and stressful.  Although mentoring is now almost universally 
advocated and is the most common method of providing induction support for 
new teachers (Feiman-Nemser, 2001; Gordon & Maxey, 2000), a unified vision of 
the purpose to be achieved by mentoring is far from clear (Gold, 1996).  There is 
vague general agreement that a mentor is supposed to help a novice teacher 
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during the time of the newcomer’s induction into teaching, but it is often not 
apparent – to either the mentor appointed to this task or the new teacher the 
appointed mentor is supposed to help – just what kind of support the mentor 
should provide or the ways in which mentoring is supposed to happen (Feiman-
Nemser, 2001). 
For example, a recent article by Wang and Odell (2002) advanced the 
argument that mentors assigned to new teachers during the induction year should 
be carefully trained so that they can supervise, observe, and correct the new 
teachers’ classroom teaching in order to help them align their instructional 
practices more closely to the kinds of teaching envisioned in the national 
curriculum standards.  Although the suggestion is perhaps well-intentioned with 
respect to helping new teachers meet national criteria of good teaching in various 
curriculum areas, this model of mentoring seems to omit consideration of what 
the new teachers themselves perceive their induction needs to be or the kinds of 
help they typically need in order to succeed in the classroom during their 
induction into teaching.  The high attrition rate for new teachers (Gold, 1996; 
Gordon & Maxey, 2000) underscores the importance of helping novices learn to 
cope with classroom demands for the first year or two of their teaching, and 
suggests that this might be a sufficiently practical and useful goal for mentoring 
provided during their induction.  
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A Different Model of Mentoring 
The mentoring provided to new teachers in this study springs from a 
different model than current, more traditional forms of public school teacher 
induction.  The difference stems, in large part, from the design of the WINGS 
telementoring program.  As described previously, new teachers seeking mentoring 
help come to the WINGS program voluntarily, and they choose their telementors 
themselves, based upon their own ideas about what they need and who – among 
the teachers volunteering and available as mentors – they believe can help them. 
Overall, the novice teachers in this study did a relatively good job of 
identifying their own needs, selecting their own mentors, and communicating with 
these mentors about their areas of concern as new teachers.  The new teachers in 
this study seemed to be able to find their own helpful supporters by first locating 
– among those who volunteered themselves as potential online mentors – 
someone with whom they felt they had personal and/or professional 
compatibilities and then communicating effectively with that person about their 
needs.  These needs often changed over time, a finding supported by research by 
Smithey & Evertson (1995) indicating that mentoring, as a process, does not 
usually follow a predictable or linear pattern of progression. 
If new teachers’ needs change over time or vary according to the 
individual needs of individual new teachers, then those providing induction 
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support for new teachers need to address these changeable factors in a manner 
that accommodates the new teachers’ needs as they change.  This has implications 
for those providing traditional induction support in that the one set of inservice 
sessions before school starts does not seem to provide sufficient information at the 
right time to help the new teachers.  The one on-campus assigned mentor, at least 
in the experiences of these new teachers, seems not to communicate with his or 
her new teacher protégé often or extensively enough to help the new teachers 
handle their evolving needs. 
In this study, the changeable nature of protégés’ needs affected several 
aspects of their telementoring experiences.  First, the new teachers needed to be 
sufficiently aware of their probable need for support to ask for telementoring help, 
optimally before they began their first teaching assignment.  Second, the new 
teachers needed to select telementors who could meet their needs.  This led to 
some difficulties with one of the new teachers (Stephanie), who selected as her 
mentor someone whose grade level was dissimilar to her own and who seemed to 
have difficulty translating some of her questions from issues narrowly focused on 
her particular teaching assignment into more general-teaching issues that she and 
her mentor could profitably discuss.  However, there were others (e.g., Jordan) 
who seemed to be able to overcome the challenge represented by content or grade 
level dissimilarities and who focused, in online discussions with their mentors, on 
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aspects of teaching that they could usefully discuss.  This suggests that a 
productive “sustained conversation during their first year of teaching" (Wideen et 
al., 1998, p. 158) may be of greater importance in helping new teachers learning 
how to teach than the specific mentors with whom the new teachers carry on this 
ongoing discussion. 
Telementoring as Collaboration 
If mentoring is a process, as Smithey and Evertson (1995) suggest, then 
there are aspects of that process that can cause it to proceed well or badly.  For 
example, one important aspect of the telementoring process, as shown in this 
study, involves effective communication.  In order to be helpful, the protégé and 
mentor in each telementoring team in this study needed to be able to communicate 
with one another in a timely manner and with enough detail, comprehensiveness, 
and accuracy so that effective advice could be rendered, discussed, and 
implemented.  Since these protégé and mentor pairs, in communicating via e-mail, 
were not able to interpret common non-verbal conversational clues to ascertain 
one another’s moods, nor was the mentor able to observe the protégé’s classroom, 
this was particularly important.  If a new teacher could not communicate his or 
her  needs effectively, these needs would possibly not be addressed – although 
some mentors (e.g., Cameron , Conroy, and Amelia) were at times uncannily able 
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to “read between the lines” and address their protégés’ needs even though these 
needs had not been specifically articulated in the protégés’ messages. 
A related aspect of successful telementoring, as characterized by this 
study’s results, was effective collaboration.  Although the relationships between 
some of the protégés and mentors began somewhat formally, with the new 
teachers seeming a bit too conscious of the disparity between their own and their 
mentors’ years of experience in teaching, the new teachers did seem to recognize 
and appreciate that their online mentors had volunteered their help and wanted 
their protégés to succeed.  They seemed to be able to see their volunteer mentors 
as “friendly, caring” teachers, as described by Tellez (1992) as the sort that new 
teachers prefer to find in their supporters.   
The first six weeks or so of the first year of teaching seemed to be the 
most challenging for the protégés in this study, and the help that they seemed to 
value most at this time was their mentors’ emotional support.  This finding is 
supported by Odell and Ferraro’s study (1992) of a group of new teachers who 
were mentored during their induction year.  Surveyed four years later, the 96% 
who were still teaching said that they most valued their mentors’ emotional 
support. 
However, after the first month or so of teaching, the new teachers in this 
study began to sense that they were coping better with everyday classroom 
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activities, and the topics of their communications with their telementors seemed to 
shift from initial concerns about specific start-of-school challenges to strategizing 
about or assessing how to handle a variety of classroom challenges in a 
professional manner.  Over time, the new teachers’ exchanges with their mentors 
took on characteristics of a relationship-building process.  As many of the 
protégés headed into their second years of teaching, their exchanges with their 
mentors resembled more equally balanced, collaboratively reflective exchanges 
between colleagues.  For example, Marie found science-teaching Web sites that 
she suggested to her mentor Harriet, who found them to be valuable resources.  
Chuck, in his second year of teaching, was able to share lesson plans he had made 
for his twelfth grade literature class with his mentor Cameron, as Cameron had 
often done for him during his first year of teaching.   
Sharing was thus a critical factor in helping the teams to shift successfully 
from being protégés and mentors to being more equal collaborative colleagues.  
There was some personal sharing, as in revealing personal information, since the 
teams of new teachers and veteran educators in this study first met with one 
another online, they often shared personal information at the beginning to supply 
details that helped them get to know one another better as individuals.  However, 
the most critical kind of sharing for the telementoring teams was a reciprocal 
exchange of ideas about their classroom practices, most markedly observable 
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when the mentors communicated details about challenges that they, like the new 
teachers, faced and resolved in their own classrooms.  The veteran teachers thus 
modeled the continuous learning that they did in meeting classroom challenges 
and that represents the most self-directed and authentic professional development. 
Focusing Attention for Better Learning 
Although some educational experts have ventured the opinion that 
mentoring is not worth much if the mentor cannot observe the protégé’s 
classroom (e.g., McKenna 1998; Olebe, 2001; Pardini, 2002; Zimpher & 
Loadman, 1986), the collaborative reflections exchanged by the telementoring 
teams in this study suggest that direct observation may not be necessary for useful 
mentoring to take place.  This, again, depends upon the purposes for which 
mentoring is intended.  In the case of this study, the new teachers may have 
learned better from their telementors’ descriptions of their processes in solving 
professional challenges than if the protégés had been there to observe their 
classrooms in person. 
For example, Amelia related an incident to Danielle, her protégé, that 
involved an administrator yelling at her in front of her class. Amelia’s description 
of this event was relatively short – about 150 words – focusing upon how her 
careful documentation of her contacts with parents helped her to win this battle 
without much of a fight from the accusatory administrator.  The fact that Amelia 
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had to convey the gist of this incident in writing was actually a benefit, according 
to tenets of social learning theory (Bandura, 1977, cited in Ormrod, 1998).  It 
allowed Amelia to provide a specific interpretation of that incident, directing her 
protégé’s attention toward her point in a way that may have been much more 
instructive to Danielle than if she had actually been present in Amelia’s class to 
witness the incident, and draw her own conclusions about the meaning of what 
happened.  For example, when Amelia showed the administrator something 
written and the administrator abruptly left the room, Danielle might have thought 
that Amelia wrote a quick note, saying something like “Come back later after 
class.”  Or Danielle might have concluded that the administrator was just a mean 
and argumentative person.   
Thus, Amelia’s written narrative of this episode was probably more 
instructive than direct observation would have been.  Only because Amelia was 
able to explain in writing to Danielle exactly what happened – including what was 
written in the ledger, why she showed it to the administrator, and why it had the 
effect it did – could Amelia make the point she wanted to express to Danielle 
about the value of careful documentation and also, perhaps, about maintaining a 
professional demeanor despite provocation.  Thus, “observing” each others’ 
classes only through their writing about events that occurred meant that each of 
the telementoring team members had opportunities to present each incident and 
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concern from the particular viewpoint of the person who experienced it, reflected 
upon it, and interpreted it in the process of writing about it for online discussion.   
This raises questions about traditional forms of mentoring as they are 
applied to teacher induction.  That is, the traditional mentoring model – in which 
mentors observe and assess their protégé teachers’ classes, then tell the new 
teachers what aspects of their practice most need improvement – is flawed as a 
professional learning model.  In this deficit-based model, the new teachers – 
despite being adult learners and preferring autonomy and self-direction in regard 
to their learning – have little choice about the kinds of help they receive or the 
professional learning they are asked to do.  For this reason, some mentoring 
programs have advocated more self-directed approaches, such as a portfolio-based 
professional development plan that allows the new teachers to identify the kinds 
of issues on which they feel they need the most help and asks their mentors to 
focus their comments upon these topics after observing the new teachers’ 
classrooms (e.g., Riggs, Sandlin, Scott, Childress & Mitchell, 1997).  This 
approach, at least, is more learner-centered.  Others have recommended, for 
similar reasons, that new teachers can write their profession-related reflections in 
their own teacher journals (Schön, 1983).  Two of the teachers in this study 
specifically commented that they felt their online correspondence with their 
mentors was “like journaling” (Jordan) or helped them to reflect on their practice 
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(Molly).  The benefit of corresponding with a mentor, however, was explained by 
Jordan’s description about how having a collaborative respondent was better than 
just keeping a journal:  
Having Conroy there is like journaling, because you are keeping a record 
of events, but … you’ve got a live body at another terminal, reading your 
journal and helping you work through those problems, or to think 
something through and share the experience.  So then you get journaled 
back to, and you say, “Oh!  Why didn’t I think of that?”  
 
Telementoring as Professional Learning 
In the most successful of the telementoring relationships in this study, the 
new teachers gained positive and useful experiences in learning how to learn as a 
process integral to becoming effective professional educators. This is a critical 
point.  As previously discussed (pp. 48-49), learning to teach is a complex, 
lengthy, continuous process that requires the full, active engagement of the 
teacher as learner.  It most resembles an intensive professional-learning 
conversation.  It involves new teachers’ internal reflections on their own practice 
as well as collaborative exchange of ideas with other teachers as professional 
peers, and is assisted by support of two major types: instruction-related support 
and psychological, or emotional, support.  It is in precisely these contexts that 
telementoring seems to have been valued by the most successful (7 of 10) of the 
telementoring teams in this study. 
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Recent studies of learning efficacy have explored ideas about combining 
“motivation and cognition by focusing on the use of different (meta)cognitive and 
self-regulatory strategies of students to enact their goals” (Pintrich & Garcia, 
1994, cited in Kuyper, van der Werf, & Lubbers, 2000, p. 184).  This process of 
learning using both motivation and metacognition seems to relate to the 
experiences of the new teachers in this study.  As they entered the classroom, 
most of these new teachers seemed to be motivated, saying that they liked 
students and wished to help them succeed.  These new teachers thus seemed to 
aspire to an idealized goal, common among teachers (Gold, 1996), of having “the 
knowledge that over time they will make a difference not only in the lives of 
individual children they teach, but in their profession” (Eisenman & Thornton, 
1999, p. 79).   
However, motivations – as represented by love for children and ideals 
about being teachers  – are not enough, by themselves, to help new teachers 
succeed.  The problems that new teachers encounter upon entering the classroom 
are often disturbing to them – particularly problems involving defiance or other 
misbehavior on the part of students—often clash with their expectations and 
motivations for entering the classroom.  These disappointing and dismaying 
experiences are common frustrations for new teachers, and they always seem to 
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come as a painful shock (i.e., “reality shock,” as first described by Veenman 
(1984)).   
Among the new teachers in this study, the times in their classrooms when 
things were not going well were highly discomforting.  The new teachers tended 
to think that they were somehow to blame when these incidents occurred.  One 
incident occurred in which Danielle was reluctant to submit a misbehaving 
student’s discipline referral sheet to her administrator for fear that she would be 
judged harshly or even censured for having such bad student behavior occur in 
her class.  This type of fear is not uncommon among new teachers, as shown in 
Newberry’s study (1978), in which "beginning teachers . . . went to great lengths 
to cover up serious problems with student discipline" (cited in Gordon & Maxey, 
2000, p. 4). 
Denial and hiding problems are approaches that do not help new teachers 
learn how to cope with classroom challenges.  The isolation and disquiet they may 
feel about their struggles to learn to teach may persist because they may not 
realize that learning to cope with these problems is a normal part of learning to 
teach. 
By contrast, the new teachers in this study – especially those who 
developed the closest personal and professional rapport with their mentors – 
tended not to feel isolated as they communicated about their classroom 
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challenges, although these classroom problems were still painful experiences for 
the proteges.  Overall, the new teachers learned from their telementors that 
classroom challenges are common, even for veteran teachers with many years of 
experience.  Especially when the mentors shared their stories of their own 
common classroom challenges, the new teachers learned that these cannot be 
avoided, but new teachers can – as the veterans do – learn to cope with these 
challenges more successfully. 
In order to handle profession-related problems, the new teachers in this 
study had to learn the same kinds of professional crisis-coping skills that the 
veteran teaches used.  These professional skills are similar in character to those 
required by other kinds of “trained professionals.”  For example, trained crisis-
handlers – such as firefighters, emergency-room physicians, and soldiers -- learn 
to act deliberately and capably to cope with incidents that can engender panic or 
hysteria in untrained civilians.  Similarly, teachers in this study – both the new 
teachers and the telementors who supported, encouraged, and guided them – 
advocated, primarily by modeling, the application of metacognitive strategizing at 
the times when they were most challenged to do otherwise, such as calmly using 
their heads when their students’ behavior was most likely to be breaking their 
hearts.  Just such a heart-breaking incident was Chuck’s despondent report to his 
mentor Cameron about a student telling him point-blank that day that she had 
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“zero respect” for him.  Chuck said this incident made him feel like quitting 
teaching, but his mentor assured him that he had at least one depressingly 
disheartening incident of this sort each year.  Molly, too, was heartbroken when 
one of her at-risk students, with whom she believed she had established a very 
close rapport, stole money from her wallet. 
As the new teachers entered the classroom, many of them experienced 
disappointments and emotionally distressing challenges.  However, those who 
recognized the need for maintaining their composure and who approached various 
classroom challenges with a problem-solving attitude tended to gain confidence 
and a sense of their ability to handle their own classroom-related problems.  When 
the new teachers in this study acted most like professionals (i.e., remaining calm 
and focused even when provoked), they seemed afterwards to feel more capable 
and confident that they could handle successive challenges.  One example of 
maintaining professional composure was depicted in Molly’s cool response when 
an administrator yelled at her in front of her students.  When the administrator 
left, rather than lose her temper, Molly proceeded to conduct a demonstration for 
her students on how to apply the anger-management skills they had discussed in 
class the week before.  Another example was provided by Danielle’s telementor 
Amelia, who (as previously discussed) described an experience which, like the 
incident with Molly, also involved an irate administrator berating her in front of 
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her students, this time because of a parent’s unfounded complaint.  Amelia won 
this battle because of her professional composure as well as her systematic 
professional practices, such as having kept parents informed about their students’ 
progress and having kept careful written records of these communications. 
Motivation to be good teachers, expressed as passion for teaching and love 
for students, is thus not enough (Walls, Nardi, von Minden, & Hoffman, 2002).  
However,  this motivation can help to convince college students that they should 
become education majors, and may help to carry them through preservice 
coursework, certification, and thence into the classroom (Odell, 1992).  In order to 
succeed in actual classroom teaching, though, the new teachers in this study 
needed to integrate their motivation for teaching with their metacognitive skills.  
They needed to think about and plan for, during, and after their classroom practice 
-- including strategizing about disruption or noncompliance with that practice on 
the part of students, as well as anticipating concerns of parents and administrators.  
The new teachers in this study felt that they were better able to do this sort of 
strategic planning because they were able to discuss these concerns with their 
online mentors as well as to observe and learn from the models of “teacherly” 
practice that their mentors provided. 
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SUGGESTIONS 
 New teachers can be better prepared to handle the kinds of challenges they 
will face as they enter the classroom for the first time.  For those who are teaching 
new teachers (i.e., preservice educators) as well as for those planning and 
implementing mentoring and other kinds of induction support for new teachers, 
there are a number of ways in which new teachers can be helped to cope with 
learning to teach as they begin teaching. 
First, new teachers need to understand that there is a steep learning curve 
that they will need to anticipate as they begin teaching.  They will most likely 
need help, and they may well need to be proactive in finding the resources and 
supporters they need.  Although new teachers often fear that help-seeking will 
make them seem weak, the opposite is actually true – help-seeking, in general, 
shows strength, maturity, and emotional intelligence (Ellison, 2001; Goleman, 
19976).  Preservice educators can help new teachers head for their first teaching 
assignments with the expectation that they will need to seek out helpers and 
supporters, particularly during their induction years, but also as a continuing part 
of their collaborative professional work with other teachers. 
New teachers should, however, ask for help wisely.  If they feel that it is 
“risky” to trust their assigned, on-campus mentors, then they will need to find 
support and supporters elsewhere, as the new teachers in this study did through 
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telementoring.  Even if they do not know the other teachers on their campuses 
well, new teachers can generally use effective communication skills to approach a 
colleague who seems friendly and ask for help with a specific problem.  For 
example, there are many teacher-to-teacher Web sites online that offer new 
teachers opportunities to ask a specific question and have experienced teachers 
provide them with advice or ideas.  The kinds of rewarding collegial relationships 
that most of the new teachers in this study found with their telementors developed 
over time.  For these relationships to develop, the new teachers had to 
communicate effectively about their needs in order for their telementors to help 
them.  Collegial relationship-building is a continual process, as with all other 
kinds of relationship-building.  Teachers become colleagues through the practice 
of collaborating effectively with one another.  Effective communication skills 
help – and new teachers can be helped, during their college preservice training, by 
being informed that they will need these skills, shown how these skills will help 
them, and encouraged to practice those skills with their fellow students, such as 
building support groups among their teaching preparation cohorts. 
Second, new teachers should be helped to understand that learning to teach 
is a process, one that does not end as they exit from college and head for public 
school classrooms, as many seem to expect.  Rather, as they enter the classroom, 
new teachers are just beginning a whole new phase of learning, one that is more 
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demanding because they are “on their own” in their classrooms and are thus 
responsible for their own learning about their professional practice at the same 
time that they become responsible for teaching their students effectively.  Seeking 
and developing relationships with other, more experienced colleagues is a good 
way to “learn the ropes” from these veteran teachers, but new teachers must be 
careful, as they are learning from their colleagues, to select as their supporters 
those who have positive, professional approaches to their teaching.  These 
teachers, for example, are good at applying problem-solving methods in tackling 
difficult problems and conducting themselves in a composed and capable manner, 
behaving in the best professional fashion even when provoked – or, rather, 
especially when provoked.  From teachers like these, new teachers can – and 
should – learn much.   
However, if such help is not offered to new teachers by their assigned 
mentors, then they should seek their own mentors, as did the new teachers in this 
study.  All of these new teachers claimed to have benefited from their 
telementoring experiences, and most gained visibly in confidence and 
professional capability. 
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Appendix A: The Researcher as Instrument 
 
 The research that I plan to conduct has to do with the nature of novice 
teachers’ experiences with telementoring and how they perceive these 
experiences.  I'm going to be doing interpretivist research, with me as primary 
interpreter, so it seems appropriate to explain at the outset what I know of my own 
assumptions and expectations about new teachers and teaching that I'm carrying 
with me into this research study. 
 First, I acknowledge that I come to this research as a former teacher.  I've 
had about fourteen years of teaching at the secondary level (i.e., 6th through 12th 
grade), primarily teaching language arts courses, including English classes with 
students of various ability levels (i.e., remedial to honors classes) plus drama, 
speech, mythology, and computer literacy classes.  In addition, I've had several 
years of experience with college-level teaching – including classes in freshman 
composition, sophomore literature (thematic analysis and writing), plus courses 
covering an introduction to computer applications and programming classes for 
adult learners.  Somewhere in there, I also spent a school year as a GED teacher 
on an Army base (Ft. Sill, in Lawton, OK), which covered all the core curriculum 
subjects -- math, social studies, English, and science.  Overall, at one time or 
another, I've taught quite a few of the core subjects in the middle school and high 
school curriculum. 
 Second, I acknowledge a special empathy for new teachers.  My first year 
of teaching, I was woefully unprepared for the classroom.  I was particularly 
deficient in classroom management skills and in my understanding of how to 
assess and address the needs of the learners in my classes.  Thus, my first years of 
teaching were full of "discovery learning" (i.e., full of trials and errors due to my 
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inexperience).  I was quickly and humiliatingly conscious that I started off not 
being a very good teacher, but -- partly out of respect for the honor of the 
profession -- I resolved to work hard to improve and attempted to do so, 
encouraged and supported by the kindness and generosity of some of the more 
experienced teachers in the school where I first taught.  These teachers who 
helped me were not rewarded in any way for spending their scarce, precious time 
helping me learn to do my job.  They were my mentors, although at that time (i.e., 
close to thirty years ago) this was a purely informal recognition on my part.  
There were no formal induction programs and no formally designated mentors, 
meaning also that there was no stipend or release time for those who gave me 
their support.  However, these informal mentors gave me pointers, answered my 
importunate and endless questions, and allowed me to observe their classes.  
Thanks to them, I slowly improved my classroom practice. 
 By my third year of teaching, I was really getting the hang of it.  I could be 
more flexible in my ability to recognize a teaching moment and use it in my 
classes.  I could better handle unexpected student behaviors.  In general, the 
painful experience of having to learn to teach while trying to be a teacher made 
me feel ashamed that I was not better prepared to teach.  
 I puzzled frequently over the "gap" between what I had been taught in my 
college preservice education classes and what I thought I really needed to know 
or, more specifically, to know how to do as a classroom teacher.  At the time I 
was young (24), insecure, and inexperienced, so at first I assumed that all the 
faults in my preparation for the classroom must have been due to my own 
shortcomings as a student. 
 Since those first days of teaching, however, I have had more than a 
quarter-century of experience within a variety of "management systems" -- in 
educational systems as well as corporate systems.  That experience has taught me 
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to be far more skeptical about what system management or system administrators 
call their "mission" as compared to what they actually do, supposedly in pursuit of 
accomplishing that mission.  For example, I've had some bad experiences with 
some exceptionally dim school administrators in Oklahoma and Texas -- most of 
them former football coaches who had, over the years, "moved up" into 
administration without materially expanding their understanding of what a school 
is for, let alone how one should be managed.  In the mid-1970s, during my first 
years of teaching, principals and administrators of this type were common – and 
they frequently knew little or nothing about curriculum development.  Most had 
never actually taught in a classroom.   
 It was experiences like these that first made me begin to consider that the 
preservice teacher preparation system and the inservice professional development 
system might be less than the best they could be.  My sympathies always lay with 
the teachers.  They bear the brunt of the responsibility for the education of the 
students assigned to them, but often have little actual authority or control.  My 
experience of teachers and of being a teacher were very different from those 
expressed in some of the more common public perceptions of the profession.  
That is, I found the teachers with whom I worked to be very caring, hard-working, 
and kind people.  I'd like to see teaching treated with more of the honor I feel it 
deserves as a profession.  It puzzles me that among "the professions" -- legal, 
medical, theological, and educational -- the latter seems often to be the most 
misunderstood and the least supported by the public it serves.   
 It seems to me, then, that the kind of telementoring that the WINGS 
project provides is a great service.  I like the fact that the whole project really only 
has one goal – to provide help and support for the new teacher, whatever kind of 
help that new teacher thinks she wants.  I like it that the protégés choose their own 
mentors.  I don’t know of any other program that does this in the same way. 
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 This is the general area in which my interest in technological ways to 
enhance new teachers' professional development arises.  There are a number of 
things that I believe about teachers and teaching that may affect my research 
study and interpretation of findings.  I believe that teachers should be the ones to 
decide what works best for them in the classroom.  I believe that professional 
development by classroom teachers for classroom teachers would be more 
effective and would be more likely to result in improvement of classroom 
practice, thus benefiting students.   
 I believe that teachers learn best while they are actually teaching.  I know 
that since my own undergraduate days, there have been great improvements in 
teacher preparation courses, and I think the theoretical knowledge about the field 
of education imparted by higher education programs are definitely important and 
are, in the abstract sense, useful to teachers.  However, I think that teachers gain 
most of their profession-related knowledge about how to do their jobs well when 
they are actually in the classroom teaching.   
 I think that the telecommunications that have been recently become 
available to many teachers in their classrooms may provide a means that new 
teachers can use to find help and support during their first years of teaching.  The 
"isolation of the classroom" is a cliché, but it's true – and it’s especially hard on 
new teachers.  However, the telecommunications now available in so many 
classrooms seem to provide a possible way for teachers to share with other 
teachers what they've learned.  For example, now that I’ve had the experience of 
helping new teachers myself (as a language arts department head, for example), I 
realize how my need for help prompted my own informal mentors to step forward 
and give me the help I needed. 
 The primary difficulty, it seems to me, in online mentoring, is to be sure 
that the participants stay engaged and keep communicating with one another.  
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However, I have had a year’s experience now as a WINGS facilitator, and I like 
the way the program works, with facilitators being available to ensure that things 
go smoothly and that the protégé-mentor pair keep exchanging messages.  A 
number of my friends in various educational technology settings have remarked 
about the problem of busy people finding it hard to stay with it in developing a 
real connection to others via the Web, complaining that it’s just too easy for 
people to let communication exchanges lapse.  I think the WINGS program, with 
its commitment to providing facilitation, addresses this lapse-of-communication 
problem better than most programs.  I’m interested in talking to the new teachers 
and finding out whether they feel that the program is meeting their needs. 
 I am aware that my beliefs about teachers and teaching build on one 
another.  I would be reluctant to find that my beliefs were in error, but I am 
willing to accept unpleasant facts if my research suggests that I am mistaken.  
Although – like everyone else -- I am reluctant to find myself in error, I'm willing 
to do so, if it proves necessary, because I'm more interested in achieving the 
major goal of my research – finding out what new teachers think about their needs 
during their induction into teaching, as well as finding out whether their 
telementoring experiences meet those needs.   
 I honestly think that the WINGS approach to providing support for new 
teachers is on the right track.  I know that in the research studies that I have 
completed in this doctoral program of study, some teachers have said that they 
have been involved in research studies before that they felt were not treating them 
respectfully as professionals with valuable knowledge about their own needs as 
practitioners.  I know what they mean, because I’ve been a classroom teacher, too, 
and I’ve been treated by administrators and others as if what I’ve learned over 
years of teaching were of no importance.  Thus, I like the approach that the 
WINGS telementoring project takes – that the best persons to help support new 
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teachers are other experienced teachers.  I’ve also heard some of the experienced 
teachers who are serving as mentors in the WINGS program say that they are 
grateful for the chance to be mentors to new teachers – that it gives them an 
opportunity to help others entering the profession and that it helps the new 
teachers to have someone “welcome” them into the profession.  I take teachers' 
remarks of this sort very seriously, and I think that they're indicators that WINGS 
is going in the right direction.  If the new teachers involved in the WINGS project 
think it helps them – which this study will find out – and if the mentor teachers 
feel that helping and supporting the new teachers allows them to be more 
professional and give back to the education profession by helping new teachers 
succeed, then I think that’s good for everyone. 
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Appendix B: Consent Form 
IRB# 2002-11-0008 
 
Informed Consent to Participate in Research  
 
Title of Research Study: 
Novice Teachers’ Experiences with Telementoring as Learner-Centered 
Professional Development 
 
Principal Investigator: 
Lynda Abbott  –  Doctoral Candidate in Instructional Technology 
The University of Texas at Austin 
email:  (provided on form) 
phone number:  (provided on form) 
 
Faculty Sponsor: 
Judith B. Harris, Ph.D. – Professor, School of Education 
College of William & Mary; Williamsburg, VA 
email:  (provided on form) 
phone number:  (provided on form) 
 
Purpose of This Study: 
 The purpose of this dissertation study is to investigate experiences and 
perceptions of new teachers who have taken part in telementoring through the 
WINGS (Welcoming Interns and Novices with Guidance and Support) Online 
program.  Of particular interest are new teachers’ perceptions of their needs and 
whether and in what manner these perceived needs are met, or are not met, in the 
telementoring environment.  This research study will also explore issues related to 
novice teachers’ own self-initiated and self-directed (i.e., learner-centered) 
professional development, meaning on-the-job, profession-related growth that 
occurs among teachers who collaborate with one another to support their 
effectiveness as teachers or to improve their teaching practice.   
 
Number of Participants: 
 Ten new teachers (WINGS protégés) and four WINGS facilitators will be 
asked to take active part in this project.  Ten mentor teachers (WINGS mentors of 
the ten participating new-teacher protégés) will also be asked to participate, albeit 
in a more indirect capacity. 
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Role of Participants in This Research Study 
 The research study will take place from mid-November, 2002 to late April, 
2003.  For WINGS protégés and mentors, if you agree to participate in this study, 
you will be asked to allow me to examine the e-mail messages you have exchanged 
(i.e., protégé, mentor, and facilitator messages archived on the WINGS server) as 
well as the form you completed online when you applied as a protégé or as a 
mentor to the WINGS program.  For WINGS mentors, this will represent the extent 
of your involvement in this research project, although – if the researcher wants to 
use any part of your e-mail correspondence with your protégé in the final report -- 
you will be specifically informed about this, asked to read the researcher’s 
summary and specific selection of excerpts from your correspondence, and asked to 
correct any inadvertent misunderstandings of your intended meaning that the 
researcher has gleaned from your messages.   
 For WINGS protégés, you will be asked to allow me to examine your e-mail 
messages during your involvement in the WINGS program and the form you 
completed online when you selected your WINGS telementor.  In addition, you will 
be asked to take part in two telephone interviews – one at the beginning and one at 
the midpoint of the research.  The first interview and the follow-up interview will 
take approximately one hour each.  After each of these interviews, I will send you -- 
via e-mail -- the write-up and summary of topics we have discussed during each of 
these interviews.  I will ask you to review these written accounts to be sure I have 
understood your meanings accurately.  If I have mistaken your meaning, you will 
be asked to correct the summary to better reflect your intended meaning.  I expect 
the review and revision of these summaries to take approximately thirty minutes 
each time.  There will subsequently be a series of short phone calls or e-mails 
throughout the duration of the study for the purpose of clarifying or explaining 
issues or topics relevant to the information you have provided.  I expect these brief 
calls or messages to take approximately fifteen minutes each.  At the end of the 
study, I will check with you in regard to any direct quotations, summaries, or other 
information that I have selected for potential inclusion in my final report, asking 
you again to check to be sure that I am not misunderstanding your meaning and, if 
so, for you to correct the information to reflect your meaning more accurately. 
 For WINGS facilitators, you will be asked to allow me to examine e-mail 
messages you have sent to the protégé and mentor of WINGS teams participating 
in this study.  In addition, you will be asked to take part in two interviews – an 
initial open-ended interview and a follow-up interview -- that will take place at 
the midpoint and at the end of the research project.  Each interview will take 
approximately one hour each.  After each of these interviews, I will send you -- 
via e-mail -- the write-up and summary of each of these interviews, asking you to 
review these written accounts, and correct them if re I have misunderstood your 
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intended meanings.  I expect the review and revision of these summaries to take 
approximately thirty minutes each time.  In addition, you will be asked to review 
and approve any information you have provided that is to be included in the final 
report. 
 Participation in this study is entirely voluntary.  You are free to refuse to take 
part in this study, and your refusal will not influence current or future relationships 
with The University of Texas at Austin or with the WINGS Online project.  You 
are free to withdraw your consent and stop participation in this research study at 
any time without penalty or loss of benefits for which you may be entitled.  
Throughout the study, the researcher will notify you of new information that may 
become available and that might affect your decision to remain in the study.  
 You are free to withdraw your consent and stop participation in this research 
study at any time.  If you wish to stop your participation in this research study for 
any reason, please contact Lynda Abbott at the phone number or e-mail address 
listed above.  The faculty sponsor of this research, Judith B. Harris, Ph.D., also has 
the legal right to review your research records.  If you have any questions or 
concerns about your rights as a research participant, please contact Judith B. Harris, 
Ph.D., at the e-mail address or phone number listed above.  Or, you may contact 
Clarke A. Burnham, Ph.D., Chair of the Institutional Review Board for the 
Protection of Human Subjects at The University of Texas at Austin, at (512) 232-
4183. 
 
Possible Discomforts or Risks 
 Participation in this study may result in some psychological discomfort, such 
as feeling uncomfortable if you are asked a question that brings up topics you 
would rather not discuss for reasons unknown to me as the researcher (since I 
would not intentionally put you “on the spot” in a way that embarrasses you or 
causes you distress).  In order to minimize this risk, you are not required to respond 
to questions that cause you discomfort.  For example, you might simply say that 
you would rather not discuss that topic or answer that question.   
 This study should involve no risk of physical injury. 
 There is a potential risk that your identity might become known.  To minimize 
this possibility, all of the written data that identifies your real name will be kept 
confidential, and you will be referred to by a pseudonym, which I will ask you to 
help select.  The telephone interviews will be audiotaped.  I will notify you, 
specifically, when I plan to turn on the recorder during our phone interviews – I will 
not tape you without your express permission to do so.  Your chosen pseudonym 
will be used on all labels on the cassettes, so that no identifying information is 
visible on them, and these tapes will be stored in my home in a locked file cabinet 
to which no one else has a key.  These tape recordings will be heard for research 
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purposes by me, and possibly for purposes of transcription by a professional typist 
whom I may employ, who will not know your real name or your teaching location 
and thus should not be able to identify you.  Once the audiotapes are transcribed 
fully, again using your pseudonym instead of your real name, the tape recordings 
will be locked in the secure filing cabinet until the report of findings (i.e., the 
dissertation) is complete.  One month after the final report has been accepted by the 
dissertation committee, the interview tapes will be destroyed.   
 Authorized persons from The University of Texas at Austin and its 
Institutional Review Board have the legal right to review your research records and 
will protect the confidentiality of those records to the extent permitted by law.  
Otherwise, your research records will not be released without your consent unless 
required by law or a Naomi order. 
 
Possible Benefits to You or Others 
 The potential benefits to you from participation may include your having an 
opportunity to reflect on your telementoring experience in the context of your 
entry into teaching.  You may benefit from knowing that your unique experiences 
with telementoring are of interest in a research study.  In helping me to 
understand your experiences, you may gain a different perspective in 
understanding your own experiences.  The findings of this study may be of benefit 
to WINGS Online staff in making improvements to the program.  In addition, 
study results may be of interest or helpful to others who are interested or involved 
in designing programs to support novice teachers, since this study’s findings may 
help them decide whether they should consider including an online mentoring 
service as part of their support programs for novice teachers.  The researcher will 
not benefit from your participation in this study beyond publishing or presenting 
the results. 
 
Cost / Compensation 
 If you participate in this study, it will not involve any expense on your part.  
You will not receive financial compensation for your participation in this study. 
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Signatures: 
 You have been informed about this study’s purpose, procedures, possible 
benefits and risks, and you have received a copy of this form. You have been given 
the opportunity to ask questions before you sign, and you have been told that you 
can ask other questions at any time. You voluntarily agree to participate in this 
study.  By signing this form, you are not waiving any of your legal rights. 
 
 
______________________________________________________________ 
Printed Name of Participant                 Date 
 
 
______________________________________________________________ 
Signature of Participant                 Date 
 
 
______________________________________________________________ 
Signature of Principal Investigator                Date 
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Appendix C: Participant Selection and Recruitment 
 
Recommendations of Protégé-Mentor Teams by WINGS Facilitators 
The WINGS facilitators were asked to provide names of four or five teams that 
they felt would prove instructive to this study, arranging them in an a roughly 
priorittized order, with their first choice listed first, and so on. 
 
From Naomi: 
 
Frank-Ruth 
Chuck-Cameron 
Danielle-Amelia 
Marie-Harriet 
Stephanie-Barbara 
 
From Sioban: 
 
Heather-Celeste 
Andrea-Julie 
(name of a team not participating in this study) 
(name of a team not participating in this study) 
Stephanie-Barbara 
 
From Emily: 
 
Sue-Phyllis 
Jordan-Conroy 
(name of a team not participating in this study) 
(name of a team not participating in this study) 
Chuck-Cameron 
 
From Tanya: 
 
Molly-Aurora 
Danielle-Amelia 
(name of a team not participating in this study) 
Stephanie-Barbara 
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Prioritized List of Facilitators’ Recommendations 
The following table is a collation into priority order of the individual lists of 
protégé-mentor pairs provided by the WINGS facilitators (on previous page).  
 
 
Table 9: Collated List of Facilitators’ Recommendations 
 
Team Name Gender
(protégé-
mentor) 
Recommended  
by 
Status  Current 
Facilitator 
 
First team mentioned on facilitators’ lists: 
Molly-Aurora F-F Tanya active Tanya 
Frank-Ruth M-F Naomi active Emily 
Sue-Phyllis F-F Emily inactive Emily 
Heather-Celeste F-F Sioban active Tanya 
Jordan-Conroy F-M Emily active Emily 
 
Second team mentioned on facilitators’ lists: 
Danielle-Amelia F-F Tanya & Naomi  active Tanya 
Matt-Marcus M-M Naomi & Emily active Emily 
Andrea-Julie F-F Sioban active Emily 
 
Third team mentioned on facilitators’ lists: 
(not studied) F-F Tanya  active Tanya 
Marie-Harriet F-F Naomi inactive Tanya 
(not studied) F-F Emily active Emily 
(not studied) F-F Sioban active Emily 
 
Team listed on 3 of 4 facilitators’ lists 
Stephanie-
Barbara 
F-F Tanya , Naomi, 
and Sioban 
active Tanya 
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Profile of Participating WINGS Teams’ Telementoring Activities  
The following table represents the activity of the WINGS teams participating in 
this study at the time the sample was formed.  As such, it represents a general 
overview of the telementoring  activities of these teams subsequent to that time. 
 
 
Table 10: Comparison of Participating WINGS’ Teams’ Activities 
 
 WINGS team  
 
Date of 
first 
message 
in archive 
Date of 
most 
recent* 
message 
in archive 
Months 
of 
activity 
to date 
Current* 
number 
of mssg. 
in 
archive 
Average 
number 
of mssg. 
per 
month 
1 Jordan-Conroy 092801 012803 16 532 34 
2 Heather-Celeste 030601 012203 23 114 5 
3 Marie-Harriet 032601 082202 17   90 5 
4 Molly-Aurora 102701 012803 15 143 10 
5 Danielle-Amelia 073001 011703 18   76 4 
6 Chuck-Cameron 081401 010803 18 104 6 
7 Andrea-Julie 082301 012003 18   93 5 
8 Stephanie-Barbara 080601 012403 18 129 7 
9 Frank-Ruth 062901 012703 19 119 6 
10 Sue-Phyllis 051201 012803 20    76 ..4 
 TOTALS 
 
10 teams  
 
 total* 
number 
of months 
by these 
10 teams 
= 162 
 
average 
months 
activity
for 
these 
10 
teams= 
18 
average 
no. of 
mssg.per 
team for 
these 
teams 
 = 156 
average 
no. of 
messages 
per 
month 
for these 
teams  
=  9 
*Note:  This data was collected Jan. 30, 2003.  It thus represents a “snapshot” of 
the participating teams’ activities at the time the research study began. 
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Comparative Overview of All WINGS Teams’ Telementoring Activities 
The following charts represent an activities “snapshot” of all WINGS teams as of 
Jan. 30, 2003. 
 
 
Table 11:  Overview of All WINGS Teams’ Telementoring Activities 
 
 
Part A --WINGS Teams with Fewer than 50 Messages Exchanged 
Team number in 
WINGS archive 
listings to date* 
Number 
of 
messages 
exchange 
Status 
(A=Active
; N=Not) 
Appx. no. of 
months of 
telementoring 
Average 
number of 
messages per 
month 
1 14 A 1 14 
2 12 A 2 6 
3 24 A 4 6 
4 19 A 2 9 
6 32 A 7 4 
9 49 A 4 13 
10 30 A 3 10 
13 44 N 6 7 
16 43 N 15 3 
17 23 ? 10 2 
19 45 A 4 11 
23 40 N 6 7 
25 22 N 2 11 
26 8 ? 1 8 
27 33 N 6  
37 22 A 3 7 
40 8 N 1 8 
43 10 A 2 5 
45 33 A 7 5 
48 40 N 7 6 
50 13 N 3 4 
TOTALS 
 
21 teams 
 
564 total 
messages 
av.=  27 
mssg. 
per team
 
 
96 total months 
av. = 6 
messages per 
mo 
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Part B -- WINGS Teams with 50-100 Messages Exchanged 
 
Team number in 
WINGS archive 
listings to date* 
Number 
of 
messages 
exchanged 
Status 
(A=Active; 
N=Not) 
Appx. no. of 
months of 
telementoring 
Average 
number of 
messages per 
month 
7 76 N 18 4 
11 52 N 11 5 
12 72 N 4 18 
18 83 N 12 7 
20 69 N 17 4 
22 84 N 13 6 
Sue-Phyllis 76 A 20 4 
29 55 A 12 5 
32 81 A 12 7 
34 61 A 10 6 
35 76 N 10 8 
Marie-Harriet 90 N 17 5 
39 50 A 10 5 
42 54 A? 18 3 
44 96 A 18 5 
46 65 A 12 5 
Andrea-Julie 93 A 17 5 
49 67 N 12 6 
53 68 A? 22 3 
TOTALS: 
 
19 teams 
 
1464 total 
messages 
av. 77 
mss. per 
team 
 
253 total 
months 
 av. = 6 
messages per 
mo. 
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Part C --WINGS Teams with 100-150 Messages Exchanged 
 
Team number in 
WINGS archive 
listings to date* 
Number 
of 
messages 
exchanged 
Status 
(A=Active; 
N=Not) 
Appx. no. of 
months of 
telementoring 
Average 
number of 
messages per 
month 
Molly-Aurora 143 A 15 10 
Danielle-Amelia 135 A 18 8 
Frank-Ruth- 119 A 19 6 
15 144 N 15 10 
21 101 A 12 8 
Stephanie-
Barbara 
129 A 18 7 
31 105 N 14 8 
33 111 A 17 7 
Chuck-
Cameroon 
104 A 17 6 
Heather-Celeste 114 A 23 5 
TOTAL: 
10 teams 
1205 total 
messages 
av. 121 
mssg. 
per team 
168 total 
months 
av. = 7 
messages per 
mo. 
 
 
Part D --WINGS Teams with 150-200 Messages Exchanged 
 
Team number in 
WINGS archive 
listings to date* 
Number 
of 
messages 
exchanged 
Status 
(A=Active; 
N=Not) 
Appx. no. of 
months of 
telementoring 
Average 
number of 
messages per 
month 
38 158 A 23 7 
54 70 N 12 6 
TOTAL: 
2 teams 
228  total 
messages 
av. 114 
mssg. 
each 
team 
35 total months  av. = 7 
messages per 
mo. 
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Part E --WINGS Teams with 200-400 Messages Exchanged 
 
Team number in 
WINGS archive 
listings to date* 
Number 
of 
messages 
exchanged 
Status 
(A=Active; 
N=Not) 
Appx. no. of 
months of 
telementoring 
Average 
number of 
messages per 
month 
51 248 A 21 12 
 
 
 
Part F --WINGS Teams with 400-500 Messages Exchanged 
 
Team number in 
WINGS archive 
listings to date* 
Number 
of 
messages 
exchanged 
Status 
(A=Active; 
N=Not) 
Appx. no. of 
months of 
telementoring 
Average 
number of 
messages per 
month 
Jordan-Conroy 532 A 16 34 
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Appendix D: WINGS Application for Protégés and Mentors 
The questions below are asked of WINGS protégés who have selected a mentor 
from the WINGS Online database of available telementors.  Questions that 
experienced teachers answer when volunteering as mentors follow. 
 
Information Requested of Protégés Applying for a Telementor 
 
Name:  
Gender: 
Primary Address:  
Secondary Address:  
Home Address:  
Home City, St, Zip:  
Home Phone:  
Institution:  
Work Address:  
Work City, St, Zip:  
Work Phone:  
Fax Phone:  
E-Mail per week:  
 
------------------------------------- 
Teacher Certification Year, Program, and University: 
 
------------------------------------- 
Brief description (content area(s) & grade level(s), etc.) of your current teaching: 
 
------------------------------------- 
Brief description (content area(s) & grade level(s), etc.) of your projected 
teaching, if different from "current teaching" above: 
 
------------------------------------- 
What kinds of assistance would you like your telementor to provide? 
 
------------------------------------- 
What special requests (if any) do you have of your telementor? 
 
============================================ 
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Information Requested of Mentors for Profile in WINGS Database 
 
Name:  
Gender: 
Primary Address:  
Secondary Address:  
Home Address:  
Home City, St, Zip:  
Home Phone:  
Institution:  
Work Address:  
Work City, St, Zip:  
Work Phone:  
Fax Phone:  
E-Mail per week: 
 
------------------------------------- 
Brief description (content area(s) & grade level(s), etc.) of your current work: 
 
------------------------------------- 
Please describe your teaching experience, including areas of specialization / 
certification and number of years of service. 
 
------------------------------------- 
Please choose one of your favorite learning activities for students and describe it. 
What, in particular, do you like about it? 
 
------------------------------------- 
Please describe the nature of classroom interactions on "your best day at school. 
 
------------------------------------- 
What do you like MOST about teaching? Why? 
 
------------------------------------- 
What do you like LEAST about teaching? Why? 
 
------------------------------------- 
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------------------------------------- 
In your opinion, what are the greatest needs of student teachers and novice 
teachers? 
 
------------------------------------- 
What would you do as a telementor to assist one new teacher to meet some of the 
needs described above? 
 
------------------------------------- 
Please supply any other information that novice teachers seeking telementors 
should consider while reading about you at the WINGS Online Web site. 
 
------------------------------------- 
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Appendix E: Data Analysis -- Sample of Coded Interview 
Sample of Coded Protégé Interview 
 
Excerpt from initial interview with Jordan: 
Text of Interview Transcript 
 
Coding Notes 
 
INTERVIEWER:  I was just going to ask you a 
general question, and just find out about your 
experience with WINGS telementoring.  Just tell me 
what that experience was like. 
 
JORDAN:  Well, I learned a lot.  I’ll go back to when I 
first started teaching.  I graduated back in December of 
1999.  I received a job early on as a long-term sub at 
the school that I am at now, but I had the job [lined 
up]. The [previous] teacher was retiring.  The principal 
didn’t want her to, so she wanted to hold her job for 
her, and gave her a semester to think about it….  Then 
rather than hire me to fill the position, she hired me as 
the long-term sub, and said that, at the end of the 
semester, “If the teacher chooses not to come back, if 
everything works for us and it works for you, and it 
looks like this will fit, then the job will be yours if she 
doesn’t come back.”  It’s a big gamble, you know?  Do 
I want to invest this?  And of course I did because I 
knew teaching jobs mid-season are very hard to come 
by, and I had already applied for one and hadn’t gotten 
it.  So I wasn’t going to let this [opportunity] go again.  
So I said, “Okay, I’ll do it.”  It’s a real stressful 
semester just being a new to the profession as teacher, 
being in that second semester.  Everybody says, “Oh, 
that’s so much harder.”  And the kids are …  they are 
set in a routine.  They are looking toward the end, 
[while] you are at the beginning.  So we weren’t on the 
same page.  I was feeling very idealistic and hopeful, 
and it was a horrendous semester.  
 
open-ended 
“kick-off” 
question 
 
comment about 
WINGS, overall 
 
long-term sub 
for first 
placement 
 
mid-year grad 
 
 
taking a chance 
on subbing to get 
permanent 
position 
 
scarce positions 
 
 
hard to start 
teaching mid-
year 
 
felt idealistic, 
hopeful 
 
hard time first 
semester 
teaching 
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I almost quit teaching.   
 
So my first year went seemingly okay -- not without 
its little minor problems, and at the end of the year I 
was stressed out again because it was the second 
semester.  I was new to the profession as teacher, and 
just not having any --  It wasn’t that I didn’t have 
classroom management ability, it was the kids.  They 
had never been held accountable for their behavior, 
and I didn’t establish that early on.  So I’ve learned a 
lot about that.  But that, at the end of the year, I lost 
my patience.  One Monday, I found a note that some 
kid had written about me. I was being pretty hard on 
them, and they said that I was a b****.  That really 
upset me, then I was on fire.  Rather than say, “Oh, 
kids will be kids, throw it away, ” I really just took it 
to heart.  So I was having a rough day, and … I told 
my class, “If you guys think I am a b****, well, then I 
will show you.”  And this one little girl raises her 
hand, and the only issue she had was, “That language 
offends me.”  I said, “You guys talk like this all the 
time.  Get over it.”  And [apparently] she [later] went 
to a counselor and told the counselor.   
 
Rather than the counselor coming to talk to me about it 
-- and this is a counselor I trusted -- instead of her 
coming and talking to me about it, she goes straight to 
her best friend, the assistant principal.  But before she 
does that, she calls in, like, five other students, to get 
witnesses against me.  Then she went to the assistant 
principal, and instead of the assistant principal coming 
to me, she e-mails me.  This is right at the last three 
weeks of school.  So this went on over the course of 
that last three weeks.  Well, on the Monday of the last 
week of school, I get an e-mail that says, “Plan on a 
meeting in my office for Friday at 9:30.”  This is the 
day after the last day of school. 
almost quit 
 
 
stress 
 
problems with 
classroom 
management 
 
feels kids not 
held accountable 
for behavior 
previously 
 
took mean note 
to heart 
 
says bad word 
when reading 
note in class 
 
girl reports her 
to counselor 
 
counselor does 
not discuss 
problem with her
 
counselor takes 
issue up the 
ladder 
 
 
called to meeting 
after last day of 
school 
 
So she’s known about this for [several weeks]--  So then I 
get in the meeting thinking it’s totally something else, and 
… they go, “Well, that’s all nice, … but this is what we 
not informed re 
purpose of 
meeting 
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are here for.”  And then they say, “A student was offended 
by your use of [bad] language, and we wanted to say that 
language has no place in the classroom.”  And, of course, I 
hear worse than that every day.   
 
But anyway, I said, “That’s what this is about?”   
[They said]“Yes.”   
I said, “Why didn’t you say something before?”   
 
I was just [furious].  Then …  I didn’t even want to go 
back the second year [of teaching].  I don’t know why [I 
did go back], I still don’t --  I love what I do, I guess, is 
the answer.  But I was really dreading it, because the first 
semester was horrible.  What I thought was a good year 
went down the tubes at the end of the year, and then I’ve 
got to face my second year of teaching.  It was all I could 
muster to do it.   
 
meeting is first 
time she knew 
there was a 
problem 
 
felt ambushed 
 
 
 
because of bad 
experience, 
reluctant to 
return for next 
year 
 
So I was on the computer --  No, wait.  I had received an 
e-mail or two about the WINGS Program.  Anyway, it 
sparked my curiosity.   
 
The assistant principal who had called me in at the end of 
the year via e-mail had been assigned as my mentor for 
my first year of teaching.  My first semester that I taught 
that temp job, she was very supportive, very helpful.  She 
was there for me.  I really appreciated knowing this 
woman.  I held her in very high esteem and looked to her 
as being a mentor.  So when school started my first year, I 
was excited that she was my mentor.  [I assumed that] we 
were going to get to work together more closely 
professionally, and develop a relationship.  [However,]  I 
have yet to have one mentoring session with her, other 
than that meeting at the end of the first year.  That’s the 
only thing she did to mentor me that year.  She never 
asked how things were going -- nothing.  So then I had the 
conference at the end of the year, so I have lost this trust 
for that [possible source of support].  I have no trust in 
either that principal or that counselor.   
 
how / when she 
heard about 
WINGS 
 
official  
on-campus 
mentor is asst. 
principal  
(the one who had 
ambushed her) 
 
glad about f2f 
mentor at first 
 
never had a 
menoring 
session 
 
lost trust 
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This year, that counselor is like, “Hi, how are you?  Are 
you doing okay?”  I’m thinking, “I don’t care to talk to 
you,” but I’m saying, “Yes, everything is fine.”  Anyway, 
the gall!   
 
I told my husband, I want to go up to her and remind her 
how horribly she treated me and how awful – ugh.  You 
just don’t do people that way, … and I want to set the 
record straight, [and tell her], “If you have issues with me, 
please come ask me.  I’m an adult, I’ll take my licks.”  
 
But anyway, my husband says, “Just go do your job.  Let 
it go.  It’s over.  Just don’t trust her.”   
I said, “You know, you’re right.” 
 
doesn’t trust 
counselor (who 
tattled on her) 
 
 
feels that the 
counselor should 
have come to 
talk to her first  
 
 
decides to be 
wary 
At the beginning of last year, I was so despondent over the 
why things had gone, and not having had a mentor my 
first year of teaching, I needed something.  I needed 
somebody to tell me, “Yes, everything is okay,” or, “This 
is what I would do if this happened,” or “If I were there 
…” or “From my experience, this might be helpful.”  I 
needed somebody to talk to.   
 
And I had other teachers [in my school] that I did talk to. 
 
The electives teachers were real tight, because [when you 
are] being the solo teachers, you are the only one in your 
field at your school.  So we were brought together by the 
fact that we were all singletons.  My best friends at school 
were a French teacher -- she’s the French and Spanish 
teacher -- and the lady who used to teach Career 
Awareness, and then it was called Team Leadership, and 
keyboarding.  Now, she’s not teaching anymore.  But they 
were always good about things also.   
 
But I didn’t--  There was that trust issue, about these 
people, just not sure about these other people, and after 
having had misplaced trust [the first semester] --  I knew 
they were pretty trustworthy, but there are still some parts 
I don’t want to open up to them.   
felt like she 
would have done 
better with a 
mentor 
 
wanted 
reassurance / 
assistance 
 
 
other sources of 
support (other 
teachers in the 
school) 
 
friends among 
other teachers 
 
 
felt it was risky 
to trust anyone 
at school 
 (even “friends”)
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So when I looked at the telementoring, I was intrigued 
by it.  Although – I almost turned off because some of 
them [applications from mentors online] said, “E-mail 
this three times a week, and do this and do that,” and 
Conroy, my [WINGS] mentor, I talked to him one time 
on the phone --which I don’t think we’ve ever done 
[since] -- and e-mailed two or three times a week.  Well, 
bless his heart, he was bombarded with [my] e-mails! 
 
Part of it was getting to know him on a professional 
level, and part of it was on a personal [level], and  
then the parts where I was having trouble or 
difficulties, where he was steering my path.   
 
 
It turned out to be an incredible experience.   
 
Last year, often, I would be bragging about how terrific 
the [WINGS telementoring] program was, and I had 
started talking about the problem, I guess, with my 
mentor, and I’d get off on the mentor and the 
mentoring program, that I had forgotten where I started 
with the conversation to lead me back to that 
excitement about that program.  So people were real 
patient with me, but it was a little bit annoying to hear,  
“Well, I’m going to tell you about my [online] mentor 
and this program.”  But it was an incredible --  well, to 
me, it was a life-saver.  It was the best --   
 
I had, I felt, a very successful year last year, and I came 
back this summer.  I spent most of it either cleaning my 
room or going to training, and then in July, I took that 
month off, and then in August, it was going back to 
fixing the room and get ready to go back to work.   
 
But that was the most--  I looked forward to it this year. 
I came in with more confidence, and I am still feeling 
really confident, but I am always ready for the other 
shoe to drop.   
 
reactions to 
WINGS site 
  
 “frequency” 
line on app. as 
too directive (re 
too many e-mail 
messages) 
 
relationship to 
telementor – 
personal as well 
as professional) 
 
overall WINGS 
comment 
 
 
told other 
teachers on her 
campus about 
her 
telementoring 
 
 
telementoring is 
a“life-saver” 
 
 
 
second year 
(with telementor 
as supporter) 
went better 
 
(with telementor) 
looked forward 
to teaching 
again 
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Our district recently --  this is how valuable I knew this 
[telementoring program] was.  Recently, our district, 
without any warning, changed our domain name, which 
locks me out of my telementoring [e-mail] path, 
because of the way that the program was set up, and it 
took us over a month, I guess, to get it all straightened 
out.   
 
We were trying to patch through the home e-mail 
through [my WINGS facilitator], and we finally got it 
worked out.  But in that, we lost a good month of being 
connected.  Now, I am finding it’s a good thing/bad 
thing.  I am stronger in my confidence through what 
I’ve learned through him through WINGS, but I also 
wanted to talk to him, but it wasn’t so much I haven’t 
needed this year, more than needing to share and just 
keep in touch.  So it’s a great program.   
 
 
I mean, to me, as a teacher, I probably would have quit 
teaching had it not been for my telementor.   
 
 [interview continues] 
 
tech problems 
disrupted 
communication 
 
out of touch for 
over a month 
 
 
delay in 
resolving tech 
problems 
 
felt stronger 
because of 
mentoring 
 
missed talking to 
mentor 
 
might have quit 
teaching without 
WINGS 
 
 
[end of excerpt from interview] 
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Appendix F: Data Analysis -- Sample of Coded E-Mail Messages 
Sample of Coded Messages from WINGS Online E-Mail Archives  
 
Excerpt from archive for WINGS team [danielle-amelia] 
Text of E-Mail Messages (with Headers) 
 
Coding Notes 
Subject:  Introduction 
From: Danielle  [danielle-amelia] 
Date:  Mon, 06 Aug 2001 
 
Amelia, 
 
Thanks for being willing to be my telementor.  Sorry it took 
me so long to get back to you.  I have been in orientation, 
both Friday and today -- and this weekend I was at a 
wedding. 
 
So, all about me... 
 
I grew up in [a suburb of a large central Texas town]] where 
I attended public schools. Following graduation, I attended 
[an in-state university], where I graduated in 1997 with a 
major in Biology and a minor in Chemistry.  My college 
sweetheart and I were married following graduation, and 
then we moved to [the northeastern part of the United 
States].  My husband worked at an architecture firm, and I 
[worked] for an environmental science firm.  After two 
years [up east], we returned to [central Texas].  
 
While we were [up east], I had decided that I missed 
working with young people, something I had done 
throughout high school and college, and wanted to get 
certified to teach science. I began teacher certification at 
[the university] -- science and math secondary certification.  
I just finished my courses and student teaching in May. 
 
I am going to be teaching 7th grade science in a middle 
school that has about 800 students.  I am excited, nervous, 
first mssg. sent by 
protégé  
 
time: just before 
school started 
 
acknowledgement 
of telementor being 
a volunteer, 
offering help 
 
 
 
local girl 
 
in her 20s 
 
married 
 
worked in business 
sector 
 
 
moved away, now 
back 
 
science teaching 
on secondary level 
 
recent grad 
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anxious (to name a few emotions) for the first day of school.  
My room is coming along.  I have bought several posters 
that deal with the units that we are going to be covering 
soon.  I have come up with rules, procedures, year long 
syllabus, and a week’s lesson plans.  I am stressing about 
the shape of my room.  It is an odd shape, and I am having a 
difficult time getting all the desks arranged.  Arghhh!, but 
other than that things are going OK.  
 
Tomorrow is the first day that we report back to school. 
Wish me luck. 
 
Danielle 
 
anticipation: 
excited, nervous, 
anxious 
 
set rules and 
procedures 
 
worried about 
room shape ? 
 
school starts 
tomorrow 
Subject:  Re: Introduction 
From:  Amelia  [danielle-amelia] 
Date:  Fri, 10 Aug 2001 
 
Danielle,  
 
First, don't worry about the tension you may feel from 
veteran teachers...It happens every year.  Principals expect 
the more experienced teachers to perform flawlessly at the 
beginning of the year.  I can promise you, I am just as 
nervous with the start of a new year as a first year teacher... 
You never know what to expect! ha ha.  The kids are 
different each year, so it is a new experience.   
 
I have worked off and on in my building this past week.  I 
[have] today off to spend time with my mother-in-law.  We 
are going shopping!  Monday I will be on the clock.  I have 
to get my department ready.  We have in-service thru Friday 
and have that day in our classrooms. Then on the 20th we 
have our kids back.  I am anxious for the term to begin.  My 
2 science exploration classes (6 weeks study with 6th 
graders) are at 35 students, my other classes are at 20 to 25 
but I know once our migrant students come back from 
Mexico that my numbers will climb.  I already have a field 
trip scheduled for Friday the 24th.   
 
mentor’s first 
message 
 
time: 4 days later 
 
first line a 
reassurance re  
D’s “anxious” 
 
 
nice reassurance  – 
VT’s are nervous 
too at start of 
school year 
 
same teaching 
assignment – (but 
A’s the dept. head) 
 
 
note about her 
class sizes –  
and changes still  
to come  
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Some words of wisdom: keep a smile in your heart and all 
will be fine in school.  You have the background and will 
make a great science teacher, if only because of the passion 
you have for what you will teach.  I believe in you and you 
believe in yourself and everything else will take care of 
itself.  Have a great weekend!  
 
Amelia 
 
very nice 
reassurance 
 
passion for 
teaching 
 
Subject:  Introduction 
From: Danielle  [danielle-amelia] 
Date:  Tue, 14 Aug 2001 
 
Amelia, 
 
I finished my first day without any major hitches;)   I was so 
proud when the day was over.  Tomorrow I am going to go 
over lab procedures and do a simple lab reviewing the 
scientific method with pennies and drops of water.  
 
Good luck on your first day. 
 
Danielle 
 
 
time: 4 days later 
 
 
news about first 
day 
 
proud that first day 
went well 
 
note about 
upcoming lesson 
plan 
Subject:  Re: 1st day 
From:  Amelia  [danielle-amelia] 
Date:   Wed, 15 Aug 2001  
 
Danielle,  
 
Am still in workshops this week! haha. I am going to get 6 
more hours of G/T training today. Tomorrow we are in 
faculty meetings and department meetings...we are working 
on our benchmarks -- will explain that one later. ha ha.  
 
Then Friday we are in our rooms to get ready for next 
Monday.  Friday, I am also headed to two meetings with Air 
Force and Navy.   Got to find out what they can do for my 
[science] classes this year. I also have JASON (are you 
familiar with that project?) and have a [personal activity] on 
 
 
time: next day 
 
 
A’s school is a 
week later in 
starting 
 
 
 
mentor is the dept. 
head – lots of 
activities with start 
of school 
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the 25th. Busy Busy! Am so glad your first day went 
without a hitch. Keep a smile on your face and in your 
heart! Will be thinking of you while I'm being lectured to. 
ha ha.  
 
Take care.  
 
Amelia 
 
 
experienced 
teacher’s view of 
start-of-school 
sessions 
Subject:    my first days 
From:       Amelia [ danielle-amelia] 
Date:       Tue, 21 Aug 2001  
 
Danielle,  Well I have made it through the first two days of 
school. Since we are on block scheduling, I have now met 
with all of my classes.  The exploration classes are for  6th 
graders and are only 6 weeks in duration.  I will teach "Toys 
in Space" with them.  The other classes are gearing up for 
[other activities].  I will keep  things pretty simple until after 
Labor Day.  Our migrant kids will enroll then.  
 
So far my classes are pretty good, but I did something today 
that I have never had to do in the last 17 years.  I had to 
send a student to the office on a referral.  He was rude and 
defiant to me --.never had one be so  bad on the first day!  
ha ha  Of course, I didn't know that he had already been  in 
the office two times!! I had to discuss with the class that 
what happened stayed in the room and was confidential. 
And that when the young person came back, he would be 
treated with respect as if nothing had occurred. I believe in 
getting a kid’s heart and I'll have his brain -- but I never had 
the chance to get started! Just my luck.  I wish I knew he 
had been in trouble.  I could  have tried a few more things, 
but when the profanity starts-there is no room for 
allowance.  Anyway, I am off and running.   
 
Take care and look forward to hearing from you.  
 
Amelia 
 
time: 6 days later 
 
 
A’s school started 
 
block schedule 
 
she’s telling about 
her classes – an 
invitation to D. to 
do same 
 
problem with a kid 
– defiance 
 
rarely sends kids to 
office – but she did 
this one 
 
class rules – no 
gossip, respect 
 
felt kid had been 
piled on a bit – 
would have tried 
alternatives 
(interesting info for 
D.) 
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Subject:  Re:   my first days 
From:  Danielle  [danielle-amelia] 
Date:  Thu, 23 Aug 2001  
 
Amelia, I can't believe I am about to finish my second week 
of school.  Today was the first day that I did not feel like I 
was going two million miles per minute, just one million. 
 :)  
 
This week went really well.  I have had some really 
wonderful experiences, as well as some that really tested my 
patience.  I really liked what you said about getting into 
their hearts and you will have their brains.  I have tried to do 
that with a student that I have twice in the day, once for 
advisory and then again for science.   
 
The student is new to the school this year.  On the first day 
of school he was completely scared and silent.  Well, times 
have changed and he is out of control:  talking in a really 
high voice to say my name repeatedly, calling a student 
"Herpes" (it sounds similar to the other student's name), 
tapping on the desk with a pencil, running his pencil all over 
his desk so it is COVERED in carbon, and all in a matter of 
minutes.  I am not sure what to send students for the office 
for, except for fighting, cursing, your big stuff --so I didn't.   
 
I asked him to cut it out once and then asked him to stay 
after class.  After that I just wrote down everything he did 
instead of calling his name every second -- I had students to 
teach.  We have this behavior modification form that has six 
steps that we are supposed to follow with behavior issues.  
The teacher and/or administrator signs each step, along with 
the student.  I discussed the behavior with him and had him 
sign it, he was a bit better today.  But now I have all those 
things on his behavior modification sheet and I am 
embarrassed to show anyone, because I feel like it reflects 
on me.   
 
I have been trying to say hi in the hall just like I would to 
students that are really pleasant to have in the classroom, 
2 days later 
 
second week of 
school for D. 
 
feels like she’s 
settling in 
 
 
 
tested patience? 
subtle intro to 
description of 
problem with 
student 
 
(interesting – only 
AFTER mentor 
described situation 
with kid does 
protégé feel 
comfortable 
bringin this up??) 
 
kid who’s out of 
control 
 
kid’s trying out all 
kinds of stuff 
 
she’s not sure what 
to send him up for 
 
good – she started 
doing 
documentation 
she’s had him do 
the behavior mod 
form 
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hoping that he will get that it is not him that frustrates me it 
is what he is doing.  But I guess frustration is frustration.   
 
I was not sure what to expect with my inclusion students, 
but I have been surprised by how much I enjoy having them 
in the room.  One of these students has been labeled with 
having communicative disorders, I describe it in my 
untrained vocabulary as a cross between tourettes (this one 
is not is spell check, sorry) and autism.  He is on about the 
second grade level.  When the students are doing their 
brainstorming I go over to the student and talk to him about 
science and his aide writes down whatever he says.  On the 
second day of school the students were brainstorming about 
science and what it meant to them.  I asked the student what 
scientists did and there was nothing.  I had noticed that he 
really liked my posters of Einstein on the first day of school, 
so I asked him what Einstein did and he shouted 
"RELATIVITY, RELATIVITY".  I did not expect him to say 
anything so I was really startled, glad, the kind of thing that 
gives you that little grin. 
 
Enough for now.  I hope your Friday is excellent. 
 
Danielle 
 
whoa! This is 
classic. she’s 
afraid for the 
admin. to see the 
behavior form – 
feels it reflects 
badly on her 
 
 
mainstreamed kids 
with special needs 
 
neat story about 
the spec. needs kid 
– D. seems to be 
OK with talking to 
him, giving him 
attention 
 
sp. ed. kid IS 
paying attention 
 
teacher boost (to 
see the kid got it) 
 
Subject:  RE:   Re: my first week 
From:     Amelia  [danielle-amelia] 
Date:      Fri, 24 Aug 2001 
 
Danielle, 
 
I can understand how frustrating discipline can be.  Believe 
me, after 17 years I still have problems! ha ha. My little one 
that went to the office was disruptive again, but this time we 
did time out and detentions.  He is to stay after school with 
me today...Friday...that is miserable.  I have called home 
and spoken with both his mother and grandfather.  They 
have been very supportive.  I have another young man who 
has come [here] from out of state.  He was kidnapped by his 
mother and has finally been returned to his father.  
next day 
(fast turn-around 
related to D’s 
being unsure about 
what to do w/ 
referral?) 
 
she’s trying to 
work with the 
defiant kid 
 
mentor’s taking 
time to give D. 
glimpse into her 
classroom  
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Unfortunately, the fighting between his two parents has 
caused this child some damage. He cannot sit quietly or 
even copy from the overhead, along a multitude of other 
academic problems.  I have begun to document all his 
behaviors and academics to refer him for special education 
evaluation.  The counselor came today to see if I would start 
the documentation and I had to laugh and say I started it the 
first day he was in class!  This child has serious problems 
and in order for him to get services, he needs a special. ed. 
referral.  I am lucky that I did special .ed for so long and 
know the procedure and how to document.  You have 
started out pretty good by documenting behavior.  Never be 
embarrassed by what you did.  It's protecting you and the 
student. 
 
Our numbers are so high that we have 6 lunches with more 
than 125 at each lunch! So my honors class has been deleted 
and I now have 2 hours of lunch duty! Boo hoo!  I feel bad 
for my class.  It was all boys and they are a super bunch.  
Most of them will not be able to take [my elective class] this 
year due to their schedules.  I am starting up my [Activity] 
Club after school, so hopefully most will be there.   
 
Well, it is time that I meet with my department.  We have to 
finish developing our calendars showing what benchmarks 
are being taught on what week. 
 
Have a great weekend.  Talk to you later. 
Amelia 
 
 
a “kidnapped” 
child!  what a 
challenge 
 
 
reinforcement of 
importance of 
documentation 
 
interesting – is she 
mentioning the sp. 
ed. because D. 
did? 
 
wow.  high 
numbers and lunch 
duty  
 
note mock self-pity 
 
lots of things she’s 
juggling 
 
she’s the dept head 
 
benchmark 
planning 
Subject:  New address 
From:     Amelia 
Date:      Fri, 24 Aug 2001 
 
I have a new school address so the mail server kicked my 
letter back!  Here is the attachment!  
Amelia  
 
 
 
tech problem? 
 
 
nope – she tried to 
send to list address 
from her school e-
mail address (not 
on subscriber list) 
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Subject:  Re. New Address 
From:     Danielle  
Date:      Tue, 04 Sep 2001  
 
Amelia,  
 
I hope you had a great Labor Day Weekend.  I spent it 
getting rid of a cold : (   
 
I have two questions for you.  I asked a student to complete 
an assignment that they had failed to turn in, but the student 
said that he had.  I do not take papers home to grade (so 
they will always be in the room), and I can't find the paper 
anywhere.  I asked the student to redo the assignment.  The 
mother called me and left a really rude voice mail.  She said 
that she thought it was unacceptable that her son complete a 
paper that he had already done.  I have not called her back 
(she called me after school today.) Any suggestions? 
 
Next, I am having trouble getting a system for my 504 and 
special ed modifications.  I don't know what to do.  I have 
all these sheets with the student's names and all the possible 
mods [modifications] I could make.  I have them in my 
gradebook, but I feel really disorganized about it.  What do 
you do? 
 
Danielle 
week later 
 
 
 
not unusual for 
new teacher to get 
all the kids’ germs 
 
 
problem: kid says 
he turned paper in, 
she says she’s sure 
he didn’t 
 
mom left “rude” 
voicemail mssg. 
 
request for advice 
 
ah!  she’s picked 
up on A’s having a 
lot of expertise 
with the sp. ed. 
planning 
Subject:  Re: Re. New Address 
From:    Amelia  
Date:     Wed, 5 Sep 2001  
 
Danielle, 
 
Hope you’re feeling better.  Colds are the worst on long 
weekends.  I spent the weekend catching up on chores at 
home.  My hubby and I have built new mailboxes for the 
office, so everything else went by the wayside! But the 
boxes are here and everyone is enjoying not having to 
share! ha ha 
 
next day reply 
(she’s really being 
attentive when D 
asks for help) 
 
 
personal notes 
 
they built the 
mailboxes for 
school office 
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As for the missing student assignment.  How do you collect 
assignments in your room including homework?  My way is 
that I assign each student a number that corresponds with 
their gradebook number and all papers are put in numerical 
order, within a minute I can tell who has not turned in class 
and/home work.  I also tell my kids that its a zero if they do 
not turn in assignments, but if they turn in a paper with their 
name and number stating the assignment was not done I will 
give them up to 10 points for honesty.  You'd be surprised 
how many will turn in a paper stating they did not do the 
assignment but will turn the paper in to get 10 points.  
Better than a 0.  I keep those papers in their files so when 
parents come calling, it helps. As for the parent, I would go 
to your administrator explain what has occurred and the 
hostility you have met with and that you gave the student 
the benefit of doubt to redo his assignment.  If worse comes 
to worst, drop that one assignment for the kid.  His grade 
can be averaged with one less paper than the rest.  Would 
one grade dramatically change his grade?  Probably not...but 
don't stress on it. I never have the same number of 
assignments for my kids in any of my classes...but that's 
also due to modifications for individual kids. 
  
Okay, as for the 504 and special ed kiddos, is it the 
paperwork?  All my mod sheets are put in a notebook 
alphabetically that is kept under lock and key unless I am 
working on it.  In my gradebook I have coded my special 
kiddos...I don't do color like some teachers as I am slightly 
colorblind! haha. -- so mine have little geometric shapes to 
tell me if they need mods.  I also have them marked on my 
seating charts.  When making lessons out, I look at each 
class and seeing the ones needing mods, I check the sheets 
to see if I have left out anything or if there is anything I can 
or need to change. Most of the times, the kids have the same 
mods checked.  Personally that upsets me, but then it is an 
ARD decision.  Most of the times if I modify for one, I will 
do it for the whole class...we highlight in all my rooms...I 
received permission one year to even highlight our science 
books. Why not? It helps all the kids, and don't we as adults 
highlight in college? sooooooo...when I pass out 
 
detailed 
explanation – in 
answer to D’s 
question – about 
ways to check, fast, 
to see if kids did 
turn in homework 
 
 
interesting idea to 
get the kids to be 
responsible, honest 
 
advice re handling 
irate parent 
 
practical advice re 
dropping  a grade 
if necessary 
 
diff. grading 
sometimes for 
spec. ed. kids 
 
detailed 
explanation – in 
answer to D’s 
question – about 
handling sp. ed. 
mods. 
 
very practical 
advice re doing 
mods as 
addressing 
learning style 
issues for all 
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photocopied papers with reading, we read and highlight.  It's 
good practice for the kids. Everyone gets study sheets, peer 
tutoring, etc.  Are there specific modifications that are 
causing you trouble?  When you do a modification, put in 
your lesson plans that you are using the following 
modifications in this class period.  You don't need to 
identify by name the kids, just how you are meeting their 
needs.   
 
Does this help?  If you need further clarification let me 
know.  Hang in there, honey, you are doing a tremendous 
job! 
 
Amelia 
 
 
 
nice offer to give 
more help with this 
issue 
 
 
 
 
very sweet 
reassurance 
Subject:     CRISIS #1 
From:        Danielle [danielle-amelia] 
Date:         Thu, 13 Sep 2001 
 
Amelia, 
   
Well, I tried having the students write down why they did 
not have their homework, and when they were going to turn 
it in. It was great. Today,  students brought in their late 
work, without being prompted. Not all of them, but it was 
much better than before. Thanks for the tip. 
   
I was feeling great about the week, finally feeling like I had 
a minute to take a breath, and at the end of the day all of 
that changed.  I saw that I had a voice mail, so I checked it. 
It was an irate parent calling to tell me that she was going to 
the assistant principal in the morning to talk about the 
inappropriate way I handled a discipline situation, with her  
daughter and another boy. 
   
Here is the story: I was teaching today and the boy and girl 
were bickering and I asked them to be quiet. They continued 
to bicker, and I said each of their names in a raised voice 
(not a yell). Then, out of my peripheral vision, I saw a pen 
fly to the boy's face.  I wrote both of their names on the 
week later -- 
note caps on 
header! 
 
 
 
she used A’s 
advice and 
(feedback) it 
worked 
 
 
uh-oh.   
 
 
parent threat that 
she’s going to 
complain about D. 
 
 
D’s asking A’s 
advice – telling the 
story 
 
girl threw a pen 
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board and said that I needed to talk to them after class. After 
class I told them that they could not throw things at each 
other and the next time they threw things at a classmate they 
were going to go to the office. 
   
I think that sending a kid to the office for throwing a pen is 
an overreaction, I am not sure why I said that I would do it 
if it happened again, but I did. 
   
Anyway, the girl called her mother during lunch and told 
her what happened.  I got my first phone call after they had 
talked.  I spoke with the mother -- and her concern was that 
this boy bugged her daughter in two other classes.  She said 
that her daughter had pointed him out to her before school, 
one day.  She asked if I would separate the two, and I said 
definitely, I would move them tomorrow.  I also said that I 
would talk to the other teachers about what the situation 
between the other two students was in their class.  I had the 
opportunity to talk with one of the other teachers, but he had 
not noticed anything.  I have not had the chance to talk with 
the other teacher. 
   
Well, I talked with my assistant principal and told her what 
happened. She said that she would handle it, not to erase the 
message, and go home and get a good night's rest without 
worrying about the situation. Well, that is all I can think 
about. HELP! I am a mess! Any tips? 
   
Danielle 
 
was there anything 
he threw at her?? 
 
 
frustration?  she 
over-threatened, 
maybe 
 
girl called mom 
 
first phone call 
from parent (other 
was the threat) 
 
girl’s version is 
that boy was 
“bugging her” (not 
reason to toss pen) 
 
checking with 
other teachers 
 
checked with asst. 
principal –sounded 
reassuring 
 
wow -- “Help, I am 
a mess!” -- a call 
for help 
Subject:   Re:   CRISIS #1 
From       Amelia [danielle-amelia] 
Date:       Thu, 13 Sep 2001 
 
Danielle,  
 
First, glad the homework is working.  
 
Second, I agree seeing a pen tossed in the room is classroom 
management.  Now if anyone had been hit or injured it 
answer within a 
couple of hours! 
(she’s really 
keeping an eye on 
D.) 
 
 
ah.  sympathy for 
D’s frustration 
mentioned first 
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would have been an office referral.  It sounds as if the 
young lady has only told her mother one side of this 
disagreement with the boy and the mother is throwing 
everything out of proportion.  By all means put the girl on 
one side of the room and the boy on the other. Document 
the times and dates you speak to other teachers regarding 
these two students.  When you dismiss your class make sure 
that one or the other is out of the room before the other gets 
up.  In our building we also stand in the halls and watch the 
kids during changing classes. As your assistant principal 
said, keep the recording and don't worry about it.  You have 
an overprotective mom and a daughter who is out to cause a 
little trouble. Just document everything she does in class. 
You did right and a good job. Keep it up, kiddo.  You've 
had a good education.  Just use the common sense you have. 
Am proud of you.  
 
Amelia 
 
 
interpretation – the 
girl stirred the 
mom up 
 
move ‘em, 
document the 
decisions 
 
 
 
 
 
very nice 
reassurance 
 
(what a balanced 
practical and kind 
message!) 
Subject:   just to touch base 
From:      Amelia [danielle-amelia] 
Date:       Mon, 24 Sep 2001  
 
Danielle, 
It's been a while, so I thought I'd touch base with you.  I am 
sure that you are as busy as I am in the wake of all the 
national news.  I lost a teacher friend on the D.C. plane.  It's 
hard to imagine a life taken away in such a horrible act.  
  
I am in the middle of my war unit.  I did talk with the 
students and their parents regarding whether or not to 
continue, but I feel this is more important now than ever, so 
I have the go ahead to teach it.  We are examining all the 
planes involved in WWII, and the kids are getting a good 
dose of history.  My 8th grade social studies teachers are 
loving it.   
  
I hope all is well with you. Take care. And keep hanging in 
there.  
Amelia 
mentor again – two 
days after 9/11 
(two weeks since 
D’s last message) 
 
news about 
personal 
connection to 9/11 
 
 
sensitive to parent 
concerns 
 
what’s going on in 
her classes 
 
message seems to 
be, as stated in 
subj. line, just to 
touch base 
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Subject:   (no subject) 
From:      Amelia  [danielle-amelia] 
Date:       Tue, 25 Sep 2001 
 
Dear Danielle,  
I can imagine you are very busy.  It has been a while so I 
thought I would touch base.  I am plodding along.  But then 
since 9-11, I think we all have been.  A teacher I knew was 
on the plane that hit the Pentagon.  It has put all of our email 
transactions on hold as well as much of our work.  My 
students have been great.  I had to speak with some parents 
who were concerned that I was teaching a "War" unit.  I 
spoke with them and the principal, and since I had already 
begun my lessons and the students had the background, I 
have been allowed to continue my unit.  We are midway (no 
pun intended) through Pearl Harbor...we finished WWI and 
I started WWII with Pearl Harbor.  I will then backtrack to 
the beginning with Germany and Hitler.  From there the unit 
will take us onto Science Fiction Wars and a compare and 
contrast. This will take us all the way to Christmas.  Of 
course these are my 7th and 8th graders.  My 6th graders are 
doing Toys in Space...I lose my 2 classes next Monday...I 
will get 40 new students on Monday for 6 weeks.  And then 
rotate again. 
 
I am not sure what I am going to do with this group.  I will 
need to meet with them and make a decision.  It will be an 
aerospace unit, but not sure that Toys is the best thing to 
teach.  I do have 100s of lessons...I just don't have enough 
time to teach everything I want to...lol. Well...it's time for 
me to finish some other work.   
 
Let me hear from you.  Take care.  
 
Amelia 
 
next day – looks 
like A’s concerned 
that D’s all right 
 
 
she’s paying 
attention that she 
hasn’t heard from 
D. since 9/11 
 
second mention of 
friend 
 
 
she knows her 
history 
 
wow.  this is a 
middle-school 
class?? 
 
that Toys unit 
sounds interesting 
 
 
hmm. is this an 
offer extended?  
about the 100s of 
lesson plans?  let’s 
see if D. picks up 
on that 
 
she sounds worried 
that she hasn’t 
heard from D. 
Subject:  Re:   (no subject) 
From:     Danielle [danielle-amelia 
Date:      Thu, 27 Sep 2001 
 
two days later 
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Amelia,   
 
I think plodding along is the correct phrase for how I have 
felt during these weeks since 9/11. I am so sorry to hear 
about the teacher that was on the plane that hit the Pentagon 
-- it was an awful day for our country.  I have much anxiety 
about the coming days and weeks.   
 
I am glad that you wrote.  I think 9/10 I was having the "pen 
crisis".  The matter has disappeared.  I asked my team 
leader to listen to the voice mail that was left by the mother 
of the girl who threw the pen.  My team leader said that the 
mother has other things going on.  The way she reacted 
wasn't about me or the situation, but she is known as a 
parent that has outbursts like that.  Last year she put a hex 
on the principal.  I let my AP know about the situation, and 
asked if I should attempt to contact the mother for a 
conference or even a phone call and she thought that I 
shouldn't worry about it because of the circumstances.  So I 
hope no news is good news and not that she has filed suit or 
something like that.  I did separate the two students.  The 
boy sits on one side of the room and she sits on the opposite 
side of the room.  There do not seem to be any more 
problems with the two. 
 
My frustration of the week is suspected gang involvement 
of some of my boys and girls.  It is intimidating.  I am not 
intimidated by them, but by their older buddies.  I am not 
sure even what the signs, colors, signals are, or how to 
approach the situation of gang involvement.  I am 
completely naive about it all. 
 
Danielle 
 
 
A. was right to be 
concerned – D. 
was feeling down 
 
picked up on note 
about friend lost 
 
wrap-up of former 
“crisis” 
 
team leader seems 
to be supportive 
 
a parent with some 
unique problem-
solving approaches
 
 
would the parent 
really file suit? 
 
problem resolved 
 
 
suspected gang 
involvement 
 
no real details 
about what’s 
happening with the 
gangs 
 
Subject:   Re:   Re: (no subject) 
From:      Amelia [danielle-amelia 
Date:       Thu, 27 Sep 2001  
 
Dear Danielle,  
 
same day 
(she’s really 
watching!) 
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You will do right to just let the matter with the mom go.  
Continue to document daughter's behavior and that you 
have separated the young man from the girl.  As for the 
gang situation, DO NOT allow yourself to be intimidated.  
Does your school have a police liaison officer?  Does your 
school not teach y’all about gangs, colors, initiations, etc.? I 
am concerned, if the kids are truly involved then you have 
serious problems ahead of you, but on the other hand, your 
students may just be “wanna be's.”  Do not tolerate anything 
from them.  Tell them the hand shakes, signals and all the 
rest stops immediately.  Write down anything you notice, 
and by all means call the parents if the students exhibit gang 
related behavior.  I am surprised your school has not trained 
you on recognizing the signs.  Being married to a cop, I hear 
and see it all.  Also, never allow yourself to be alone in a 
situation with a student you suspect of gang affiliation.  I do 
not mean to scare you, just use your common sense and be 
wary.   You can handle it!   
 
Hang in there, cookie.  You have shown that you have the 
making of a great teacher.  Am proud of you!  
 
Amelia 
 
 
advice not to let 
the gangs 
intimidate her 
 
possibly not as 
serious as it 
sounds (but she’s 
not really sure – 
not enough details 
in prev. message) 
 
 
 
safety advice 
 
a complement re 
common sense 
 
very nice, 
reassuring closing 
Subject:  police liaison  
From:     Danielle  [danielle-amelia] 
Date:  Sat, 29 Sep 2001 
 
Amelia, 
 
We do have a police liaison officer on campus.  As for the 
training-there has been none.  I am not sure if that is 
because the students are “wanna be's” and there is not a 
gang problem, or if there has simply been no training.   
 
The school where I teach has an interesting dichotomy of 
students in attendance, that is why I wanted to work there.  
It is about 60% very wealthy and 40% very poor.  The 
students are from extremely different neighborhoods, and 
the school happens to be located in a wealthy neighborhood 
two days later 
 
 
 
 
 
not answered is 
what caused her to 
be concerned 
about the gang 
activity in the first 
place 
 
description of 
school 
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where there typically is not a huge amount of gang activity.  
The 40% are bussed in from a rough neighborhood that does 
have gang problems.  I will go talk to the police officer next 
week and tell her about my concerns.  Depending on her 
info about gang activity in school, I will bring up the 
possibility of training about gangs. 
 
Thanks always for your help. 
 
Danielle 
 
 
did she get these 
concerns from the 
other teachers? 
 
pretty good plan to 
decide if it’s a 
serious concern – 
she’ll check it out 
Subject:   (no subject) 
From:      Amelia  [danielle-amelia] 
Date:       Fri, 12 Oct 2001 
 
Danielle, 
 
It's been a while, so I thought I'd touch base with you. I 
hope your first grading period went okay. I have a new set 
of 6th graders, so I am starting over again. ha ha. My other 
classes are advancing quite well.  We are deep into WWII 
and the future.  I am not sure if some of the kids are happy 
doing mutilple lessons, but I am having a great time!  
   
I have had one discipline problem.  The child is special ed 
and on a behavior management plan, so dealing with his 
misbehavior sometimes gets to me. I have called his father, 
but he has told me that it's my problem not his! So I warned 
the father that if his son did not do his assignments that he 
would fail and not be eligible to play basketball.  The father 
said he didn't care! This really made me mad. I documented 
everything said on the phone and sent a copy of my 
perceptions to the assistant principal.  So the next time he 
acts up he goes to the office.  We have an academic pep 
rally today...we are doing the 60's! and since I grew up 
during this time its been a hoot to see the young teachers 
trying to dress like hippies! Do take care.  I will write again 
later.  
 
Amelia 
two weeks later 
(starting an 
“incidental” 
pattern as D. 
settles in --seems 
something 
happens, D. writes, 
A. advises, then a 
lull until next 
event) 
 
 
mentor is 
continuing to give 
her a glimpse into 
what’s going on in 
her classes 
 
problem with kid 
on behavior. mgmt 
plan – and the 
parent is no help 
 
back to the 60s 
activities (A. is in 
her early 50s) 
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Subject:  Re:   (no subject) 
From:     Danielle  [danielle-amelia] 
Date:      Fri, 12 Oct 2001 
 
Amelia,  
The first grading period went very well. I was expecting a 
rush of parent phone calls when they report cards got home, 
but that was not the case.  I had one mother that called to 
request that her son be moved away from another student.  
The funny thing was that I was one step in front of her.  I 
had made a new seating chart the night before the parent 
called, partially because of those two, and partially because 
it was time for the whole class.  While we were talking on 
the phone, she mentioned that she was disappointed with 
her son's grade.  She thought it was going to be higher.  I 
knew he got a high B or an A but could not remember the 
exact score.  I just said something like "I see".  When I got 
off the phone, I looked up his six weeks score, IT WAS A 94 
in honors!  I think that is a wonderful grade.  My first 
thought after seeing the grade was that he is 12 years old 
and already under so much pressure from his parents. 
 
Yesterday in my advisory I made a realization about school 
and education.  … One of the boys who I suspect is 
involved in gang activity started to read a pamphlet [about 
city curfew rules] out loud.  It was a bit strange, because I 
did not ask anyone to read the info.  He seemed interested in 
the info, so I let him read.  I was shocked at his reading 
ability.  He struggled with many of the words on the page, 
words that I thought an elementary school student should 
have mastered.  I was shocked and mad that he is 12 years 
old and is such a poor reader.  I was also surprised that he 
continued to read, even though he was struggling so much.  
I was not sure if I should stop him from reading, because it 
was so bad, but I felt like he was enjoying himself-so I said 
nothing.  Some of the other students were looking around, 
they thought it was weird, but no one said anything.  It is no 
wonder students do poorly in school when they can't read.  I 
was angry and saddened.   
Danielle 
same day 
 
 
end of first grading 
period 
 
 
she seems to feel 
good about 
noticing and fixing 
the problem before 
the parent’s call 
 
 
she’s surprised by  
parent 
complaining about 
kid’s grade when 
the kid made a 94 
 
 
 
sounds like the kid 
is pushing it here 
 
kid can’t read what 
he’s trying to make 
fun of 
 
not sure if she 
should stop him ?? 
doesn’t matter if 
he’s enjoying 
himself, he’s 
disrupting class! 
 
(definite classroom 
mgmt. problems) 
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Subject:  (no subject) 
From:    Amelia [danielle-amelia] 
Date:     Tue, 23 Oct 2001 
 
Danielle,  
 
Another week and another 25 cents...ha ha.  I hope you are 
doing fine and that things are settling into a pattern at 
school.   Red Ribbon Rally week is important here, so ..  
Last Friday I was one of 5 teachers who volunteered to be 
locked in at school with 30 students...lol...needless to say, 
none of slept as we ate, played and decorated the school in 
red for this week.  Of course each day we have something 
different going on...Today was crazy hair day...I wore 
braids.  The kids loved it.  Tomorrow we wear all red ... and 
so on.  Friday we have a basketball game.  I am a 
cheerleader...haha..The kids will roar when they see my 
skirt..it's camouflage  and matches our school T-shirts. .I 
plan to wear tights as my white legs would blind the kids! 
lol  
 
I had a parent call school and yell about his not knowing his 
son was failing my class. The counselor came to my room 
and almost blindsided me, but I had my notebook with 
copies of all the letters I MAILED home, and a record of 
every phone call with dates and times I spoke with the dad. 
The counselor didn't apologize, but she did back down.  My 
class was dead quiet!  After she left, I reminded my class 
that what goes on in my room stays in my room and they 
were not to discuss with anyone outside of the room what 
had happened.  Then I went on with the lesson.  This 
occurred first period, and not a word reached me at the end 
of the day.  I can only hope that my students felt that since I 
ignored the incident that they did too. 
 
Take care and let me hear from you.  
 
Amelia 
 
 
two weeks later 
(either A. was busy 
or decided that the 
“kid reading 
badly” episode 
wasn’t fixable??) 
 
settling into a 
pattern at school 
 
lots of school 
activities 
 
 
obvious that she 
really enjoys the 
kids 
 
 
 
incident with irate 
parent and yelling 
administrator 
 
documentation 
saves the day 
(she’s been 
pushing this point 
to D. consistently, 
so she’s making a 
“teaching 
moment” out of it 
here) 
 
she sure managed 
to keep her cool 
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Subject:    Re:   (no subject) 
From:  Danielle  [danielle-amelia] 
Date:    Wed, 24 Oct 2001  
 
I have been sending this message for a couple of days, and it 
won't work.   Arghhh. 
   
Amelia, I hope you are doing well.  Today, I have had some 
crazy things happen.  I caught a student writing that I was a 
b**** on a desk, and I had a student get up and walk out of 
my class.  I contacted the parents in both cases and they 
were very supportive.  I was really nervous about talking 
with them.  Talking with parents makes me so nervous!  
Probably because my first parent contacts were very 
unusual (as in the pen throwing incident).  
   
How do you differentiate for your class?  I have GT, honors, 
regular and special ed. -- all in the same class.  I have 
offered extensions for the honors students that involve 
thought questions about the topic we are studying.  I 
remember in school hearing “different work, not more work 
for honors and GT,” but how do I do that when we are all in 
the same class.  Is it supposed to be different work all of the 
time?  on major projects? 
   
Goodnight.  -- Danielle 
next day 
 
 
 
tech problem 
 
 
classroom 
management 
problems 
 
contacted parents 
 
nervous with 
parent contacts 
 
request for advice 
on differentiation 
of assignments for 
different ability 
levels 
Subject:    RE:   Re: (no subject) 
From:       Amelia    [danielle-amelia] 
Date:       Wed, 24 Oct 2001 
 
Danielle, 
Am certain you are doing fine. lol.  As for the student 
destroying school property, that is an office referral here.  
Contacting parents is never an easy job.  
I have found that at the first of the year if I try to call all my 
parents (yes, it does take a great deal of time) with a 
positive message then when the bad happens they are very 
supportive. But I don't know any parent who wants to hear 
that their kid has screwed up, me included! haha 
   
later on same day 
 
 
reassurance first 
 
interesting way to 
compare, there 
(A’s not telling D 
that this is the way 
she should do this) 
 
reassurance that 
parent contact is 
nervous-making 
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As for differentiating, that takes time. Since I was a special 
education teacher for years and had multiple lesson plans, it 
comes easy for me.  My G/T kids are given an outside 
project to work on.  All my kids get a project – it’s just the 
syllabus each one gets that is different!  My kids at the 
beginning of our classes are told that there are different 
learning styles and levels within the room and that I, as their 
teacher, know what each student is capable of, so therefore I 
do not always give out "blanket" assignments, but will 
require different students to do different things! I haven't 
had any complaints to date, though I did have one parent 
call and ask if her child could extend the project. Of course I 
said yes.   So … my special ed. students will give me a 
simple report on a planet with one picture, average kids 2-3 
pages with more details and pictures, and G/T would do an 
analysis of which planet would be most habitable and 
why...designing a planetary habitat and such.   
 
Does that help? Do you have a specific lesson that is 
causing trouble? Let me know and I will go through my 
files to see if I have something that will help.  You will 
know when it is appropriate to extend a lesson for G/T and 
not, with time.  For now, meeting the needs of all your 
kiddos will take all your time.  
 
Just drop me a line. I am more than willing to send to ideas 
and lesson plans if you need them. 
 
Have a great day, 
 
Amelia 
 
 
ah.  Another offer 
to send lesson 
plans for sp. ed. 
mods. 
 
advice on handling 
kids w/ diff. mods 
-- diff. syllabus for 
each kid, but all 
have a project 
assignment 
 
 
quick example of 
how the project 
assignments might 
differ for different 
mods 
 
 
offer to provide 
additional help, as 
needed  
 
note: D. 
subsequently 
requested lesson 
plans for sp. ed. 
mods, and A. 
mailed her a whole 
box 
 
[end of excerpt of WINGS archived e-mail log for [danielle-amelia] 
 
This excerpt represents appx. 3 months of correspondence for this team out of 18 
months of messages archived for this team at the time the study began (Jan., 
2003). 
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Appendix G: WINGS Teams’ Patterns of Correspondence 
The correspondence of each of the WINGS teams in this study was 
unique, as varied as the individual protégés and mentors who were corresponding 
with one another and the circumstances about which they corresponded.  
However, over time, various protégés and mentors tended to correspond with one 
another in certain ways that seemed to represent characteristics of that team’s 
correspondence and expectations about their correspondence.   
The following descriptions indicate each of the teams’ most typically 
observable patterns.  Although messages of each of the types defined in the list 
below can be found among the e-mail messages archived for each team, the 
patterns of correspondence described below for each team indicate that team’s 
most typical pattern of correspondence.   These descriptions thus offer 
observations about the variety of correspondence patterns that occurred in the 
long-term e-mail message exchanges represented in this study. 
 
Jordan-Conroy:  pattern of correspondence = time-based in a weekly cycle 
Jordan and Conroy usually sent messages early in the week telling what 
they had done with their families over the weekend and what they planned 
to do with their classes during the upcoming week.  Mid-week, they would 
exchange messages about how things were going with their classes.  Then, 
at the end of each week, they would send messages looking forward to 
what they planned to do over the weekend.) 
 
Heather-Celeste:  pattern of correspondence = event-based 
Heather, the protégé, would usually send a message when a specific 
incident or event occurred.  Celeste would respond, and then they would 
exchange messages until the event was fairly thoroughly discussed, then 
there would be a pause in the correspondence exchange, until the next 
incident occurred and the pattern was repeated.  Occasionally, if Celeste 
had not heard from Heather for more than a week, she would prompt her 
with a “How’s it going?” message. 
 
Marie-Harriet:  pattern of correspondence = question-based 
This pattern is very similar to the “event-based” pattern described above.  
Marie, the protégé, would usually send a message when she had a specific 
question.  Harriet would respond, and then they would exchange messages 
until the question was fairly thoroughly discussed, then there would be a 
pause in the correspondence exchange, until Marie had another question.  
Then, with the next question, the pattern would be repeated. 
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Molly-Aurora:  pattern of correspondence = event-based 
Molly usually sent a message when specific incidents or events occurred.  
Aurora would respond, and then they would exchange messages until the 
event was well discussed.  Occasionally, if Aurora had not heard from 
Molly for more than a week, she would prompt her with a “How’s it 
going?” or a “How are you doing?” message. 
 
Danielle-Amelia:  pattern of correspondence = event-based 
Danielle usually sent messages when incidents or events occurred.  
Amelia would respond.  They would exchange messages discussing the 
event.  Occasionally, Amelia would prompt Danielle if she had not heard 
from her in a week or so. 
 
Chuck-Cameron:  pattern of correspondence = issue-based 
Although this pattern was similar to the event-based correspondence 
patterns in other teams, Chuck usually sent messages when he was 
concerned about issues that were raised in connection with specific 
incidents that occurred in his classes.  Cameron would respond, and they 
would exchange messages discussing the issue. 
 
Andrea-Julie:  pattern of correspondence =  event-based 
Andrea usually sent messages when incidents or events occurred during 
her internship and her first year of teaching.  Julia would then respond.  
Then Andrea would answer and they would exchange messages about the 
event.  Julie often prompted Andrea, since there were two times when she 
had not corresponded for several weeks. 
 
Stephanie-Julie:  pattern of correspondence =  event-based 
Andrea usually sent messages when incidents or events occurred during 
her internship and her first year of teaching.  Julia would then respond.  
Then Andrea would answer and they would exchange messages about the 
event.  Julie often prompted Andrea, since there were two times when she 
did not correspond for several weeks. 
 
Frank-Ruth:  pattern of correspondence =  event-based & issue-based 
Frank did not send as many messages as Ruth did, but his concerns tended 
to be related to issues concerned with organizing his first year of teaching.  
Ruth always addressed his concerns and answered his questions whenever 
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he had any, but she also sent messages alerting him to upcoming meetings 
and other events that affected his teaching assignment as well as hers. 
 
Sue-Phyllis:  pattern of correspondence =  event-based & issue-based 
Sue had a few issues she asked Phyllis about as she was completing her 
student teaching, but when she began teaching, her messages became more 
event-based, relating to specific occurrences in her classroom as well as 
issues related to those events. 
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Appendix H: WINGS Protégés’ Telementoring Experiences 
 
This appendix contains individual narratives of the experiences of the ten 
novice teachers participating in this study, detailing their telementoring 
experiences during their intern and/or induction years of teaching.  Most of these 
narrative summaries examine, in chronological order, the e-mail correspondence 
of the ten participants, beginning with their application for WINGS telementoring 
and following them – through their correspondence with their online mentors – 
during their first years of teaching.  These narratives thus reveal the nature of the 
online relationships between protégé and mentor that developed over time during 
their long-term online correspondence. 
PARTICIPANTS AND THEIR TELEMENTORING EXPERIENCES 
 The ten teachers whose stories have been collected here represent a varied 
group.  Some are young teachers in their twenties, while some are older non-
traditional students.  All are new to teaching, although some have had previous 
experience in the classroom as teacher’s assistants or substitute teachers before 
returning to the university for their teacher certification.  Some are new to dealing 
with children, some have had experience as parents.  The only major factor these 
participants share is that they all corresponded with their telementors for a at least 
one school year, during which time they exchanged more than 75 messages.   
These individual case studies rely on interviews with these participants 
and their description of their experiences of telementoring, their applications and 
their mentors’ applications to WINGS, and the archive records of their e-mail 
correspondence with their mentors.  The individual narratives included here thus 
represent a portrait of the new teachers’ experiences as they described them and 
as revealed by their archived e-mail exchanges with their mentors. 
The WINGS protégés and the page numbers on which their narrative 
accounts begin are as follows: 
• Jordan  p. 366 
• Heather p. 374 
• Marie p. 387 
• Molly p. 395 
• Danielle p. 419 
• Chuck p. 445 
• Andrea p. 453 
• Stephanie p. 465 
• Frank p. 480 
• Sue p. 495 
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1.  JORDAN – [WINGS Team: jordan-conroy ] 
 
Background  
Jordan teaches art in a middle school in an urban school district.  She was 
a “non-traditional” student, having married and been a mother actively involved 
in parent-teacher activities in her own teenaged children’s schools before 
returning to the university to complete her teacher training, planning to teach art 
at the secondary level.  
 
First Challenge for a New Teacher:  Finding a Job 
One challenge Jordan faced as she prepared to take on her first teaching 
assignment was the relative scarcity of full-time positions teaching art.  When she 
was offered a position as a full-time substitute teacher to fill in for a long-time art 
teacher who was contemplating retirement, Jordan felt it was a gamble: 
 
The [previous art] teacher was retiring.  The principal didn’t want her to, 
so she wanted to hold the job for her, and gave her a semester to think 
about it … [Then], rather than hire me to fill the position, she hired me as 
the long-term sub, and said that, at the end of the semester, “If the teacher 
chooses not to come back … then the job will be yours . . .”  It’s a big 
gamble, you know?  [I thought,] “Do I want to invest this?”  And of 
course I did, because I knew teaching jobs in mid-season are very hard to 
come by.  I had already applied for one and hadn’t gotten it.  So I said, 
“OK, I’ll do it.” 
 
Even after being a full-time sub for the fall semester, Jordan still found 
that first professional teaching position difficult:  
 
It’s a real stressful semester just being new to the profession as a teacher, 
being in that second semester.  Everybody says, “Oh, that’s so much 
harder.”  And the kids are …  they are set in a routine.  They are looking 
toward the end [of the year], while you are at the beginning.  So we 
weren’t on the same page.  I was feeling very idealistic and hopeful, and it 
was a horrendous semester.  I almost quit teaching.  But I invested too 
much in my education, and I thought, “It’s got to get better.” 
 
Jordan encountered particular difficulty managing the students’ behavior.  
Although Jordan was older than most first-year teachers and had had experience 
raising and disciplining her own children, she still found the situation hard: 
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It wasn’t that I didn’t have classroom management ability, it was the kids.  
They had never been held accountable for their behavior, and I didn’t 
establish that early on.  So I’ve learned a lot about that.  
 
Lack of a Supportive On-site Mentor 
 As a new teacher, Jordan felt the lack of a mentor.  One person who had 
been supportive during her first semester -- when she was a long-term sub -- was 
an assistant principal at the school.  Jordan says, “I held her in very high esteem 
and looked to her as being a mentor.” When Jordan was hired and came on staff 
in the fall of her first year, this administrator was assigned to her as her official 
mentor.  Jordan says, “I was at first excited about working with her. … [that] we 
were going to get to work together more closely professionally, and develop a 
relationship.”  However, in reality, Jordan says, “She and I never met in a 
mentor/mentee situation.”  
Jordan was disappointed not to have her assigned in-school mentor 
working closely with her, but says that “as the year progressed, … I felt as though 
I must be doing a good job and she felt that I didn’t need mentoring.”  
Unfortunately, this assigned mentor’s neglect of Jordan ended up not being 
benign.  During the spring, a classroom incident occurred in which Jordan 
intercepted a note from a student who said she was a “bitch,” and Jordan said the 
word aloud in class in discussing the note.  A student subsequently reported to a 
school counselor that Jordan had said a bad word in class.  The counselor, 
someone Jordan had considered as a friend, did not consult with her about the 
incident, but instead reported the matter to the assistant principal.  The assistant 
principal, her purported mentor, did not come to speak to Jordan about the matter 
at the time, thus not giving Jordan an opportunity to address the issue.   
At the end of the year, Jordan received an e-mail from the assistant 
principal asking her to meet the day after the last day of school.  Jordan assumed 
the meeting might be a routine end-of-year evaluation.  Instead, Jordan found that 
she was being called in to be reprimanded officially by the assistant principal over 
the incident several months before.  The counselor was present, too, since she had 
been the one to report the incident to the administrator.  Jordan felt ambushed: 
“You just don’t do people that way. [I wanted to tell them,] ‘If you have issues 
with me, please come ask me.  I’m an adult.  I’ll take my licks.’ ”  Jordan says she 
has no problem admitting that it was an error in judgment to have said the word 
aloud in class, but of course, as she points out, she hears language “worse than 
that every day” from the students. What distressed her most was that the 
counselor and the administrator, her supposed mentor, had not discussed this 
incident with her when it happened.  They thus seemed far more intent on making 
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the most of the opportunity to punish her than to help her.  She asked them, “Why 
didn’t you say something before?” and says that she felt 
 
. . . just furious.  I didn’t even want to go back the next year.  I don’t know 
why [I did go back].  I still don’t.  I love what I do, I guess, is the answer.  
But I was really dreading it, because the first semester was horrible.  What 
I thought was a good year went down the tubes at the end of the year – and 
then I had to face my second year of teaching.  It was all I could muster to 
do it. 
 
Beginning of the WINGS Team 
Jordan did go back for the next year, but “there was that trust issue about 
these people.”  She remembered that she had received several e-mails about the 
WINGS program, and “it sparked my curiosity.”   Early in the school year, Jordan 
applied to WINGS, saying on her application that she wanted someone to “Be 
there for me to offer their expertise, ideas, and suggestions.”  She chose Conroy’s 
profile from the database, and requested that he become her telementor.  
Conroy is a long-time high-school teacher in a relatively small 
community, a language arts teacher who is coordinator of his school’s “fine arts 
initiative” program and “coach of the Academic Decathlon team.” Asked, on his 
application to be a WINGS mentor, what he thought were the greatest needs of 
student teachers or novice teachers, Conroy replied, “These are so numerous as to 
defy listing” but identified, first, that he thought new teachers needed 
 
. . . Constant mentoring for the first two years.  We assume teachers get it 
all after two years.  Unfortunately, this is the time we need to be 
promoting and validating the profession even more. 
 
Correspondence Patterns  
Jordan and Conroy began their WINGS-sponsored e-mail correspondence 
in late September of 2001.  They quickly established a rapport with one another, 
and discovered that they had many things in common.  For example, they found 
that they both had daughters away at college, and both were passionate about their 
love of the arts and very much wanted to foster growth of that passion in their 
students.   
Jordan and Conroy quickly established a pattern of frequent e-mails.  In 
fact, Jordan and Conroy have exchanged more messages with one another than 
any other WINGS team (i.e., more than 500 messages for the team of Jordan-
Conroy compared to the usual successful WINGS teams’ exchange of 100-200 
messages covering the same general time frame).  Jordan says that contact with 
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her telementor – especially that first year -- was “an incredible experience,” 
explaining that “part of it was getting to know him on a professional level,” and 
“part of it was on a personal [level].”  She felt that generally the most helpful 
aspect of the online help she received was that “where I was having troubles or 
difficulties, he was steering my path.” Jordan said -- about her telementoring -- 
that “to me, it was a lifesaver” and that she “probably would have quit teaching if 
it had not been for my telementor.”  Jordan said that instead of her earlier feeling 
of dread about returning for the beginning of her second full year of teaching, she 
felt that at the end of that second full year of teaching that she had had “a very 
successful year” with her online mentor’s help.  This year, by contrast, she 
“looked forward to it” at the beginning of the school year.  She says she “came in 
with more confidence” than she had felt at the beginning of the previous year 
without her telementor’s support. 
This team’s correspondence pattern tended to follow a weekly cycle.  
They would often send a message early in the week, telling how their weekends 
went – usually involving activities with their families or personal art interests 
(e.g., Conroy wrote about taking students on a trip to a large city nearby to go to 
the opera, Jordan wrote about spending a weekend with her daughter in the town 
where her daughter, a freshman, was away at college, etc.).  Often there would be 
a mid-week message between Jordan and Conroy as well, typically about things 
going on in their classes or general teacher-related issues.  Then, they would 
usually wrap up the week with a message about what was going on in their classes 
or a more general comment about the challenges of teaching and looking forward 
to their activities planned for the weekend, which often included school-related 
activities, such as Conroy’s plans to take students to a museum, or Jordan’s 
comment about planning to finish up a book about teaching that Conroy had 
recommended and that they were discussing online as she finished various 
chapters. 
When interviewed, Jordan mentioned several specific incidents as 
representing examples of issues or situations in which her telementor gave her 
particular guidance.  One involved her consideration of a job offer teaching art at 
the high school.  She felt her telementor gave her good advice in asking her to 
consider that she might be better off staying put and developing her art program 
more fully where she was before moving on, since her program is much more 
complex than the kind of do-as-you-like elective that many people imagine when 
they think of art classes in middle school.   
 
Handling Hostile Parents 
Jordan cited one particular incident this year, when – in preparation for a 
fundraiser – the students worked on one major project for six weeks, although 
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Jordan says that the students “had done work all through the six weeks, so I had a 
basis for making a judgment” for their grades.  However, Jordan described the 
situation when one student, who was used to being a “straight-A student” was 
upset because “he made an 80 in my class because I knew he was capable of 
doing more work than what he’d done for this project.”  Particularly, this student 
was given a lower grade because “he didn’t follow guidelines. . . . [and] his 
mother took issue with the fact that … he wasn’t given any other opportunities,” 
meaning that there were not more project grades than those given for the one big 
project, which Jordan frankly admits was “not the best call on my part.”  The 
parents asked for a meeting, and Jordan was apprehensive.  She described what 
ensued in that meeting: 
 
She (the mother) presented her case.  I listened, and then I said, “OK, now 
I would like to respond.”  I had brought the assignment, where I had 
written [the assignment]  down, and I showed them what they [the 
students] were being graded on.  I gave her everything I needed to back 
my story.  Then … I explained how I worked my program, and her 
husband says, “Well, that’s not the way it was when I took art.  When I 
took art, you just got to sit there and draw whatever you wanted.”  He said 
I made [my class] sound like a college course, and he asked, “Do you have 
a syllabus?”  I said, “No, … but I do teach it on a higher-than-middle-
school level, maybe more like high school.” And the principal chimed in, 
“It’s a more advanced class.  She does teach this more on a high school 
level, but her kids do really incredible work.” … When they left, the dad 
was saying, “Well, maybe we shouldn’t have put him in this class.  We 
thought it was for fun.” … [but] the mother was saying, “I think he would 
do well to stay in the class.  He might learn something.”… We all agreed 
that it was not right to have just one grade, [so] I gave [the boy] a chance 
to do the project over, re-grade it, …[and] I raised the grade to a 90, 
because he did do the extra work. … The parents are up at the school 
often, [and] they get to see my kids’ work.  They can look at their son’s 
work and compare it to the other work and see for themselves what I was 
talking about. 
 
Throughout this incident, Jordan says that Conroy was “very supportive,” giving 
practical suggestions about letting the parents say their piece, listening, and then 
presenting her case calmly and coherently.  Afterwards, Jordan said, it meant a lot 
to her when he complemented her, saying, “You’ve learned, and you’ve done 
well.”   
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Facing the New Year 
Jordan says that her telementor’s support has meant a lot to her this year as 
well.  Although during the last year she became friends with some of the other 
elective teachers in her school, one of the two people she felt closest to last year 
did not return to teach at the school this year and the other person is now situated 
in a portable classroom on the other side of campus.  They e-mail messages, but 
the separation of their classrooms means that they do not get to see one another in 
person much anymore. 
According to Jordan, one of the major advantages in having an online 
mentor being able to feel secure about having her private concerns remain private.  
With on-campus personnel, she said, “you don’t know what you’re getting into,” 
since it is hard to tell “who the players are” in on-campus situations, and “having 
that sense of trust is important.”  Jordan said her WINGS facilitator asked her 
recently  
 
. . . what it was that made this [telementoring] so appealing to me.  I said 
one of the things was that it was somebody who didn’t know anybody else 
I was talking about. … I thought this is something that plays into how 
effective this is, how willing someone is to open themselves up, knowing 
that that other person doesn’t know any of these people. 
 
Although Jordan’s school district is now beginning to offer more 
professional development support for new teachers, Jordan points out that this 
purported support may not be sufficiently supportive in some cases: 
 
We have new-to-profession training in our district … but when you are 
having problems, you don’t know who you can talk to within the district 
about the problems you are having because you don’t know what the 
relationship is with the person you are dealing with.  So that’s where 
having a telementor who is someplace you don’t know is valuable, 
somebody you don’t really know other than through this computer 
terminal. 
 
Opportunity for Reflection About Practice 
Jordan described corresponding with her telementor as providing her with 
the opportunity – and the encouragement – to be more reflective: 
 
Having Conroy there is like journaling, because you are keeping a record 
of events, but it’s not just the terminal gathering your data, you’ve got a 
live body at another terminal, reading your journal and helping you work 
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through those problems, or to think something through and share the 
experience.  So then you get journaled back to, and you say, “Oh!  Why 
didn’t I think of that?”  
 
Jordan also pointed out one specific problem that can occur with 
technology-based communications.  With telementoring reliant on all of the 
various telecommunications connections working smoothly, seemingly small 
technological difficulties can arise that disrupt the exchange of messages.  
 
This is how valuable I knew this tool [telementoring] was.  Recently, our 
district, without any warning, changed our domain name, which locked me 
out of my telementoring [e-mail] path, because of the way that the 
program was set up, and it took us over a month … to get it all 
straightened out. … We finally got it worked out, but we lost a good 
month of being connected. … It wasn’t so much that I needed him this 
year, more than needing to share and just keep in touch. 
 
This year, Jordan was glad to be beginning the year with her telementor on 
her side.  Her feeling of confidence was bolstered recently at a staff meeting when 
her principal mentioned her rotating display of her students’ art that is mounted in 
a rotating gallery-style show – with the art mounted and replaced regularly by a 
parent volunteer -- on both sides of the double-doored glass corridor leading into 
the school.  The district’s school board meetings are usually held at Jordan’s 
school, and in a faculty meeting early in this school year, her principal mentioned 
that the school board members never fail to mention to her how impressed they 
are with Jordan’s students’ art work.  After the staff meeting, Jordan approached 
the principal: 
 
I said, “I wanted to thank you for complimenting me on my program in 
front of my peers,” and she says, “What?” and I said, “I really appreciated 
the recognition in front of my peers.”  She says, “I’m sorry.  I should have 
told you [earlier].  I get compliments after every school board meeting 
about how nice the artwork is [done by] the kids at our school. The job 
that you are doing – I’m sorry that I don’t give you those compliments 
more often.” 
 
Giving Back to On-Staff Colleagues 
Although Jordan still feels that her telementor provides “ongoing support” 
in regard to professional issues, she also says that they “have a very close 
friendship that’s developed over the course of this [correspondence].”  Jordan 
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says that this year, she is trying to pass on the kind of support her telementor 
provided that she found so helpful to other new teachers in her school: 
 
I am finding that things that [Conroy] … helped mentor me in my 
development, I’m using to help a new-to-profession teacher … this year 
… [who is] having a really stressful year, and I have not forgotten, 
because those wounds [of betrayal of trust] are healed, but they are still 
fresh.  So I feel her pain, and I’m trying to help her avoid some of that. … 
It’s fun helping someone not have to experience quite the depths of 
despair that I felt that first semester, because on top of teaching, I had 
some really difficult students.  Nobody would admit that [then], but I’ll 
talk to other teachers now [about those students] and they go, “Oh, yeah!” 
[The teachers agreed that the students identified were especially 
troublesome.]  But they were really difficult students in what was 
supposed to be an advanced level art class. …[and] I just cannot see her 
[the new teacher] having to go through that. … She also got dumped with 
the yearbook [when the previous teacher left the week before school 
started, having] messed up the ID cards … so the kids are upset [and] you 
try to make it right with the parents. … I really feel her pain every day. 
 
Summarizing her experience with WINGS telementoring, Jordan says: 
 
. . . this program has saved my professional career, because without it, I 
probably would have … well, without Conroy, and without the program, I 
don’t know that I would have made it through that first year without it.  
Because things came up, and I was frustrated, and my husband was going, 
“If you are so unhappy, why don’t you quit?”  That’s not what you need to 
hear.  Having someone who has been there, and understands, and instead 
of telling you, “OK, just give up,” they help you find the means to make it 
through, and learn, and progress past it.  So this program has been 
invaluable. 
 
Recently, new and unexpected problems have developed for Jordan.  She 
was abruptly called to a meeting by the principal and the assistant principal -- who 
is still officially her mentor --and berated for a whole list of supposed professional 
shortcomings.  This is the same principal who, a very few months ago, praised her 
innovative teaching and her students’ excellent artwork, but now seems 
determined to hound Jordan out of her position.  The major urban school district 
adjacent to Jordan’s has publicly announced a plan to eliminate 450 teaching 
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positions by the end of the year, and the same kind of cutbacks in her district may 
be a factor in Jordan’s situation.   
In addition, the larger urban school district’s superintendent of school also 
recently announced a plan to eliminate many secondary-school fine arts classes in 
favor of a dramatic increase in the district’s physical education class offerings.  
Jordan’s school district may be attempting to follow suit.  Whatever the reason, 
Jordan now is being made to feel that she is less than welcome in her current 
school.  She has been observed in her classroom more often in the last month than 
she was in the first two years that she was present in the school.  She hopes she 
will be able to continue to teach.  The stress level, at the moment, is very high, 
and she fears it may adversely affect her health.  Conroy is keeping up a constant 
level of encouragement to Jordan not to give up, and not to let the administration 
run her off or discourage her from teaching. 
 
2.  HEATHER – [WINGS Team: heather-celeste ] 
 
Background 
Heather began her WINGS mentorship when she was a student teacher, 
doing her apprentice teaching in first grade, focusing on teaching in the language 
arts content areas, including “reading, composition, spelling, [and] handwriting.”  
When Heather first applied to WINGS, she described the kinds of help that she 
thought she would most like a mentor to provide: 
 
I hope to have a mentor who is available to help me whether it is to 
provide ideas, help brainstorm, or simply to tell me that how I am feeling 
is perfectly normal.  I have days where I feel very overwhelmed.  
Classroom management is definitely an area that I need advice about.  In 
this teacher [preparation] program I really have not seen rules and 
procedures being taught.  We enter the schools [for student teaching] so 
late in the year that the rules are already in place.  Setting up the classroom 
rules and enforcing them is definitely something that worries me.  How to 
assess my students is another area in which I would like some assistance. 
 
Selecting a Mentor  
Heather chose Celeste as a mentor after reading her profile in the WINGS 
Online database.  Celeste’s profile noted that she had taught for twenty-two years, 
primarily third grade.  Celeste wrote that she is bilingual, and that she had also 
recently become a Nationally Board Certified Teacher.  When asked what she 
thought were the greatest needs of student teachers and new teachers, Celeste 
cited “classroom management, time management, and pacing of lessons.”  In 
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addition, Celeste said that new teachers often need help knowing “when to assess, 
how to assess, and what to do with the information” when they begin teaching.   
Heather noticed several things in Celeste’s profile that made her feel the 
two of them would be compatible.  For example, Heather remembered Celeste’s 
profile as saying 
 
… that she hates paperwork, because I understand that …  [laughing] … 
but she also describes what her best day [at school] is, how much she 
loves her kids, and how much she loves new teachers and … that she feels 
that she still learns from new teachers and that she wants to learn along the 
way.  She was very open, along the lines of “If they [protégés] have a 
problem, then I’m happy to answer it.”  . . . [Celeste said] that she’d had 
several student teachers before and some of the things that she’s noticed 
with them, like classroom management . . ., were some of my areas of 
need as well. 
 
Heather said that Celeste’s profile indicated that she had a welcoming and “open” 
attitude about having a new teacher protégé.  What Celeste wrote in her mentor 
profile was the following: 
 
I love new teachers!  I feel like this experience [being a WINGS 
telementor] would be mutually beneficial, as I know I would be learning 
from the new teacher.  Teachers fresh from the university have knowledge 
from current research and – above all – excitement and motivation to do 
their best.  The new teacher and I would pool our knowledge together and 
together we would be more than the sum of our parts. … I am still learning 
to be a better teacher.  Good teachers, I think, are always working on this. 
 
Deciding to Register for Telementoring 
Heather said she first heard about WINGS in January of 2001 at the 
university’s preservice teachers’ mandatory meeting, which is held at the 
beginning of each semester for those preparing for their apprentice teaching.  
Heather remembered that “someone” came to make a presentation about WINGS, 
describing it as a new online mentoring program available for the intern teachers.  
Heather’s reaction to this presentation was that the program sounded like a good 
idea:  
 
I believe that the more people you have to turn to, the better.  [So] I 
thought I’d go online and check it out, and I read through most of the 
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teachers’ descriptions [in the database of available mentors].  I found 
Celeste and put in my application, and she said she’d love to take me on. 
 
Heather was later surprised to find that very few other interns at the mandatory 
apprentice-teacher meeting had signed up for the WINGS telementoring program: 
 
I was shocked that everybody didn’t turn around and go out and sign up 
for it.  I thought, “Who couldn’t use an extra mentor?” . . . Not as many 
people [signed up] as I thought were going to.  I talked to others, and they 
said, “You signed up for that?” … I don’t know if they were unsure of 
what it really was going to entail, because it was brand new. 
 
Asked how much her preservice teacher cohort at the university used 
telecommunication, Heather said that her group did not – as many cohorts do now 
– use telecommunications to maintain contact with one another during their 
apprentice-teaching practicum, nor did they regularly have online discussions via 
e-mail or periodic online “chat” sessions.  However, Heather says that some of the 
members of her cohort did regularly correspond, via e-mail, with their professors.   
 
Beginning of the WINGS Team 
Although Heather says that she had always had “a good relationship” with 
most of her professors, she felt that her discussions with Celeste, her online 
mentor, provided her with the kind of “safe place” she felt she needed to explore 
her feelings and ask questions during her practicum teaching.  She explained that 
the advantage of online mentors for student teachers is that “they’re not judging 
them, they’re not grading them,” which, as part of their responsibilities, college 
professors must do, no matter how cordial their relationships with their students.  
Heather adds that for student teachers, 
 
… going to your professor, for some people, feels as if [you’re saying], 
‘I’m having this big problem,’ [and then] there are going to be some 
ramifications.  They [the professors] probably know the people you’re 
talking about personally, and my [online] mentor doesn’t.  She’s able to be 
more objective. 
 
Challenges for an Intern Teacher 
In her intern teaching placement, Heather faced several challenges.  One 
was that her cohort members were doing their student teaching during the spring 
semester.  Heather thought that this put her a bit behind the learning curve in 
terms of her own teaching practice: 
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You end up in the classroom doing student teaching and they [the 
students] have already been in school for about a month and a half [into 
the spring semester], and that’s a disadvantage. …. I know that there are 
some cohorts that start at the beginning of the school year and then do 
their class work at the end, whereas ours taught second semester. … I 
think it makes it hard, especially contemplating your following year [as a 
first-year, newly hired teacher], when you’re going to have to do all those 
beginning-of-the-year activities, but you’ve never seen them in real life – 
except for when you were in third grade. [laughs] 
 
Heather’s initial student teaching assignment turned out to be something 
of a difficult placement as well.  She was assigned, during her fall observation and 
practicum semester, to a public elementary school “that was fairly highly 
socioeconomically situated.”  Although the class to which she was officially 
assigned was a second-grade classroom, the students were “multi-age,” and the 
class had a large enrollment, with “forty students and two teachers.”  Physically, 
the class was set up in one big room, “like two classrooms with the middle wall 
knocked out” and the two teachers typically worked with “one at the end of each 
room.”  At times, the class worked as one large group, and at other times, they did 
smaller group activities.  For example, Heather said, “one teacher took second 
grade math, the other taught third grade advanced math,” and the remaining 
students were “farmed out . . . to other math classrooms.”   
Although this classroom arrangement apparently allowed the school some 
flexibility in addressing varied learning needs of the students, it caused some 
problems for Heather in terms of her student teaching.  After spending her fall 
practicum visiting and observing in this placement, Heather’s cooperating teacher 
at the school decided that, for the spring semester, the situation was going to 
present problems.  The cooperating teacher told Heather that it might be difficult 
for her to do her independent teaching in order for her to be observed and 
evaluated by her preservice teaching supervisor.  This classroom placement had 
accommodated student teachers before, but Heather says that “usually, I guess, 
when they place students in that kind of classroom, they have two student 
teachers” assigned at the same time, who then did team-teaching for their 
observation and assessment by a university-based supervisor.   
This was not the only difficulty, however.  The cooperating teacher felt 
that her co-teacher in the classroom had a personality that was, as Heather quoted 
the supervisor as saying, “a little bit ‘cold-prickly.’” Although the two regular 
teachers who were teamed together “got along really well,” the cooperating 
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teacher “just thought it was going to be a little tough for me to try to team-teach 
with her [the ‘cold-prickly’ teacher] the following semester.”   
This coordinating teacher, then the university supervisor, tried to find 
another placement for Heather: 
 
They tried to place me in a first-grade classroom at that school, but [the 
first-grade] teacher … was chosen to be the team teacher for the first 
grade, and then something else came up and she was overwhelmed.  So 
they had to find me a new placement at the last moment.  
 
For her student teaching, Heather was finally assigned to  
 
… a brand new classroom at a brand new school with a brand new teacher 
…[who] had never had a student teacher before, and … she was not the 
best of teachers. …  It was a challenge, and Celeste helped me get through 
that. 
 
Asked specifically how Celeste helped her face this challenge, Heather said that  
. . . it was nice having somebody [who] would write and say “I’m on your 
side. Let me know if there’s something I can do,” or “I put a math game in 
the mail to you.  See if that helps.” 
 
Actively Seeking Help 
Reflecting about how she felt having a mentor online, Heather says she 
thought that having Celeste in her corner definitely helped her, then commented 
that she does not really understand why people feel such resistance to asking for 
help when they need it.  As an example, Heather mentioned her brother, for whom 
“asking for help, he saw – for a long time – as being a sign of failure.”  Heather 
says that most people need help at one time or another, but they need “to get over 
the fact” that it is uncomfortable asking for help and understand that help-seeking 
does not imply that they are at fault: 
 
That’s not what it is.  Needing help doesn’t mean that you’ve failed, it just 
means that you need some guidance.  You need somebody to say, “Maybe 
it didn’t work out this time, but next time [things will be better],” or 
whatever it is.  Each person needs help in a different way, whether it’s 
simply “You had a bad day, and I’m here for you” or “Maybe this is how 
you could change your lesson.” … Celeste never made me feel that way 
[i.e., as if she had failed], even when I wrote her and said, “I don’t have a 
clue what I’m doing.” 
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Heather says that she picked Celeste hoping for a close friendship with a 
mentor, and says that she and Celeste built their relationship to suit their own 
personalities and preferences: 
 
I’ve talked  to other people who did do this [WINGS telementoring] 
program and they haven’t really – Some of them don’t know all that much 
about their [mentor’s] family life and all that sort of stuff. ... I think that 
each person does get to set up that sort of relationship, and if you pick 
somebody that isn’t a sharer and you are, or vice versa, it’s probably not 
going to work out unless you help them to some sort of understanding 
about … who you are. 
 
Types of Correspondence 
Looking at the e-mail messages Heather and Celeste exchanged, it is clear 
that both of them could be described as “sharers.”  Heather was very direct and 
open in sharing her feelings and concerns with Celeste, and Celeste offered 
helpful suggestions and support, including sending Heather, through surface mail, 
at least one full box of lesson plans and activities that she might be able to use in 
the classes she was teaching.  
As an example of the kinds of things they discussed during Heather’s 
student teaching, early in this team’s correspondence, Heather wrote to Celeste:  
 
I’m a little nervous about total teach [i.e., the independent teaching part of 
her student teaching].  I struggle with how to reach all of my students.  
There really is a broad range of abilities and understanding levels.  I’m 
still working with what is too much information, and thus overkill, and 
what is not enough. 
 
 Celeste replied to this message with detailed suggestions for addressing 
differentiation among students, and concluded with the following reassurance: 
 
Heather, EVERYBODY, even veteran teachers, struggles (on a daily basis!) 
with pacing and scope.  You are not supposed to know everything and to 
be perfect.  You obviously care and that is what is really important.  
 
At another point, Celeste prompted Heather to tell her how she was doing: 
“I’m interested in how you are feeling about your experience.”  Heather replied 
that she was feeling  
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… a little stressed.  I love being with the kids, but being constantly 
observed is a little nerve-wracking.  The kids are still getting used to the 
idea that I am their teacher and when I am teaching, I’m in charge. 
 
Heather then described some of the behavior problems that were occurring in her 
class and her specific plans for how to handle them.  Celeste’s reply offered 
Heather encouragement about coping with issues she had raised and her plans for 
managing them, concluding with comments about her being nervous while 
observed and evaluated.  Celeste said that this made her nervous, too: 
 
Even now, when I get observed in a walk-through or my formal 
observation, I get really nervous!  These are some of the things I do to try 
to feel better:  Take big breaths and try to consciously slow down the 
speed at which you speak… and smile, Heather, because that will almost 
automatically make you feel better.  You’ll focus more on the students that 
you are smiling at and be less conscious of the one observing you. 
 
Multiple Demands 
At the same time that she was doing her student teaching, Heather was 
also coping with many other demands, most of which were related to broadly 
professional or educational requirements, such as: 
• her independent teaching (e.g., Heather commented: “ … I am feeling 
rather bogged down.  This week has felt very long …  Tomorrow we 
have a field trip [to a nature center], then a picnic lunch and rock 
hunt.”  Or, late one night, on a weekend: “I just finished writing all my 
lesson plans for next week, and I am thoroughly exhausted.” Or, when 
special whole-school activities disrupted the regular class routine: 
“This whole week the kids were off-kilter because the schedule kept 
changing …”) 
• concluding her university program and preparing to graduate (e.g., 
“Saturday is the EXCET exam.  I do not like tests, … so I’m a little 
anxious. … But it will be over soon.”  Or:  “Today is my final 
evaluation with my [cooperating teacher] and my [university] 
supervisor.  Not sure how that will go.” ), and  
• conducting a search for a job for the next school year (e.g., “Today 
was the UT job fair.  Most of us thought that interviews would be set 
up for the afternoon, but very few schools were interviewing.”  Or, 
after a job fair held by the local school district did not provide many 
opportunities for fall employment: “Many schools did not come, were 
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not interviewing, or had few positions  … I gave my resume to Human 
Resources .… [and] will hopefully hear from them for an interview.”) 
While Celeste provided Heather with general support and encouragement 
(e.g., “Keep your spirits high”), she also offered some specific job-hunting advice, 
such as, 
 
Sometimes sending your resume and a cover letter to the principals at 
schools is a good idea.. . . .[Also],  if you have time to substitute in May, 
make yourself available …[because] subs are in high demand and short 
supply … If you can get on …[a particular school’s] “preferred” list of 
substitutes … in May, your name would definitely come up when [there’s] 
talk of hiring. 
 
During her “total teach” period, Heather continued to write to Celeste 
about specific classroom issues, such as: 
 
What concerns me about next week is my language arts plans. … I’m not 
sure yet what I am going to do with them.  I thought about poetry or 
maybe … different activities – i.e., writing a letter to Bill Peet [some of 
whose books the students had read the previous week], telling him why 
they like his books.  I also need to go over syllables. 
 
Starting Out as a Novice Teacher 
Heather did not find a job locally, as she had hoped, but mid-July, she 
wrote that she had found a job teaching kindergarten in a private school in a large 
urban school system in a coastal city about two hundred miles away from the city 
where she had attended the university and done her student teaching.  Since 
Heather’s family lived near her new placement, she could live with them during 
her first year of teaching.  
When interviewed, Heather remembered that when she was ready to 
approach her first year assignment, she had some concerns that she felt Celeste 
helped her with: 
 
… [Although], as I told you, I took that [classroom] management class [as 
part of her university program of study], these things [classroom discipline 
and routines] were already set up in the classroom [by the cooperating 
teacher].  So I had the big fear of “OK, so my 21 students are going to 
arrive, and I have to set it up myself, but I’ve never seen it really happen. 
… How do I do that?”  After 22 years of teaching, Celeste could give me 
some ideas of how I do that, especially since I was moving to a brand new 
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school where I didn’t know any of the other teachers, but I already had 
this relationship with an experienced teacher set up [online]. 
 
Heather’s first e-mail messages about her school were very optimistic, 
such as during the second week of classes, when she wrote that she liked her 
school, and that she was working with a “co-teacher” who was older, but also new 
to the school, and said she felt good about the school situation in general:  “Before 
the kids started, we had a two-day faculty retreat so that everyone could meet 
each other. … The [elementary] teachers are very warm and helpful.”  Heather 
and Celeste exchanged messages about her classes and how she was handling 
different aspects of the teaching. 
 
Doubts About Status 
Two weeks later, though, Heather wrote Celeste about her rising concern 
over her situation.  It turned out that she was not being considered a “co-teacher” 
at all, but was being relegated to “helper” status, with the other teacher in the 
classroom being designated as the lead teacher:  
 
My role is really more as a teaching assistant in the kindergarten – 
[although] I am the only assistant [in the school] who is certified to teach. 
… Often the lead teacher writes the plans, but then doesn’t prepare ahead 
of time – so then I must run around getting her everything and setting up.  
This is one of the main things drilled into us at [the university]:  Prepare 
for the lesson, have everything where you can reach it. 
 
Heather commented that the other teacher’s not being prepared for class 
“makes me a little batty” and that she was concerned about her employment 
situation.  She said, “When I was hired, I was told that next year positions would 
open up and I would / should have my own classroom.”  Heather felt unsure about 
what the school’s plans for her the next year were. 
She wrote Celeste, the next month, that her students were doing well and 
that some of the students were progressing much more quickly than in the other 
two kindergarten classes.  However, she followed up with news that “one of the 
other [kindergarten] teachers has a problem with our zipping along.”  Heather was 
most concerned about trying to slow down the students in her class, when so 
many were already proficient readers that, if given repetitive or slower-paced 
lessons “they become bored.”  In the next round of messages, Heather said that 
the school’s curriculum specialist, who was apparently called in to resolve the 
pacing issues among the different kindergarten classes  
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… seems to want us to set up a different curriculum for [the advanced 
readers] – but she doesn’t have time to help us figure out how.  I’ve started 
taking them as a small group while the others work on their letter books 
and sounds. 
 
Heather and Celeste continued to exchange messages throughout the fall, 
concentrating on lesson plans, differentiation strategies for various students’ 
needs, and parent conferences.  In February, Heather mentioned that there was 
possibly some progress in the job situation, as she had “had a nice meeting with 
the head of the school.  He will be sending out contracts soon and we will meet 
again before the end of the month.” 
A few weeks later, however, Heather wrote, 
 
I’m not sure how hopeful the chances of a position are right now.  There is 
a first-grade spot, but the head of school seems to want someone with 
years of experience to take that spot.  I’d love to stay at the school.  I’ve 
made some really good friends and feel I would have their support . . . I 
am meeting with the head on Thursday.  Fingers crossed he will know 
something more.  I’m starting to become very nervous about next year.  
It’s March and I don’t know if I will have a job. 
 
Celeste encouraged Heather not to wait, but to start sending out resumes and 
asking around at other district schools.  Heather thanked her for being so 
supportive and added more news about her meeting with the head of the school: 
 
… He said that at the moment only two first-grade spots were open, and 
they really wanted to fill them with experienced teachers.  I was told they 
were not kicking me out the door, that if another school asked they would 
highly recommend me, and that I was welcome to come back.  I have until 
May to tell him if I am going to remain in the assistant position.  I hope to 
be able to tell him no. 
 
Meanwhile, Heather had found out more information about the positions available 
at the school.  Another teacher told her that she had a friend who had applied for 
one of the first-grade positions and was told that there was a third-grade position 
open as well.  The head of school had not mentioned this position to Heather 
during their discussion.  In addition, she wrote Celeste, “A friend told me the 
same thing happened to her -- the school was aware of her desire to [change] 
grades, but offered the position to someone new before [offering it to] her.”  
Heather also commented:  
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I have been told [by some of the other teachers that] I need to be 
aggressive and not wait for them [the administration].  I e-mailed the head 
of school yesterday.  I told him I had heard there was a third-grade 
position and, if this was so, I wanted to reiterate my interest in teaching at 
this school. 
 
Heather added, “Over the [spring] break, I plan to get in touch with other schools 
and update my portfolio.”  Celeste sent encouragement, saying that she agreed 
that Heather needed to be proactive in looking for positions elsewhere or 
continuing to ask the head of school for a classroom of her own. 
 
Further Uncertainty 
 In April, Heather reported to Celeste that she had set up some interviews, 
such as with a local school for a fourth-grade job.  She had spoken to the head of 
her current school about the job opening for third grade, asking for a chance to 
teach a sample lesson for a third-grade class as a demonstration of her ability to 
teach.  The other third-grade teacher -- who would be the third-grade team leader 
the next year -- and the head of the lower school would also come to watch her.  
Heather described concerns she had about her situation: 
 
I am trying to stay calm about this whole adventure in not knowing where 
I’ll be next year, but it’s tough.   This not knowing gives me indigestion!  
Part of me would like to remain at the school where I am now.  I know the 
rules and what the school is like.  I know those teachers who will be my 
support here.  At the same time, there are many teachers leaving.  The 
third grade will have two new teachers and the third teacher goes on 
maternity leave in November. 
 
Heather said that she was not sure that the administration was going to give her a 
fair chance.  She felt that they had not been very fair in their dealings with her so 
far.  For example, in getting job evaluations in her current position, she had  
 
. . . talked with both the head of lower school and the head of the school.  
Each time I have asked for suggestions and help figuring out my role in 
this classroom where I am the assistant and not the lead teacher.  They 
were not terribly helpful.  So to meet with the lower school head at the 
beginning of April and be told they were concerned about my having my 
own classroom because I had showed a lack of initiative was out of left 
field!  My lead teacher said she never said that to them – that when she 
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was asked, she told them I was doing a good job and had taken over many 
things.  [But] if it was said, she’s really the only one who could have said 
something.  … So either she is lying or the head made it up.  It made me 
feel unfairly under attack. 
 
Heather ended this message by telling Celeste, “Thank you for allowing me to 
vent.  I am truly in a frustrating spot right now.”   
 
The Demonstration Lesson 
Several days later, Heather wrote that she was doing careful planning for 
her demonstration lesson and asked Celeste for her feedback.  Since the third-
grade class was not familiar to her, she wanted a lesson that would help the 
students become very quickly engaged, hoping that this would make up for her 
unfamiliarity with the students or their individual learning styles.   
Heather decided to do a lesson on homonyms and homophones, using “an 
Amelia Bedelia book,” an amusing character who always got such words mixed 
up.  She and Celeste discussed ways that she could have the students get involved, 
especially during “closure” on the lesson.  Celeste made the suggestion that 
Heather might have the students do “a matching game,” with pictures “on one set 
of cards” and “the words spelled correctly on another set.”  In reviewing the 
lesson, Heather could display the pictures and the students could show what they 
had learned by finding the cards displaying the appropriately spelled word that 
went with each picture.  Heather liked the ideas Celeste sent, since the lesson 
materials – the book and the various cards – were something that she could make 
ahead of time and bring to the class.  She thought that the matching game idea 
would work well for an interactive wrap-up that would be sure to get the students 
interested.  On the day of the demonstration lesson, Celeste sent a final message 
of encouragement, giving phone numbers – including her cell phone number -- 
where she could be reached if Heather wanted to talk to her, and saying, “I’ll keep 
my fingers crossed!  Good luck!” 
Heather later described in an e-mail to Celeste what happened during her 
teaching the demonstration homonym/homophone lesson to the third-grade class. 
 
The kids enjoyed it … their collaborations were really cute.  
Unfortunately, it was the adults who were the troublemakers.  The head of 
lower school, the assistant to the head of school, and a third grade teacher 
came to observe.  In the middle of my lesson, the third-grade teacher was 
sent to get a dictionary and the three [observers] sat in the back [of the 
classroom] whispering and looking up homonym vs. homophone and 
discussing if I was teaching the right definition.  It was rude. 
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When Heather went to discuss the evaluation of the administrator who 
observed her, she was disappointed by the head of the lower school’s response: 
 
When I met with the lower school head, she said she really felt I needed 
more experience. … It made me angry and sad.  [The school 
administrators] did nothing to help me figure out ways to get that 
experience – and I asked for guidance at least five times.  She also 
compared me to the first-grade student teacher, [but] her job is to take over 
the classroom, [while] mine – as an assistant – isn’t. … My lead teacher 
could have been told and we would have made it happen.  But they didn’t 
tell me that.  Now they have hired the student teacher to teach first grade 
next year. 
 
Celeste replied: 
 
You sound sad and frustrated.  I don’t blame you.  You’ll grieve for 
awhile, Heather, maybe even for a long while.  I wish things had worked 
out differently. … Don’t give up and don’t let this define you as a teacher.  
You will find your place.  Hang in there.  E-mail or call me.  I’m here for 
you. 
 
Heather replied, “I am sad and frustrated,” but then added – with her 
characteristic good humor, that she thought she must be “having a quarter life 
crisis.” 
 
Starting Over 
 As school ended, Heather continued to send out resumes for fall positions.  
Many schools were not yet sure at that point how many positions they would have 
available for the fall, and Heather found the waiting difficult.  The not knowing 
whether she would find a job was the hardest part for her. 
 When, by early August, she had not heard back from places to which she had 
applied, Heather moved to a state in the northeastern part of the country.  She has 
some family members in that area, including her brother and an aunt.  She has 
been substitute-teaching, hoping to become more familiar with the schools in the 
area and to have the schools become more familiar with her.  She is also working 
part time “doing administrative work for two small … financial companies.”  
Heather says she has been told that “the job market up here is tough” and that she 
was “lucky to have found the job that I have, especially as they seem to like me 
and I think I like them.” 
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 She and Celeste still correspond.  Celeste has recently suggested doing a 
book study, meaning that they could choosing a book about teaching and 
discussing it with one another online. 
 
3.  MARIE -- [WINGS Team: marie-harriet ] 
 
Background 
Marie started her WINGS mentorship near the end of her first full year of 
teaching.  She was teaching math in a high school in which she had already 
worked for seven years as a teacher’s assistant in special education classes.  In her 
introduction of herself to Harriet, her WINGS mentor, Marie called herself a 
“middle-aged mom” and said that because she looked older than the average 
novice teacher, her students had “no clue that this is my first year!” 
In her application to WINGS, Marie said that she wanted an online mentor 
“to answer any questions I may have and to share ideas and good hands-on 
activities.”  She added, in the section of the WINGS application that asked about 
any special requests she might have of a mentor, that she especially wanted 
“Someone who is straight-forward and tells it like it is.” 
Marie selected Harriet to be her mentor.  In her WINGS profile, Harriet 
described herself as having had twenty-nine years of experience teaching math, 
although she was currently working as director of her school’s Math Center, 
helping teachers and training seniors to be math tutors for younger students in the 
school.  She said she missed having a classroom of her own, and – when asked on 
the WINGS application what she liked best about teaching – said “I like working 
with students best.  I love the light that comes to a student’s eyes when they 
finally realize that they understand what I’m saying.”  Harriet said that she liked 
least “paperwork and grading.” 
When interviewed, Marie did not remember exactly how she heard about 
WINGS, although she said, “I remember having to go to a Web site and sign up, 
[but] I don’t know how I got that information. … I don’t recall.”  She said, about 
her school and its purported help for inductees, “I was supposed to have a mentor, 
but I really didn’t.”  Marie quoted her on-site mentor as saying, “If you need 
anything, let me know,” but this on-site mentor did not develop a regular meeting 
time or regular contact with Marie about her classroom practice.  In the spring of 
her first year of teaching, Marie applied to WINGS for an online mentor. 
 
Beginning of the WINGS Team 
The e-mail address for the Marie-Harriet team was set up in March of 
2001, although there were some initial technical glitches and a bit of confusion as 
the team got started – in addition to the intensifying demands on their time as the 
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school year ended.  However, by mid- May, they had exchanged several detailed 
messages.  For example, in her first message, Marie introduced herself and 
described her teaching circumstances, then asked Harriet for some advice about 
how to stay organized, explaining  
 
I am a very organized person, but with kids out sick, [and] turning in 
things late, things get a bit fuzzy.  Do you have a good system to keep up 
with who owes what, if they turned in late work, etc.? 
 
Harriet answered Marie’s question about organization with humor: “Boy, 
if I had the answer to that one, I’d make some money!” She said that in terms of a 
systematic way of staying organized: “It took me YEARS to find a system that I 
could live with.”  Harriet explained several methods that she had developed over 
the years that she used to keep her students working productively and responsibly 
while also reducing the paperwork log-jam.  For example, Harriet mentioned one 
way that she copes with vast quantities of math homework: 
 
One thing that helped was when I quit trying to grade every single 
problem that I assigned.  Now when I assign homework – right or wrong – 
it is worth 70 points of the homework grade.  We go over it in class until 
they have no more questions.  They grade (and correct) their own work. … 
Then when they turn the paper over, I give them a quick 3-problem quiz.  
That is what I grade and it is the other 30 points of the grade. … As long 
as I know they attempt to do the assignment.  I also hand back most of the 
papers they do and make them keep [these] in their notebook.  
 
Harriet also provided some other detailed suggestions about staying 
organized, such as posting a master calendar, listing “all assignments, tests, 
special projects, etc.” with the student being held responsible for identifying and 
turning in “whatever assignment they missed when absent.”  Harriet noted that 
her school district’s grading “policy gives [students] one day to make up work for 
every day they miss,” but that she regularly gave her students two, although 
beyond that, in her class, “late work is penalized 30 points right off the top.” 
 
Discussing Classroom Policies and Practices 
During early summer, Marie wrote back to Harriet, commenting about 
Harriet’s grading system by saying “I like the way you grade.  It sounds like a fair 
system where the students are learning and you can access their knowledge.”  She 
then went on to ask advice about another area of concern, saying, “What do you 
do on the first day of school?” 
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Harriet replied in a detailed message, listing several general procedures 
she follows on the first class day with all her math classes, and then giving 
specific details about how she introduced each of the individual math subjects she 
taught, making it clear to her classes what the course would entail and her 
expectations of students. 
In the next round of messages, Marie asked about another issue related to 
her classroom practice:  
 
The hardest thing for me at the beginning of the year was remembering all 
the kids’ names. … I’m looking for a way to get to know [students] faster.  
One teacher suggested having them sit alphabetically.  Any suggestions? 
 
Harriet replied that during the first class day, she gave an introduction of herself 
to the class and then had her students make a similar short introduction of 
themselves, asking them to include one fact about themselves that they think is 
“important or interesting.”  She explained that 
 
… when the students are introducing themselves … I try to identify some 
characteristic with each face.  I also make a seating chart [on] the second 
day and I carry it around with me as I call on students by name.  I’m not 
all that good with names, but it usually doesn’t take me more than three 
class periods to learn all the students’ names. 
 
During the summer, while they were planning for the next school year, the 
pair exchanged information about various display “boards” they had in their 
classroom and how they used them.  For example, Harriet asked Marie whether 
she had “an overhead, chalkboard, or whiteboard, (or all three)?”  Marie 
responded, 
 
I mostly use the overhead. I try to have all my transparencies ready ahead 
of time [so that during class I can] just slap them up there.  My classroom 
has two long whiteboards that I usually use for posting assignments and 
for letting the kids use to show their work.  I don’t have a chalkboard. 
 
Marie then said she was reviewing her previous years’ lesson plans, 
preparing for the upcoming school year, and asked Harriet about the formula she 
used for grading, particularly the proportions of types of grades in weighting the 
value of students’ homework, quizzes, and tests in calculating their nine weeks’ 
grades.  Marie apparently had some leeway in setting her own class policy for 
grades, and said that she and several colleagues at her school used the following 
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formula: “25% homework, 25% quizzes, 50% tests.”  In reply, Harriet said that 
the proportional weighting of grades for student work in her math classes were 
actually set by her school district, which mandated use of the formula: “40% 
(homework / classwork), 40% (quizzes & tests), 20% (nine weeks test).” 
 Next, Marie asked if Harriet had any suggestions about handling specific 
kinds of interactive activities, saying,  
 
I would love any ideas you want to send my way.  I want to do more 
“hands on” activities with my Algebra kids, so if you have anything kids 
can “do,” please send them!  … any suggestions on how to teach certain 
concepts [would also be] greatly appreciated! 
 
Harriet provided details about a variety of “hands on” activities she used in 
her classes that Marie might use, and even included a “hands on” joke, involving 
use of the overhead, that she said she liked to use to give her students a chuckle.  
Harriet explained that she routinely placed her hands on the overhead where she 
displays her math problems for the class, often creating an edge-of screen 
silhouette of one or both of her hands.  In preparing for the joke, she traced her 
hand as if it were in that position and made a silhouette on construction paper and 
cut it out.  Then, as Harriet explained,  
 
… when I feel the students need a “humor break,” I discreetly put my fake 
[paper] hand on the overhead as I lecture and walk away [from the 
overhead].  Then I sit back and wait until they realize [that I’m at the back 
of the classroom, while my “hand” is still showing on the overhead]. … It 
gets a laugh every time and wakes them up. … This also works well with 
teachers, if you ever have to give a presentation (although students are faster 
as seeing the joke!)  You can only use this once a year with the same group. 
 
Keeping Up an Exchange of Messages 
As the school year started, in August, both teachers commented that the 
first days went well.  The only real glitches were from equipment problems in 
their schools:  On the first day of classes, Marie’s school lost electrical power for 
“almost an hour,” while at Harriet’s school the air conditioning went out.  Overall, 
however, Marie commented:  “So far, so good.  It’s nice to have one year under 
my belt!” 
 Both Marie and Harriet commented about the hectic demands as the 
school year was starting.  Marie said she was finding it hard to get the time to 
correspond, saying, “I’m sure I’ll have questions [later], but I’m so busy I don’t 
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have time to think right now.”  About six weeks later, Harriet said she had also 
been busy:  
 
At my school, we’ve just finished homecoming week – and the good news 
is I’ve survived!  I’ve also been going to a lot of inservice [sessions] 
concerning TAAS II (TAKS) or whatever they’re calling it this week!  I 
suppose you are also being inundated with these inservices.  It never 
ceases to amaze me, how much time from class they take from teachers.  
Don’t be afraid to say “no,” once in a while. 
 
Several technical problems intervened that interrupted the flow of e-mail 
messages until just before Thanksgiving, when Marie got back online to give a 
report about how things had been going: 
 
Things are going so much better this year than last.  … I started out the 
year knowing how I wanted the class to run, so I haven’t been broad-sided 
with things that “could” come up.  I spelled everything out to the kids and 
there have been very few problems. … I am always looking for activities 
and projects.  I gave my geometry class sets of tangrams for projects for 2 
six weeks.  They did a good job, but I don’t want to over-do it.  I haven’t 
found any good projects for algebra.  We are learning how to graph lines 
right now.  It has gone so much better this year because I learned some of 
the pitfalls last year.  I’m glad I left myself notes from last year.  … I have 
been giving them 70% completion and 30% homework / quiz grades, as 
you suggested, and it has been great.  The parents like it too.  I have gotten 
about a third of my parents on e-mail, which has been great for 
communication.  One or two kind of abuse it by writing too often, but I 
think that is a small price to pay for the really good communication I am 
having with the parents. 
 
Marie and Harriet exchanged a few subsequent messages discussing some 
new ideas – such as Marie’s interest in knowing if Harriet had “any ideas about 
teaching systems of equations” and that she was looking for “projects,” explaining 
that she would “like the kids to do something more than homework.  Any ideas?”   
Harriet replied that she did not have any really good ideas about systems 
of equations yet, but that she would continue to look for some.  Harriet then 
explained, as an idea for doing projects other than just homework, that she used 
portfolios with her classes, with “the ‘higher’ the class, the more difficult the 
portfolio” requirements, such as giving the students a list of “13 items” – 
assignments, projects, or ideas from which they might choose -- for a total of 9 
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“mandatory” items and then “they may choose 2 from the remaining items” on the 
list.  Harriet said,  
 
I try to put in some interesting items as well as more traditional kinds of 
work.  An example of some of the interesting items would be an origami 
ornament … creating an algebraic bookmark, bulletin board, etc.  One 
time I had them create a mathematician trading card.  That they enjoyed. 
… Some more traditional items would be to include an assignment with a 
paragraph explaining why they choose to include this paper, what they 
learned, what they had trouble with, etc. 
 
Harriet included a Web link to a site that provided details about the 
“mathematician trading card” project.  She also provided ideas for other 
possibilities for inclusion in students’ portfolios, but commented that portfolios 
were not necessarily easy to implement:  
 
If you think you might like to try a portfolio, you might want to start out 
small the first time and build up.  It usually is a shock to the student’s 
system when they realize they must do this EVERY grading period.  But 
now they’re used to it, and actually expect it. 
 
Marie then gave Harriet her regular mail address, and Harriet mailed her at least 
one package of materials, such as lesson plans, also including a book of geometry 
activities. 
 
Changing Facilitators 
In January, the team switched WINGS facilitators, as Naomi cycled off to 
study for comprehensive exams.  Tanya took over, and asked Marie and Harriet to 
tell her a bit about themselves.  Marie said that she was in her “second year of 
teaching,” listed all the math classes she was teaching, and said she  
 
… worked in the school system for many years – mostly in special ed. – 
then in “mid-life” decided to finish my math degree [at the university] and 
teach regular ed. math.  Best decision I ever made.  I absolutely love my 
job. 
 
Marie then described her family -- her husband and her teenage daughter -- and 
described her exchanges with Harriet, saying that she 
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… has been a superb mentor and I just love her advice and her humor!!  
This [WINGS telementoring] is a terrific program and I wish I had more 
time to devote to it. 
 
Both teachers were busy helping students prepare for the state-mandated 
standardized tests [TAAS] for several weeks, but continued intermittently to 
exchange e-mail, with Marie commenting on ideas among the materials Harriet 
had mailed her that she thought her students would find interesting.  Harriet sent a 
Web link to a geometry project involving “constructing ‘eggs’” that she thought 
Marie’s class might like, or that Marie could save for the appropriate geometry 
unit next year.   
In February, Marie asked Harriet, “What do you do when you have a new 
student come into your class?  I had a new student come into my Algebra class 
with only two days left in the six weeks.”  Harriet said that, about the new 
student, “with so little time left in the six weeks, I would give her the grade she 
brought with her,” but  then offered several alternate ideas, particularly in case 
“she brought no grade (and this has happened!)”  Harriet suggested that the main 
idea is to keep in mind the question, “What is in the best interests of the child?” in 
terms of doing “what you must to motivate and help the student.” 
In March, Marie asked Harriet to send ideas about how to help her 
Algebra I students understand “factoring polynomials,” commenting that “our 
Algebra II teachers REALLY want the kids to have this skill down … so any 
activities or good worksheets would be appreciated.”   
 
Sharing Goes Both Ways 
In April, Marie told Harriet about a project she had started for assisting her 
Algebra I students, saying that she had found a university Web site for homework 
support.  Marie said she would  
 
… pick problems from the Algebra I section … then the kids download 
them, solve them, and answer them online.  They get immediate feedback 
and after a certain time … they can download the solutions and all the 
steps in solving them.  I am choosing problems that I taught in the fall to 
keep their skills up for EOC.  It took a little time to set up, but after that 
I’ve spent little time on it.  I plan on using it next year also. 
 
 Harriet replied that she was interested in the online homework support 
program, asking “Can anyone go there?  [What] is the Web site [URL address]?”  
Harriet also added that she had “been swamped,” saying 
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My principal is … thinking about restructuring out school for next year … 
and I’ve been going to committee meetings.  I’m not happy about jumping 
into something we haven’t thought out and prepared for.  I’m worried 
about my AP [advanced placement] mathematics program.  I can see some 
BAD things happening!!  Oh, well.  Change is the name of the game – at 
least in education! 
 
 As the school year was ending, Marie sent the URL for the university Web 
site for math homework support, and Harriet sent Marie an idea for helping her 
students, since “I don’t know how your students are about their last final, but 
mine are almost brain dead.”  Harriet said that she allowed her students, for a 
small cost to their grade, to get a hint: 
 
On my hardest problems, I have a hint taped to the front board – only it 
costs them, the students, a point (or whatever is fair) to look at it.  I make 
it a really GOOD hint, so it’s worth giving up a point to gain several.  I’ve 
been amazed at how hard my students try NOT to go for the hint.  It’s easy 
to keep track of [points to be deducted for the hint] and it helps those that 
really need it. 
 
Marie replied that the hint idea was a really good one and that “sometimes 
you have to prime the pump.”   
 
Graduating from the Telementoring Team 
 Since this was the end of Marie’s second year of teaching, their WINGS 
facilitator, Tanya, notified Marie and Harriet that their WINGS team was now 
officially ending, but that they were welcome to continue to use their team e-mail 
addresses to communicate with one another.  Harriet asked to have her mentor 
profile returned to active status in the WINGS Online database. 
 At the beginning of the current school year, Harriet sent Marie a message, 
saying that even though her “tenure as a mentor is up,” she still hoped to stay in 
touch with Marie via the e-mail address, saying that “if I come across any good 
ideas, I’ll send them along.”  She added that she had heard a good idea recently, 
from the school where her daughter -- was beginning her first-year as a math 
teacher – taught.  One teacher at that school had  
 
her freshmen write themselves a letter (addressed and stamped) that she 
delivers to them when they are graduating seniors.  In the letter they put 
what they will have achieved in their high school career, what 
college/career they will be going on to, etc. 
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Marie replied that school was starting for her, too, and that she was 
“looking forward to a great year.”  She said that since she was in her third year of 
teaching that she was “no longer eligible for WINGS” but that she “really loved 
the support and all the wonderful people who took their precious time to answer 
any questions I had.”  She told Harriet that she was planning to use the book she 
sent, Geometer’s Sketchpad, for many activities, as well as ideas she had found on 
the Web.  She wished Harriet a successful year.   
Tanya, the WINGS facilitator sent a message reminding them that their 
team e-mail address would remain active and that they were welcome to send 
messages to one another via that e-mail address.  There would just not be any 
further messages from the facilitators about keeping up the exchange of messages, 
nor would the facilitators be receiving their messages regularly.   
In their last messages, in fall, Marie gave Harriet the URL for her school’s 
math teachers, saying that they could use that connection to keep in touch.  There 
have not been any further messages exchanged through the teams’ WINGS e-mail 
address. 
However, lest the ending of messages for this team should seem as if 
something was amiss, the Marie-Harriet team provides a good example of a 
successful team that simply “graduated,” in due course, from the WINGS 
telementoring program.  While she was enrolled in the program, Marie exchanged 
messages with Harriet regularly.  Marie said she felt that the exchange was 
helpful and/or useful to her during the time that the team was active, and the team 
continued their correspondence for the length of time that Marie was eligible for 
the WINGS program’s active support (specifically meaning that there was an 
active facilitation, by WINGS personnel of the team’s correspondence, including 
reminders (which WINGS facilitators call “jovial nagging”), if messages were not 
exchanged regularly (i.e., such as every two weeks) to continue corresponding 
with one another).   
 
4.  MOLLY -- [WINGS Team: molly-aurora ] 
 
Background 
Molly applied for a WINGS telementor during her semester of student 
teaching.  In her application to WINGS, she said that she wanted a telementor to 
provide her with “a professional in the field to talk with, someone outside both 
my university context and my host school context.”  Molly described herself as 
having made the decision to get her teaching certificate “late in life (I’m 50)” and 
said that she would prefer to correspond “with someone who isn’t 20 years my 
junior.”  Asked about any special requests that she might have of her telementor, 
Molly said she was concerned “that she not judge me” and said she would want 
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her mentor to have “a quirky sense of humor,” to be someone “able to 
comprehend the needs of an older novice balancing the needs of family and 
household with teaching,” to be willing to help “find ways to cope with 
potentially difficult administrations and/or parents, “ and to be “ willing to help 
me think outside the box.” 
Molly chose Aurora as her mentor from among the profiles of mentors 
available in the WINGS database.  Aurora’s description of herself said that she 
“began teaching in 1972,” that after an initial few years of teaching, she worked in 
“medical sales,” but then, “in the ‘90s,” settled in a community near the border 
“to teach at-risk kids.”  Aurora said that she did not define success in teaching “in 
terms of a grade, but in terms of building [students’] confidence and providing the 
means to overcome obstacles.”  Asked what she would do as a telementor to help 
a new teacher, Aurora said, “Be there.  Answer questions … [P]rovide a forum for 
the new teacher to vent.  Sometimes you just need someone to listen so you can 
work out the problem.” 
 
Beginning of the WINGS Team 
Once their WINGS e-mail list was set up, Molly and Aurora very quickly 
developed a close rapport.  Aurora started off, writing a description of herself as 
an introduction, and then – apologizing that it took her a week to answer -- Molly 
replied, describing herself, some of the experiences that had brought her to 
teaching, and her student teaching assignment.  Molly’s first message was 
uniquely well written, boldly expressed, and full of evocative and insightful 
details.  Molly was clearly not timid in expressing herself or how she felt.  Molly 
described her student teaching placement in a high school near the university and 
identified her cooperating teacher by name several times.  This is uncommon, as 
few protégés have described their cooperating teachers in a similar manner, 
indicating the degree to which this person was considered as a teaching colleague.  
Molly said, describing her student teaching assignment: 
 
I’m convinced that I have the best placement in the universe.  [The 
cooperating teacher] and I get along so well, and my classes are fabulous.  
I teach two “regular,” or academic, classes of juniors, and I’m just crazy 
about the students.  In fact I told them, the day I finally got to fly on my 
own [i.e., teach the class independently as part of total teach], that the 
main reason I had become a teacher is my abiding love for teenagers. 
 
Molly said that, soon after, she was out sick with a serious bout of flu and 
that she “had to tip my novice hat (for the hundredth time) to the pros who show 
up at school every day to teach no matter what.”  She described a unit on The 
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Crucible that she was teaching, saying that she thought “the play was rich 
material” with “many opportunities to make the thing relevant not only to witch 
hunts in history, but to today’s world.”  For example, she said that she and her 
students had “talked quite a bit about the psychological phenomenon of projection 
and how it works in the play and life in general.” 
Aurora replied right away, saying not to worry about the timing of their 
exchange of messages:  “ I know your time is tight so don’t worry about how 
often you e-mail.  I’m just here to help and support you.”  After a gap of about 
five days, though, Aurora sent a brief follow-up message to Molly asking how 
things were going, saying “I haven’t heard from you in a couple of days and I’m 
curious about how The Crucible and the class is going.  If you have a moment, 
please e-mail me.” 
 
Excitement About Teaching 
The next day, Molly responded, saying “The Crucible is going very well” 
and that her students were “working on their projects now.”  She had taken longer 
than her cooperating teacher to cover the play, but was relieved that this did not 
seem to bother the cooperating teacher.  Molly said that she had “enjoyed getting 
into the psychological aspects of the play” and added: 
 
We got into McCarthyism, too, but I waited … until the third act, the trial 
scene, to introduce Old Joe.  I liked doing it that way, [because] the 
connections were so easy to make.  I gave them a copy of Lillian 
Helman’s letter to HUAC, a beautiful letter (“I will not cut my conscience 
to fit this year’s fashions …”) and asked them to find three sentences in it 
that could have been written by Giles Corey or John Proctor.  Very 
effective; kids responded well. 
 
She added that  
 
 … for the first time since 1998 when I started college, I am embracing my 
age as a powerful asset. … I just don’t have any classroom management 
problems (knock on wood), and I feel a confidence in myself that I know 
the kids find very reassuring … They so want the adults in charge to be in 
charge. 
 
The main problem Molly was having at the moment was getting enough 
sleep.  She said that she had an interview with the local school district later that 
day.  She was graduating mid-year, her bank account was down to “two digits,” 
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and she needed to find a job, so she was trying “to integrate the job hunt” into her 
already over-crowded schedule.  
Molly said she had written an article that was appearing in a local paper, 
which she sent to Aurora.  The message that accompanied that attachment does 
not appear in the WINGS message archive, but from the subject line of Molly’s 
message (“my big mouth”) and follow-up messages, it seems that Molly felt some 
concern about publication of this article, perhaps as revealing too much about 
private, painful past experiences.  She seemed to have expressed concern to 
Aurora about how she might think of her, because Aurora’s response was that 
Molly  
 
… need not feel I would think badly of you.  I don’t and won’t. … In 
truth, your concerns have EVERYTHING to do with me being your mentor.  
You should feel comfortable confiding anything that bothers you.  … 
Don’t be terrified of your “big mouth.”  Pick friends who love you for 
who you are.  I’m delighted you are so comfortable communicating. … I 
won’t judge you.  I liked you before; I like you now. 
 
Molly replied: 
 
Thank you for your kind words … I know that I’m on the right path 
because the people that I have met along the way are so extraordinary.  It’s 
downright providential.  I’ve always believed that when you’re walking a 
path with commitment and heart, the doors open, and folks appear to guide 
you that you didn’t even know were out there.  You’re one of those folks. 
 
Empathy for Students 
Just before Thanksgiving, Molly wrote about the end of her student 
teaching.  She had been able to hold a discussion with her class, in closing her 
unit on The Crucible – a play in which several characters face execution during 
the Salem witchcraft trials -- about things that, like the characters in the play, they 
have discovered that they value highly.  The students became engaged in the 
discussion and several students expressed their frustration with school, feeling 
that their concerns were often not addressed, such as in making students read 
literature to which they felt no connection.  Molly quoted one student as saying, 
“Nobody cares about how we feel about anything.  Why should they care about 
how we feel about a book?”  Molly responded that she was not talking about they 
liked a particular literary work, but instead said, “I’m talking about what goes on 
in your hearts and minds when you read a beautiful, poetic, disturbing, or 
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otherwise provocative piece of work.”  Although she was initially met by 
students’ blank looks, 
 
…they finally plugged into what I mean when one student recalled my 
John Proctor performance in front of the class during our Crucible study – 
“You’ve taken my soul!  Leave me my name!” – And it’s true:  I was 
amazed how many students quoted those exact lines in their exam essays 
about Proctor.  “I didn’t get John Proctor until you did that,” one student 
told me, “but when you stood up there shouting those lines with your arms 
all stretched out, then I could see what you were teaching us.”  (Does this 
mean that we should carry on in front of our students?  In my opinion, oh, 
most definitely.)  …  I told them about … my brilliant, intellectual uncle, 
who ushered me into the marvelous world of literature with his 
performances at the dinner table, … never forgotten … “He’s my role 
model,” I told them, and then I quoted the great Bob Marley line:  “Who 
feels it, knows it.” …“I want you to feel it,” I told them, “because that’s 
how you get it.  What you feel about what you read can be the door that 
opens your understanding, that can inform the rest of your life.”  I have to 
tell you, I saw energy flying out of the tops of some of their heads when I 
said that. 
 
Aurora responded that, judging from the range of comments Molly received, her 
students appreciated an opportunity to have their say and that it looked like 
students need “more opportunities to tell their teachers how they think and feel.”  
She added, “I love your passion and your depth with your kids. … You are 
fighting the good fight.  Keep … your passion ignited.” 
 
Graduation and First Employment Assignment 
 Soon afterwards, Molly was swept up in all of the activities surrounding 
her graduation from the university.  She graduated with high honors, and her 
family all came to see her walk across the stage, cheering loudly as her name was 
announced.  She told Aurora, “There’s something about a thirty-year old dream 
coming true that’ll just knock your socks off.”  Soon afterwards, she got a job 
teaching at-risk freshmen students in a local high school.  It was more of a “one-
on-one” teaching situation than a “regular classroom.”  Although the English 
department head “made a point” of telling her that she “would not be forever 
entrenched in the [at-risk] program,” Molly was glad to have the chance to get her 
“foot in the door,” since the high school was growing quickly and there were lots 
of new faculty positions that might become available.   
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Molly felt that she saw “lots of opportunities waiting” and that, until she 
got a “regular” classroom, she would be “gaining valuable experience working 
with my favorite challenge: at-risk kids.”  She was excited that within the next 
month, “I’ll be working and (Yes!) drawing a paycheck.  Oh, glory!”  She ended 
by telling Aurora, “I’m thanking everybody who has helped me along the way, 
knowing full well that I didn’t do this all by myself” and said that Aurora should 
include herself among those helpers, and so should let Molly’s graduation and 
success in finding a teaching position “be a feather in your cap, too.”  
 
Technical Challenges 
As Molly left the university, she planned to change her e-mail address.  
There were several false starts and other technical glitches before communication 
was smoothly re-established on the WINGS e-mail exchange.  Meanwhile, during 
the Christmas holidays, Molly and Aurora exchanged their regular mail addresses 
and phone numbers, sent one another Christmas cards, and apparently talked to 
one another on the phone at least once.  Tanya, their WINGS facilitator, urged 
them to communicate via the WINGS e-mail exchange, despite the technical 
frustrations, and finally, by end of January, messages began coming through the 
WINGS server again.  There were still some technical problems.  For example, 
Molly sent a message mid-February saying: 
 
… since I started using AOL [for her new e-mail address], I’ve been 
having terrible problems with my computer suddenly freezing.  Oh, it’s so 
damn frustrating!  I’ve called the tech help line four times now, and every 
time they offer me a different solution to the problem, and none of them 
have worked.  Over and over, I’ll be typing away, and suddenly – nothing.  
No mouse, no nothing.  I have to shut down my computer and lose 
everything I just wrote. … It’s gotten so frustrating that I am reluctant to 
write to anyone. 
 
Molly had been teaching at her new job for a month.  She was getting a bit 
of a break the morning she wrote because, she said: 
 
I’m going to some kind of training this morning: …  Odd when a principal 
sends you for training but doesn’t tell you what it is or why you’re going.  
I thought I would be happy to miss a day in the classroom, but instead I 
discovered that I’d rather be with my kids. … I love teaching, I love 
English, but most of all I love kids.  These kids are tough, rude, lazy, and 
frustrating, and I’m crazy about them. 
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At-Risk Students and Drop-Out Teachers 
Molly said that at one point recently she had realized that she had been 
feeling isolated from other teachers, so she “made appointments with two other 
teachers, including the head of the English department” with whom she “had very 
interesting conversations.”  The head of department gave her assurance that Molly 
could probably count on having her own classroom in the fall, and  
 
… she also talked with me about the struggles she, and all the other 
teachers, have with the students, their work ethic, their manners, the 
pressures they live with, the work they do and don’t do. 
 
Molly added that there was no one was having “an easy time of it” at that school, 
and that clearly there were some teachers for whom it was just too difficult.  She 
gave an example: 
 
A teacher who was hired the same time I was quit last week after blasting 
off an e-mail to everyone in the school about how horrible the place was, 
[and] how miserable she was … Four and a half weeks she lasted.  
Reading her e-mail, I realized that I could have gone that route, if I had 
insisted … on trying to make these kids fit my expectations of the way 
things are supposed to be …  So I kept on smiling …  Every time a kid 
looks at me, I smile back.  You wouldn’t believe how much that 
consistently surprises some of them.  I’m convinced that a lot of the adult 
faces they look at are frowning, or stern, or angry, or just plain fed up. … 
The truth is, these kids come from the roughest neighborhood [in the city] 
(no exaggeration), and they’ve had to get tough.  They’re tough, but 
they’re also scared, insecure, struggling with pressures I don’t even want 
to imagine, coping with families who may not provide any support for 
their educations at all …[but] most of them are brilliant, loving, delightful 
kids, and that’s what I tell them.  They love it.  They need to be told that 
they’re okay. 
 
Aurora replied that she thought Molly was right, that her students might not be 
used to being treated with kindness, “but they will respond to it.  If you will allow 
yourself to be vulnerable (and, yes, undoubtedly hurt now and then), you will 
reach them.”  She encouraged Molly to continue trying to adapt her curriculum to 
connect with her at-risk students’ needs, since “if we [teachers] can’t make it 
pertinent, why bother?” 
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Relating to the Students 
 Two weeks later, on a Sunday morning, Molly wrote a long e-mail to fill 
Aurora in on recent events.  She said she had been to a WINGS conference 
meeting the day before and had “enjoyed the privilege of bragging on you” as her 
mentor.  She said she had found that  
 
… connections with other thinking individuals …(out here in the trenches) 
… is essential to my sanity.  Unfortunately, thinkers are not an abundant 
resource within the system. … and so I come to you.   
 
She also said that she had been thinking a lot lately about teaching in general, and 
had found that connecting to the students was central to making it work: 
 
I know now … that it is our relationships with the students that make this 
profession make sense. …  Those relationships provide a kind of 
alignment …[and] without them, the whole damn thing careens and spins 
like a nightmare. … Sometimes I have to talk myself into remembering 
that education is … about the liberation of the mind and the imagination; 
it’s about that flash of the spirit that rearranges us into better human 
beings; it’s about making connections, which run though us like lifelines, 
opening up sad neglected places and pouring strength into them; it’s about 
giving kids sustenance;  … it’s about transformation; it’s about the healing 
power of love … And this is painful ….  Painful to the teacher, painful to 
the student. 
 
Molly said that she had tried, at a recent department meeting of English teachers, 
to challenge these teachers’ adherence to the “canon” of traditional literature used 
in the classroom, which she pointed out was not at all engaging to the students, 
particularly to her at-risk students.  She asked her fellow English teachers, “Why 
do we teach this stuff?” and described how the other teachers “responded with 
blank faces.” Finally, one teacher spoke up.  “[She] said, ‘Well, they have to learn 
that this is the kind of thing they’ll be reading all though school.’ ”  Molly said 
she was saddened by “working with the results of that kind of thinking – [such as] 
freshmen failing by the drove.”  However, she realized that it was not as simple as 
just “blaming the system” because  
 
 …in the end, teaching is not about us.  And that’s something that a lot of 
us forget.  It’s not about what we can handle or what we think about the 
way the school is run …  Teaching is about the kids … 
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Molly continued, exploring her thoughts about what a teacher could do 
about the students she saw who are “suffering from neglect,” but said she was 
aware of the dangers of “the other pole, that pesky rescue complex” or “that old 
colonial model” of “saving the underprivileged,” which tended to put “adults with 
exaggerated needs to play hero” in the position of pointing out or “aggravating 
‘problems’ in children so they can ‘cure’ them.”  This old “rescue” model, 
however, had the unfortunate effect of passing on lots of “fear and shame” to 
those it purported to help.  Molly said she thought that, in the end, “the only way 
we can teach children, or raise children, is to do it in such a way that those 
children think they did it for themselves.”  Aurora sent several short e-mails in 
response to various parts of this long message, in one of them saying: 
  
The fact that you are plumbing the depths is proof enough that you are a 
wonderful teacher.  It’s when we quit thinking and convince ourselves that 
we’ve discovered the answer that the kids lose.  How are you feeling 
today?  How are your classes going? 
 
“Do What You Must” 
Molly replied the next morning, describing a painful incident the previous 
day in which she had left her jacket, with “two twenty-dollar bills in one of the 
pockets,” on a chair in a small office adjacent to her classroom.  After class, when 
she remembered her jacket, she found that “a student had helped her- or himself 
to one of the twenties.”  It was Molly’s conference period, and she left the campus 
“and drove like a bat outta hell down a back road behind the school until I felt a 
little better.”  She said that she supposed she “should have been grateful they 
didn’t take both twenties,” but the incident upset her and made her think that 
perhaps she “needed to let go of caring just a little too much about what happens 
to these guys” in the at-risk program.   
 Deliberately turning to a more positive incident, Molly’s message went on 
to describe a “really cool thing” that had happened the previous week: 
 
So many teachers called in sick on Friday that they didn’t have enough 
subs, so I … [substituted in another teacher’s class].  It was a real class, in 
a real classroom, and I got to be a real teacher, and, oh, it was marvelous. 
… It reminded me why I chose this godforsaken profession after all.  So, 
although I had started to wonder if I should stay in the [at-risk] program 
just so I could help the kids, my experience in that classroom reminded me 
that I need to get … into my own classroom in the fall because that is the 
forum in which I can truly shine … My family and I [saw a] Bob Dylan 
[concert] Sunday night … so I will close with a quote from Bob:  ‘Life is a 
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drag, life is a bust, All you can do is do what you must.  You do what you 
must do, and you do it well.’  That’s where I’m at – doing the best I can 
with what I’ve got. 
 
Aurora answered back that “for some unaccountable reason, I feel blue for 
you … because it is sad whenever we must come to terms with reality.”  She said 
that “the first time” she had had a student of hers “ ‘borrow’ from me, it was a 
heart-shaped compact given to me by my best friend” and the loss of this 
momento “stung something awful (proof of that is that it STILL bothers me).”  
 Molly answered back quickly: 
 
Excuse me – did you say the “first” time?  I truly hope that I don’t ever 
have to call this the first time, but the only time.  Given the context these 
kids live in, I know I’ll never leave anything they would want anywhere 
near where they could get it – not again.  It felt too horrible. 
 
Bad Blues and Vivid Vignettes  
Molly felt she had “the blues, yes.  Bad blues.”  Her at-risk students were 
“ falling left and right now.  Every day fifteen to twenty kids are suspended.”  She 
provided several vivid vignettes describing her students, such as one girl who had 
been “in so much trouble with herself” that she had been “giving herself away to 
any boy who wanted her.”  This girl “was caught under a bridge yesterday, just 
off campus, having sex.”  When Molly approached the assistant principal in the 
hall the next morning to ask about her student, she hardly spoke the girl’s name 
when the assistant principal said, “ ‘[She] is bye-bye.  Gone.  You won’t be seeing 
her again,’ and turned away from [Molly] to talk to someone else.”  Another one 
of Molly’s students showed her a place on her arm with “a huge burn. … She told 
me she and her brother had a fight and her brother had burned her with a hot 
iron.” 
Molly said she did not find much support among the other teachers on 
campus: 
 
There’s this odd lack of communication. … quite strange.  I don’t see 
teachers visiting with one another. … It’s like everybody goes to their 
classrooms and shuts the door and suffers alone … 
 
 At least in part, Molly seemed to have a sense that many of her fellow 
teachers and administrators were too ready to see problems as due to the difficult 
students, whereas Molly was more often seeing problems as students with 
difficulties: 
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Yesterday at the faculty meeting (a colossal waste of time), one of the 
teachers speaking to us said, “Look, we all know these kids have no work 
ethic.”  I’m thinking, work ethic?  Some of these kids are the parents to 
their parents in their homes, a lot of them care for young children, either 
their own or their parents’, many of them are working outside of school … 
but since academics aren’t important [to the students], they have no work 
ethic.  If academics aren’t important to them, shouldn’t we wonder why 
not?  Rather than just trash their ethics? 
 
Molly was aware that her feelings about her students made her feel differently 
than the other frustrated teachers.  She felt she was not connecting to the other 
teachers and was frustrated that the school --and by extension, the school system -
- was not serving the students.  She asked Aurora: 
 
So … should we just burn the whole damn system down and start over?  
And is this a nationwide epidemic?  Is there a school out there with which 
I could be compatible?  Or (and this one is really bothering me) did I 
choose the wrong profession, given my nature and temperament? 
 
Aurora responded within the hour, telling Molly that she “did NOT pick the wrong 
profession” but “most probably the wrong school,” and urging her not to despair.  
Aurora reminded her that she was being “proactive” in recognizing that she 
wanted to get into a regular classroom in the fall and talking to the English 
department head to ensure that that would come about.  Aurora added: 
 
You already know you love the classroom.  The problem [with Molly’s 
large at-risk group] is that you have all the problems grouped in one class.  
This is NEVER a good idea and has been abandoned in most practices. 
 
 
Manifesting Free-Floating Symptoms 
After several days, Aurora prompted Molly, “How are you doing this 
week? … It worries me when I don’t hear from you – it’s either good or really 
bad.”  Spring break was coming up, and Aurora said she hoped that would give 
Molly a respite. 
 Molly replied the next day, that she was “sorry por la silencia.” A few 
things were still in the process of developing, such as her official evaluation, 
which was “supposed to happen after spring break.”  Her students continued to 
“manifest symptoms,” and there had been a number of new things that had 
happened, which Molly said she did not want to go into detail about, saying, “Let 
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it suffice to say that whatever craziness is free-floating in our society seems to 
have found a home in many of my students.”  She had had her first parent 
conference, which was “discouraging,” with the student’s father “claiming that 
he’s done everything, blaming the kid’s mother” and generally making it clear 
that, for the student, there was “no moral authority in the home, no guidance, no 
discipline.”  Molly could see that it was “no wonder the poor kid’s bouncing off 
the walls.”  However, she said that Aurora was not to worry, because she was 
“tougher this week.”  Molly said that she knew she had to get out of the at-risk 
program, even though she felt the program and the kids probably needed her.  She 
felt some sense of accomplishment in that she had “made vast improvements in 
the English curriculum,” but realized that if she remained in the at-risk program, 
she would “die a slow death.”  Although Molly said that it could just be the 
promise of having a bit of time off for spring break, “it feels more like the 
toughness that comes with the combination of acceptance and determination.”   
Aurora answered, “Don’t worry … you talk when you want and say what 
you want.”  She was glad to hear Molly’s news that she would get her own 
regular classroom in fall, saying that “working as you do would cause anyone to 
die a slow death” and that an overcrowded and over-tasked at-risk program was 
“most assuredly NOT for a new teacher.”   
Technical glitches and spring break apparently interrupted 
communications.  Molly got a new e-mail address, and there were several 
messages back and forth with the WINGS facilitator, adding this new address to 
the e-mail list, with subsequent testing to be sure it worked properly.  
Communications between Molly and Aurora resumed near the end of March.  
Molly first sent a short message, telling her mentor, “I’m so glad we’re together 
again,” and that she would write more as soon as she got a chance.  
 
Hidden Cost of Mockery 
 Molly’s follow-up message described receiving an e-mail from another 
teacher at her school, with a link to an article from an online magazine called 
Onion about teachers reading students’ essays in the teachers’ lounge for the 
purpose of deriving humor from the students’ mistakes.  When another teacher, 
who was apparently not prone to “student-bashing” walked into the lounge, the 
others stopped talking until he left, with the tone in which the article was written 
indicating that “this teacher is not liked by the others because he’s such a do-
good.”  Molly said she felt “duped” because, while she was reading the article, 
she kept expecting to get to the part “about what a bad idea it is to mock 
students.”  The article wound up with the idea that “teachers need this kind of 
levity to help them cope with their jobs.”   Molly strongly disagreed with this 
notion, and said she felt like sending back “an e-mail telling the teacher [who sent 
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the article] what a crock I thought it was,” but wryly noted that she had “learned a 
tremendous amount of impulse control” and so did not send a reply.  However, 
this incident made her wonder how the other teachers perceived her.   
Molly described a few recent events that were similar in that her attitude 
about students was revealed as being at variance with other teachers’.  For 
example, one teacher had recently asked Molly, “Are you a loner?” because she 
did not spend much time in the teachers’ lounge or making “much of an effort to 
‘hang’ with other teachers.”  In another incident, another English teacher had 
approached Molly “about how ‘low’ her freshmen are.  She said she had given 
them group work to do, and they just couldn’t handle it.” The other teacher clearly 
expected Molly to agree with her, but instead Molly told her 
 
that group work takes a while to learn how to do, that I don’t agree with 
the idea that the kids don’t want to work, they just don’t want to do a lot of 
the work we give them, and that my students may be called “failing,” but 
I’ve seen how smart most of them really are. 
 
The other teacher seemed “disappointed,” clearly expecting that Molly 
would agree with her.  Molly told Aurora that “it’s not that I’m a loner on 
purpose,” but that she was “always thinking about making myself a better 
teacher” and was concerned that “many of my colleagues seem willing to assume 
that their teaching is fine, that it’s the students who need to get better.”  She said 
she thought she had observed some degree of respect among other faculty that she 
was doing good work, and that she hoped she could try “using my colleague’s 
respect to help the students” by helping the other teachers to “see their ideas about 
[the students] differently.”  She thought she saw signs that that might be the case 
with her co-teacher among the at-risk students, whom the students had previously 
called “the mean one,” but who had recently “changed her approach to the 
students.”  Molly hoped that “without a trace of conceit,” she could say that she 
had been “a good influence” on the other teacher.  Molly said that, in the end, 
what the students said about her was more important than what her colleagues 
said, and hoped that “the students are saying that I’m a teacher who cares,” but 
that she was not easy to fool, either.  Molly ended with the comment that she was 
glad to be back in touch with Aurora and that “it’s the connection I share with you 
and two or three others in the field that keeps me strong, which may be another 
reason for my independence at school.” 
 Aurora answered that she, too, was glad they were back in touch.  She said 
that she never hung out in the teachers’ lounge either, and that “school gossip is 
best left on the floor so the janitors can sweep it away.”  She recognized the 
stereotypical whiny colleague: 
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Ah, yes – the teacher who comes, bemoans her fate and wants a reassuring 
word that, indeed, the students are deficient.  It couldn’t be her teaching, 
her lack of caring, lack of insight, not trying to integrate what is special 
about the child into the assignment?  Nah -- the kids are just “low.” 
 
Molly sent a short reply a week later, saying she very much appreciated Aurora’s 
message of reassurance, and that she would catch up soon.  
  
Loner or Leader? 
Molly reported in her next message about a three-day conference she 
attended about a curriculum focused on a “process of dealing with kids,” and 
fostering teen leadership.  Molly thought the best part of the whole conference 
was the last night, when nine teens who had participated in the leadership 
curriculum told the teacher attendees about their experiences.  Molly said, “Their 
stories were very inspiring, as were the kids themselves.”  Several of her fellow 
teachers at her high school attended, but did not invite Molly to go with them on a 
long break one afternoon, even though the instruction from the organizers was “to 
make sure that everybody had someone to be with.”  Molly said she “thought 
about letting it hurt my feelings,” but decided she really must have convinced her 
colleagues that she preferred to be a loner.  However, at the end of the conference, 
she was pleasantly surprised to find that the paper bag with her name on it – 
which, during the conference, the attendees had been told to leave “mail” for one 
another – had many notes in it from other teachers who told Molly how wonderful 
they thought she was. 
 Aurora answered that she was swamped, since administering the 
standardized tests was her responsibility.  She said, though, that Molly should 
remember that anytime she needed a friend, “you always know you can go to the 
computer, [and] I’ll be right there.”  Aurora said that Molly’s “lack of interest in 
small talk” was one of her “treasures” and was one reason why she thought Molly 
was wonderful as well.  Aurora ended with the reminder, “Don’t let them bother 
you.  You are making a difference in the lives of children.  There is no greater 
calling.” 
 Molly answered back, in good spirits, with a short message saying that 
Aurora had “a delightful habit of saying exactly what I need to hear.  Bless you 
and your wonderful heart.” 
 
Negotiating Individual Relationships 
 Two weeks later, in late April, Aurora prompted Molly, “I’m concerned 
that I haven’t heard from you in awhile.  Is all well?”  Molly replied that all was 
very well.  She had had a birthday that had been a delightful day, spent with 
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friends and family.  She had other good news as well.  The high school was 
getting a new principal in fall, whom Molly met at a recent faculty meeting and 
had liked:  “She appears much more accessible than the scared rabbit we have 
now.”  The school year was only several weeks from drawing to a close, and 
Molly was glad to say that she could look ahead and that the “next year holds 
definite promise for me.” 
Molly’s next message was a long one, sent on a Sunday morning as she 
had “a few moments to breathe and write to you.”  As the school year was 
drawing to a close, Molly said that she was seeing that this first semester she had 
spent teaching the at-risk students was “a trial by fire,” but that she had learned a 
lot, and felt she was better able to manage the “balancing act” of letting her 
students know that she was “on their side,” but that she was “not their buddy.”  
Instead, she wanted them to understand that she was “there to help them and 
guide them,” but not to simply make things easy for them.  She said she knew she 
had “a special place in my heart for the troublemakers,” but would not let them 
get away with creating trouble for her.  She said she would not “yell at a kid, ‘Get 
out!’ ” but she would say, instead, ‘Kindly step outside and gather your wits.’ ” 
She said that her use of this approach made a major difference in her “individual 
relationships with students.”  Molly then gave several examples of these very 
individual relationships, and described – in her usual vivid manner – ways in 
which her connections with the students made a difference in how they related to 
her and she to them.   
For example, Molly described Daniel as a boy who was constantly in 
trouble for acting up in other classes.  One day he came to Molly with a slip for 
her to sign, saying “They’re suspending me again, Miss.”  Molly asked him what 
was going on, why he kept getting suspended.  He answered, “Because I’m a 
troublemaker, Miss.”  Molly said she looked steadily at him and said, “But you 
never give me any trouble.”  Daniel looked evenly back at her and said, “Nope.”   
In another example, Molly described Jessica as “one of the frowniest girls 
I have ever seen,” saying that on many occasions, Jessica “was frowning so hard 
her frown preceded her when she walked into the room.”  Molly kept telling 
Jessica “how pretty she looked” and “what a nice face she had,” and similar 
comments.  Over time, Molly said that it had turned out that “that young lady 
does have a beautiful face, … and now we get to see it.”  Jessica is now “wearing 
a little bit of makeup” and “she smiles a lot more.” 
Then there was an episode with Joe, whom Molly described as the only 
one of her students who had somewhat frightened her.  One day Joe asked Molly 
to step into the hall, where he showed her his newest IEP [individual education 
plan], describing him as “struggling with nightmares and hallucinations,” saying 
he “frequently hears voices,” and adding that “his goal is to feel better.”  Joe told 
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Molly, somewhat sadly, “I’m a genuine schizophrenic, Miss.”  Molly told him she 
would do whatever she could to help.  Several weeks later, Todd, another boy in 
Joe’s sixth period class, came back during seventh period to look in Molly’s 
classroom for a missing CD.  Molly told Todd to calm down, to go back to his 
class, that the CD would turn up.  Todd left.  Later, another teacher phoned Molly 
to say he had overheard students in his class saying one of them had something of 
Todd’s.  Molly went to this other teacher’s classroom, and he called Joe out into 
the hall, asking him about Todd’s missing CD.  Joe told Molly that he had the 
CD, that another classmate had taken it and then had given it to Joe.  Molly asked 
Joe if he would just return the CD to Todd.  Joe nodded, but then, Molly said, she 
saw “this terrible transformation” happen within Joe, “like some sort of energy 
started in his feet and shot up his body and out the top of his head.”  Molly could 
see that Joe “was shook up by it big time.”  The other teacher, realizing that 
something odd was happening, was getting nervous.  Molly asked him if he 
minded her taking Joe for “a walk,” to which the other teacher readily agreed.  
Molly said she placed her hand in the middle of Joe’s back, and repeated, “Listen 
to my voice…That’s what’s real here.”  They proceeded to Joe’s counselor’s 
office, where the IEP had said Joe should go if he had “an episode.”  Molly 
opened the counselor’s door, saying, “Here’s Joe.  Joe’s doing fine.  He’s getting 
really good at his coping skills, but he just needs to sit here and chill for a little 
while.”  Molly then went to Todd’s class, asked his teacher if she could speak to 
Todd in the hall, got Todd to describe the missing CD, and returned it to him.  
When Todd angrily asked if Joe took it, Molly told him he had the CD back, 
shouldn’t bring things to school that he was worried about losing, and to just let it 
go.  After school, Todd’s teacher, a “23-year old little thing,” came to Molly and 
said to her, “Thank you so much for defusing Todd.  He was starting to scare me, 
but he was totally cool when he came back” into the class.  Molly wrote to Aurora 
that she was “glad she could help” in that situation. 
 
Balancing Act 
Molly said that there were times when her individual relationships with 
students would “fall by the wayside” and she would have to “confront the mob 
mentality.”  She gave an example of a recent day when she was already 
exasperated, having told her class that she was disappointed in them because “the 
day before a boy had beaten the crap out of a girl in the middle of the cafeteria 
and most of the students climbed on chairs and tables and cheered him on.”  Then 
she found, on the chalkboard, next to another girl’s name, a vulgar and salacious 
comment that had been written by one of the boys in her class.  On the way out of 
class, one of her students whispered to her the name of the boy who wrote the 
comment on the board.  Angrily, Molly wrote a referral – rare for her – and, on 
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the way out of school, she dropped it in the counselor’s box.  However, the next 
day, she hurried to school early to retrieve the referral form before the counselor 
saw it, feeling that she did not want to it in before she talked to the boy accused to 
find out for herself if he had actually done it.  She saw the boy a bit later, asked 
him to step aside and talk to her, then told him that it had been reported to her that 
he was the one who wrote the crude epithet on the board next to the girl’s name.  
He said, “Yes, Miss, I did it and I’m sorry.  It was a stupid thing to do.”  Molly 
told him she appreciated his honesty, and shook his hand.  She said that she would 
ask him to apologize to the class first and then to “the girl whose name had been 
defiled,” saying to him that she “didn’t want to turn in the referral” she had 
written up, but that she “expected him to act like the young man he had just 
proven himself to be for the rest of the year.”  She told Aurora that she would just 
have to see “how that goes,” but that she had “a feeling it’s going to be just fine.” 
Molly concluded with the reflection that getting by day to day in school 
was “definitely a balancing act.”  She was looking forward to summer, coming up 
soon. 
Aurora answered back several days later, saying that she had been 
saddened by the recent loss of her dad.  She told Molly, “I enjoy reading what 
you’ve written and I’m so glad that your teaching style is emerging.  I love the 
way you love the troublemakers.  They touch my heart, too.” 
  
Winding Up, Making Changes 
As school was winding up, Molly and Aurora exchanged several brief e-
mails.  Molly said that she had “agreed to teach English I [freshman English] I 
summer school at another high school” because she “couldn’t turn down the 
money.”  School was “definitely winding down,” but the students were not – they 
“seem pretty wound up, actually.” 
Three weeks later, the regular school term had ended, but Molly wrote to 
Aurora, asking “Are you okay?”  She said she hadn’t written much, thinking that 
Aurora might have needed a bit of a rest after regular term ended.  Molly was 
busy with summer school, which she said was “a bit of a fiasco,” but said she 
missed corresponding with Aurora. 
Aurora answered, saying that she had taken a little bit of time after the end 
of term, but that there were other things going on that had occupied her – she had 
gotten a job as the new principal at a nearby middle school.  She said, “I’m so 
excited that I can hardly sleep!”  Aurora had been very busy with trying to close 
up her position at the previous school and get prepared for moving her things, 
especially “a 55-gallon fish tank” that had proved to be challenging, to her new 
school. 
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 Molly said she was thrilled to hear Aurora’s big news about being a 
principal in fall.  Meanwhile, Molly said she was glad to be able to do more 
actually content teaching in the summer school than she had been able to do in the 
at-risk program, and she felt that the summer school stint would allow her a 
“warm up for next term,” when she would be teaching regular freshman English.  
Molly asked if Aurora would have to move her residence because of her new job. 
 Aurora answered back that her new school was close to her home, so she 
would not have to move.  She said she had just moved all her files and was at 
work already, that the people were great, but that “the school is old” and that her 
office was “musty,” but that she would get it “whipped into shape.”  She said that 
it was good to hear from Molly, and to keep writing, that she appreciated Molly’s 
recent message of support, and teased, “I thought I was supposed to mentor you!”  
 
Problem Students vs. Students with Problems 
Two weeks later, Molly answered, asking Aurora to “Do me a favor and 
put on your mentor hat for this one, OK?”  She told Aurora about a recent incident 
involving one of her summer school students, Tyler, who had had a disagreement 
with Michael, another boy in the class.  Called into the hallway outside Molly’s 
classroom, Michael threw a punch at Tyler, who then hit back.  Molly yelled 
loudly, “I need a hall monitor down here NOW!” and both boys immediately 
headed different directions out of the doors to the school as the principal and 
assistant principal came running out of their offices and headed off after the 
retreating boys.  Molly got her students back into the classroom, got them settled 
down, and discussed, through the end of class, the alternatives to fighting to 
resolve conflicts. 
 After class, Molly went to the office, where she found Tyler sitting, alone, 
distraught.  Michael had already been picked up by his father.  Tyler told Molly 
the principal had called his probation officer, that he was going to be thrown back 
into the juvenile detention center because fighting was a violation of the terms of 
his probation, and so on.  Molly went into the principal’s office for a private 
discussion, and described what she saw happen in class.  The principal started 
talking “in cold tones” about what a “problem student” Tyler was, that when his 
mother registered him for school, she had said that if he gave them any trouble the 
school should call his probation officer.  The principal was scornful, too, about 
Tyler’s mother, describing her as “supposedly ill.”  Molly went back out to the 
waiting area and sat to talk with Tyler, who was very upset, asking her why he 
was in such trouble, that he hadn’t thrown the first punch, and so on. 
At this point, Tyler’s friend and classmate Joshua arrived back at 
school with his parents.  Tyler had been staying at their house.  Joshua’s 
mother, Emily, turned out to be someone Molly had known for a long time.  
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Emily and her husband had come up to the school to try to talk the 
administration into letting Tyler leave with them, saying that they knew 
Tyler’s probation office and that they would work things out.  The principal 
refused and was rude to Emily and her husband, saying that they did not have 
legal custody of Tyler and that he was not going to be released except into the 
custody of his parent or the probation officer.  Tyler said, tearfully, “Look, my 
mom is really sick.  She can’t even get out of bed.  I can’t help it that my mom 
is so sick!”  To this, the principal said, coldly, “That is not my problem.”  
Emily confirmed, to Molly, that Tyler’s mother was gravely ill with hepatitis, 
was not, in fact, expected to recover.  Finally, after many tangled negotiations 
and problems, the probation officer called and said that Tyler could leave with 
Emily and her husband.  Molly quietly suggested to Emily that she and her 
husband, if they wanted to help take care of Tyler, should get his mother to 
transfer legal custody. 
There were several major points about this incident that seemed of 
particular concern to Molly.  One was the attitude of the administrators (the 
principal and the assistant principal) about Tyler.  They seemed to see him as a 
“problem student,” while she saw him as a student grappling with daunting 
personal problems.  Another concern was the disrespect shown toward Emily and 
her husband, toward Tyler’s mother (as if her “terminal illness were some sort of 
hoax”), and toward Molly, whom the principal and assistant principal criticized 
after everyone else left, apparently feeling that she had “interfered in their 
business.”  Although they planned to expel both boys, Molly begged them not to, 
saying that she could handle both boys for the week remaining of classes and that 
the boys should get their credit for the class.  She finally convinced them to allow 
the boys to stay, but for the next several days, the principal was nasty to Molly 
every time she saw her.   
 
A Teachable Moment Under Fire  
One day, the principal came into Molly’s classroom, where she had 
classical music playing softly while the students worked on a writing assignment.  
As the principal turned to leave, she stopped at the classroom door and said to 
Molly, “Turn that music off!”  Molly said, “Excuse me?” and the principal barked 
“Turn the music off!”  Molly turned it off.  The principal left.  Molly turned to 
face her students, who had all witnessed the principal call her down.  Molly told 
them, “Okay, remember what we talked about [recently]?  Watch me.  I’m going 
to model what controlling your temper looks like.”  And she did. 
Molly asked Aurora – as an experienced teacher – for help in 
understanding the reasons why she saw what was going on:   
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Help me understand this insistence on punitive measures, regardless of the 
emotional condition of the student. … Help me understand administrators who 
don’t support their teachers.  Help me understand administrators so bent on 
control that they don’t allow a teacher to play quiet music during work time. 
 
Aurora replied that night, saying she was sorry that Molly had had such a difficult 
situation with the administrator, especially when it was clear that Molly was 
trying to help the student in trouble, not just punish him, that “sometimes the us 
versus them mentality becomes pervasive, especially with a child who does not fit 
the mold.”  She told Molly that, as she knew, she did the right thing, since for a 
teacher “there is only one real question:  What was good for [the student]?”  
Molly had, of course, hung in there and insisted that Tyler, as well as Michael, be 
treated fairly.  Aurora said, “Keep your heart set on child advocacy.  There are too 
many disciplinarians and not enough advocates.”  She said that she thought that 
the principal’s calling her down in front of her class was “a put-down, plain and 
simple,” but she had great admiration for Molly’s “ability to turn this lemon into 
lemonade by modeling how to hold your temper” and said that that “is a classic.  
Good for you!” 
 Molly reported, in a subsequent e-mail, that the principal continued to 
nitpick at her, with a cutting comment or a sarcastic remark every day.  Finally, 
Molly went in to see her, and asked her point blank, “Does your behavior toward 
me reflect a lack of confidence in my teaching ability?”  The principal said that, 
no, Molly had been highly recommended.  Molly asked her what was going on 
then, and the principal answered at length, explaining that she, too, had been too 
liberal once, but had since learned better, that Molly was “too creative,” and 
similar condescending remarks.  Molly said that the principal did most of the 
talking and that their conversation was mercifully cut short by a phone call, but 
that subsequently, the principal had not said a word to her.  They just smiled and 
waved hello in the hallways.  Molly jokingly asked Aurora if she was “proud of 
her mentee for controlling her temper.” 
 Aurora said that she was appalled at some of the remarks the principal 
made, and said that it must be “something about the power thing corrupting, I 
suspect.”  She added: 
I am always proud of you.  Controlling your temper is wonderful, but what I’m 
most proud of is your joy in your students and your willingness to be open to the 
pain loving these kids often brings.  No guts, no glory.  You have to remain open 
and you have to care, regardless of the cost. 
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Starting a New Year 
Molly only had a little time off between summer session and the teacher 
sessions before the fall semester.  She and Aurora sent one another several short 
e-mails as Molly left for a week of vacation and Aurora dealt with getting her 
school – including an ancient and faulty air conditioning system – ready for 
teachers and students to return.  In one e-mail, Aurora asked Molly to give her 
suggestions for ways she could be supportive of her staff, “Tell me what you 
think the administrative staff can do to make [a teacher’s] job easier?” 
 There was some technical interference in the communication in September 
and early October, including Aurora’s need to change her e-mail address to reach 
her at her new school.  Aurora was concerned at not hearing from Molly, and 
finally sent an e-mail saying, in the subject line, “MOLLY, where are you?”  
Molly responded to this one (the archive shows a different e-mail address than 
previously, so apparently there had been some sort of adjustment in order to 
change her address as well as Aurora’s), saying that she had had problems with 
her computer at home, which had not been working properly: 
 
It freezes with no notice, so I haven’t been using it for e-mails at all lately.  
We’ll get back on track.  I’m starting to come out of the despair that hit 
me upside the head about six weeks ago. 
 
Aurora responded quickly, “What despair?” and urging her to write, “It’s when 
you are ‘down’ that I most need to hear from you.” 
 
Professionally Miserable 
Molly replied, saying that what was wrong was that “professionally 
speaking, I’m miserable.”  She said that she was simply having to spend too much 
time on “behavior management” and wasn’t being able to connect to some of the 
students in her classes, who were steadfast in their “refusal to care about anything 
but sex, drugs, and rap music.”  She said, of course, she had “perfectly decent kids 
in my class – lots of them – but nobody with that real spark … that spark that lets 
me know there’s a thinking mind and a caring heart.”  She said that the real 
problem was that “this is an impossible job,” especially since “there’s no way that 
everything and everyone needing our attention will get it.”  Molly said she had 
found herself leaving school every day, tired and depressed, going home and 
going to bed early – unusual for her – “just so I can escape.”  Molly apologized 
for “dumping all this into cyberspace,’ saying she hated sounding “whiney.”  She 
said that one bright note was that she did like the new principal at her school, who 
had made “a tremendous difference in the mood of the school.” 
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Aurora responded with a message reassuring Molly that it was safe to tell 
her how she felt, and that she needed to “be forgiving of yourself” for feeling and 
expressing her frustration and discouragement.  She said that “school mirrors the 
world,” and that most of us find that “not everyone is nice and very few are ones 
we want to spend time with.”  She said that since Molly was “caring and 
sensitive,” it was hard to deal with the reality that “you can’t save them all, you 
can’t love them all, and you can’t educate them all,” but that didn’t mean that she 
should give up on teaching or on the students: 
 
You simply have to hold on long enough to see some positive changes 
which come as a result of your dedication and teaching.  What you are 
experiencing is a … painful … but … necessary metamorphosis.  They 
just don’t tell you about it in the education classes.  You won’t have 
enough time (or enough of yourself) to help all those who need it.  The 
key is that you will help SOME and without you there would just be that 
much less. 
 
She urged Molly to keep writing her. 
 Molly replied several days later, thanking Aurora for her “kind reply,” 
saying that it had helped get her out of the “funk” she had been feeling, at least for 
several days.  She said she had identified that “so much of what’s wrong is my 
sixth period class … about 21 boys and 7 girls, 30% special ed.  It’s a freaking 
nightmare.”  The class was not totally out of control, she said, but “they will not 
shut up,” which meant that “we can barely get anything done because I have to 
stop so often” to correct students doing “something stupid.”  She had tried 
“private conferences with students, behavior contracts with students,” had “called 
parents,” had “written referrals” on misbehaving students – particularly a group of 
“five boys in class who” acted like “banshees.”  Although other students in the 
class “get as frustrated as I do, and ask that their classmates settle down and shut 
up,” there was nothing that seemed to be helping.  She had also been frustrated by 
the general “communication problems and isolation especially,” and gave the 
example of finding out that there was a curriculum guide for writing that “all the 
old-timers have been using since the first of the year.”  No one had said anything 
about it, until Molly specifically asked.  She was now (in late October) having to 
struggle along “in catch-up mode.”  She said that it was just a surprise to her to 
find “so little newcomer support – so little actual classroom support of any kind.” 
 Aurora responded with specific suggestions, such as getting at least one of 
the five main troublemakers transferred out of the class, and that if the 
administration person responsible for making transfers proved difficult to deal 
with -- which Molly had indicated – then insist, or “go to the assistant principal 
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and tell him/her that your instruction is being disrupted.”  She also suggested, 
since Molly’s class had such a high percentage of special education students, that 
she could request an aide.  She also asked where Molly’s on-site mentor was, and 
that if she did not have one or if the one she had was ineffective, she needed to 
“complain.  Loudly.”  Aurora ended by asking Molly to keep her appraised of 
what her decided to try, since “I can give you alternatives which I KNOW you can 
ask for.” 
 
Non-Helpful Helpers and “Authority Splinters” 
 Molly’s response two weeks later (first week of November) said that she 
was “starting to feel ever so slightly better.”  She said that she had learned that 
“all of the freshman teachers are having a lot of problems, which is heartening in 
a perverse kind of way.”  She had noticed that “even the veteran teachers are 
struggling.”  She had also found that the time of day made a great deal of 
difference, with the afternoon classes much more difficult to work with.  She had 
identified several factors that seemed to make her sixth period class particularly 
difficult, such as the “gender mix” – a boy-to-girl ratio of three to one – and “the 
special ed. thing.”   
She provided details about one boy, who was actually autistic, and had an 
aide, a coach, assigned to him to “follow him around all day.”  For awhile, the 
coach would “try to discipline the wild boys … even though his job is to assist 
[the autistic student] only.”  The coach, being a physically big man, had at least 
some effect on the rowdy boys in the sixth period class for a time, but recently 
“Coach seems to be burning out, and he often doesn’t show up to be with [the 
autistic student].”  Molly said that, actually, that was fine with her, since the 
coach’s somewhat sporadic and often short-lived attempts to manage the few 
“wild boys” ended up creating something of an “authority splinter,” and that she 
really had no difficulty working with the autistic student by herself.  She only 
worried that the coach’s absence might represent “non-compliance” with the 
autistic student’s IEP.  Molly then described what had happened with the aide that 
she had requested: 
 
They sent me a college kid, a “tutor,” who is so intimidated by all of this 
that he doesn’t have any idea what he should do.  I explained to him that I 
needed him for both academic and behavior assistance, but the poor guy 
just looks at these [misbehaving students] and acts like he wants to crawl 
into a hole.  Not that I blame him. Today he didn’t show up at all. 
 
Molly said that the stress had gotten to her and at the end of the previous 
week, she had had a terrible bout of flu, had to call for a substitute, and just slept.  
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She returned to school determined to get control of her sixth hour, her single most 
problematic class.  She gave details about the specific measures she took with her 
class, which were newly in place and at least had the effect of surprising the 
troublemakers and quieting them down for awhile.  Molly said that she would 
“keep looking, trying, hoping, believing” and that at least she was “not 
incapacitated with depression and despair,” which she had been feeling for 
awhile.  She was pleased that lately she had been able to “function better,” had 
been “working very, very hard on my attitude,” and on “regaining my normally 
vibrant sense of humor, which seemed to have abandoned me.”   
Aurora sent an encouraging message in response, glad that Molly felt that 
she was making some headway.  She agreed that time of day of classes really 
makes a difference at times.  She said,  
 
I suspect that many of these kids are used to being governed with a heavy 
hand – lots of authority, and male-dominated authority at that.  Since you 
and I aren’t proponents of this type of guidance, your more subtle means 
of dealing with the kids may be perceived as weakness (what a mistake). 
 
Aurora said she was glad that Molly liked her new principal, sympathized with 
her assessment that the new principal’s “head was spinning” over the demands of 
that particular school in a much larger district than her previous experience.  
Aurora encouraged her to continue her good relations with the principal, who was 
at least trying her best. 
 
Going Onward 
 This was the last “official” message on the WINGS archive, but 
apparently Molly and Aurora are still in contact with one another.  For example, 
in her interview, Molly mentioned a Christmas card she had sent Aurora.  As an 
update, she also said that she still was having a struggle with her students, but that 
she had managed to transfer one of the major troublemakers out of the sixth hour 
class and that the class, in general, had settled down somewhat.  She said that now 
it was her fifth hour class that she was struggling with, as their behavior was 
slipping. 
 In general, however, Molly is continuing to teach to the best of her ability 
every day.  It is still, as she says, “the hardest job there is.”  However, she still has 
a lively sense of humor, and is still trying. 
 She said, in her interview, that she had not been in contact with Aurora as 
often, in recent weeks, as she meant to be.  She had a new e-mail address, 
however, and recent messages on the archive show that her WINGS facilitator has 
been trying to update the e-mail address so that the team can continue to exchange 
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messages through the WINGS server.  Even if they have not been exchanging 
many messages recently, Molly, spoke of Aurora as if they had been 
communicating regularly, saying she was very grateful for Aurora’s help and 
support.  Molly said that one of the best things, in her opinion, about 
telementoring was that “it’s something you can do at one in the morning,” 
whereas “mentoring on-site” was very difficult, [because] you could have a whole 
[support] structure set up, but if nobody has the time to take advantage of it, then 
it’s not going to work very well.”  Molly felt that the school day and the school 
environment were “a difficult context” in which to provide on-site mentoring 
support for new teachers, that once teachers get into the classroom, they rarely get 
a chance to get out to communicate or work collaboratively with other teachers, 
although such collaboration would probably help the teachers considerably. 
 
5.  DANIELLE --  [WINGS Team: danielle-amelia ] 
 
Background 
Danielle asked for a WINGS mentor a few weeks before the beginning of 
her first year of teaching seventh-grade science.  When interviewed, she said that 
what prompted her to want an online mentor was that  
 
You hear so many things about your first year of teaching that I thought, 
“I’m going to need all the help I can get, and if I have too much help, 
that’s not so bad, having more people to help you than what you need.”  
 
In Danielle’s application to WINGS for a mentor, she described the kinds 
of assistance she wanted her mentor to provide: “I would like my telementor to be 
someone outside of my school from whom I could ask advice and get ideas.”  As 
her mentor, Danielle chose Amelia, a middle school science teacher who had just 
completed her sixteenth year of teaching experience and who was currently the 
science department chairperson at her school, working with a team of six teachers.  
Amelia’s passion was flying: She enjoyed spending her spare time with a number 
of activities related to flying, such as continuing her student pilot training or 
tinkering with planes, such as working on repairs to Russian and Polish jets at her 
local airport.  Amelia brought her interest in flying into her teaching as well, and 
was currently teaching an elective science class in aviation/aerospace science for 
eighth graders.  In Amelia’s school, the highest percentage of students was 
Hispanic, at 38%, with black students making up 29% and Anglo students, 27%.  
Approximately 82% of the students were on reduced-price lunch plans, but 
Amelia said “while the socio-economics are low, the abilities of our students 
continue to shine in the district.”  
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Beginning of the WINGS Team 
Danielle and Amelia began exchanging messages and introducing 
themselves to one another just as Danielle was starting her teacher orientation 
sessions at her new school.  She said she had been getting her classroom prepared, 
had “bought several posters that deal with the units we are going to be covering 
soon,” and had prepared for the first days of class with “rules, procedures, year-
long syllabus, and a week’s lesson plans.”  She liked her “grade leaders,” whom 
she had met in a school-wide faculty orientation session, although in these 
sessions she also “became aware of more of the school politics” and was “picking 
up on tensions” that made her a bit “nervous.”  She was also concerned that her 
classes were “going to have 35 students,” which high enrollment the principal 
said would probably “take several weeks” for the school to straighten out, because 
they needed to hire another science teacher before they could try to re-distribute 
the students. 
Amelia quickly responded, “Don’t worry about the tension you may feel 
from veteran teachers” and assured Danielle that it was common for the veterans 
to feel a bit tense when they were put on the spot in the start-of-the-school-year 
orientation sessions, where they were often supposed to set a good example for 
the new teachers.  Amelia assured Danielle that feeling a bit anxious about the 
beginning of a new school year was normal, even for veteran teachers.  “I can 
promise you, I am just as nervous with the start of a new year as a first-year 
teacher, [because] you never know what to expect!”  After all, Amelia said, the 
students were always different every year, so it was always a new experience.  
Amelia said she also had two classes that had an enrollment 35 students, but said 
that number was not likely to change, and that her lowest enrollment in her 
classes – currently at 20 and 25 students – were probably going to increase after 
Labor Day when the students from the families of migrant workers began 
returning to the district. 
 
First Days of School 
Several days later, Danielle reported happily, “I finished my first day 
without any major hitches. <smile icon>  I was so proud when the day was over.”  
Amelia said she was very glad things went well, and said, “Keep a smile on your 
face and in your heart!  Will be thinking of you.”  Amelia’s school was just 
starting its orientation sessions, and about a week later, Amelia wrote to Danielle 
to describe her first two days of school, saying that she  
 
…did something today that I have never had to do in the last 17 years.  I 
had to send a student to the office on a referral.  He was rude and defiant 
to me -- never had one be so bad on the first day! … I had to discuss with 
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the class that what happened stayed in the room and was confidential, and 
that when the young person came back [from the office], he would be 
treated with respect as if nothing had occurred.  I believe in getting a kid’s 
heart and [then] I’ll have his brain – but I never had the chance to get 
started. 
 
Amelia regretted that she did not know that by the time he reached her class, he 
had already been sent to the office on referral in two other classes.  Had she 
known, she said, she would have liked to have tried alternatives, “but when the 
profanity starts, there is no room for allowance.”  She encouraged Danielle to 
write, saying she looked forward to hearing from her.  It had been about eight 
days since Danielle had reported on her first day of classes. 
The next day, Danielle responded to Amelia’s message, 
saying,  
 
I can’t believe I am about to finish my second week of school.  Today was 
the first day that I did not feel like I was going two million miles per 
minute – just one million! <smile icon> 
 
A Distorted Reflection  
Danielle said that she had “had some really wonderful experiences, as well 
as some that really tested my patience.”  She said she really liked Amelia’s saying 
that in order to get students to be willing to engage their brains, a teacher had to 
work with their hearts.  Danielle said that she had one student who was just “out 
of control,” sassing her as well as covering his desktop with pencil carbon, and so 
on.  She had used the “behavior modification form,” a six-step procedure that the 
administrators had told the teachers to use with behavior problems, which 
required the teacher to list the infraction, sign the form, and then have the student 
sign it.  Danielle said that, after discussing his behavior with the student and 
having him sign the form, he had behaved a bit better, but Danielle was concerned 
that “now I have all those things on his behavior modification sheet and I am 
embarrassed to show anyone, because I feel like it reflects on me.” 
 Amelia answered back quickly, saying, “I can understand how frustrating 
discipline can be.  Believe me, after 17 years I still have problems!” She said that, 
as an example, she was still having some problems with the student whom she 
had sent to the office on the first day of school, and in fact he was staying in to 
serve a detention with her after school that day.  However, she had called home 
and had talked with this boy’s mother and grandfather, who were supportive, and 
felt that this student was going to come around.  She was more concerned with 
another student at the moment, who had been “kidnapped by his mother” and who 
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had enrolled late, having been “returned to his father.”  Amelia said that 
apparently “the fighting between his two parents has caused this child some 
damage,” saying that the student could not sit quietly in class or even copy notes 
from an overhead, “along with multitude of other academic problems.”  Amelia 
said that she had begun to “document all his behaviors “ as well as his academic 
problems, because “this child has serious problems and – in order for him to get 
services – he needs a special education referral.  I am lucky that I did special ed. 
for so long and know the procedure and how to document.”  Amelia told Danielle 
that she had started out in the right direction by documenting the behavior of her 
student who was so disruptive, and assured her that she should “never be 
embarrassed by what you did.  It’s protecting you and the student.”  
 
Discussing Practices and Procedures 
 Danielle replied the Tuesday night after the Labor Day weekend, saying 
that she had two questions with which she wanted Amelia’s help.  The first was 
with a problem that had occurred when a student did not turn in an assignment, 
but insisted that he did.  Danielle said she always graded papers in her classroom 
(i.e., so none could go astray on the way between home and work), but that she 
had searched carefully and was certain that there was no paper submitted by this 
student.  She had told the student to re-do the assignment for full credit.  
However, she said, “[today] the mother called me and left a really rude voice 
mail,” saying that it was “unacceptable” that her son be asked to “complete a 
paper that he had already done.”  Danielle said she had not yet called the mother 
back, and asked for suggestions about how to handle the issue.  The second 
problem was that Danielle said she was  
 
… having trouble getting a system for my 504 and special ed. 
modifications.  I don’t know what to do.  I have all these sheets with the 
students’ names and all the possible mods [modifications] I could make.  I 
have them in my gradebook, but I feel really disorganized about it. What 
do you do? 
 
Amelia responded the next morning, describing her system for checking 
homework being submitted in class, assigning each student a number (their 
gradebook number), to be put on their papers.  When papers were passed forward, 
the first student in the row stacked them all in numerical order, a speedy 
procedure.  Amelia said that “within a minute I can tell who has not turned in 
classwork and/or homework.”  Amelia said she told her students that they would 
get a zero for not turning in an assignment,  
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but if they turn in a paper with their name and number stating that the 
assignment was not done, I will give them up to 10 points for honesty.  
You’d be surprised how many will turn in … the paper to get 10 points – 
better than a zero.  I keep those papers in their files so when parents come 
calling, it helps. 
 
Amelia said that, first, in dealing with the parent, 
 
I would go to your administrator, explain what has occurred and the 
hostility you have met with and that you gave the student the benefit of the 
doubt to redo his assignment.  If worse comes to worst, drop that one 
assignment for the kid.  His grade can be averaged with one less paper 
than the rest. 
 
Amelia said that – partly due to the special education modifications for 
individual students – she rarely had the same number of assignments for her 
students in any of her classes.  Then, in addressing the second issue, a system for 
keeping track of “the 504 and special ed. kiddos,” she asked if the problem was 
managing all the paperwork. 
Amelia said that, if so, her system was to keep “all my mod (modification) 
sheets … in a notebook alphabetically that is kept under lock and key unless I am 
working on it.”  She also said that she made little coding marks next to the 
students’ names in the gradebook and also on her seating chart that – since she 
was “slightly colorblind” – were geometric shapes.  Then, she could use the coded 
gradebook or seating chart as an easy reference when making lesson plans, 
checking these “to see if I have left anything out or if there is anything I can or 
need to change.”  She added that “most of the time, the kids have the same mods 
checked,” so that meant that “most of the time if I modify for one, I will do it for 
the whole class.”   
Amelia gave an example of whenever she passed out photocopied pages 
that she wanted the students to read, she had her class read aloud and highlight 
critical details, which she felt was “good practice for the kids.”  Other items that 
Amelia mentioned that she thought worked for all the students – not just those 
with modifications for special educational needs – included study sheets and peer 
tutoring.  Amelia asked Danielle, “Are there special modifications that are 
causing you trouble?”  She also made the suggestion that when Danielle did a 
modification for special education needs that she should “put in your lesson plans 
that you are using the following modifications in this class period.  You don’t 
need to identify the kids by name, just how you are meeting their needs.”   
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Amelia asked Danielle to let her know if these suggestions were helpful or 
if she needed other ideas to let her know.  She ended with, “Hang in there, honey.  
You are doing a tremendous job!” 
 Danielle wrote back a week later to report to Amelia that she had 
  
… tried having the students write down why they did not have their 
homework, and when they were going to turn it in.  It was great.  Today, 
students brought in their late work, without being prompted.  Not all of 
them, but it was much better than before.  Thanks for the tip. 
 
An Altercation and an Overprotective Parent 
 Another situation had come up in Danielle’s involving an argument 
between a girl and a boy in one of her classes, ending with the girl lobbing a pen 
at the boy’s face.  Danielle wrote their names on the board, asking them to come 
see her after class, when she admonished both of them, saying that they “could 
not throw things at each other and the next time … they were going to go to the 
office.”  During lunch, the girl called her mother, who then called Danielle and 
left a message.  When Danielle returned her call, the mother said that this boy had 
“bugged her daughter in two other classes,” and asked that Danielle separate the 
two, to which she readily agreed.  Danielle asked other teachers who had the two 
in class together, but these teachers said that they had not noticed any recent or 
special problems between the two.  Danielle then talked to the assistant principal, 
who said that she would handle things, not to worry, but to keep the recorded 
message on the tape.  Danielle said that she was worried, nevertheless, and told 
Amelia that the situation was “all I can think about. Help!  I am a mess.” 
 Amelia answered within an hour, saying that “it sounds as if the young 
lady has only told her mother one side of this disagreement with the boy.”  Of 
course, separating the two in class seemed like a good idea, but Amelia also 
suggested that Danielle “document the times and dates you speak to other teachers 
regarding these two students.”  Other than that, she recommended that Danielle do 
  
… as the assistant principal said, keep the recording, and don’t worry 
about it.  You have an overprotective mom and a daughter who is out to 
cause a little trouble.  Just document everything [the girl] does [that causes 
a problem] in class.  You did right and a good job.  Keep it up, kiddo.  
You’ve had a good education, [so just] use the common sense you have. 
Am proud of you. 
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 Later, Danielle wrote back to her saying that things were going fairly well, 
including with the two students who had precipitated the “pen crisis,” but who 
were now seated separately and relatively settled.   
 
Suspected Gang Involvement  
 Danielle wrote, “My frustration of the week is suspected gang 
involvement” of some of her students.  She said she was not intimidated by her 
students, but “by their older buddies.”  She said did not know the meaning of “the 
signs, colors, [or] signals” that would indicate involvement by the students in 
gang activities, and that she felt “completely naïve” on this topic.   
 Amelia wrote back, saying, “I am surprised your school has not trained 
you on recognizing the signs” of gang activity.  At the middle school level, “your 
students may just be ‘wannabes’” and not actual full-fledged gang members.  She 
recommended that Danielle check to see if the school had a police liaison officer; 
that she needed to tell the students that “the hand shakes, signals and all the rest” 
would stop immediately; and that she needed to “write down anything you 
notice.”  Amelia reminded her “not to be alone in a situation with a student you 
suspect of gang affiliation,” but that she was not trying to alarm her unduly.  “I do 
not mean to scare you.  Just use your common sense and be wary.  You can 
handle it.”   
 Danielle answered back that her school did have a police liaison officer on 
campus, but that there had been no training.  She said she would talk to this 
officer in the next week and “tell her about my concerns,” and if there really was 
active gang activity in the school, that she would ask her about “the possibility of 
training.” 
 
First Grading Period 
 Amelia wrote about two weeks later, asking how Danielle’s first grading 
period went.  She said that the one student she was having real problems with was 
a student on special education modifications and “on a behavior modification 
plan,” and that “dealing with his misbehavior sometimes gets to me.” Amelia said 
that she had called this student’s father, but “he has told me that it’s my problem, 
not his!” She tried another tack, saying that if the boy did not turn in his 
assignments, he would fail – to which the father said he did not care.  Amelia said 
this “really made her mad.”  She said she documented everything said in the 
phone call and sent a copy to the assistant principal, preparing the way, since “the 
next time [the student] acts up, he goes to the office.” 
 Danielle answered back that night, saying that the first grading period had 
gone very well.  She had feared “a rush of parent phone calls when the report 
cards got home,” but was glad that that did not happen.  One parent had called to 
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ask that her son be moved away from another student, and Danielle was pleased 
to be able to say that she had already done this.  She had made a new seating chart 
the night before, partially due to problems that she had already noticed with the 
two students seated near one another, but largely because she had just felt that “it 
was time   
 A second parent who called was “disappointed with her son’s grade,” 
which Danielle could not remember clearly without her gradebook.  She said she 
was surprised, when she checked, to find that this student had a 94, which she 
thought was “a wonderful grade,” and said she felt sorry for that student, who was 
“12 years old and already under so much pressure.”  She also commented about 
another student in the class, who began reading aloud from a pamphlet that the 
school had asked teachers to distribute, reminding students about the law that they 
come to school, and that – even if their parents gave them permission to skip 
school – they could be given citations for truancy, especially if they were found 
wandering around without a parent during school hours.  The student reading 
aloud “struggled with many of the words on the page, words that I thought an 
elementary student should have mastered.”  Danielle was shocked at how poorly 
he read, and said “it is no wonder students do poorly in school when they can’t 
read.  I was angry and saddened.” 
 
Documentation Saves the Day 
 Amelia wrote about two weeks later, reporting an incident that began with 
a parent calling the school, apparently complaining to the administration that he 
did not know that his son was failing her class.  Amelia said that a counselor just 
walked into her classroom “and almost blindsided me,” accusing her of not 
informing the father properly.  However, Amelia said, “I had my notebook with 
copies of all the letters I mailed home, and a record of every phone call with dates 
and times I spoke with the dad.”   
 The counselor “did not apologize, but she did back down.”  Amelia told 
her that “the next time she needed to discuss anything with me, it would be best 
not to come and interrupt my class and berate me in front of my students.”  The 
counselor left, and Amelia reminded her students that what went on in the 
classroom should remain in the classroom.  Apparently, that reminder worked, 
because the counselor confrontation took place during first hour and she 
subsequently heard no gossip or rumor about it.   
 This incident seemed to be an example of the kinds of problems that 
happen for teachers -- such as dealing with an irate parent, whose call to the 
administration office is what precipitated the incident in Amelia’s classroom -- 
that Amelia and Danielle had been discussing.  Amelia’s telling of this tale 
showed that such problems can occur even to experienced teachers.   
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 Amelia’s description of the incident was not so much a complaint about 
the counselor or her actions as it seemed as if Amelia were modeling, for 
Danielle, what to do in dealing with problems as they occur, including expecting 
to be treated fairly and with respect, and standing up for herself when confronted 
by an accuser.  In addition, this incident served to reinforce the message about 
how good documentation -- which Amelia had been recommending to Danielle -- 
could be the means of clinching an argument in the teacher’s favor. 
 
Differentiation and Proactive PR 
 Danielle’s next message said that she had been having technical problems, 
and that she had been trying to send a message for a few days, but that it just 
wouldn’t work.  Her message said that she had had some strange things happen 
that day – a student who wrote a vulgar note about her on a desk, and another 
student who had walked out of class.  She said that she had called the parents 
about each of these students and that, although the parents in this case were 
supportive, she had felt uncomfortable about talking with them, and that “talking 
with parents makes me so nervous!”  Danielle thought this might be because her 
first encounters with parents were somewhat uncomfortable.  She asked Amelia ,  
 
How do you differentiate for your class?  I have GT [gifted and talented], 
honors, regular and special ed. in the same class.  I have offered 
extensions for the honor students that involve thought questions about the 
topic we are studying.  I remember in school [in the teacher preparation 
program] hearing, “different work, not more work” for honors and GT, but 
how do I do that when we are all in the same class? 
 
Amelia responded that “Contacting parents is never an easy job.”  She said that 
she had found that if she called all the parents to give a positive message during 
the early part of the school year, that they tended to be more supportive “when the 
bad happens.”  She acknowledged that this kind of contact with that many parents 
was very time consuming. 
 About differentiation, Amelia said that it just took time to plan.  She said 
that, because she had been a special education teacher for a number of years, this 
kind of planning now came easy to her.  As a general rule, she said, “all my kids 
get a project” to work on, but “it’s just that the syllabus each one gets is 
different.”  She said she rarely gave out “blanket” assignments, but rather “asked 
different students to do different things.”  She gave some brief examples to 
illustrate how she prepares a lesson for differentiation:  
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(1) special education students would be asked to give her a simple 
report on a specific planet that would be accompanied by a picture;  
(2) the average kids would be asked to give her a two- or three-page 
report, “with more details and more pictures”; and  
(3) a gifted and talented student might be asked for “an analysis of 
which planet would be most habitable and why, designing [a] 
planetary habitat and such.”   
 She asked if that explanation of how to plan differentiation helped, or if 
Danielle had a specific lesson which she would like help planning for 
differentiation.  Amelia said that she knew that “meeting the needs of all your 
kiddos will take all your time,” and that she would be glad to help with ideas or 
lesson plans, if Danielle thought those would help her. 
 Naomi, the team’s WINGS facilitator, sent a message in response to 
Danielle’s comment about not being able to send a message, asking if there was a 
technical glitch she knew about on her end (such as with her school server), or 
whether there was a new e-mail address that someone was using that was not on 
the e-mail listings.  Amelia gave Naomi a new e-mail address to be added to the 
team’s contact list. 
 
Extra Activities 
 Danielle sent a new message to Amelia soon after Naomi’s, asking if 
Amelia thought that “the average seventh grader could do an independent science 
fair project,” or whether it would be better to have them work in groups.  Danielle 
also told about the beginning of after school activities for the Girlstart program at 
her school, which she was sponsoring.  She was pleased at the turnout, and also 
with the reaction of one particular girl, who had been frustrated in trying to learn 
HTML coding, but then, as Danielle described it,  
 
… when she opened her page in the browser, she looked at me with these 
eyes that were just incredible, she was so amazed and proud.  I felt like a 
goof, [because] I got a little teary-eyed – I am right now just thinking 
about it.  Anyway, it is really nice to get to work with kids in small groups 
on something extracurricular. 
 
 Danielle also said she had decided not to write a referral on “the desk 
writer” after a discussion with his mother.  Danielle had observed that he boy had 
definite problems, “not autistic … but similar.”  She said that when she called the 
mother, she had planned to tell the mother that she was filing a referral, but when 
the mother said that she was really concerned about the boy’s problems and 
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planned to take him to his psychologist, Danielle felt that that would probably be 
more effective, and that a referral “would not do any good for that student.” 
 Danielle wrote again a week later, saying she hoped Amelia got her last 
message, saying “it was about differentiation” and following up on an offer 
Amelia had made in a previous message, saying “if you have examples of your 
syllabi for individual students, I would love to see them.”   
 
Discipline Problems  
 Danielle recounted an incident that had happened that day, in which one of 
her students had threatened to stick her with his pen.  Danielle sent him to the 
office on a referral, but the office sent the boy back to class about five minutes 
before it ended.  Danielle said: 
 
I was shocked that he was sent back to my room.  I looked for the AP’s 
[assistant principals] after school, but found nothing, heard nothing.  I am 
really nervous that it is going to be blown off.  The school officer (police 
liaison officer) said that unless another student would be a witness [on an 
official complaint], nothing could be done.  I guess that would be if I 
wanted to press charges, which I don’t.  I just want some consequences for 
that sort of behavior.  If a student can make threats like that and 
experience no consequences, then I have nothing.  The other students see 
that happening and that there are no consequences, it eats away at our 
credibility.  I am so frustrated and ready for the week to be over. 
 
 Danielle said that she felt that her students’ behavior in general was 
eroding in two of her classes.  She said she had tried “positive reinforcement” 
which “worked for awhile,” then tried “negative consequences,” but said she was 
“tired of giving negative consequences, and the kids are tired of it as well,” and 
asked “now where do I go?”  She said that maybe she needed to make some 
phone calls to parents:  
 
I probably should have done that sooner for several students.  There are 
just so many calls that I HAVE to make, it is hard to make the calls that I 
SHOULD make.  Do you have any tips? 
 
 Amelia sent a message the next day, saying that she “had a major system 
crash and lost everything.”  She was “still retrieving stuff from the hard drive.”  
She said that she said that by the next week she should be able to retrieve her files 
and would be able to send lesson plans, apparently including the kinds of 
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differentiated lesson plans that Danielle had asked about.  Amelia recommended, 
for 
… the kid who threatened you, document what you did and what 
happened, put it in your student concern file, call the parent, say you are 
concerned by some inappropriate remarks being made by this child, [then] 
document what the parent says.  That’s about all you can do.  Without a 
witness, it’s hard to press charges. 
 
 Amelia said that this had happened to her before, when she “had a student 
say he was going to wait for me after school and kill me” and, after she filed a 
referral, the administration sent the student back to her room.  Finally, after she 
said she would not allow the student to come back, the administration put the 
student in in-school suspension (ISS).  She said that she had really had to “push 
the issue” to get the administration to do this.   
 However, in response to Danielle’s question about what more she could do 
about her students’ behavior, Amelia suggested using consensus buy-in, by 
having the class “decide the rules, …  write it on a big paper, and have everyone 
sign it,” at which point “it “becomes a contract.”  Then,  
 
the next time a kid breaks a rule, ask these questions: (1) What are you 
doing?, (2) What are you supposed to be doing, (3) What are you going to 
do?,, and (4) What happens if you break the rule again?  They should 
know the consequences, such as – after one warning – detention, parent 
phone call, etc.  Then say thank you and go on.  If they refuse to answer, 
say, “You have a choice, either to work (or whatever else they are 
[supposed] to do) or an office referral for defiance.  What is your choice?”  
I have sent kids [to the office] on a referral for this after documenting 
everything I said and the child’s behavior on the referral.  It’s very simple, 
but it really does work! 
 
Nervous About Observation 
 Apparently Danielle and Amelia were very busy during this period.  They 
had not sent many messages and their WINGS facilitator, Naomi, sent a message 
to the team saying, “I thought I would check in and see if everyone is all right out 
there.” Amelia responded first, saying that she was tied up, having been out of the 
classroom for conferences and meetings, and that she was later than she had 
hoped in trying to assemble materials for Danielle, which she was continuing to 
do.  She hoped she could send some material in the next week.   
 Danielle then responded and said that she was eager to see the materials 
Amelia was gathering for her.  Danielle hoped these materials would help her, 
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since, as she said, “my biggest long-term challenge is differentiation.”  She also 
said that there was to be a “learning walk” in her school during which the 
superintendent was coming, possibly to her classroom, which made her feel 
“super nervous,” since she was “doing something with the kids” that she had not 
previously done – “Venn diagrams for mitosis and meiosis.”   
 Both Naomi (her WINGS facilitator) and Amelia wished her good luck 
and said that they were sure that she would do just fine for her visitation.  Amelia 
added, “Don’t change a lesson you have prepared for just because you think a 
visitor is coming.  I promise, you will do fine.”   
 Danielle reported a few days later that, indeed, things had gone well 
enough, although the visitors came while she was giving a vocabulary quiz and 
she was a bit disappointed not to have had them see the Venn diagram cell 
division activity.  Danielle said that she found it uncomfortable to be observed, 
and commented, “I guess I should get used to being watched, but I get stage 
fright,” although she noted that she really did not feel nervous in front of her 
class, just in situations where she was being observed, as with the 
superintendent’s walk-through. 
 
A Troublesome Class 
 Two weeks later, after the Thanksgiving holiday, Danielle sent Amelia a 
message, saying that she was “still struggling with differentiation,” and had been 
trying having students working at their own pace, with those finishing the 
activities earlier working on a timeline about the history of genetics.   
 All the morning classes had done well under this system, but Danielle’s 
“seventh period class was different,” since they did not work well in that manner.  
She reported that the students had recently turned in their papers showing the 
background information they had gathered for their science fair projects, saying 
that “there were some really great papers,” but that she still had “a large number 
of students that are not turning in papers.”  Other teachers in the school said “they 
are having the same problem” and that “it is just this seventh grade class.”  
Danielle said that, without having a basis for comparison, she was not sure 
whether these comments by other teachers were accurate or if she should take 
them “with a grain of salt.”   
 Amelia responded quickly, saying, “Don’t let the other teachers tell you 
it’s just the seventh grade class!  That kind of thinking will get you into trouble.”  
She also said that when an entire class, such as Danielle’s troublesome seventh 
period, was being a discipline problem, “then that means that they do not have a 
clear idea of your expectations and of their boundaries,” and for Danielle to 
remember that students constantly test and stretch the limits.  
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Technical Problems  
 Amelia said she had been trying to scan more pages from her 
differentiated lesson plans, but that it would be faster if Danielle would give her 
the regular mail address for the school.  Amelia said that she would just mail her a 
photocopy of her gifted and talented notebook.   
 Although Danielle sent the street address, a day or so later, she asked 
Amelia whether she had sent some scanned-in pages.  If so, Danielle had not 
received them.  Amelia said she had sent four or five scanned pages as an 
attachment.  Naomi, the WINGS facilitator, responded that she had found the 
message with the attachment and told Danielle the date and subject line of the 
message so she could look for it.  Danielle responded that she could not find it in 
her e-mail inbox.  Naomi checked, and said that “the server here [at the 
university] was rejecting the message,” so she would send the message and 
attachment to Danielle’s alternate e-mail address (a Hotmail account). 
 Shortly afterwards, though, Naomi reported that, in attempting to send this 
message, she got an error message, saying that the attachment was too big for the 
e-mail account to receive it, and so it did not even transfer the message sent by 
Amelia at that time.  This message was shown in the archive, a week earlier, with 
just the header, but no message.  Naomi said that due to limitations on the 
attachment size that Danielle’s accounts would let her receive, it would probably 
be better if Amelia just sent hard copies of the notebook pages to Danielle’s 
school address.   
 Naomi said that she was also pasting in the message Amelia had sent 
Danielle with the message that had gotten lost the previous week.  The message 
described how Amelia’s husband had had a job-related injury and had surgery to 
correct it, was home recuperating and “tries to be a good patient, [but] he’s not! 
<joking>” 
 On the weekend, Danielle sent back a message telling Naomi “Thanks for 
solving the mystery of the missing e-mail.  I thought I was going nuts, because I 
swore I never saw the thing.  Whew, I feel better. <smile icon>”  She told Amelia 
that she hoped her husband was recovering well from his surgery.   
 
Low-Grade Worries 
 Danielle said that she had just completed her progress reports for the third 
six weeks, and was disappointed at the number of students who were doing poorly 
in her regular classes, saying “I was almost in tears while I was going through my 
grades on Intergrade Pro” (i.e., the electronic gradebook program used by her 
school).  She said that the computer in her classroom “crashed,” forcing her to use 
the computers in the library to enter her grades, and that she was disappointed that 
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when she did the final calculations, “the grades were so much lower than [they 
had looked] in the paper grade book.”   
 Danielle said that she was most concerned because, in her teacher 
preparation program, she had “read about schools that had huge discrepancies in 
the passing grades … divided along racial boundaries,” which had made her “so 
angry.”  But now, looking at the calculated grades in her class, the grades for the 
minority students seemed to be lower overall.  Danielle said,  
 
I felt so awful that this [discrepancy in grades] was happening in my class 
… and I don’t know how to fix it.  I guess this is … evidence that I need to 
do a better job with differentiation. 
 
 Danielle thought that she might “need to do a better job [with] organizing 
the students.”  She said she had done her student teaching among ninth-grade 
honors students, who were “organized on their own,” whereas apparently her 
seventh graders seemed to have more difficulty keeping their work organized.  
She observed that “the students that are doing well in my class are organized, 
either because they have that skill, or their parents help them out with 
organization at home.”   
 She said she had used several of Amelia’s suggestion for keeping her 
students’ homework organized, reporting that she was now “taking up the papers 
in order,” presumably referring to the idea Amelia suggested for having students 
put their assigned number on papers, which a student helper could then stack 
quickly to check for missing work.  In addition, Danielle said, she had the 
students “fill out the ‘A dog ate my homework’ slips,” which was helping 
somewhat, but she was concerned that “no homework comes back,” apparently 
referring to allowing students a chance to get the missing homework assignment 
done, but perhaps with reduced points.  She said that because of these problems, 
she would have a lot of phone calls to parents to make the next week. 
 Amelia answered back, saying, “Please don’t get discouraged with grades. 
  She reminded Danielle that teachers do not “give” grades, but rather students 
“earn” them.  She said that some students really are “highly unorganized,” and 
that her students had a folder in her classroom, which they could leave there or 
else take with them, but that they had to “remember to bring it to class every time 
we meet.”  She said that she did “folder checks” to see if the work that was 
supposed to be there was actually present, such as checking to see that students 
had “all their sponge activities in the folder, since it's the first thing we do in 
class.”   
 Although Amelia said that her sixth-grade class was “not having to hard a 
time with their folders,” still had a few who have problems staying organized.  
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She said that, when doing grades, she had had to modify a few students’ grades by 
hand, saying “I really hate using a canned program,” because there was no 
allowance for a grade for performance, and she gave one to students whom she 
felt deserved it.   
 A day or so later, she sent a brief message saying that she was planning to 
get her notebook photocopied and mailed to her very soon, that she thought the 
differentiated lesson suggestions would help her, and that – in addition to the 
information about differentiating for the gifted and talented, she was sending her 
special education suggestions as well, saying in a teasing manner that the copied 
materials would “make good reading for the holidays.” 
 
Lack of Professional Support 
 There was not much communication during the winter holiday break, but 
by the end of January, the two began exchanging messages regularly again.  
Amelia said that her principal had asked her to “take on more responsibilities next 
year for [the school’s] functional living students,” and that she was planning a 
special Aviation class just for these students “to give them a science credit.”  
Since she had been a former special education teacher, Amelia said she was 
“looking forward to the challenge.”  Danielle reported that her school had recently 
focused on “the practice TAAS,” meaning that her middle school was giving 
students a practice version of the state-mandated standardized tests.  Danielle said 
that she  
 
… felt very confused about what I was supposed to do – I felt like I had 
missed a memo, but after asking questions I found that there was none.  I 
guess most people have done it a million times before and thought that 
everyone knew what to do.  I did not know how long to wait before giving 
my kiddos breaks, and some teachers brought snacks for them. 
 
 She also said that she had recently attended a “foundations training” 
session on the topic of teaching for the gifted and talented.  The first two of the 
three days were “painful” because of “the lack of useful information, but the third 
day was on differentiation, and Danielle felt that “there was some really good 
info” in that session.  She said she had “made a pretest for the new weathering 
and erosion unit,” and asked Amelia what score she would think was good enough 
so that students could be allowed to do “higher level projects, independent work, 
etc.”  Amelia replied:  
 
As for differentiation, it all comes down to the teacher.  You know your 
kiddos and what they are capable of, so that’s how you do it. … You 
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figure out what best fits the kid.  I still love pretesting, [and] I also 
[include] math and reading and writing problems so I can see exactly what 
the kids are capable of. 
 
 Amelia also mentioned that she was frustrated with “over half” of her 
students failing, “with averages below 60.”  As she was preparing to send out 
progress reports, she asked each student to come to her desk “to explain where 
their assignments were,” and was nonplussed to have one student tell her “he just 
threw them away.”  She said she would see who did not return the signed progress 
reports from the parents and then she would have to start making phone calls. 
 
Transition of Facilitators 
 Messages got shorter and farther between in spring, as both Danielle and 
Amelia were busy with both personal and school events.  Several messages were 
sent by Naomi, their original WINGS facilitator, telling them that she was 
preparing to do her comprehensive exams and then her dissertation, so she was 
transferring the facilitation of their team to Tanya, who also sent messages 
introducing herself and asking Danielle and Amelia to do the same.  They each 
then gave a bit of a self-introduction for Tanya, very similar to their original 
introduction to one another six months’ previously, as their team began 
exchanging messages.   
 Additional information  was supplied by Danielle, saying that she was 
amazed that “there are only twelve weeks left in the year,” that the time had just 
“flown” past.  She said that lately she had been occupied with taking an Intel 
computer class from 4 pm to 8 pm, that she was “heading up” a group planning a 
parent appreciation dinner, the science fair (in which her students had entries) was 
coming up, and the six weeks grading period was ending in a few days.  Danielle 
said, “I am always amazed at how so many teachers are able to do so many things 
at one time,” and said to her mentor, Amelia, that the level of her involvement in 
so many activities and interests, “blows me away.” 
 
Referral Reversal 
 Two days later, Danielle wrote, describing a frustrating incident that had 
occurred with one of the assistant principals.  In one of her classes, she had a girl 
who was “making signs” in her “abdominal area.”  When Danielle called the girl 
into the hallway, the girl said it was a “superman sign.”  Danielle thought that that 
sounded ridiculous, checked her school-issued manual about gang-related signs 
and, finding that it recommended immediate referral, she sent the girl to the 
office.   
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 After school, she went to follow up with the assistant principal, who said, 
“Superman sign?  You wrote her up for a superman sign?”  Danielle “explained 
that I thought it was better to err on the side of caution,” and that even if it were a 
mock-gang sign, that behavior “should not be acceptable.  For goodness sake, if 
chewing gum isn’t allowed, that shouldn’t be either.”   
 Danielle wrote that she “was not sure whether or not it was appropriate to 
write the referral or not, but I was confident [about] the logic behind it.”  
Therefore, she felt “shocked” that she was “not supported at all, but rather said 
that “the looks I got” made her feel that she was perceived as stupid.  The 
assistant principal was being dismissive, saying “Our school does not have any 
gang members,” so Danielle told her that she had had another incident that day 
related to gang signs, when she caught a student “tagging” one of her textbooks.  
When asked, the student – whom she said she was disappointed in, since he was 
one of her favorite students – confessed to her that he did it, but claimed that the 
marking was already there, that he was only outlining it to make it darker, and 
saying that it was the sign of “a gang that we have in our school.”   
 The assistant principal insisted that the school had no gangs, that instead 
of gang members, they had only “posers.”  Danielle said that she “left the office 
feeling like a total idiot.” 
 Amelia responded, “Don’t feel like you are an idiot,” that, too many times, 
since “AP’s don’t like the idea of paperwork and court days,” signs of gang-
related trouble were dismissed, “swept under the carpet” as being the actions of 
young gang “‘wannabees,’ as opposed to true gang members.”  She encouraged 
Danielle to document the incident in her gradebook or lesson plan book, saying 
that “you did what you were supposed to do,” according to the school’s code of 
conduct manual, and that she might need such documentation, which could 
possibly release her from liability if trouble ensued despite her warning.  Amelia 
said that the assistant principal’s dismissive attitude was short-sighted, and said 
that Danielle should continue providing a positive role model for her “favorite 
student,” since “you may be the only positive role model this kid has in his life.”   
 Amelia related an incident several years before, when one of her own 
former students was found to have “murdered a man.”  She happened to be at the 
police station -- having stopped off to see her husband, a police officer -- and she 
saw this young man, who had been refusing to talk to the police, but when he saw 
Amelia, he said he wanted to speak to her.  He told Amelia that she “was the only 
teacher he ever had who could rant and rave about not doing assignments, but still 
turn around and say, ‘I still like you, no matter what.’ ”  Amelia said that she still 
liked this young man, and felt that “the schools didn’t do enough for him,” since 
he had a family history that was “filled with violence.”   
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 Amelia said that she, too, was often frustrated by school administrators’ 
“lax policies,” and said that it was “something that you have to live with as a 
teacher.”  Amelia explained the hard reality of teacher referrals, being that  
 
Once you do an office referral, it is no longer in your hands, and you have 
to accept that, whatever the office did.  You can’t change the rules.  Does 
this make sense?  It’s like when I am totally frustrated and send “Johnny” 
to the office for popping off in class.  I am so angry I want him clocked 
out and sent to ISS [in-school suspension] forever, but he’s back in class 
ten minutes later with just a conference.  The moment I give him to the 
office, I have to accept what consequences are given in the office, OK?  
Just smile and go on. 
 
Interim Interruption 
 Two weeks later, Tanya (their new WINGS facilitator) messaged the team, 
asking if everything was all right, saying that she was concerned that she had not 
heard from them lately.  Amelia wrote and said that her brother-in-law was 
gravely ill and in a hospice.  Danielle said for Amelia to take her time, that she’d 
be thinking of her.  
 It took about a month (until mid-March) for things to get back to a regular 
routine.  Amelia wrote about a student in her class about whom she was 
concerned, since “he exhibits bizarre behavior.”  She said she had been 
documenting what he did and did not do in class, explaining that he seemed to 
read at grade level, but that he had not completed any assignment he had been 
given.  She said she was getting nothing but “excuses from home” when she tried 
to explain her concerns to the parents, although she expected that “of course they 
will scream when he brings home the failure [grade], and it will supposedly be my 
fault.”   
 However, she said that she was “not concerned, since I have my little 
notebook with all the times and dates I have spoken to parents and counselors 
regarding this kid.”  This seemed to be another example of Amelia’s providing 
Danielle with a little narrative detail to drive home the point about how 
documentation could really help a teacher by providing a record of what the 
teacher had done to resolve a problem in the early stages, before it developed to 
the point that the parents or the administrators became heavily involved. 
 Danielle sent her condolences about Amelia’s brother-in-law’s death, and 
said that she was glad to hear from Amelia again, although, she said she would 
“understand if you want to cut back on e-mails,” and said that she would be glad 
for Amelia to “set the pace” as needed.   
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Good Observation  
 Danielle had good news about a recent formal observation.  She had 
planned to do a lab class, but since her students were so far behind in their 
preparation for the science fair coming up, she said she went to the assistant 
principal who was going to be doing the observation and explained why she was 
changing her lesson.  Happily, her assistant principal “was really great about it.”  
It turned out that the assistant principal “had taught seventh-grade science for 
years.”  Danielle said that her observation was “much less painful than I had 
expected.”  She said, “There were so many teachers frantically discussing how 
awful it was going to be.  I don’t really understand why they were so worried.”   
 Danielle told Amelia that she remembered her advice early in the year 
about not changing a lesson just because she was going to be observed, and said 
that she was glad she took that advice.  She said that it made the teaching “much 
more natural,” and that it was just easier to plan her teaching “each day as if 
someone would be in the class.”   
 It was really remarkable how much more confident Danielle sounded than 
she did during the first part of the year, when she was much more nervous about 
being observed and considerably less sure about how she should prepare a lesson 
for her visitors to see her teaching. 
 
Checking In 
 In early April, Tanya the facilitator had to do a “checking in” message, 
since it had been two weeks since the team had written one another.  Amelia 
responded the next day, saying she had been preparing her students to take the 
TAAS test, which was to be given the next week.  She said to Tanya that she 
could tell “that Danielle is over the ‘hump’ of [being a] first year teacher, and 
from here on it’s down hill all the way! <smile icon>”   
 She also said, in a comment addressed to Danielle, that she was going to 
be in Danielle’s town during a conference in July, and wanted to meet her in 
person, if that would be possible.  Danielle wrote back to say that she would like 
to meet in person, and that they needed to keep in touch during the summer so 
that they could plan a meeting.  Danielle also said she was just amazed that there 
were now “fewer than six weeks left in school.”   
 She had taken a day off the previous Friday, to spend the day with her best 
friend, in town from the West Coast.  She said that she had been nervous, since “it 
was my first day with a sub for the entire day,” and that she had had an “awful 
feeling that they [her students] would go bonkers if I wasn’t there.”  However, 
“there were no problems,” and Danielle said that she “was glad, but sad in a weird 
way,” since it was “hard to imagine my class without me in it.”  She said 
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humorously that she had found it a bit of an “ego check” to find out that her class 
did just fine without her. 
 Amelia answered back quickly, saying that she agreed, it was always a 
mixed blessing having a substitute.  Her school – which had eight weeks to go, 
not six – was soon to be having a “parent night for TAAS,” but that they had so 
far not received much response in terms of numbers of parents who planned to 
attend.  Amelia said that it was sad, but “most of our parents never finished high 
school, so education is not a top priority with them, nor is passing the TAAS test.”  
She asked, rhetorically, “How do you motivate a kid, who goes home to 
unmotivated parents?”  
 
Test Stress, Sex Ed, and Student Progress 
 Danielle answered back two weeks later (late April), saying that her 
school was just finished with TAAS week.  She said that “the students were very 
stressed out about the test,” and that she had found it tiring to sit for half the day 
proctoring the exam.  During the practice TAAS, in she said that she had  
 
… felt pretty clueless about how to administer the test-breaks, restroom 
allowance, snacks, etc.  I voiced my concerns to the counselor following 
the practice TAAS, and the reply was that "for the real thing it will be 
much more structured.  Don't worry."  I didn't find that this was the case.  I 
started asking veteran teachers what they did, and found that they were 
signing out students for going to the restroom with the time they left. I am 
irritated about the lack of preparation I was given. 
 
 She also mentioned a parent who asked for a conference with her because 
of her concern about an upcoming unit on “healthy choices in sexuality.”  The 
mother was considering asking that her son be kept out of the unit, despite the fact 
that the unit (as per present school board and national policy) stressed that 
abstinence was the only way to be 100% safe.  The mother “thought that by 
mentioning contraception, we were giving mixed messages to the students.”  
Danielle told the mother that she understood that the mother was concerned, but 
that “we do have four pregnant girls in the school right now, and we want to 
educate students about sex so [that] they can make healthy choices.”   
 On a happier note, Danielle said that she was pleased that, after school, 
one of her students stopped by to be sure he had the homework assignment.  This 
was a student who had failed the first six weeks, had qualified for special 
education, and had been placed in a reading class.  Now, with “a study skills class 
to support him,” he had qualified to be a PAL for the next year.  Danielle said that 
it was “really exciting to see how well he is doing.”   
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 Amelia replied in her e-mail, “You make a difference!  Great going with 
your student.  It’s moments like that – that is why you continue to teach!”  Amelia 
said that, in her school, the counselors did all the TAAS coordination and that her 
school virtually shut down for the four days of testing. 
 
Non-Returning Faculty Friends  
In Danielle’s next message, she said that her students kept coming into her 
classroom and asking, “How many weeks until summer?”  There was only a 
month to go.  Danielle said she was relieved to see her first year drawing to a 
close, and said to Amelia, “Thank you for lending me your ear and helping me get 
through it.”   
However, as the end of the school year approached, the news began to 
spread about which teachers would not be returning the next year.  Danielle listed 
a number of teachers with whom she was close but who were not planning to 
return the next year, and said that their leaving “really bums me out. I know the 
school has its ‘issues,’ but I think all schools do.”  Danielle said that although she 
had been assigned an official mentor at school, she had really relied on her 
department head for her in-school support, but now it appeared that she would be 
leaving the school.  Danielle said, “When my department head said that she [was] 
leaving, my stomach sank.  I can't imagine the science department without her.” 
 Amelia answered, saying that Danielle needn’t thank her, because “You 
have done super this year.  I just listened.”  She said, “As for all the staff leaving, 
unfortunately it comes with the job.”  She said she was sorry to hear that 
Danielle’s department head was leaving.  Amelia said that, in her school, there 
was one teacher who was leaving because she was “unable to adjust to the 
minorities and the problems of cultural difference,” and added, “I feel for her, as 
she cannot grow as a teacher if she only targets one type of student to teach.”  
Meanwhile, she said, to Danielle, “Hang in there … It's almost over and soon you 
will be a veteran teacher!” 
 
Counting Down the Days 
 Danielle’s next e-mail was humorous.  She said that her classes had been 
“pretty hectic,” divided between “frog dissection and beginning healthy choices 
(i.e., sex ed.)”  Amelia responded that she agreed, “The end of the year gets more 
hectic with each passing day.  Even though TAAS is over, we have to tell the 
kids, school IS NOT! <smile icon>” 
 There were several rounds of brief messages that were primarily “counting 
down the days” until school was out.  Amelia complained that she was “going 
insane with behavior” problems among the students, who seemed not to 
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understand that they had one more week – including finals – to do before they 
were done with the school year. 
 Danielle sent an e-mail in which she described a “good-bye breakfast” for 
the teachers who were leaving, “especially those people who are retiring,” such as 
an assistant principal who had “been at the school for thirty years,” and said “it 
was a tear jerker.”  Danielle joked to Amelia that maybe next year she could do 
her “sex ed.” unit at the last part of the semester, because at least those lessons 
“seemed to keep the kids’ interest.”  Danielle said, “I assure you, they were 
engaged until the very last day.” 
 There were some technical glitches that intervened at the end of May.  
Danielle noted that she had sent a message and had had it returned; Amelia said 
she, too, had had a message returned.  Then Tanya, their WINGS facilitator sent a 
message saying that it was a problem on her end – that her husband had changed 
their e-mail provider and their messages had been sent before she got a chance to 
update her e-mail address on the WINGS team exchange. 
 
Off for the Summer 
 There was no communication between the team members for the month of 
June, but Danielle had said that she and her husband would be vacationing, 
visiting relatives, and so on.  Near the middle of July, however, Danielle sent a 
message, giving some details about her vacation, and then asking the date that 
Amelia thought she would be in Danielle’s town for a conference. 
 Amelia answered, saying that she had not been well since the end of 
school, that it was an “old problem,” would be all right with treatment, but that 
with the medication she was taking, she could not travel – so she would be unable 
to attend the conference, although she hoped to be able to attend the next 
conference in October, which would also be held in Danielle’s town, and hoped to 
meet Danielle then.  Meanwhile, as science department head, she was very busy 
with interviewing new teachers to fill a position that came up when a teacher 
decided not to return in fall.  The team did not send other correspondence through 
the WINGS team address for the remainder of the summer. 
 As school began again, the team resumed communication with one 
another.  There were a few minor technical glitches -- such as Amelia’s message 
saying “Our school computers have rejected our new server, so all the computers 
are having to be recloned.”  She had brought her laptop up to school to do her e-
mailing, and said that the school year was looking to be very busy, but interesting.   
 When interviewed, Danielle mentioned that they had not communicated 
much over the summer and that she had been concerned by Amelia’s message 
about a health problem, and had waited to hear from her that she was all right and 
ready for Danielle’s correspondence before continuing with their exchange.  
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Amelia’s message, sounding normal -- busy but chipper – seems to have been an 
indication, then, that they were ready to resume their correspondence.  In addition, 
Tanya, their WINGS facilitator, sent a message about this time reminding the 
team that as school was beginning that they needed to continue exchanging 
messages.  All of these factors contributed, in some degree, to the resumption of 
the teams’ correspondence. 
 
Start of the Second Year 
 On her first day of school, Danielle sent a good report that showed how 
much she felt she had progressed since the previous year: 
 
We started today.  It is amazing how much more energy I have this year 
vs. last year.  There were so many things that I remember stressing about 
[then], that didn't phase me today.  For example, walking students to the 
gym -- last year it was one of my least favorite things to do …[but] it went 
really well today.  It was fun to start fresh with [a new] class, but I was so 
excited to see my kiddos from last year… there were tons of hugs.  My 7th 
period class was a bear -- there were 39 students….  One of the assistant 
principals walked in during my 7th period class and there were kids 
everywhere.  I did not have enough seats.  I was embarrassed, … but then 
thought, “What can I do but teach the kids that are here?”  … I am going 
to be team leader this year.  I am nervous about this responsibility, but up 
for the challenge. 
 
 The team exchanged several more beginning-of-school type messages – 
for example, telling each other what their teaching and committee assignments 
were.  Danielle reported about her school’s Parent Night, saying that it went well 
for the most part, although two parents asked fairly insistently about “hot button 
issues,” such as “the stacked class schedule” and “natural selection, evolution, and 
sex ed. in seventh grade.”  Danielle said she had been a bit nervous, but clearly 
she felt more confident about herself and how to handle the parents.   
 She mentioned that her students’ individual textbooks had not come yet, 
giving her only one classroom set to work with.  She said, “Hopefully we will 
have our books by winter break.”  Although this must have meant a lot of 
challenge in the way she assigned student homework and so on, Danielle was 
clearly not deterred by this problem.  The tone of the confident and capable 
teacher definitely comes through in her messages. 
 Amelia replied, saying that her school was not having parent night until 
mid-September, and added a comment about handling the parents who button-
holed Danielle at Parent Night:   
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I am sure you responded quite nicely saying that this was not the time nor 
place to discuss a parent's concern of curriculum, but that they could make 
an appointment to discuss it further at a later time.  We have a policy not 
to discuss anything -- we are there just to be social with the parents. 
 
 Here, it seems that Amelia is providing a mentor-type modeling statement, 
but precedes it with a comment that she is sure that Danielle did well on her own.  
Amelia clearly sees how much Danielle has progressed, and that she is definitely 
doing well as her second year begins.   
 
Homework Woes and Reflections from a Year Ago 
 In September, Danielle said she was still struggling with ways to get her 
students to turn in their homework, and that her district expected that “students 
have two nights of homework in each class.”  Her students asked her if they had 
to do homework on the anniversary of September 11.  This prompted Danielle to 
reflect about her experience the previous year, 
… after only teaching for a few weeks, having such a huge thing happen. 
… I remember my [students] asking me what was happening and what 
was going to happen.  I guess I felt as if I had to know everything and not 
show my fear and uncertainty.  I was so scared.  I … thought that all of 
these children should be with their parents, and I should be with my 
family.  I felt such a huge sense of obligation to the parents of the children 
I was with that day. 
 
 For September 11, Amelia wore her Civilian Air Patrol uniform to school, 
saying that some students asked what airline she flew for or if she was a security 
guard.  She thought it offered a unique perspective for teaching her Aviation class 
on that particular day.   
 Amelia said that she, too, had great problems with student homework, and 
that she tried not to give homework, but rather took grades from students’ daily 
classwork, explaining, “So many of my [students] have a lot of baggage at home 
that homework cannot be part of the equation” and that, since her students were 
on block scheduling, “if I can’t teach and get the work from them in class, I sure 
know that the odds of getting homework are greater than me winning the lottery! 
<joking>”   
 In Amelia’s school, the amount of homework assigned was each teacher’s 
option rather than set by district or school policy.  Amelia said she was sorry that 
she was not “teaming” with other teachers this year and that she had found, 
several times, that she had been left out of the loop on several occasions, with the 
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other teachers planning things and Amelia not knowing what was going on.  
“What makes it worse,” said Amelia, “is that I am in the same hall – and they still 
forget me! <laugh>” 
 
Comfortably Collegial 
 The team exchanged subsequent e-mail messages throughout September 
and October that are most notable for their sounding like greetings exchanged by 
friendly colleagues who happen to teach the same subjects than messages between 
mentor and protégé.  For example, in one message, Danielle described her science 
students’ “egg drop contest,” describing how she got sunburned being outside all 
day for the students’ egg-dropping activities to test the carriers they had 
constructed, but that the students enjoyed it.   
 Amelia reported about her students’ making and testing rockets.  Danielle 
described her students’ getting involved with this year’s science fair projects.  In 
mid-October, she also included a note about another teacher she knew: 
 
One of the teachers from my student teaching cohort emailed. She … 
resigned this week. I am so upset for her. She said the kids just ate her up. 
This was her first year [of teaching, since] she took a year off when she 
had a baby.  I wish she had stuck it out longer. 
 
 Amelia sent a description of a distressing incident with at student that 
involved truculent and unsupportive parents, who moved their son from her class 
without really resolving an underlying problem with their son.  Danielle, 
similarly, related an incident in which a parent was incensed because her 
daughter, a girl in Danielle’s Girlstart group, was not allowed to go on a field trip 
because she did not have a permission slip.  The girl’s mother wanted Danielle, 
who was trying to load her students going on the trip onto a bus, to stop and fax 
her the permission slip for her to sign, and – when Danielle said she couldn’t wait 
for that – began screaming at her. 
 The main tone in these messages was that of two colleagues exchanging 
“war stories” that are common in teachers’ lives.  What is clearest in these 
messages is that Danielle was now more confident in handling the challenge 
presented by confrontations such as this one with an irate parent, and that such 
challenging confrontations happened even to experienced teachers like Amelia. 
 
Meeting for Dinner 
 In late October, Amelia came to Danielle’s town for a conference, and the 
two met for dinner.  In the e-mails after this meeting, they indicated that they had 
enjoyed visiting with one another and meeting face to face.  As Danielle said, “It 
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was great to meet you after writing for so long without a face to put with the 
emails.”  Amelia said, “I loved meeting you!  I agree – after a full year, it has 
been nice to put a face to the e-mails.” 
 In November, Amelia said she would be gone for a week for the funeral of 
her father-in-law.  Danielle – and Tanya, too – sent condolences.  Messages 
through the end of the year were few and short, primarily holiday greetings.  In 
mid-January, the team was prompted by Tanya, their facilitator, to write one 
another.   
 Danielle sent a message about the recent science fair, which began rather 
chaotically when it turned out that the department chair had forgotten to reserve 
the gym or ask for tables for the exhibits.  After some “heated conversation with 
the coaches,” the display dates were shifted several days, but the show did go on.  
Danielle was somewhat disappointed that none of her students placed, since four 
of the five students from the seventh grade who placed the previous year were 
from her classes.   Amelia responded with news of their school’s big “Academic 
Pep Rally,” for which she was building a float, laughing that “of course, it is an 
airplane!”  She said she had been busy, but “promised to get back in the groove” 
of writing more regularly, although, as she said, “Danielle, I know you are doing 
fantastic.”  
 
6.  CHUCK --  [WINGS Team: chuck-cameron ] 
 
Background 
Chuck was preparing for his first year of teaching high school English 
when he contacted WINGS.  In his application, he said that he wanted a 
telementor in order to have someone “to bounce questions/concerns/issues off of” 
as well as to have someone “to share the good stuff with … those experiences that 
non-teacher friends and family do not understand/appreciate.”  As his mentor, 
Chuck selected Cameron, a high school English teacher who had had just finished 
his sixth year of teaching. 
 
Beginning of the WINGS Team 
The team began e-mailing one another in mid-August of 2001, the first 
week of school.  Cameron introduced himself first, describing his teaching 
assignment, which was primarily junior-level English, as well as describing a few 
personal details, like his wife and baby daughter.  He asked if Chuck had any 
particular “school start-up concerns.” 
 In his first message, responding to Cameron’s, Chuck gave a brief 
overview of his own personal situation.  He had recently graduated from the 
university and teaching in a town that was nearer the university he had attended 
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than to the town where his parents lived.  He was missing being close to family a 
bit but was looking forward to starting his own independent life and starting his 
new position as a teacher.   
 
Classroom Management  
Chuck’s first concern was classroom management, saying that “the advice 
I’m getting from everyone around me is the ‘don’t smile until Christmas’ line.”  
He said he realized that the faculty members who had said this did not mean it 
literally, that they meant that “it is important to be strict at the beginning in order 
to lay a good foundation for the semester.”  However, Chuck said he did not like 
being harsh with the students, that “it actually makes me sad.”  He asked 
Cameron’s opinion about whether a teacher really needed to sound so strict with 
students early in the school year. 
Cameron answered, “Classroom management is the big trick, isn’t it?” 
saying that, at the beginning of his own seventh year of teaching, he was just 
starting to feel that he was comfortable with his own classroom management 
policies.  He said that he was not sure what specific advice he could give Chuck 
without knowing what, in particular, made him feel sad, but then detailed several 
of his own ideas and how he had put them into effect in his classroom.  For 
example, Cameron said that, first, he tried not to make “a snap judgment” when 
he could avoid it, saying that he generally felt he needed time to process 
information, and would often tell students “Let’s talk about [an issue] after class,” 
or “Let me think about that and I’ll get back to you.”  Cameron said that he still 
had to struggle to deal with students’ talking during class, but that he had learned 
that a good method to “help control off-task behavior” was to be sure to have 
several different activities per period, if possible, since “students (and people in 
general) can only focus for about 10-20 minutes at a time.”  He said he realized 
that this was not altogether easy to do, and that it usually took a while to be able 
to plan lessons in a manner that incorporated a variety of activities appropriate for 
that lesson, those students, as well as get a sense of how long it would take, 
during the typical 50-minute class period, to do each of the planned activities.  
Cameron said that the kinds of activities he often included in a class were  
• a “sponge activity” (a short start-of-class exercise), saying he most 
often asked students to write in their journals;  
• some sort of discussion activity, since he had students who seemed 
to “need that social interaction”;  
• “student guided groups” at least once a week;  
• “sustained silent reading,” with students reading a selected novel; 
or  
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• in-class creative writing, with students writing for 30 minutes and 
then sharing what they have written with the class as a whole or in 
small groups. 
Cameron said he had three basic rules for his class, which he posted on his 
classroom wall:  “Respect yourself.  Respect others.  Respect me.”  He also 
included details on ideas he was currently using for handling makeup assignments 
and late work.  Cameron concluded his message with the comment, “As for [the 
advice] ‘don’t smile until Christmas.’  Well, I smile.  A lot.”  
 
Non-Traditional Grammar 
 Two weeks later, Cameron sent another message, with the subject line, 
“Are you okay?”  He said that he hoped things were going well with Chuck, and 
said, jokingly, “I must assume you survived” the first weeks of school.  He 
encouraged Chuck to write, saying, “Please don’t hesitate to drop me a message 
for advice or assignments, etc.”  He included, as an attachment, a grammar 
assignment he had used with his classes, which he felt was more “creative” than 
typical approaches to teaching grammar.  He also attached some student responses 
to this assignment.  His message contained a brief exploration on the ways that 
English teachers teach grammar, saying that he had always felt that students really 
did not get much out of the standard stand-alone grammar unit, taught out of a 
context such as that of writing. 
 Chuck responded, saying that he had been very busy with the beginning of 
school.  He said he thought that he had gotten a bit of a better handle on 
classroom management.  He thanked Cameron for the creative grammar unit, and 
said that although the previous teacher had left lots of lesson plans, the teacher’s 
“slant was more toward traditional-type instruction (worksheets, objective tests, 
etc.)” and that he hoped to be able to teach in a manner that required students to 
be more engaged, since with traditional-type lessons “students just don’t have to 
think very much, and that is not good.”  He asked Cameron to send lesson plans, 
like the innovative grammar unit, or other ideas for his classes that he thought 
might be useful. 
 
Discussing Classroom Practice 
 After this initial beginning, Chuck and Cameron began exchanging e-mail 
regularly.  Their discussions focused primarily on issues of classroom practice, 
particularly on topics of concern to high school English teachers, such as  
• how to include “vocabulary and grammar mini-lessons” rather than 
addressing these in isolation as separate units,  
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• how each of them dealt with the events of September 11 with their 
classes (both of them had had their students do entries in their writing 
journals and then share these with the class or other students),  
• details about including “sustained silent reading” into the classroom 
curriculum, 
• handling research, doing “I-Search” writing, and other approaches to 
composition in the classroom, 
• ways of assessing student writing, particularly with the problem of 
having so many papers to which the teacher must respond in a timely 
manner, 
• ideas for student journal entries, such as good topics for students to 
write about and assessing journal work for a grade, and  
• ways of planning, administering, and assessing semester finals. 
Cameron continued to send lesson plans as document attachments, either as he 
was working these up for his own classes or as he was responding to ideas or 
topics that Chuck mentioned prompted his realization that he had a lesson plan 
that might suit Chuck’s classes.  In addition, over time Cameron sent a number of 
Web links to a variety of resources that he had found useful in his teaching, such 
as The New York Times Learning Network (http://www.nytimes.com/learning); a 
word of the day site (a e-mail subscriber list, through dictionary.com); the NCTE 
newsletter (National Council of Teachers of English); and so on. 
 In addition to these specific content-related topics, the two often remarked 
about, as they occurred, the kinds of school-related activities that they were taking 
part in that are a normal aspect of a teacher’s school year, such as Open House 
night.  As another example, Chuck said he had been urged by one of the coaches 
to come to one of the school’s football games on Friday night.  He had been busy 
and had not planned to come, but he said he did finally go and that he was glad he 
did.  Presumably, the attendance at the games helps students feel that their 
teachers are interested in them, and also allows the parents to meet their children’s 
teachers in a more congenial setting than in conferences over student problems. 
 
Coping with Management Issues 
 Classroom management continued to be a struggle for Chuck, as is 
common for all new teachers, and he discussed specific issues about which he was 
concerned with Cameron.  For example, shortly after Thanksgiving, Chuck wrote 
that -- although he did not think that anything really serious was wrong, that he 
knew his students liked him, and he felt that he and his students had a good 
rapport –nevertheless, “it is unsettling when I realize that my students say/do 
things in my class that I cannot imagine being said/done in the classrooms of my 
best high school teachers.”   
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Cameron responded,  
 
I understand this feeling completely.  It comes from your [being] a new 
teacher.  In a few years, you will begin to discover what works for you, … 
which colleagues you admire and ask for help.  The only way to find these 
things out, though, is through the act of teaching.  Thus the old adage that 
the first three years of teaching are the worst. 
 
In his messages, Cameron was usually brutally honest about his teaching.  
This honest self-assessment may have been intended as a way of showing Chuck 
how veteran teachers still had to struggle to cope with classroom management and 
student progress problems.  For example, in a message in mid-December 
Cameron said that he had been discouraged by the process of calling the parents 
of twelve students who were failing his regular English class, due to their not 
having turned in assignments.  He said this was a “pretty draining” process, and 
that he then tried to make “about six positive calls,” such as calling parents of 
students whose average for the current six weeks had improved compared to the 
previous six weeks, really enjoying giving somewhat surprised parents praise for 
their student’s improvement.  He admitted, “I don’t call home as often as I 
should,” and said that “Calling home is one of the most important things we do.” 
 
Zero Hour  
In early February, at nearly 11 p.m., Chuck sent his most discouraged 
message to Cameron.  He was exhausted, and said that he had been feeling 
  
… very burned out, to be honest.  As you know, the job never ends.  Dealing 
with the kids day in, day out is wearing me down.  I've got to quit letting the 
few problems I experience during the day get me down and make me forget 
about the other 150 [students] who did not give me problems and who do 
respect/appreciate me and get their work done.  One of my big pressures is 
having two preps--even though I just have one senior class and I basically 
follow my department chair's lesson plans, it really gets me down.  I have a 
tough group.  Also, the British Literature takes a lot of time to master, and 
I'm not always as confident with it as I'd like to be when I teach it--even 
though I've usually spent three hours on the stuff.  The kids don't see that, of 
course.   I know it looks like I'm unprepared, and it is very embarrassing.  I 
hate it.  Since I'm being honest, I'll tell you that I know at least one student 
in that class has zero respect for me.  She actually told me that today when I 
asked her to stay after class to discuss her attitude.  She said she wishes I 
would take control of the class, which I do.  I take care of the discipline 
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problems in my own way.  I see the kids' faces when I teach, and I know 
they're paying attention.  I think she's trying to shift what's really her 
responsibility and put it on my shoulders, but it really gets to me because 
I'm not happy with my teaching in that class. 
 
Cameron’s answer to Chuck’s message was the reassurance that he 
understood, because he had been there, too: 
 
I feel for you. Last year I had two preps, with one prep for a single class 
…[and consequently] I rarely devoted as much prep time to [that class] as 
[the students] deserved.  The result was a disaster.  I am embarrassed to 
think how little those students learned.   At one point during the year when 
they were taking advantage of me in a particularly consistent and 
disrespectful way, I lost it.  I told them, "Obviously you are not mature 
enough to handle a class that encourages discussion.  I would like to 
respect all of my students.  If they don't respect me, I find that I don't want 
to respect them much."  I admitted to them that I hadn't always been the 
greatest teacher.  You can always admit that you are new.  This is your 
first year and you are learning what works for you and what doesn't. 
However, your inexperience IN NO WAY excuses students treating you 
with disrespect. … If it is any consolation, I have decided to quit teaching 
every year at some point. (Not yet this year, so I know it is coming.)  That 
is just part of the stress of the job.  I always get over it somehow.  I guess I 
am just meant to be a teacher.  As are you.  Be patient with yourself. 
You'll find out your own tricks in time.  Someday you will be a master 
teacher.  I know it from your emails.  But you need a few years (three 
years experience makes an enormous difference!)  Another horror story.  
My first year, I had a class that started with 32 students (only 3 of them 
girls). By the end of the year, we were down to 19 students (and only one 
poor poor girl). All the rest had been sent to alternative school, jail, 
disappeared, etc.  I can't begin to describe how awful it was to try teaching 
Romeo and Juliet to those kids.  Honestly, I have blocked it out.  I shudder 
at the memory.  Really.  I had no control over that class.  Sorry for the 
length.  Trust yourself.  Don't be discouraged.  You are a good teacher.  
You will be a better teacher in time. 
 
Chuck answered quickly, saying, “It is very good to hear that these things 
happened to someone who is now a master teacher.”  He said that the day before 
had been a better day, but that “today was terrible,” due to the senior class not 
being willing to study for their major test, and that the “class average was a 56.”  
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Chuck said it only make him feel marginally better to know that his department 
head (his assigned mentor teacher) had taught the same lesson plans, had given 
the same test, and had had about the same class averages on the test from her 
students.  He said that Cameron’s “advice about not believing the disrespect has 
been especially helpful,” and added that he was not sure what had happened 
lately: “I feel like I was doing so much better last semester.  I was joking the 
discipline problems out of the kids, letting it roll off my back, etc.  Maybe it’s the 
time of year …” 
 
Knowing Each Other Better  
During the spring, communications between Chuck and Cameron 
continued.  They were both very open with one another about a number of things 
that were going well as well as things that were not.  In some ways, the message 
in February that was Chuck’s most discouraged e-mail seemed to be a point 
where the two got to know one another better.  Chuck, especially, seemed to be 
more comfortable after that asking how to cope with various teacher-related 
issues and seemed more confident that his concerns would be addressed by 
someone at the other end who understood and sympathized. 
Cameron kept writing about what was going on in his classroom and 
sending attachments of lesson plans or activities.  Although he had done this from 
the beginning, after February there seemed to be just a little sharper focus on 
issues or topics in which Chuck had expressed interest.  For example, in one set of 
messages exchanged in April, Cameron was distressed over the recent death, by 
suicide, of a close friend’s wife, and said that while he was distressed about this 
incident, he had accidentally made some calculation errors in averaging students’ 
grades.  Some parents, he said, had been very understanding and kind about his 
errors with their students’ grade averages, but others were not.   
Chuck seemed to interpret the confidence with which Cameron confided 
in him, and replied, “I am glad you told me about your grading mishaps.  Makes 
me feel better to know that even seasoned teachers make mistakes of that kind.”  
 
Heading into Summer 
As the end of the year approached, both were very busy.  Chuck said, “To 
be honest, I am in survival mode.”  Cameron agreed, saying, “I am just putting 
one foot in front of the other. … This is a marathon.  Just keep running.  The goal 
is in sight.”  Both had piles and piles of papers to grade.  Both exchanged 
information about the class assignments that they were being given for the next 
year.   
Chuck was going to be teaching two sections of senior English, and four 
of sophomore English, while Cameron was going to be teaching four sections of 
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senior English and one of creative writing.  They did not discuss much, at the 
time, that both of them would be teaching sections of senior English. 
 Finally, it was summer.  The team corresponded several times, each of 
them apologizing for not writing more or sooner.  All too soon, though, they were 
preparing to return to the classroom, and each of them was trying to complete a 
variety of activities that he felt should be done before the demands of teaching ate 
up all the remaining time before returning to their schools for inservice sessions. 
 
Starting a Second Year 
 Cameron was the first to write as school started, saying, “How are you 
feeling?  If you are nervous, guess what?  So am I.  I get nervous every year.”  He 
said, in his next message, near the end of the first week of classes, “I am just tired.  
It always takes me a week or two to get my endurance up again.  I figure you are 
experiencing the same thing.”  Chuck wrote back after the second week of school: 
 
This year is off to a great start. I started out differently than I did last year, 
[when] I attempted the "don't smile 'til Christmas" routine, but couldn't 
keep it up and then just let everything go. This year, though, I started out 
by discussing my "one rule": respect. I told the kids that I would do 
everything I could to always treat them with respect--told them that 
everyone makes mistakes and I apologized to them in advance. I explained 
that that is what I ask of them in return. I have not had significant 
discipline problems as of yet. Also, it has made a huge difference in the 
climate of my classroom. I feel like I am in control. Starting out that way 
has also impacted the way I deal with misbehavior. Rather than getting 
visibly angry, I talk to them calmly. I am actually enjoying myself this 
year. 
 
Chuck also mentioned that his senior class was finishing Beowulf and was going 
through a few lyric poems. 
Cameron responded, “As always – good to hear you are doing well.  You 
sound so professional!  I was amazed to read your e-mail because – I was just 
amazed.”  Cameron explained what his classes were doing, and talked about his 
plans with his classes, which – because of the wrap-up of “summer reading 
activities” that, in his school, “usually tie up the first two weeks of school” – had 
not gotten to Beowulf yet, but would soon. 
 
Corresponding as Colleagues  
In subsequent e-mails, the two began exchanging ideas about teaching 
activities related to Beowulf as well as other early British literature.  At one point, 
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Cameron asked, “If you have some Beowulf materials you want to shoot my way, 
I would really like to take a look at what you do (and maybe steal some) <smile 
icon>.”  Chuck replied with a detailed description of the activities he had used 
with his classes.  Cameron replied, “Thanks for the Beowulf materials.  I actually 
used them.”   
In these and in subsequent e-mails, there is a notable difference in the type 
of correspondence from the same period a year earlier, with the communication 
clearly shifting to a discussion between colleagues. 
 The two got together for a face-to-face meeting in early January.  Their 
reaction in subsequent e-mails was that they enjoyed meeting and putting a face to 
their communications. 
 Chuck and Cameron have been able to discuss with one another their 
curriculum plans for their classes as equals this year.  Chuck seems pleased that 
he has something to share professionally as well as his personal friendship with 
Cameron.  He is protective of this, too.  He seemed to forget that there was a 
WINGS facilitator on the subscription list until, this last January, the WINGS 
facilitator who had been assigned to his team cycled off this team and a new 
facilitator came on board.  Chuck asked that the facilitator take her name off the 
subscription list.  This was the only teacher – protégé or mentor – in the annals of 
the WINGS project to do so.  The team’s messages continue to be archived on the 
WINGS server, and the team continues to communicate with one another. 
 
7. ANDREA – [WINGS Team: andrea-Julie ] 
 
Background 
While Andrea was in the early childhood education program at the 
university, she applied to WINGS.  She had just completed a spring semester of 
observation and was looking forward to beginning her student teaching in the fall.  
Married, with two teenaged sons, Andrea described herself as “an older student, 
back at school for a second career.”  She said that she had selected Julie from the 
WINGS database as her mentor because they were about the same age, and 
because – as she could tell from Julie’s description of herself in her WINGS 
mentor profile -- she still loved to teach, after 23 years of experience of teaching 
primarily in kindergarten and first grade.   
Andrea said that she felt very excited as she prepared for her apprentice teaching  
-- “and, after observing, very scared.”  She said, “I need a mentor, and sometimes 
it is hard for [younger] teachers to relate to me because of my age.”   
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Beginning of the WINGS Team 
In their early correspondence, Andrea and Julie introduced themselves to 
one another.  Andrea said that her ambition was to teach at the kindergarten level.  
She had observed with a novice first-grade teacher during the spring semester, 
which she said was “scary,” and said that she had had “doubts every day,” mainly 
about “creating a learning environment” that would encourage students to want to 
learn.    
Andrea wrote again in late August, saying that her university-based cohort 
coordinator retired, and that there was something of a confused shuffle to arrange 
fall placements for her teacher-preparation program cohort.  Although they had 
had one semester of classroom observation already, it looked as though they 
might be placed for a second semester of observation, which would give them 
only one semester of practice teaching.  Andrea said she felt “crushed” to hear 
that news.  She said she hoped Julie would continue to mentor her, even though 
she would not be able to do her practice teaching until spring. 
Julie wrote back to say that she “would love to talk to you even if you are 
not doing your student teaching yet.”  Julie said she understood Andrea’s 
disappointment at the possible prospect of not being able to have a full year of 
classroom practice, since she thought that preservice teachers “need to start and 
finish a whole year to even have a slight idea of what is going on in the 
classroom.” 
 
Personal Problems and Intern Teaching  
Communication from Andrea faltered in the month of September, despite 
e-mail messages sent by Julie and Sioban.  When Andrea answered, in late 
September, it was with very bad news – several weeks into the school year, her 
son had been attacked and beaten after a school football game, and his injuries 
were serious, requiring several bouts of surgery.   
She had been assigned to a kindergarten class internship, although she 
remarked that her two semesters of teaching apprenticeship had differed greatly.  
The previous year, she had been assigned to a teacher who was in her first year of 
teaching, and said that “we were always scrambling for lessons,” while in her 
current assignment, she was working with a veteran teacher who  
 
… teaches straight from … curriculum unit books, so she doesn’t ask for 
input.  When I have to teach, she just hands me the book and tells me to 
teach the circled assignment. 
 
Andrea’s news about her son elicited supportive messages from both her 
mentor and her WINGS facilitator, Sioban -- who was about the same age as 
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Andrea and Julie and who, like Andrea, had high school-aged teens at home.  
Both expressed concern about Andrea’s son and asked her to keep them updated 
about his condition.   
Both Sioban and Julie, too, were concerned about Andrea’s situation with 
her intern teaching.  Sioban – who had also previously served as a university-
based intern-teacher supervisor – said that Andrea was right, her former 
placement with a first-year teacher would probably, as Andrea described it earlier, 
be “scary,” and that the intern teachers really should not be placed with first year 
teachers who were often “barely able to stay afloat, let alone work with university 
students.”  Julie agreed, adding that Andrea was right to suspect that the best 
practice in “teaching is not by the textbook.”  Sioban wished her good luck with 
an upcoming unit she was going to be teaching and Julie encouraged her to “Hang 
in there,” that “things will get better.” 
 
Coping with a Difficult Situation 
 Both Sioban and Julie e-mailed messages in early October, anxious to hear 
from Andrea.  In mid-October, Andrea wrote back, saying that her son, having 
suffered brain injury in the attack, had changed.  She said it was “hard to 
understand the new person” that her son had become, with his change from a 
“good student to hating school.”  Although apparently his medical condition had 
stabilized, he had not returned to school, which meant that he was failing his 
senior year.   
Andrea said she was having “a horrible time” trying to juggle the demands 
of her own teaching assignment with meetings at her son’s high school, where she 
had requested a special education meeting, but which the school officials “keep 
… putting off.”  She said the situation was so difficult that she had considered 
“dropping out of the cohort, but then I’ll have to be certified under the new 
certification standards, and it will take me a couple more years to graduate.”  She 
thanked Sioban and Julie for their support.  She sounded very tired. 
Sioban and Julie both responded with alarm to this message.  Sioban, 
having had experience in teaching in the same university-town school district, 
urged Andrea to check with the school to see about home-bound instruction, since 
“the nature of the incident (related to a school event) and the nature of the injury 
(requiring hospitalization time and home recovery) should fit the requirements.”  
She said that the doctor, too, should be able to fill out some sort of “long-term 
absence information for ‘excused’ absence.’”  Julie, too, commiserated about the 
stresses of coping with someone’s personality changes resulting from brain 
trauma injuries, which she had experienced with a good friend who had changed 
greatly after a car accident involving head trauma.  Julie said that “Time is the 
only answer” and that, as she knew, it was very hard to be patient when someone 
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loved changes to a stranger.  She urged Andrea not to drop out of the teacher 
preparation program if it was at all possible to hang on, since it was going to be 
harder to finish up later. 
Andrea answered back a week later, saying that her son was doing a bit 
better and that she appreciated the “support and prayers.” She said they helped.  
Her university courses were very demanding, with midterm tests and term papers.  
In one class, she said, she would have written 18 papers by the time the semester 
concluded.  Despite the difficulties, Andrea sounded as if she were coping a bit 
better.  She asked Julie if she could suggest some ideas for teaching a “science 
exploration that has to do with apples” and describing what she was planning to 
do so far.  Julie answered quickly, saying that what she had planned sounded 
good, and offering some other ideas Andrea might use in addition to the ones she 
had described. 
 
Problems with a Cooperating Teacher  
Three weeks later, Andrea wrote to say that there had been some 
intervening events.  First, she said, her son had had two more surgeries.  “The first 
he tolerated well,” she reported, but after the second one, “he had a seizure.”  He 
was scheduled for an appointment with a neurology specialist in another city 
about 100 miles away in two weeks.    
She also had other news, involving her intern placement: 
 
My placement is sliding downhill fast.  My father-in-law passed away the 
day before I was to teach my lesson, so I had to reschedule.  My 
[cooperating] teacher was furious!  She called my [university-based] 
supervisor and asked her to take me out of her classroom.  The parents of 
the students found out when they heard my teacher ranting to another 
teacher.  Twelve of them went to the principal and said if I was removed 
from the classroom then they were going to pull their kids.  I didn't know 
any of this until I got back from a very [distressing] and emotional time.  
My family was scheduled to fly back Monday morning, but when we got 
to the airport we were informed that all flights were cancelled because of a 
crash.  So we rented a car and drove through the night, because my lesson 
had been rescheduled for Tuesday.  The lesson was a disaster!  My teacher 
criticized my methods, my worksheets, and started teaching it herself 
while I was being evaluated.  I am constantly being reminded of how 
lacking I am and that if I don't get my act together, I won't make it.  I have 
not missed one class except for when my father-in-law died.  I have turned 
in every assignment on time and have gotten A's on everything.  I am so 
emotionally fragile I don't know if I can keep it up.  The only thing that 
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keeps me going is the students.  They hug me when I get there, love my 
lessons, and some even cry when I leave.  Also, the parent's support is 
great! 
 
 Julie and Sioban both responded very quickly.  Sioban asked if Andrea 
had talked to her university-based supervisor or her intern-teaching coordinator 
about the situation with her cooperating teacher.  If not, she recommended that 
Andrea go talk to them, since, as Sioban said, “As a past supervisor [of intern 
teachers for the university], I wouldn’t want a cooperating teacher like that for my 
students [intern teachers].”  Julie also offered condolences, saying that she was 
“sad to hear of the death in your family,” and that she was “sure that it feels as if 
everything that could happen is happening to you right now.”  She had some 
words of wisdom about Andrea’s situation with the other teacher, too: 
 
Teaching is full of up and downs like anything else, but the ups comes 
from the children. The children is really what education is all about – BUT 
some fellow teachers can make life miserable.  I have been in some 
situations where other teachers have made life rough. … Whatever you do, 
please stay with the profession.  It is well worth the heartache when a kid 
comes back years later to tell you how much you helped or meant to them, 
and it does happen all the time. A few days ago I learned that the first 
kindergarten class I had in Texas had a “grandchild” for me. … The two 
parents were in my class [in first grade] and were sweethearts even then.  
They just had their first child a few weeks ago and they are certainly 
planning on me being her teacher!  Those are the moments worth teaching 
for! … Please do not give up on your dream – you have worked too hard 
to stop now.  You have the dedication to make a great teacher. … Hang in 
there, tie a knot at the end of the rope – and cling on!!  
 
 Over the next few weeks, which included the Thanksgiving break, Julie 
sent Andrea several e-mails, detailing what she was doing in her kindergarten 
class, such as a lesson about the Pilgrims, the first Thanksgiving, and how the 
Indians had made popcorn for thousands of years and introduced it to the new 
settlers at the communal feast.  The students then made pioneer-style butter by 
“churning butter” (by shaking whipping cream vigorously in a glass jar for about 
fifteen minutes), and then using the butter they made on popcorn  they cooked in 
the microwave.  Julie said that the lesson was a big hit with her students. 
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Successful Conclusion to a Difficult Semester 
 Andrea answered back in early December, saying that she had concluded 
with her first intern teaching semester and was finished with the semester.  
Although there were still challenges facing her, she seemed to feel a sense of 
accomplishment in getting through a most difficult semester.  She described her 
last teaching unit with her placement class, when they were studying Texas and 
cowboys and the regular teacher had the students “complete their worksheets.”  
Andrea had brought in some books that she read to the students, such as Cowboy 
Poetry, which the students liked very much. 
 One of the parents had organized a going-away party for her, which she 
said was “very special.”  However, the regular teacher, who had given her a hard 
time during her placement, only gave her a “satisfactory” evaluation.  Andrea said 
that, since “satisfactory” was a passing grade, she could at least continue on in her 
program from there.  She still did not know where her placement would be for the 
next intern teaching semester, her last semester before graduating.  
 Seemingly addressing both her online mentor as well as her WINGS 
facilitator, Andrea said, “Thank you so much for your support.  I don't think I 
could have made it through this semester without it.”  There was some good news 
about her son.  He was “moving forward,” and he was now “passing all his 
classes.”  She had an appointment with the high school during the next week to 
try to get her son classified “special ed.” and said that she was now better armed 
to make her case to the school, since her son’s neurologist had written a report 
about “the extent of his traumatic brain injury,” and she was hoping that the 
school would “quit fighting [her] attempts” to get him re-classified, but that no 
matter what happened she was “not about to give up.”  She told her mentor that 
she had appreciated hearing the details, in Julie’s previous e-mails, about her 
lesson plans and activities with her students, saying, “I love hearing about what 
you are doing in your classroom and how you are doing it.” 
 Julie responded, glad to hear things were going in more of a positive 
direction, and said “I can tell that you are very relieved to be finished.”  She said 
that she knew that Andrea had had a “very hard semester,” but was glad she had 
“made it through.”  Julie said she was really proud of her.  She was glad to hear 
Andrea’s son was continuing to improve, and that he was passing his classes, 
adding, “You have been very strong through all of this.”  Julie offered to send, via 
surface mail, photocopies of art ideas for kindergarten classes, and Andrea sent 
her the mailing address so she could send the package. 
 
Good Placement -- but Personal Problems 
 There was a communication gap over the Christmas break, but Andrea had 
previously e-mailed a message that her family was going to be gone, visiting 
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relatives over the break.  In early February, she wrote that she had had a good 
vacation and had been glad to visit with her relatives.   
 Her son, however, was “getting worse,” and was having “trouble with 
words,” a condition called aphasia, although no one knew if this condition was 
temporary or not.  Although his school had not yet “put him in special ed.,” he 
was finally switched to content mastery, which seemed to be an improvement in 
his situation in school.  Andrea said she would continue to try to get the special 
education designation for him that she thought would help him most, saying “I am 
still trying to get him [classified] 101 (with severe disabilities) instead of 504 
(learning impairments) because even though they recommend modifications, [for 
504 students] the teachers are not obligated to do them.” 
 Meanwhile, she had been assigned, for her apprentice teaching, to a very 
good placement that was near her home, near to her son’s high school, and with a 
first-grade teacher whom she liked – who, in fact, had been her son’s teacher, 
knew the circumstances of his injuries, and was supportive of Andrea’s struggle 
to help him get through his senior year, as well as Andrea’s own final semester.   
 There was more bad news, though.  Andrea said her husband of twenty 
years had declared that he “could no longer stand the strain, and has informed me 
that he will be leaving when I graduate.” Andrea said that she had suspected that 
something of the sort was coming, but that she “just was living in denial.”  She 
said, “Some days are just so hard, and it is hard to concentrate on everything I 
need to do.”  She told Julie, “Thanks for your ear,” saying that she was 
“committed to writing at least once a week.” 
 Julie responded quickly, glad for Andrea’s good placement, but concerned 
about the difficulties she was experiencing in her personal life.  She said: 
 
Just take life one moment at a time.  I have had bad times in my life too, 
and everyone said that there was a light at the end of the tunnel.  Some 
days I didn't even try to find the light, I was just trying to find the tunnel!!  
A lot can still change before the end of the school year.  Remember [that] 
you cannot help anyone unless you first take care of yourself.  I learned 
that lesson the hard way.  The supermom and wife thing is just a myth.  
Do I understand correctly that you have 25 students in that first grade 
classroom?  I have only 19 this year and cannot imagine having 25. 
 
Facilitator Changes and Catching Up 
 The two exchanged regular correspondence throughout the spring 
semester, discussing lessons and activities, such as one of Julie’s favorites 
(hatching baby ducks in an “egg-a-bator” with the students taking care of the 
hatchlings in class and then, with parental permission, taking one of them home 
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near Easter time) as well as Andrea’s plans for helping her class take part in Read 
Across America and planning an upcoming unit on frogs.   
 Julie remarked about their exchange of news and ideas about their 
teaching, “This is so much fun now that you are in the classroom.”  They 
discussed a variety of teacher challenges, such as a student in Andrea’s class who 
had serious behavior problems (i.e., he stabbed her with a pencil and also grabbed 
her breasts) and the issue of retention in terms of whether it was of benefit or 
harm to students with developmental delays (i.e., Julie said that under the right 
circumstances -- such as with some students whose July birthdays were so close 
to the cut-off point that they were allowed to begin school, but who really were 
not developmentally ready yet --it seemed to work well and that, especially at the 
kindergarten or first grade level, she had seen a child retained do much better 
when allowed to start again when a bit more mature or more developmentally 
ready.)   
 They also discussed the new version of the state’s standardized tests, 
which both felt were problematic.  For example, Andrea said she had attended an 
inservice session for teachers in her placement school that included sessions “on 
ways to improve teaching to meet the TAKS test.  I think tests should be designed 
around the curriculum, not the other way around. … What do you think?” 
 Andrea’s son continued to struggle with school, and Andrea had to handle 
a lot of different demands during the spring semester, including taking all three of 
her ExCET tests in one day (this took twelve hours, 7:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m.), 
finishing up her coursework, and preparing to graduate from the university.  Julie 
told her,  
Just hang in there … it is only a few more weeks and then you will have it 
made.  I am so very proud of you.  You inspire me because of all the 
obstacles that you have overcome to get this far.  You will be a true 
teacher at heart -- not just one with a degree.  
 
 In May, Andrea’s computer crashed.  Sioban apparently called her to find 
out what was going on, or why her messages to Julie stopped abruptly, since 
Sioban relayed a message from Andrea to Julie, explaining what had happened 
and saying that Andrea hoped to get her computer repaired and get back on line 
soon.  Julie replied to Sioban, 
Thanks for letting me know about Sandra.  I am really concerned about 
her.  She has had so many problems at home and school, but I know she is 
the kind of person who will come out on top. 
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Facilitator Changes and Catching Up 
 During the summer, Sioban concluded her term as a WINGS facilitator, 
and turned facilitation of this team over to Emily.  Emily sent the normal 
introduction to the team e-mail address, introducing herself, and received a 
message from Julie: 
 
Emily, I am receiving this, but where is Andrea?  There were a lot of 
problems last year and we did not get to communicate at the end of the 
year.  I e-mailed lots of times and never got a response.  Is she ready to go 
yet?  I think the problem was … computers.  She was a wonderful person 
to do this with and I really have enjoyed [corresponding with] her. 
 
 Just before the beginning of school in August, Andrea came back online, 
explaining about the computer problems she had been having and saying to Julie, 
“I have not talked to you in so long, we have so much to catch up on.”  Andrea 
said that her final student teaching assignment had ended successfully, and that 
her cooperating teacher “was as kind and giving to me as she was her students.”   
 Andrea had graduated.  Her son had had “more surgeries and neuro/psych 
workups,” but she had finally, during the spring semester, been able to get him 
classified “101, ” the special education designation that she felt he needed, saying 
that in the end, the struggle with the school was worth it because, in that special 
category, he had been able to graduate.  Andrea said that he still required medical 
care, and that she did not know “what the future holds for him, but I know that 
neither of us will give up.  He is the strongest, most courageous person I have 
ever known.”  Other good news was that she now had a granddaughter through 
her older son, and her granddaughter was clearly a source of much joy.  
  
Start of First Year of Teaching 
 Andrea said that she had not been able to find a position, since all of the 
local schools were having a hiring freeze.  In order to get her foot in the door, she 
had taken a job as a long-term substitute teacher in a second-grade class.  She said 
that, until a regular teaching position turned up, she would continue to take long-
term substitute positions, “in the hopes that a principal will like me and hire me.”  
She described one surprise, as school began: “I never realized until I got the 
teacher's room ready how exhausting it is.  I am pooped!”  She thanked Julie for 
her support, saying 
 
I want to thank you again for all of the love and support you have shown 
me and the many prayers you have prayed for us.  I could never have 
gotten through it without you. 
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 Andrea told Julie that she had been to a meeting of the WINGS staff and 
advisors and had “read one of your e-mails so that they could understand how 
important the program is.”  She described the WINGS staffers as being very 
moved by Julie’s message of support. 
 
First Teaching Position:  Long-Term Sub 
 Andrea said she would keep Julie up to date about the classroom in which 
she was teaching, that she had “22 students -- 3 are ESL, and 5 are 101.”  She said 
she had her “first ARD on Wednesday,” and that at least -- after her own 
experience arranging for special education for her son -- she knew how those 
kinds of meetings worked  
 Julie replied, “I was so thrilled to hear from you and had often wondered 
about you this summer.”  About the job, Julie said Andrea should hang in there, 
that the first year when she began teaching, she had been hired on as a long-time 
substitute teacher, too,  because the school did not have a position open, “but at 
the end of the first six weeks they added a teacher, so I got that position.  
Something always turns up.” 
 Andrea described to Julie the school’s parent-teacher night.  She had been 
concerned at first because she was “just their sub and all,” however, she said that 
“most parents treated me well and the parents of a special ed. child were 
impressed with how far we had come in just 4 days.”  She was very happy with 
teaching and said, “I really love these kids.  I am going to miss them when I leave 
in September.” 
 In another exchange of e-mails, each of them described the number of 
students they had and their students’ special educational needs.  For example, 
Julie had 21 students in her class, with “one special ed. student.”  The numbers of 
students for both teachers changed after Labor Day, with Julie having “5 enters 
and withdrawals” since the beginning of school in August. 
 Sandra wrote back, the Wednesday after Labor Day, saying she had just 
had some surprising news: 
 
I was supposed to sub for six to eight more weeks, but I just found out 
today that the [regular] teacher is coming back next Monday.  She needs 
the pay check.  So Monday I will be pounding the asphalt again looking 
for another long-term sub position.  Wish me luck! 
 
Julie and Andrea continued to correspond as she looked for a new position.   
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The “Just-Made” Class 
 In October, Andrea wrote to say that she had found a job – it was a 
kindergarten position, teaching a group of special education kids.  However, it 
turned out to be quite a different placement than she had expected.  The 
administration had told her that it was “a just-made class,” and Andrea assumed 
that that meant she was the first teacher for that class.  However, after she was 
hired, Andrea quickly discovered that the class had been meeting since the first 
days of school, and that between mid-August and late September, four other 
teachers had been placed in the class – and that each of them had quit, one after 
another, within that six-week time period.   
 When interviewed, Andrea said that she had expressed concern to the 
school that she did not have special education training, because the students in the 
kindergarten class she was to teach all had serious learning disabilities or 
emotional disabilities.  The school promised her that she would have two weeks 
with a substitute in the classroom working with the students, whom Andrea could 
observe, as well as giving her some time to observe what the other kindergarten 
teachers were doing.  However, the first day Andrea showed up for work at the 
school, the substitute quit midday and the administrator informed her that there 
would be no replacement, that it was her class, starting that day.  Andrea said,  
 
I had no lesson plans, and I didn’t know what the class was like.  I go in 
there and there’s this one child that’s banging his head against the wall, 
then another child that’s on top of a desk, and there’s one underneath the 
desk.  There’s another one in the bathroom that’s broken the toilet. … and 
there’s one with separation anxiety that’s screaming and spitting and 
biting. 
 
 Andrea’s class had a total of seven students, all of whom had serious 
learning or emotional disabilities, but the school did not officially designate her 
kindergarten class as a special education class.  Apparently there had been an 
unexpectedly large influx of special education students when several local 
suburban independent school districts re-drew their boundaries over the summer, 
and as a result the district in which Andrea was teaching had suddenly gained 
more students who had special education needs that they had expected.   
 Although there had been a special education teacher at the school, this 
more veteran teacher set up a class officially designated as the special education 
classroom, which only had two students who were officially classified PPCD 
(Preschool Program for Children with Disabilities).  Andrea said these two 
students had learning and emotional disabilities far more mild than the students in 
her class, were only in the other teacher’s official special education class two 
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hours a day, and spent the other portion of the day mainstreamed into the regular 
kindergarten classes.  Also, although the other teacher had these two PPCD 
students only two hours per day, as the “official” special education teacher, she 
had the special education aide assigned to her for the full day.  By contrast, 
Andrea’s kindergarten class was officially designated as a regular class, which 
meant she got no aide, more students, and was expected to teach a “regular” 
curriculum, although her students all had serious disabilities and all had IEPs 
(Individual Education Programs) with major modifications.   
 Andrea was aware that there are state programs that are supposed to 
provide funds for students with special education needs, and was aware that the 
first step in obtaining such funding was having the students tested.  However, 
whenever Andrea asked the principal about arranging for testing for her students, 
the principal said that testing would come out of the school budget and dismissed 
the request, saying, “We can’t afford it.”  Instead, the administration had officially 
labeled Andrea’s students as having ADD (attention deficit disorder), even though 
IEPs for the students identified four of them as covered under Texas 
Administration Code 504 (i.e., with impairments that substantially limit their 
learning abilities), one as autistic, and two others as covered under Texas 
Administration Code 101 (with the most severe impairments). 
 Andrea told Julie that she was averaging about 77 hours of work per week, 
particularly with the huge amount of paperwork – “15 assessments … on each 
child .. and 6 TAG [talented and gifted] assessments” as well.  Julie, who had 
been describing in previous e-mails the challenge she was struggling with after 
having an autistic child with behavioral difficulties placed in her kindergarten 
class, responded jokingly, “I will not complain about my class again – not after 
hearing about yours.” 
 
Sticking with It 
 In mid-November, Andrea wrote again, saying that she still had a lot of 
paperwork and other classroom-related demands that were taking up much of her 
time, but that she was glad she had stuck with the class.  “My class is really hard, 
but I wouldn’t give them up.  They are mine now, for better or worse.”  When 
interviewed, she said that one of the reasons she did not give up on the class was 
that she felt sorry for the students, who had been confused and upset by the 
number of teachers coming to teach their class and then leaving quickly.  Andrea 
said she was determined to stick with it, if only for their sake. 
 Although Andrea was assigned an on-site mentor, this person was the 
team leader among the other kindergarten teachers, and as Andrea described it, 
“really has no time for me.”  The other kindergarten teachers have been very 
supportive as individuals and as a team, and Andrea said they had been 
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particularly good about sharing, such as sending her their lesson plans via school 
e-mail.  However, Andrea says that the administrator has not been very 
supportive, and – since she came in almost two months into the semester – she did 
not get even the most rudimentary orientation to the school: 
 
I was there for a month before I knew there was a teachers’ bathroom … 
no one had ever told me – nor how to buy stuff at the cafeteria, where I 
had to turn stuff in for my [class attendance] roll, or any of that stuff.  No 
one taught me or showed me. 
 
Interruption of Communication 
 In December, Andrea had problems with her Internet connection service, 
which required download of new software programs, which she did not feel 
comfortable doing.  She was thus unable to e-mail Julie, although she said she had 
sent a Christmas card and letter to her via regular mail at her home address.  
Andrea said she was anxious to get connected with Julie again, although technical 
difficulties had temporarily intervened and remained to be resolved. 
 Andrea said that, overall, the WINGS telementoring program had been 
good for her, and that her mentor was a very special person who had been of great 
help to her.  She said,  “I wouldn’t have been able to make it without Julie.  There 
just would have been no way.” 
 As a first-year teacher, Andrea is eligible to remain with the WINGS 
program for the remainder of the current year as well as the next full school year.  
She says she hopes to be able to resume her correspondence with Julie in the near 
future. 
 
8. STEPHANIE – [WINGS Team: stephanie-barbara ] 
 
Background 
Stephanie applied to WINGS for a mentor just before she began her first 
year of teaching.  Her assignment was teaching seventh grade Language Arts in 
Closeville, a small community (population appx. 5000) within 50 miles of the city 
where she had attended the university.  On her application to WINGS, she said 
she was “most nervous about classroom management,” but that she “would 
appreciate any new ideas that would help my students enjoy English.”  As her 
mentor, Stephanie chose Barbara, a teacher with eleven years of experience 
teaching secondary English. 
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Beginning of the WINGS Team 
The team began corresponding in August of 2001, with Stephanie 
initiating the exchange of messages and introducing herself.  She said she was a 
“green” teacher, just beginning her first year of teaching, although she had been 
substituting in Closeville for three years while attending the university.  She said 
she was “looking forward to the new school year” and that she would “welcome 
suggestions about first-week activities.”  She planned to “keep it light” with her 
students the first week, but said she wanted to “get them writing from day one.”   
Barbara answered back the next day, saying that her school had been 
conducting its inservice sessions, which had not given her much time to respond.  
She said she agreed with Stephanie’s goal of “wanting to ‘turn on’ these students 
to English.”  She said she had a few pointers for starting out the school year: “1) 
Be yourself; 2) Let students know what you expect and they will try to do it; 3) 
Have more than enough for students to do.”  She said she would try to write more 
later – and she did.   
That evening, Barbara sent a longer message from home, although she 
mentioned that she was “having trouble with … my home e-mail.”  She 
introduced herself in more detail and commented about the concerns Stephanie 
had raised in her initial messages.  She said she had found that “students learn to 
love writing” and that “they like to share what they have written.”  She asked if 
Stephanie had “some short writing exercises,” taking five to ten minutes, that she 
could use with the students, recommending that these could be “most effective” 
and offering to send details or examples of this type of assignment.  She told 
Stephanie, “Don’t worry about being ‘green.’  This feeling will switch to ‘I know 
what I am doing and I love it.’ ” 
The next day, Barbara sent a brief message from her school, saying that 
she was testing the e-mail system, because the school seemed “to be having some 
difficulty with our system.”  Stephanie answered back the next day, saying that 
she had been “in meetings the entire week at school” and that she was “sick of 
sitting” – adding that “It would be okay if I were getting something out of the 
seminars, but I am not.”  During the next week there was one day allocated for 
teachers to work in their rooms, and then the students would arrive.  Stephanie 
said that she was “very excited about that first day!” 
Stephanie said she planned to use an exercise she had found via the 
Internet “for getting acquainted and writing simultaneously.”  She had prepared 
by decorating her classroom with curtains featuring animal paw prints of the 
school mascot, a reading center that she had designed “with books, an area rug, 
bean bag chairs, and a canvas love seat” to give students “more of an incentive to 
read.”  She had also put up her “rules/consequences poster.” 
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Classes in Progress 
Barbara wrote back two weeks later, asking how things were going with 
Stephanie’s classes.  She said that “the only suggestion I would have for you at 
this point is to continue to be well-organized.”  She said that it was a good idea to 
be sure to learn students’ names, since students “really feel important when the 
teachers know their name.”  She said that she was sure Stephanie’s professors 
probably told her about having “a bag of tricks” as a teacher, and that she should 
“not be afraid to do things you like.” 
Stephanie wrote back that night, saying that her first week went very well, 
that the students had done “several fun writing exercises.”  The next week, she 
planned to begin reading stories from their literature book, beginning with 
Kipling’s “Rikki-tikki-tavi,” for which she also had the film.  She planned to 
show the film before the students read the story.  She asked if Barbara were 
familiar with this story, and if she had any suggestions for teaching it.  Stephanie 
agreed with Barbara’s emphasis on generally staying organized, saying that she 
had found herself scrambling, during her conference and lunch periods during the 
first week of classes, to “stay on top of everything.”  She ended with the 
comment, “I think this will all get easier with experience (I hope!)”   
Barbara responded early the next week, saying that she was not familiar 
with the story Stephanie had selected, but that she would be interested to know 
how Stephanie’s students responded to it.  In a follow-up message two days later, 
Barbara said that for her classes, when she had a film as well as a story in the 
literature textbook, she usually had students read the story first and then view the 
film.  This would allow the class to discuss “the differences in how producers can 
base their stories on a novel, short story, or drama.”  For example, Barbara said 
when her junior students read the play Our Town and she showed them the first 
five minutes of the play, on videotape, “to introduce them to the unusual setting,” 
which for that play is usually a fairly abstract, stark setting with little scenery 
other than area lighting and a few basic items of furniture.  Then the class read the 
cast of characters and the descriptions provided of each one.  Barbara said she 
would subsequently assign parts and the students would read the entire play in 
class.  She would give students study guides with questions to be answered as 
they viewed the film version of the play.  The final test for this unit of study 
would include questions about the written as well as the film version, and Barbara 
said that “they soon learn to compare and contrast the drama and the film.” 
 
Raising Issues  
Stephanie replied, saying that she hoped things were going well for 
Barbara.  She felt that her week was going too fast.  She described an incident that 
had happened at school, when she had her first ARD meeting, discussing two 
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issues: (1) whether a student of hers needed to take medication for hyperactivity, 
which he had taken in the past, but had ceased taking during the summer, and (2) 
whether this student should be moved from her class to content mastery.   
Stephanie actually knew the boy’s mother, which she felt made the 
situation “extremely personal.”  Stephanie said that the student was “talkative” in 
class, but not much more than her other students.  She hoped the boy would not 
need to resume taking medication, saying that she identified with the mother’s 
concern and thinking what she would want if it were her child in the same 
situation.  In addition, she asked if the boy really needed to be removed from her 
class, asking if she should not just give him his test over the current work first, to 
see if he really was able to handle the work in her class before being moved to a 
more remedial learning situation.  Apparently, after the meeting, Stephanie raised 
her concerns with her on-site mentor, “who has taught many years, [who] told me 
that during the ARD meetings I should just agree with everything they say –‘go 
with the flow.’ "  Stephanie asked Barbara what she thought about this situation. 
Barbara answered that she agreed with Stephanie, whom she felt was 
raising issues as “a concerned person and teacher,” and suggested that if teachers 
“just say ‘yes’ or agree with everything, what good is an ARD meeting?”  She 
said that she thought that students “will try to accomplish what you expect them 
to accomplish” and that all students -- “especially 504s and special ed.” students – 
would “learn more in a classroom where the teacher is available.” 
 
Adding a Project  
Stephanie wrote early the next week, saying that she had spent most of the 
weekend grading essays, that she had “thought it might take two to three hours,” 
but that it had “taken double that!”  She was finishing the unit on “Rikki-tikki-
tavi,” and starting with descriptive writing, beginning by “starting them off with 
some fun sensory exercises,” and by the end of the week, she planned to “have 
them write eyewitness reports (answering who, what, when, why).”   
She had had a guest speaker who came to talk to the students about 
journalism as a career, and the speaker had made an offer to print a student-made 
paper without charge.  Stephanie said that her students had been excited about this 
prospect, and that she had promised that they would do it.  However,  she was 
concerned because -- being a new teacher -- she was aware of how much time and 
energy her current teaching workload was taking and did not know what a project 
of this type might entail.  One of her students “said that they tried this in sixth 
grade, and it flopped.”  She hoped that she could go talk to some of the people at 
the printing company to see if they could offer assistance or suggestions.  Barbara 
sent a short reply, saying that she was sure Stephanie would do well, because she 
was “well organized, and you have activities set in motion.  Good work!” 
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Communication Patterns 
At this point, the team began to fall into a particular rhythm and style of 
communicating.  To the extent that this style was determined by anyone’s 
personal communicating preference, it seemed to have been based on a style more 
typical of Barbara’s messages.  That is, beginning in late August, the team fell 
into a pattern of sending one another short, paragraph-length messages.  Previous 
to this, the team – especially Stephanie – had sent longer, more detailed messages, 
but after this point, the messages sent by Stephanie and Barbara tended to be 
relatively short, usually no more than a five-sentence paragraph.  
Of course, both teachers were very busy, and Barbara had said that her 
home computer was not allowing her to receive or send e-mail at her leisure there, 
so the somewhat brief messages can possibly be explained by the circumstances 
(i.e., she was able to write to Stephanie only from her computer at school, where 
her time was definitely limited). 
 
Request for Resources 
On September 1 (the weekend), Stephanie sent a message, saying that she 
was glad to have “survived another week teaching.”  She was beginning a new 
short story the next week, “Song of the Trees,” about an African American family 
during the Depression.  She asked if Barbara knew of any activities that might 
supplement study of that story or that era.   
She also asked if Barbara had a favorite Web site for finding language arts 
activities.  Barbara responded that her juniors read The Great Gatsby, which was 
set during the 1920s and provided a basis for study of the Depression era.  She 
said that she had used “different categories” of topics for student study, such as 
“singers, songs, fashion, gangsters, prohibition, silent films, and actors to help 
students see the relationships of people, places, and events.”  A few minutes later, 
Barbara sent an additional message with URLs for two Websites she had used as 
teaching resources – Americanwriters.com and Americanauthors.com. 
Stephanie did not write for two weeks, and Barbara sent a message asking 
how things were going.  Stephanie responded several days later, saying that her 
home computer had been “down for two weeks due to a storm” and that she was 
writing from her computer at school, which gave her only a little time.  She had 
begun diagramming sentences with her students, which she said had helped them 
“understand subjects, verbs, etc.”   
Barbara responded, saying that it was “good to hear that some teachers 
still do diagramming of sentences.  I believe it really does help students learn the 
structure of the language.”   
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Coping with Paperwork  
Three weeks passed, and Naomi, the team’s WINGS facilitator, sent a 
prompting message, saying “it has been a little quiet on this list[serv].”  Barbara 
wrote a message next, asking Stephanie how things were going, and Stephanie 
replied, saying that she had just passed her first six weeks’ grading period, that all 
had gone well “other than sending out close to a dozen ‘zero-letters,’ ”   
Stephanie was concerned that her “students are starting to slack” a bit, but 
that they were “writing daily” and “reading out of the literature book once a 
week.”  Her most particular concern, though, was with the paperwork, saying that 
“grading is over-whelming, especially the essays.”  She said that she was 
“hanging in here, though” and said she was glad to hear from Barbara.   
Barbara responded within a couple of days, agreeing that “grading can be 
a real time-consuming task,” and saying that after her first year, she began trying 
to find ways to try to give students useful feedback on their writing while also 
trying to work to make the paperwork burden more manageable.  She said one of 
her techniques was to have students write the introduction to an essay – a 
paragraph or so in length – and that she would read and grade that part.  Then she 
would “skim over the body paragraphs,” checking for their content as well as the 
effectiveness of the elaboration, meaning the extent to which students had 
explained or supported their assertions.  Then she would “read the conclusions, 
and make a comment about whether they were ‘weak’ or ‘strong.’”   Using this 
method, Barbara said that “instead of spending 15 minutes for each essay, I would 
spend only 15 minutes for a whole class, because I had broken the grading into 
three different times.”   
Barbara said to “hang in there,” that Stephanie would “figure out some 
grading shortcuts” that worked for her and that, at that point, “it does get easier 
and faster.” 
 
Reviewing Basic Concepts 
Three weeks passed and then Naomi, the team’s WINGS facilitator, sent a 
reminder message, saying “I thought I would check in and see if everyone is all 
right out there.”   
Barbara sent a message soon afterwards, saying to Stephanie, “It seems 
that you and I are so busy, we forget to correspond.”  She said her classes were 
starting major literary units – the tenth graders with the novel Frankenstein and 
the junior advanced placement class starting Macbeth.  She asked if Stephanie had 
found any useful techniques for coping with the paper load.   
A week or so later, Stephanie answered back, saying that things had been 
“pretty chaotic around here.”  She said she had been distressed to find that few of 
her students could identify an adjective, so they were reviewing some basic 
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grammar concepts which she felt that her students’ elementary teachers should 
have covered.  She said that maybe with teachers so concerned with only teaching 
those things that pertained to TAAS, the basic grammar that had been taught in 
the past was something that was too often skipped over nowadays, which she felt 
was “sad.”  Her class had recently finished a unit on “persuasive advertising,” 
which she said they enjoyed.   
Barbara answered back and said that it was, indeed, sad that the basic 
grammar was often shortchanged these days, but that Stephanie’s students were 
lucky to have her there to teach them about adjectives.  The holiday was coming 
up the next week, and they wished each other a happy Thanksgiving. 
 
Processes to Handle Time-Consuming Demands  
After their return from the Thanksgiving break, Barbara wrote saying that 
she had a suggestion for how to deal with the problem of missed assignments by 
students who had been absent.  She said she posted assignments somewhere in 
your room (i.e., Barbara said she had hers on the front of her desk).  Then, when 
students returned to class after an absence, they could go to the assignment sheet, 
write down the information, and then turn in missed work the next day.  Barbara 
felt that this was a good way to handle absentee assignments because “you do not 
have to take time out from your instructions.”   
A week later, Barbara made another teaching suggestion, for finding a 
way to keep parents who “want a weekly update on their child’s progress” up to 
date.  Barbara’s suggestion was that Stephanie could ask the parents to call her on 
Fridays during her conference time.  This was helpful, Barbara said, because it is 
“always so time consuming to try to remember what parent wanted an update.”  In 
this manner, the teacher could have “the responsibility [for getting a timely 
report] lie with the parent.” 
Stephanie answered back at the beginning of December, saying that she 
liked the tip about the parent update on the students’ progress, since “I have 
students asking almost daily what their average is, and it is very time consuming 
trying to accommodate them.” 
 
Classroom Activities  
Stephanie said lack of time was her greatest challenge at the moment.  She 
had started the middle school newspaper, which the local printing press was 
publishing for them.  Stephanie had found that it was very time consuming, but 
that it was “good because the kids are writing.”  The superintendent of schools 
recognized the paper as an asset to the school and the community,  and had sent 
her an e-mail praising this project.  She said Barbara’s grading tip had “helped on 
the essays,” but she was “just overwhelmed by all that a teacher has to do.”  
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However, she said, “there is no other place I want to be right now.’  Barbara sent 
a quick, encouraging reply. 
Barbara sent a message the next week, saying that her students were deep 
into Frankenstein, and were preparing to compare the novel to various movie 
versions.  She said she was always amused at “how many students thought that 
the monster’s name was Frankenstein.”   
Stephanie wrote back with news – she had had her evaluation, and said 
that she had been very nervous, although she had had several previous informal 
ones on which she had done well.  She said, “I could not believe I actually had a 
defiant student with the principal in the room.”  She asked if Barbara thought that 
seventh graders were too immature for a unit on the Holocaust, with short stories 
“Night” and “I Never Saw Another Butterfly” and perhaps showing students the 
film, “Life Is Beautiful.”  Barbara said that she did not know these stories, but that 
she thought that seventh graders were not “too young for that exposure,” although 
she thought they might need “a history lesson before the reading” about the 
Holocaust.  She said Stephanie should “go for it.” 
 
Change of Facilitators 
Prompted by their facilitator, Naomi, to provide winter break contact 
information, the team said that they would not be corresponding over the 
Christmas break.  Barbara said that her home e-mail was not functioning 
correctly, and that she would be unable to correspond until she returned to school 
on January 4th.   
However, the next message, at the end of January, was from Naomi, 
explaining that she would be leaving her facilitation for WINGS teams to study 
for her comprehensive exams and prepare to do her dissertation.  Naomi 
introduced their new facilitator, Sioban, who sent the team an introduction of 
herself.   
Barbara sent the next two messages, a week apart, but then Stephanie sent 
a message, saying that her class had been working on their grammar review, 
preparing to take their six weeks test.  After that, they would have TAAS practice 
exams.  The students apparently did not like reviewing grammar, since Stephanie 
said that they had told here “the minute they leave this class at the end of the year, 
I will see a huge fire filled with ‘The Green Notebooks,’” which were the 
grammar review books.  She wished Barbara a happy Valentine’s day, and said 
that after the tests and so on, that her students would begin the Holocaust unit, and 
that she thought they would find that interesting. 
Barbara answered in a short message a week later, saying that her tenth 
grade students were just beginning the study of Shakespeare and the play Julius 
Caesar, saying that this usually took up an entire six weeks.  Stephanie answered 
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back quickly saying that she was envious, because she loved Shakespeare.  Her 
classes had done poorly (38%) on the part of the TAAS practice test that could be 
graded by the automatic scantron machine.   
The next week, Barbara sent a short message saying that her students had 
just finished Act I and that they were beginning to ask questions about Caesar, the 
real person.  Stephanie responded that she was glad to hear that things were 
moving right along in Barbara’s Shakespeare unit.  Her classes were working on a 
writing assignment Stephanie called “Hearts and Darts,” in which they were to 
“write about the good (hearts) and bad (darts) aspects of one of a range of 
possible range of subjects (e.g., “government, education, sports, land” in the 
United States).  Her students had been using the media center to find “information 
to support their thoughts.”  Stephanie said she hoped that having her students turn 
in their papers just before spring break would give her “extra grading time.” 
 
UIL and Other Activities  
Barbara wrote on the Monday after spring break, saying that her school 
would be attending UIL activities toward the end of the week, so she might be 
off-line for several days.  Stephanie answered the next day and said that she was 
sponsoring UIL activities for her students in oral reading, and that she was 
looking forward to that.  She said she had attended a workshop the day before at 
her regional support center, and that her class would be starting their Holocaust 
unit at the end of the week. 
Barbara reported, a week later, that she had fifteen students who had 
advanced to regionals in the UIL competition.  The next week, Barbara’s e-mail 
said that she would be off-line for several days, as her school got two days off for 
the county livestock show.  Stephanie answered, on the weekend, that she hoped 
all went well at the livestock show.  She said her classes were really “engrossed” 
in the Holocaust unit, that they had “listened to each detail closely and asked 
numerous questions.”  Stephanie’s classes were starting their try-outs for their 
UIL oral reading on Monday morning.  Barbara answered the next day, “Good 
luck with UIL!” and then, two weeks later, she sent a message saying that her 
school had received their TAAS scores for their tenth graders, and had scored 
100% on their writing, math, and reading.  They were “ecstatic.”   
The next day, Barbara sent another message, saying that she had listed her 
WINGS mentoring as part of her PDAS credits, and said that this had been a 
surprise to her principal, who had not known that she and Stephanie were 
corresponding.  In the course of explaining the telementoring to her principal, he 
had asked about Stephanie’s town, Closeville.  Barbara asked Stephanie to give 
her some details about her town, which – in a return message, Stephanie did.  
Sioban, their new facilitator, sent a message and said that she had previously 
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taught in Closeville for two years.  Barbara’s next message thanked Stephanie for 
the information and said that she and her husband – who liked to “travel to remote 
areas of Texas” should put Closeville on their list of places to go see.   
 
Last Six Weeks  
Both Stephanie and Barbara sent messages as they started their last six 
weeks.  Barbara’s tenth grade classes were doing a unit she called “Traditions,” 
while her eleventh grade advanced placement students were finishing The Great 
Gatsby and starting Our Town, which Barbara said she liked doing the last six 
weeks, because they usually incorporated a mock picnic, similar to one in the 
play, as “part of the study of community and fellowship.”  She said that her 
students seemed to enjoy that activity.   
Both exchanged short messages the next week, with Stephanie saying that 
her students were completing a research project, and were “counting the days … 
until school ends.”  She said that the students were “becoming quite restless, so I 
just keep pouring on the work.”  As the last wrap-up of the school year, Barbara 
sent a message saying that she had enjoyed corresponding with Stephanie, and 
Stephanie sent a message in reply, saying: 
 
I have enjoyed working with you also! … I am looking forward to next 
year because I have learned so much and know what to expect.  This has 
been a great first year!  I had heard horror stories from other first-year 
teachers, and I am glad to say that I had an incredible year! 
 
End of the Year Wrap-Up  
As part of the year-end wrap up, too, their WINGS facilitator, Sioban, 
asked them their plans for communicating over the summer and for the next year.  
Stephanie answered that they did not plan to communicate much over the 
summer, but planned to resume with the fall semester the next year.  Sioban told 
them that she was going to be cycling off as their facilitator, since she was now 
getting ready to begin her dissertation research.  She introduced them to Tanya, 
saying that Tanya would be their facilitator when they got back to their regular 
communication schedules in fall.   
Tanya introduced herself, and Barbara wrote back in June, giving some of 
her own personal background.  Barbara told Tanya, in her introduction, a bit about 
her response to the WINGS experience: 
 
When I put my name down to be part of WINGS, I had no idea it would be 
helpful to me.  Stephanie has made my job so easy.  She asked questions 
and I answered them. 
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There were few messages over the summer, and these were primarily e-
mails between Barbara and Tanya, representing tail ends of topics they had 
brought up as part of their introductions to one another at the end of the school 
year. 
 
Starting the Second Year  
As the first week of August rolled around, the teachers were returning for 
their inservice sessions.  Barbara wrote to Stephanie on August 9, asking her if 
she was back in her school yet, and asking when Closeville’s students returned to 
classes.  Stephanie replied on August 11th that the students would return on 
August 19th and that her summer had been busy, since she had taken 9 graduate 
hours in summer sessions at the university.  Barbara replied that she and her 
husband had taken a number of short two- to three-day vacation trips during the 
summer.   
On August 21st, Tanya, their new facilitator, wrote to ask how things were 
going with the beginning of school.  Barbara wrote to say that their school e-mail 
was experiencing some difficulties, but she thought that, with the technology 
support from the regional center, that they would soon “resolve that situation.”  
She then sent a message addressed to Stephanie, describing the classes she was 
teaching.  This year, Barbara had five sections of tenth grade English and one 
section of advanced placement junior English.  Stephanie responded that she had 
two honors sections in addition to regular seventh grade English classes.  The 
students from the previous year who had started the middle school newspaper had 
wanted to continue this project, so Stephanie had started an extracurricular 
journalism club for this group to continue publishing the paper.  Barbara 
responded, “I know you will enjoy your second year.  It will be smooth sailing 
from now on.” 
On September 8th, Tanya prompted the team that she hadn’t heard from 
them for two weeks, asking if everything was all right and asking them to “Let me 
know how you are doing.”  The next day, Barbara wrote an e-mail addressed to 
Tanya saying that everything was okay with her and that she would send 
Stephanie a note.  She then sent a separate e-mail to Stephanie, telling her that 
their classes had been giving diagnostic tests to see what the department needed to 
stress in the curriculum that year.  Barbara said, “I worry that we test too much. 
… Counselors and principals are the worst about testing.”  On September 20th, 
Barbara sent another note, saying, “Can you believe that we have had five weeks 
of school?” 
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Diagnosis: Awful  
On September 24, Stephanie sent a message to Barbara saying, “This has 
been an awful beginning.”  Her school, too, had apparently given diagnostic 
exams – in this case, the previous week the school had given practice writing tests 
for the seventh graders, on which many students stumbled on the question, “What 
is a composition?”  Stephanie said that she had been to two workshops at her 
regional center and that three more workshops were slated.  The workload had 
certainly not eased any during this, her second year.  She said she had “the middle 
school paper due and UIL, so I am about to scream.  I don’t even want to think 
about getting the grades together for this six weeks!”  On September 27, Barbara 
answered, “Hang in there.  This too will pass.”  On September 30, Barbara wrote 
again, saying she hoped the weekend offered some relaxation time for Stephanie.  
She said her sophomores were getting ready for a practice ACT test, called the 
PLAN. 
Stephanie answered, saying that she felt “like I am finally getting caught 
up on my work.”  She was concerned at the challenge that her current group of 
students was proving to be, saying that they were “a really tough group of kids” 
and that, the previous year, “numerous sixth grade teachers left the field due to 
this bunch.  They are very high maintenance!”  She said she was “trying to break 
their habits.”   
The next day, Barbara sent a short message in reply, “You can do it, and 
they will appreciate it.”  Barbara sent two more short messages, on October 4 and 
October 16.  On October 21, Stephanie answered in a longer message than usual, 
saying, 
 
This has been a very chaotic year.  Everyone kept telling me my second 
year would be easier, but it is awful.  The students can't write, and I am 
spending half of my time on discipline and teaching common manners 
rather than teaching.  We were warned about this particular bunch by 
previous teachers.  Often, I feel like a babysitter instead of a teacher. 
 
She went on to say that her honors classes were “pretty good,” and that 
she did feel as though she could “get through to them,” but they presented 
challenges in terms of their varied abilities, since the only real criteria for getting 
into the honors class was that the parents’ request that their child be placed in the 
class.  This distressed Stephanie because some students were not able to keep up 
with the work and, as a result, there were students in her class who were getting 
failing grades.  The parents were not happy about their students’ grades, and were 
putting pressure on Stephanie about it.  She said, about the honors classes, “It’s a 
mess.”   
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Stephanie said that she had “attended five TAKS writing/scoring 
workshops this year,” helping her to understand the new writing tests so that she 
could try to prepare her students for the tests, being given in February.  She said, 
“I love the rubric. I like the open-ended prompts and students writing ‘from the 
heart’ instead of the formulated, superficial stuff I saw last year.”  Perhaps 
realizing that this sounded more pessimistic than her usual messages, she signed 
off with the comment, “Thanks for listening to my teacher woes.”  Barbara 
responded, “Anytime you feel like ‘venting,’ I am here.”   
Barbara added that it sounded as though the discipline with Stephanie’s 
classes was her biggest concern at the moment, and asked, “Is your principal 
supportive when it comes to discipline?”  Barbara wrote a follow-up message on 
November 4th, asking whether Stephanie had had any “relief” from the situation 
with the disruptive students.   
 
Improved Outlook  
On November 13, Stephanie answered, saying “Everything is much better 
now.  One of my students was placed in a resource class for English and another 
moved.”  She said that all of her students had placed in the UIL oral reading 
events and that they were going to go back for the final rounds of competition the 
next day.  Barbara’s reply was, “Good.  Have a great week.”   
The next day, Barbara sent a follow-up saying, “Congrats on your 
students.  Do you get paid for doing UIL events?  Do you get extra time to 
prepare for these events?”  Stephanie answered that the UIL sponsors who took 
students to the events were paid a small stipend ($200) for each event they 
attended with the students.  No extra time was provided, but Stephanie said that 
the week before the event, she often had her students perform “their oral reading 
pieces in front of their classmates.”  She said she really enjoyed UIL activities, 
and asked if things were done similarly at Barbara’s school.   
Barbara replied that the stipend at her school was smaller, but that teachers 
had to find the extra time to work with students on the events.  No time was 
provided by the school.  Barbara said that she liked UIL events too, but that “the 
demands on us as teachers are not appreciated” by administrators.  The only real 
reason teachers participated, though, was to “do it for the students, and we hope 
that they understand the importance of competition.”   
Barbara sent the next four notes – on November 18 (she would be out a 
day to take students to a volleyball tournament), November 25 (wishing Stephanie 
a happy Thanksgiving), December 2 (saying that it was approaching the start of 
the fourth six weeks and that it was difficult to imagine that this was the halfway 
point in the school year, and December 3 (saying that her school was getting early 
release days when they had semester exams on December 20th, but that her 
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school district was so small that all the schools, including the elementaries, had to 
have coordinated release schedules in order to run the busses efficiently). 
 
Interrupted Online Communication  
Stephanie sent her last message on December 3, saying that in her school 
district, December 20 was a staff development day – but only for teachers who 
had not taken a workshop that had also been offered in the summer.  Stephanie 
said that, knowing she would need that day off in December, she had attended the 
summer workshop.  She said that her major concern at the moment was that her 
classes had  “taken our second practice writing test to prepare for TAKS.  The 
first scores were awful.  I have my work cut out with this group of seventh 
graders!” 
Barbara continued to send short messages once a week -- on December 4, 
December 10, January 6, January13, and January 20.  On January 20, I called 
Stephanie for an initial interview, and at that time, she said that her school had 
had difficulty with students using the Internet and getting to inappropriate sites, so 
they had used very strong blocking filters for anything coming into the school.  
Stephanie had had an e-mail account through Juno.com and her e-mail was not 
able to get through the school filters at all.  She was no longer able to send or 
receive e-mail from outside the school. 
 
Views on Telementoring  
Asked during an interview about her telementoring experience, Stephanie 
said that she had found her online correspondence to be “very beneficial,” 
particularly during her first year.  She said that she was fortunate that her school 
was very supportive, and that she had a very experienced on-site mentor, an 
English teacher who had been in the school for thirty-two years, who taught in the 
classroom next door.  Even so, she said she appreciated the opportunity offered by 
having an online mentor to talk about any problems she wanted to, rather than talk 
about everything to her onsite mentor: 
 
As far as problems, I guess, more or less on a personal level, I don’t like to 
go to him because if it’s maybe a fellow worker [that’s causing a problem] 
or …. Well, it’s a very small town, so it’s hard to keep things discreet. 
 
She gave an example, saying that the previous year she had had in her class 
the son of a principal of another school that was located on the same campus as 
her middle school.  When she had difficulties with this student – and, as she said, 
“I wasn’t the only teacher who had problems with the child.  There were several.” 
--  she said that it felt like a “sensitive” situation, since the mother was “so 
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involved and very controlling.”  Stephanie felt uncomfortable discussing this 
situation with her on-site mentor, because – in such a small school district – it was 
likely that he knew the mother/administrator personally.  Consulting him about 
how to discipline the administrator’s son felt a bit too risky to Stephanie.  She said 
that Barbara was always “very supportive as far as “How’s it going this week?  
Hang in there.’” 
 
Using Other WINGS Online Resources  
Stephanie said that other resources offered by WINGS had been of great 
use to her as well – the discussion boards and the “information on demand” 
service.  Stephanie said that these resources were useful to her about particular 
topics directly related to issues in her classroom. 
For example, on March 19th, during her first year of teaching, Stephanie 
had posted a question to the discussion board, asking for new grammar ideas, 
saying that her seventh-grade classes “seem to do well if we are covering just 
commas or just conjunctions, but the minute they write an essay, they forget any 
of the rules.”  On March 24th, she received an answer from another teacher, who 
suggested that she make up a set of “editing checklist cards, with one specific 
grammar rule on each card (i.e., a card for commas, a card for paragraphs).”  
Using this approach, with a concrete set of questions for a specific grammatical 
usage issue might help students to find errors in their papers, while “if you ask 
them to look over everything,” they just get overwhelmed.  Stephanie posted a 
reply, saying that she liked this idea.  In another posted message, on May 16th, 
Stephanie asked for suggestions on how to get students to finish doing their 
essays, saying that “they act like school is over, and these final days are crucial to 
their six-weeks grade … Many are just sitting there doing NOTHING!”  It may 
have been too close to the end of the year to get a response to this question from 
other teachers – or other teachers may have been perplexed by the same problem, 
for which they had no answers themselves.  In any case, this posted message did 
not get a response. 
Stephanie also asked several questions that were answered by the 
“information on demand” service.  In chronological order, these topics were: 
• March 4: A request for information about teaching about the 
Holocaust was answered, providing a variety of Web sites 
providing extensive resources (Stephanie said that these were very 
helpful to her, commenting, “They came up with some great 
websites for me to use, and I did use every one of these.”) 
• April 8: A request for resources to help design and implement a 
research report with students was answered, with a variety of links 
to useful Web sites. 
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• May 13: A request for resources related to motivating students to 
compete long-term projects was answered with a number of 
different sites related to a variety of issues that might be 
underlying students’ reluctance to engage in doing or completing 
the work (such as websites with information about analyzing the 
initial design of the project, helping students set intermediate 
goals, understanding reasons for student procrastination, and 
finding ways to cope with students who are apathetic or 
unprepared). 
• May 13: A request for information about “the best way to teach 
seventh graders to create a works cited sheet” was answered with a 
variety of Web-based resources addressing issues such as how to 
help students avoid plagiarism and how to cite sources accurately. 
 
Stephanie said that, this year, she had just been “swamped,” as she was 
still doing the middle school paper as well as sponsoring UIL competition for her 
students in the oral reading event.  She said that she wanted to resume 
correspondence with Barbara, but had not yet resolved the issue of her e-mail 
carrier not being able to send mail to her school.  Her facilitator, Tanya, is 
working on this problem, hoping to help Stephanie find another free e-mail carrier 
that she can use to send messages that are not blocked by her school’s 
communications software. 
 
9. FRANK – [WINGS Team: frank-Ruth ] 
 
Background 
Frank applied to WINGS for a mentor at about the time that he graduated 
from the teacher preparation program at the university.  He already had been hired 
for a teaching assignment as an elementary school physical education teacher in 
an urban school district in the city where he attended the university.  The 
elementary school in which he was going to be teaching in fall was under 
construction, and would be brand new as Frank began his teaching. 
On his application to WINGS, Frank said that what he wanted his mentor 
to provide was “support and guidance.”  He thought that he would need most 
assistance with “lesson planning and classroom management.”  As his mentor, he 
selected Ruth, who said in her description on her profile in the WINGS database 
that she had been teaching physical education for 29 years.  She had taught at the 
high school level for 13 years, but for the last 16 years she had taught at the 
elementary level.  On her application, Ruth said that she had “been a cooperating 
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teacher for many student teachers from the university.”  Ruth taught in the same 
school district in which Frank would be teaching. 
 
Beginning of the WINGS Team  
The team began corresponding in late June, about six weeks before 
teachers were to report for inservice sessions.  Ruth wrote the first message, 
introducing herself and giving a bit of information about her background.  She 
had experience working “on the physical education curriculum and assessments” 
for their school district.  She had also taken part in inservice workshops at her 
school, in their school district, and at the university from which Frank had just 
graduated.  Ruth said that she hoped “to learn from you as we work together.  I 
look forward to telementoring!  This will certainly be a first for me.”  She said 
that she would be “glad to assist in any way” that she could.   
Ruth sent a follow-up letter in early July, attaching pictures of a 
decorating scheme that she though that Frank might like to see, saying that she 
“thought you might get the builders/painters to do this in your gym, since it is still 
under construction.” 
Frank answered back, saying that he had stopped by the summer sports 
institute at the university to see Ruth, but missed her.  He thought the decorating 
scheme for which she sent pictures was “a good idea,” and said he might “ask if 
[the painters] can do it for me.”  He then asked, “Are you available anytime this 
week to help me out with my annual plan?  I just wanted to run some ideas by you 
and get your opinion.”  He included his telephone number and asked Ruth to give 
him a call. 
 
Direct Contact Concerns 
Behind the scenes, this initial exchange caused consternation among the 
WINGS staff.  WINGS team members were not supposed to be able to identify 
each other, much less drive over to see one another at a place where one of them 
was employed.  Heather and Celeste (see Team 2, described previously), in their 
introductions to one another online, had told each other that they were in the same 
city, later told each other the schools in which they taught, and then several weeks 
later Celeste used their district’s inter-campus mail to send a package of lesson 
plans to Heather’s school.  However, no one in the WINGS program had ever 
before stated off saying that they had “stopped by” to see one another before – 
particularly in the earliest stages of their connection.   
The facilitator for this team, Naomi, sent an urgent e-mail message to the 
WINGS director asking whether she should do anything about this situation.  No 
one had ever had a WINGS team making direct contact with one another so soon, 
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and there was as yet nothing in the exchanged messages that showed that they 
knew each other or welcomed face-to-face contact.   
Ruth’s next message, on Monday, July 9th, said that she was “available on 
Wednesday afternoon” if Frank wanted to meet with her, and that she would call 
him the next day to set a time.  She said she was glad to hear from him.  She sent 
a follow-up message a few minutes later with her home phone number, so Frank 
could contact her.  The WINGS staff inferred from Ruth’s message that Frank and 
Ruth had met already, apparently at the university, and that Ruth was apparently 
not concerned about direct contact with her protégé, Frank.  The next day, the 
WINGS facilitator sent a cautiously worded message to the team: 
 
Hi, Frank.  Hi, Ruth. 
I’m glad to see that you two are connecting.  Frank, it sounds like you 
have a good handle on what your needs are right now and I’m glad that 
you both feel comfortable about meeting for face-to-face mentoring. 
I’m curious how you two see yourselves using telementoring -- that is, 
communicating by e-mail through this list – as a means of support.  I’d like 
to hear both of your thought on this, this week if you can.  It will help me 
determine how WINGS can help in your mentoring. 
Thanks, 
Naomi 
 
Ruth answered Naomi that she saw herself “using telementoring to answer 
any questions that arise from Frank’s day to day teaching.”  She also hoped to 
notify him of “upcoming events, such as physical education workshops, district 
P.E. meetings, field trip activities for his students, and specific school district 
events for elementary students.”  She said that she also hoped to give him advice 
about making purchases for his gym, since “some equipment is better than 
others.”  In addition, as he began his first year of teaching, Ruth said that she 
hoped that she could offer Frank “some emotional support” and that she hoped 
they could “share ideas” with which they had been successful, since she was 
“always learning, too!”  Ruth sent Frank a copy of her “year-long plan from last 
school year” as an attachment to a separate e-mail message, saying that “maybe 
this will help” as a model while he was making out his own instructional plan for 
his upcoming school year. 
 Frank replied to Naomi that he planned to use the WINGS telementoring 
connection “as a way to guide myself through my first year of teaching.”  He said 
that he would probably have questions that would come up frequently, and that he 
hoped that Ruth would “help me overcome any difficult situations and provide me 
with useful and insightful advice that will improve my teaching.” 
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 Behind the scenes, the WINGS director and facilitation staffers discussed 
the unusual situation.  There was actually no official reason – since Frank as 
protégé and Ruth as mentor were apparently satisfied with their arrangement – 
that they could not conduct their telementoring relationship in a manner that 
suited themselves.  The guiding principles for WINGS telementoring were that an 
eligible protégé should be able to choose his or her own mentor from those 
mentors available from the WINGS Online database -- which Frank had done, 
selecting Ruth from the online list of mentors available -- and that the 
telementorship should, as a primary purpose, serve the protégé’s needs as a novice 
teacher.  Both of these conditions being met, the fact that the arrangement might 
include contact by means other than e-mail was not deemed inherently 
problematic. 
 
Need for a Mentor 
Frank did feel the need of a mentor in his content area.  He did not have 
another physical education teacher assigned to his school who could act as a 
mentor for his area of the curriculum.  For part of the day, a traveling physical 
education teacher came to the school and did team-teaching with Frank, but this 
person was apparently not available for actual curriculum planning sessions.   
Although Frank had been assigned an on-site mentor at his school, the 
way that the school district grouped content areas meant that Frank’s official 
mentor was one of the “special area teachers” (a group of teachers of non-
academic classes, including physical education, art, and music), in this case, a 
music teacher as the “team” leader.  Frank felt the need to have someone provide 
mentoring for him who knew a bit more about the district’s curriculum goals for 
physical education, and Ruth was willing to address this need as his online 
mentor.  This match, although unusual, thus accomplished one of the intended 
goals of the WINGS program – to provide online assistance to novice teachers 
when, in their opinion, there was an insufficient amount, or not of the type 
desired, of mentoring help available to them on-site in their schools. 
 
Planning for the Start of School  
As the summer waned, Ruth sent Frank a number of messages about 
issues related to physical education teacher concerns.  For example, on July 12th, 
she forwarded a bulletin from the Teacher Laptop Foundation (containing a URL 
for a site where teachers could register for consideration by the foundation, whose 
goals were to provide teachers with laptop computers).   
On July 17th, Ruth sent a message telling Frank that “campus 
representatives for various teacher organizations” would soon be contacting new 
faculty members to recruit new members.  She said that her advice was that Frank 
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join “a teacher organization,” which could offer “liability insurance,” which 
“might come in handy” because he was teaching an activity class where it was 
possible that a child might have an accident or be hurt.  The advantage, then, was 
that “the insurance covers you if a parent tries to sue you.”  Ruth said that she had 
actually never had to use her liability insurance coverage in this manner, in 29 
years of teaching, but “you never know.” 
In early August, the week before school started, they apparently met to 
discuss Frank’s instructional plans.  Ruth wrote, in a follow-up e-mail, that she 
hoped “today’s visit was informative.”  She advised Frank not to focus on 
planning activities at this point, but rather to “plan your management so it can 
begin on day one.  It’s easier for the rest of the year if you plan good management 
now.”  Frank responded that he had found their meeting to be “very informative” 
and that he felt “more comfortable now” than he did before they met.  He said that 
he had “been working like a madman on my planning.  I hope I don’t burn myself 
out BEFORE school starts.”  He said that he would return Ruth’s teaching materials 
– including CDs which she had apparently loaned to him -- to her the next day, 
which was Monday, August 13th, the first day of school for their district. 
On Tuesday, Ruth wrote, “Well, how was your first day?  I hope you 
didn’t encounter too many problems.  I’m sure you were very successful!”  She 
said she had “loved seeing the students,” and that her first day had gone well, but 
that she was tired from talking and standing all day.  Frank responded, “It was 
fine, [but] I felt like I got hit by a semi truck.  I was exhausted.” 
 
Communication Patterns 
There followed a period of about a month, during which Ruth sent six 
messages, spaced at one or two a week, to Frank – most of them bulletins about 
upcoming events or meetings, such as a district P.E. meeting, a meeting of the 
local area association of physical education and recreation coaches and teachers, 
and a deadline for registration of students for a kids’ marathon sponsored by a 
local sports equipment store. 
Just after Labor Day, Ruth commented about having visited the brand-new 
school building where Frank was teaching, saying that it was an “awesome 
design,” then commented that she knew he was “anxious for your gym to be 
completed,” showing that she was aware that Frank was having to work in 
somewhat challenging circumstances, with his physical education classes 
primarily conducted outside on the school grounds. 
The tone of all of Ruth’s communications – even relatively routine 
information, such as meeting reminders – was brisk and cheerful.  It was as if 
Ruth was being an efficient and caring P.E. department head – although she and 
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Frank were in completely different schools and the district did not have this 
content area designated as a department at the elementary level. 
On September 18th, Frank wrote to Ruth saying, “Sorry I have been 
missing in action.  I get so overwhelmed with teaching, meetings, and [the kids’ 
extracurricular marathon activities] that I read your e-mails and forget to 
respond.”  He said he thought that all was going well with his classes.  He said his 
planning was “still a little chaotic, but it will get better with time.”  He had some 
news about the completion date on his school’s gym – it was “not going to be 
ready until the end of November, so I just have to deal with it.”  He asked 
directions to an upcoming off-campus meeting that he and Ruth would be 
attending. 
During the next week or so, there were several messages back and forth – 
including a congratulations message from Naomi, the team’s WINGS facilitator -- 
about the kids’ marathon event, which took place on the weekend of September 
22-23.  Ruth said she was pleased that she had had 15 students actually show up 
at the event out of 64 who had signed up at school saying that they would 
participate.  She felt this turnout was a big improvement over the previous years’ 
numbers, when 3 students showed up out of 13 who had registered at school.  
Ruth wrote to Frank that, although she had not been able to see him at the event, 
she had noticed “many students” from his school, and said that it “looks like 
you’re off to a great start!  Keep up the good work!”  Frank answered, saying that 
he had been very pleased with the kids’ marathon event, that he had “about 80 
students register and about half actually showed up.”  He thought the event “was 
really impressive.” 
 
Grading Policies  
Ruth continued to send other helpful P.E. teacher-related information, 
such as a message in late September that was an explanation of the district’s 
grading procedures: 
 
The 9 weeks grading period ends on October 12.  Therefore, you need to 
give classroom teachers your grades so they can enter them on the 
student's report cards.  Check with the other special area teachers to see 
when they are turning in their grades.  Students in grades K-2 receive 
number grades of 4, 3, 2, or 1 for both skill and behavior.  Students in 
grades 3-5 receive letter grades (A, B, C, D, or F) for skill and number 
grades (4, 3, 2, 1) for behavior.  Please plan ahead for grading because it 
can become a "monumental" task when left for the last minute.  I usually 
begin about a week prior to turning in grades.  Let me know if you have 
any questions. 
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Frank responded quickly: 
 
How many assessments would you recommend for any given 9 weeks?  I 
already have three grades but am planning on one more.  Is that enough?  
Also, I have secured the dates for my Field Day, but was wondering if you 
could help me with the general planning because Field Days can be an 
extensive ordeal.  I ready just need help "getting the ball rolling" (i.e., 
things to consider and the like).  Thanks for your continued support.  It's 
great to know there is someone there that is willing to lend an ear and 
offer advice. 
 
Ruth sent a message in response saying that “three to four grades per 
student per grading period is fine,” although sometimes there might be more 
grades.  However, “there isn’t an exact number we’re supposed to have.”  As to 
the other question Frank asked, she teased him, saying, “You’re already thinking 
about Field Day?”  She said hers was set for May, but that she would “be glad to 
offer many suggestions about field days.  I’ll send you a copy of mine from the 
last couple of years via school mail.”  She said she thought these plans and 
suggestions would give Frank some idea about how Ruth ran her Field Day 
events, but that she would be glad to discuss with him any “other options.” 
 
Content-Area Teacher Communications  
Ruth sent a similarly informative message in regard to an upcoming event 
about which she thought Frank might need information: 
October 8 is Parent Conference Day.  Please check with the other special 
area teachers and/or your principal to see what your duties may be.  If you 
are experiencing difficulty with a student, this is your chance to meet with 
their parent(s).  This signifies that your classroom is important and you 
expect children to behave so they will learn.  You may also be of assistance 
to the classroom teacher; they may have difficulty with a particular child 
and you may help support their claim.  Unfortunately, some parents think 
the classroom teacher is "out to get their child."  This is also an opportunity 
to share good things that are occurring with your student's parents.  This is 
good PR. 
 
 During October and November, Ruth sent a total of ten messages, again 
spaced at one or two a week, and covering topics such as  
(1) reminders about upcoming meetings;  
(2) offers of resource materials, such as  
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• printed information materials (e.g., “I have a booklet with games 
from all over the world if you’re interested … could be used for a 
Field Day theme” and “were the books & such helpful?”),  
• CDs (e.g., “I just received 4 new CDs; you’re welcome to come 
take a look at them,”  
• document attachments with activity resources (e.g., “I have 
attached a couple of games I find useful.”); and  
• Web site addresses (e.g., with a URL, “I found a great site with 
game rules and many rhymes,” and “I’ve attached some educator 
Websites … [that] contain a variety of [types of] educational 
information.”); and  
(3) offers of information related to the P.E. curriculum (e.g., “Do you have 
the CATCH material?” (an acronym for Coordinated Approach to 
Child Health) and, a week later, “Did … you have the updated 
CATCH info at [your school]?  If you would like to borrow [mine] 
…”). 
Many of these messages included short, personal comments, such as “How 
are things going?”; Only two days until Thanksgiving!”; and “Aren’t you glad the 
weather’s been good?” (since Frank’s gym was not completed, he had to conduct 
all of his P.E. classes outside, so this was a constant concern).  Other comments 
included in this group of messages related to particular teacher-related timing or 
planning issues, such as “This is a good time to start reminding students to keep 
up with their [kids’ marathon] logs,” and “What are you currently teaching?  I’m 
finishing bowling with grades 3-5 and continuing with ball handling skills with 
grades K-2,” and “I’m sure you’ve noticed that changes in weather can cause 
class/student behaviors to change too.  Hang in there and keep your students 
focused.”  
 On December 3, Frank wrote back to Ruth: 
 
I am sorry it has taken me so long to get back to you.  You have been very 
helpful in making my transition from student to teacher.  Thank you for 
your help thus far.  I have been in the gym for a week and a half now.  Just 
in time.  The weather changed for the worse the early part of last week, 
but we were safe inside.  We just finished up basketball and have started 
our gymnastics unit.  I think we are a few mats short.  I had the 
opportunity to go to conference last week. It was cool.  I am still trying to 
soak it up.  It was very informative (at least the sessions I attended).  
 
 Over the next six weeks’ period, which included the winter break, there 
were another group of eight messages from Ruth, covering many of the same 
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kinds of topics previously described – meeting reminders, offers of curriculum-
related resources or lesson-plan ideas, and other generally good teacher-related 
advice.  For example, on December 17th, Ruth said that she had attended a team 
leader meeting at her school where items were approved or disapproved on 
various teachers’ “wish lists.”  Sometimes timing for such expenditures could be 
critical, such as when a school discovers that a critical deadline has snuck up on 
them and that certain allocated funds will disappear if not used quickly, so there is 
a mad scramble to find out what teachers want.  Ruth said that on her own wish 
list, all of her items – over $1000 worth – had been approved.  She recommended 
to Frank that he make up such a list of that sort and have it ready at hand, because 
when an opportunity of that sort occurred, “if you already know what you’d like, 
there’s a good chance you’ll get it.” 
 
Change of Facilitators 
 In late January, Naomi transitioned out as this team’s WINGS facilitator 
and invited them to introduce themselves to Emily, their new facilitator.  Ruth 
sent a message greeting Emily and described herself and Frank: 
 
My mentee, Frank, and I teach at schools close in location.  We share 
ideas and equipment.  I love being able to share with Frank as he share 
with me.  I’m always anxious to learn new ideas! 
 
Emily sent a message back, introducing herself to the team. 
 The team resumed its exchange of communications, but things were 
apparently a bit more hectic for them during this time, since from February to 
mid-March (through spring break), there were only four messages between Ruth 
and Frank.   
Ruth sent messages with meeting reminders, P.E. teacher resources (such 
as contact information for a place where Frank could order ribbons for his 
upcoming Field Day), and P.E. curriculum-related ideas.  For example, on 
February 26, Ruth said,  
 
Are you ready for the Olympics?  I can hardly wait.  My students and I are 
going to make and post a graph in the gym of the gold, silver, and bronze 
medals won by the USA.  This helps integrate math into my curriculum.  I 
also teach the meaning of Olympics symbols such as the rings, flag, etc. 
 
Ruth’s messages also included a few personal comments, such as “I loved 
seeing your gym … last week.  I envy you with all that space!  I haven’t ever had 
any climbing devices except the ropes” and – as spring break approached – “I bet 
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you’re glad you decided to postpone your field day until after spring break … 
[That’s] less stressful.  Don’t forget to order your ribbons.” 
On February 27th, a week before spring break, Frank sent a response to 
Ruth: 
 
Spring break could not have come at a better time.  My enthusiasm and 
energy are nose diving.  It will be a great time for me to recharge for the 
last leg of my first year.  I haven't used the climbing equipment enough to 
really know if I like [it] or not.  I do, however, know that I need to put in a 
work order to move the ropes.  Thank you for the ribbon info.  I hope 
everything is going well at your campus.  Thanks for your continued 
support.  Talk to you later. 
 
Last Six Weeks 
 After spring break, as Ruth said in her next message, there were only nine 
more weeks left of the school year.  The communication patterns for the team 
during this period were similar to previous periods, with Ruth sending 
information of the sort that particularly applied to P.E. teachers.  For example, on 
March 18th, she sent a message about an important deadline coming up: 
 
About this time of year, each school receives a special warehouse list of 
items that can only be ordered once a year through the district.  It's called 
"The One-Time Order.”  Physical education equipment can be ordered at a 
discount through the district at this time.  Check with your office secretary 
to find out when the order is due. 
 
Several days later, on March 22, she included an update, supplying the deadline 
for this important order:  
 
The one-time order must be posted by your school secretary by Thursday, 
March 28.  Be sure to give your secretary enough time to post your order.  
If you haven't seen the order list yet, ask for it now.  It contains much 
equipment for physical education. 
 
 In an exchange on March 26th, Ruth reminded Frank about a variety of 
items that he had borrowed from her and said that she was hoping he could return 
those by May 1st so she could have her office materials ready to pack away for the 
summer.  These items included two books and three periodicals with suggestions 
for P.E. class activities, as well as a copy of the state physical education 
curriculum guidelines.  These would be the types of basic planning materials 
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needed by a P.E. teacher, like Frank, who was trying to find activities for his 
classes that would meet specific state-mandated curriculum needs.  Frank 
answered Ruth, saying that he had meant to return these borrowed resources to 
her when she had been on his campus recently for a P.E.-related professional 
development session, but had forgotten.  He joked, “my memory had failed me on 
numerous occasions this year,” and said he would certainly return those resources 
to her by May 1st. 
 
Having a Field Day 
 The next series of messages were of the same pattern:  Ruth sent most of the 
messages, including reminders about various ideas that Frank might want to 
consider as his Field Day activities were coming up soon (May 1st).  For example, 
on April 9th, she suggested that he would need to “notify your cafeteria manager, 
custodians, and school nurse,” since they could “be helpful on that day by 
providing special services you might need.”  She added that if he needed “to 
explain any details to your faculty, be sure to get on the agenda for a faculty 
meeting.”  She also suggested contacting a locally owned grocery store who 
might provide “assistance with ice and/or items to sell,” saying that they might 
also “give you a discount or provide free stuff.”  She offered to help as well, 
saying, “Give me a call or e-mail me if you need any assistance or equipment.”   
 In addition to planning for this big upcoming Field Day event, Ruth also 
included information about other considerations about the end of the year, which 
was also drawing near.    For example, a week before the Field Day event, she 
included the following note: 
 
Reminder -- start your inventory early (if one is required).  Don't wait until 
the last day to clean your equipment room.  Get students to help during 
your planning period.  You'll be glad you got everything in "ship-shape" 
order when the next school year begins.   
 
In personal comments, she also continued to be an encouraging coach, 
saying, for example, “You're almost there! Just a few more days and your first 
year of teaching will be ‘under your belt’!” 
 Ruth wrote, on May 2nd, “How did your field day go?  I’m sure it was super.  
I’m also sure you’re glad it’s over. <smile icon>”  The next day, Frank answered, 
“The day was great.  I was somewhat fearful that the day [started] behind 
schedule, because at 8:30 there seemed like sooo much still to do.”   
Ruth said that her Field Day had gone well, and that her school had made 
$361 from concessions and might have made more had they not run out of several 
items, such as “popcorn, pickles, and freezer pops.”  In Frank’s message, he said 
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his school had raised a similar amount.  He concluded with the comment, “Thanks 
for your continued support this year and I look forward to sitting down for dinner 
and talking about my ‘first year in a nutshell.’ 
There were few messages during May, since once the Field Day activities 
were done, the final school days got even more hectic.  Emily, the WINGS 
facilitator, messaged the team on May 9th, asking about their summer contact 
information -- a routine WINGS message before school ended, when some 
WINGS teachers might not have home computers and thus might not be able to 
send e-mail over the summer or else might be planning to change schools and thus 
render their former e-mail address inoperative.  The response to this request came 
in a message from Ruth, addressed to Frank, in which she gave him details about 
her plan to teach her usual summer sports session at the university during the 
summer, giving dates and times when she would be at the gym and saying he was 
welcome to “come by if you want.”  Clearly Frank and Ruth knew how to contact 
each other during the summer, and since it was clear, in context, that they would 
both be coming back to the same schools in fall, their WINGS contact information 
was as up to date as possible. 
 
Counting the Final Days  
As things got even more hectic with the school year ending, Ruth 
continued to use humor and personal encouragement in her messages to Frank, 
such as “Are you counting the days now?  Or, are you counting the hours? <smile 
icon>” and “I know you’re excited about completing your first year.  I’m sure 
you’ve done a great job with your students.”  Ruth also continued to include 
teacher-related suggestions, such as “It's almost over -- so keep up your good 
classroom management until the final bell rings or you'll regret it. <smile icon>”  
She suggested that, during the summer, Frank include a bit of time to “’regroup’ 
for the next year,” saying that he should “think about what you liked, didn’t like, 
and any other ideas you may want to incorporate into your next school year.”  In 
addition, Ruth included reminders and information about the kinds activities and 
district requirements that Frank would need to keep in mind in wrapping up the 
end of the school year.  For example, in her message on May 9th, she described -- 
or modeled, rather -- how she was wrapping up her year: 
 
I cleaned my storage area today to get a head start on ALL the final stages 
of closing the school year.  I'm going to try to tackle my office next week.  
When May 23 arrives, I'll be ready to leave for the summer.  I don't plan 
on working any extra hours or days after that. 
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On May 17th, in the last message exchange of the school year for this team 
(a week before the end of school), Ruth included the following: 
 
Reminder – clean now, use check-out procedures on your campus (don’t 
wait until the last minute to get appropriate signatures), get students to 
help, AND be ready to leave campus on May 23! 
 
Summer Break 
 During the summer, Ruth sent four messages to Frank.  The first, on July 
3rd, came half-way through the summer (which was the subject line) and was a 
fairly long message that included information about plans for the next school 
year, including that all physical education teachers in the district would be getting 
training for fitness testing that they would be doing in fall as well as plans for 
training of P.E. teachers to use CATCH (Coordinated Approach to Child Health) 
materials in their classrooms.  In addition, Ruth included some generally good 
teacher advice: 
 
As it gets closer to August, you might begin putting together ideas for 
implementation about procedures and year-long plans for this next school 
year. Use what worked well last year and revise what didn't work so well. 
Remember --the way you begin your school year with your students can 
have a lasting effect on your program throughout the entire year. It's 
always great to get off to a good start. <smile icon> 
 
She closed with the message that Frank should “let me know if you need any 
assistance and keep in touch.” 
 The other three summer messages from Ruth were shorter, and contained a 
bit more personal information (noting, for example, in a message on July 23, that 
she and her husband had just gotten back from a trip to Las Vegas where “he kept 
hitting jackpots and I kept cashing in his winnings. <smile icon>”).  Even these 
short summer messages, though, often included specific reminders, such as a date 
for a “P.E. workshop (optional) on Thursday, August 8,” at a specific elementary 
site, and adding “It should be awesome.  I’ve seen [the presenter] before, and he’s 
spectacular!” 
 
Start of the Second Year 
 As teachers returned for inservice sessions, Ruth sent a message to Frank 
saying, “How was your first day back at school?  We were in meetings all day, 
[and] I got tired of just sitting!  Hope to see you at [a session] tomorrow.”  She 
added some teacherly advice:  “Hope you’ve been thinking about bulletin board 
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ideas.  Plan ahead so you don’t have to go to school over the weekend’ <smile 
icon>” 
Ruth sent another message after students returned, asking Frank how his 
first two days of school had gone.  She gave some specific advice, saying that he 
should remember to use the first weeks of school “to set your rules, etc. in place.  
If you aren’t consistent with everything now, the rest of the year could be 
miserable.”  She said she was going to be doing the training for teachers (that she 
had described in her message on July 3rd) on her campus the next week, and said 
“I wish I knew when classroom teachers will receive their CATCH info and their 
equipment.” Clearly, the district had not sent teachers the boxes of CATCH 
information and materials that the teachers were supposed to have.  Since Frank 
was the only physical education teacher on his campus, presumably he was going 
to be expected to do the same training of teachers on his campus and was facing 
the same frustrating uncertainty about when the training materials would arrive.  
Thus Ruth’s message is, at least in some sense, a model of how a teacher could try 
to keep a relatively positive tone in the face of that kind of frustrating 
circumstance.  Ruth closed her message with the note, “Hope all is going well for 
you!  If you want, we could meet for lunch.” 
 
Checking the Communication Exchange 
Following this message, on August 26th, Emily the WINGS facilitator sent 
a message to the team, saying that she had noticed that “you send messages to 
Frank all the time and he doesn’t reply online.”  She asked if they were meeting 
face to face, and said that, “if so, I won’t worry about him.”   
Ruth answered that Frank had told her that he “appreciates my e-mails.  
He just doesn’t have a lot of time to respond.  We do visit at various physical 
education meetings.”  Emily replied, “I’m glad to hear that. <smile icon>  I’ll 
leave y’all alone to do your thing – it sounds like it’s working well.”  She added 
the comment that it was sometimes hard for a WINGS facilitator to be able to tell 
“whether things are ‘cool’ or there is a problem.  Thanks for helping me figure 
this one out!”  She added a postscript, saying “Frank, I’m happy to know you are 
with us even if I don’t ‘see’ you (online) very often! <smile icon>” 
Frank sent a message in response: 
 
I am glad that all are concerned about me. Sorry, Ruth and Emily. I am not 
really an "e-mail person.”  I like to read my e-mail, not reply with e-mail. I 
would rather have a conversation about things. I do think it’s a useful 
medium -- I just don't type fast nor can I truly say what I mean.  I am here 
and do appreciate everything Ruth has helped me with, although I don't 
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respond.  I will work harder to acknowledge that I received the message. 
Thanks again. 
 
Emily sent a message in response, saying that that she hoped she had not 
made Frank feel badly, and that she simply “wasn’t sure if you read your e-mail 
or not.”  However, it was clear that Ruth, “who knows you face to face, was much 
better at ‘reading’ you,” and that Ruth knew he was getting his messages.   
Emily responded to Frank’s comment that he was reading and appreciated 
Ruth’s messages, by saying: 
 
Thank you for letting me know how you feel! <smile icon> You are 
teaching me (and all of us at WINGS) that telementoring doesn't have to 
work the same way for everybody. We try to listen to what y'all say and 
let that shape how we run the program, but sometimes we forget and try to 
fit folks into the stereotypical mold of what new teachers are "supposed" 
to be like and what they need. We're still figuring out how all of this stuff 
works … and we are looking for ways to make the program more useful 
for y’all.  Thanks for your help! 
 
Frank and Ruth have continued to correspond in much the same pattern as 
they had the previous year.  Generally, Ruth sends about three messages to every 
one of Frank’s, meaning that he has actually increased his overall rate of 
communication via e-mail this year (the first year, the ratio was more like four or 
five to one), but this pattern of communication seems to work well for this team 
and neither one seems overly concerned, although Frank seems to have been left 
with the impression that, as he said when interviewed, that he had not “held up 
my end of the bargain as well as she has,” saying that he had struggled the first 
year, particularly, with a “lack of time or lack of energy.”   
 
Views on the Telementoring Experience 
Overall, however, when interviewed, Frank described his telementoring 
through WINGS as having been “a good experience.”  He said that it really 
helped him to have Ruth to correspond with, because there was no one else he 
could consult easily who taught the same subjects.  He said that, with his on-
campus mentor, “we basically just were able to talk about teaching in general.”  
Things were complicated with his on-campus mentor by the fact that, although 
they were on the same “team” (of special area teachers), “we have very, very 
different disciplines” and their classes differed greatly in “how we can incorporate 
things.”  He described his mentoring through the WINGS program as being more 
“content-specific” and explained how it worked as follows: 
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If I had any questions or if I needed an idea or I was having issues, I 
would just kind of drop her a line and she would address it.  She would 
never say I had to do it a certain way.  She just kind of sugar-coated it to 
just kind of give me some different ways to think about it, which was nice 
because she wasn’t very demanding.  You know, she wasn’t [saying] “My 
way is the only way to do it,”  she was like, “You can do it this way or you 
can do it this [other] way.  I’ve chosen to handle it this way because of…” 
[and she usually gave a reason].  She was very thorough, and I could tell 
that she wasn’t trying to force me one way or another, which was real 
nice.  She would e-mail me out of the blue and just kind of tell me things 
that were going on in her family, so she tried to establish a personal link, 
which I think is important with a mentor. 
 
He said that he really appreciated the way that he knew Ruth was offering 
help on whatever occurred to her that might help him.  He said that she knew the 
challenges faced by a first-year teacher and that “there would be times when she 
would e-mail me two or three times,” but that Ruth 
  
… wasn’t the kind of person who would get upset about me not returning 
an e-mail.  She would just throw out a lifeline.  If I wanted something, she 
was there; if I didn’t, she would still respond.  … <chuckles> You know, 
she wasn’t a person who only had a few lifelines to throw.  She was 
always throwing them. … You know, in your first year of teaching, when 
… you’re in a rut – and I was there, many times – it was nice to just kind 
of check my e-mail, not really looking for that, and seeing [a message 
from Ruth], and [saying] “All right!”  You know, that’s kind of nice.  It 
was nice, just … spontaneously receiving those e-mails …or I could go 
ask her something.  … It was nice having that support if I needed it. 
 
10. SUE -- [WINGS Team: sue-phyllis ] 
 
Background 
Sue was among the first group who signed up for WINGS telementoring, 
when the program was still in its inception.  Sue was, at that time (fall, 2000), an 
intern teacher in her last semester before graduating from the teacher preparation 
program at the university.  Because WINGS was so new, the WINGS Online 
Website was not yet online, and the database of mentors was not yet available in a 
form that would allow protégés to use it to pick their mentors.  Thus, instead of 
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using the online Website for WINGS, Sue was asked to use a paper-and-pencil 
application form.   
The questions Sue was asked were the same kinds of open-ended 
questions that were later part of the online routine application form for WINGS 
telementoring and were completed by all of the protégés who subsequently 
applied for WINGS mentors online [see Appendix  D: WINGS Application for 
Protégés and Mentors).  Since the WINGS Website was not yet online, the 
WINGS director read Sue’s completed application form and then selected – from 
the group of experienced teachers who had already volunteered to become online 
mentors – someone who seemed to fit Sue’s requirements for a mentor and who 
also shared Sue’s content area, high school math. 
Asked, on the application for WINGS Online telementoring, what kinds of 
assistance she would like to have an online mentor provide, Sue wrote: 
 
I am looking for a mentor who has a fresh perspective on effective 
teaching – one who is not so stuck in the traditional world of teaching 
strategies.  Someone with a lot of experience in teaching all of the 
different classes classified as “math” and has a large bank of lesson plans 
and lesson plan ideas that have worked well … Also, I would like 
someone who has ideas about alternative assessment. 
 
 Selected to be Sue’s mentor was Phyllis, a high school math teacher who 
was currently her school’s math department head and who had more than twenty 
years of teaching experience.  In her application to WINGS, Phyllis described, as 
one of her favorite learning activities, a math lab activity for learning about 
measurement in which her students used “grid paper to construct a rectangular 
solid” and then determined the area and the volume of the figure, comparing and 
contrasting these two measurements while referring to the figure they constructed.  
She said she liked this activity particularly because she liked the way that students 
enjoyed it and became involved.  Asked to identify characteristics of one of her 
best days at school, Phyllis said that she most liked days when “students 
understand what we are trying to accomplish” and feel “successful and happy” to 
the extent that it feels to them that “the class block went by fast.” 
 
Beginning of the WINGS Team 
 Phyllis sent the first message to Sue on the team’s e-mail list, introducing 
herself a bit to Sue, and describing her teaching situation in a large high school in 
a major city.  Several days later, Sue did the same, telling Phyllis about herself.  
She said that she was in her “student teaching semester,” and at the same time, 
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she was “trying to get that whole ‘graduation thing’ to work out,” completing and 
submitting all the paperwork for her December graduation from the university.   
 
Motivating Apathetic Students 
Sue told Phyllis that what she most wanted help with was finding ways to 
get her students motivated, since in the Geometry class, for example, she felt that 
the students were often “bored with the material,” even though Sue took pains to 
“steer very clear of a ‘lecture-style’ classroom.”  She described how she had tried 
a “variety of approaches to the material (large class discussion, small group work, 
individual work, etc.)” but thought that, in the end, it was the “subject matter they 
do not care about.”  She said she had tried looking at Web sites and had gone 
through the textbook for lesson ideas, but had had “a hard time finding interesting 
stuff.”  She said she had found things that interested her, but she did not think 
these materials would be sufficient to spark the interest of her students.  She also 
mentioned that she was interested in hearing Phyllis’s ideas about alternative 
assessment, such as how to use it and “what kinds of things are out there.”  She 
said she had been “using the traditional test/quiz format along with some portfolio 
writing,” and felt that some of her students would probably “thrive with different 
assessments.” 
 Phyllis replied several hours later, saying that she had encountered the 
same problems many times in her school’s Geometry classes, where there were 
ranges “from students with very weak math backgrounds to students with much 
potential, but no motivation.” She asked for a bit more information about Sue’s 
students and the class, such as what the students’ out-of-class interests were and 
Sue’s homework-assigning policy. 
 Sue answered a week or so later, saying that she had had problems with 
her computer at home and had not been able to check e-mail or write messages for 
several days.  She had used a computer in the school’s office, where she had gone 
to “get a file so I can reformat the hard drive of my computer at home,” and ” 
wanted Phyllis to know that she was planning to answer her and resume 
correspondence as soon as her technical problems were resolved and apologized 
for the delay.  Phyllis responded that there were “no apologies necessary,” and 
that she had been in the same situation before.  Sue also said that the recent period 
of time had been, comparatively, “perhaps the most stressful” of her 
undergraduate career. 
 
Ideas for a Challenging Class 
 Several days later (Monday, November 19th), Sue said that she was glad 
that she had finally had “a moment to think,” explaining complications she had 
encountered with her computer, on which “the motherboard … was fried.”  
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Fortunately, she was able to return it to the shop where she purchased it, since it 
was “still under warranty,” to have it repaired.   
Sue then described her students and her class, saying that the school in 
which she was doing her apprentice teaching was “the closest thing [her city] has 
to an ‘inner-city’ school,” with the majority of the students of “low 
socioeconomic status.”  Sue said that the practical issues she encountered were 
that, first, “there are major issues with attendance” in the class, explaining that -- 
although there were 24 students enrolled in her Geometry class --“I usually have 
fewer than 15 actually show up each day.”  The second problem was the wide 
range of abilities of the students.  The class covered ninth to eleventh grade 
students, with “three or four very strong students, a dysgraphic student ([who] has 
trouble writing and … interpreting what is written),” one student whose 
“experience in Algebra was VERY weak” and whom Sue was tutoring “about four 
hours a week either before school or during lunch,” and abilities of the rest of the 
class “about mid-range.”   
In general, it seemed that Sue found the students’ interests hard to discern.  
They did not seem to be involved in many extracurricular activities.  Some 
worked, some were “involved in the ROTC program,” and a few were “involved 
in after-school sports.” 
 Sue also provided information about her homework practices, saying that 
she gave homework, on average, every other day.  She said she had had to be 
“flexible with deadlines, because it seems to take many of the students a while to 
complete the assignments.”  She said that, in class, she generally used activities 
and that she tried to use as many “hands-on” activities as possible, because her 
students would “tune out if it is just me up in the front talking.”  She gave the 
name of the textbook her class was using for Geometry, and said that she liked the 
text since it “provides lots of investigations for the students to work on and allows 
them to come up with their own conjectures.” 
There was no response for several days, and finally Emily, the teams 
WINGS facilitator, wrote to tell Sue that Phyllis’s school was off for the entire 
week for Thanksgiving, so Sue might not hear back from her telementor until the 
following week, when classes resumed.   (Emily knew, from the team members’ 
contact information, that Phyllis’s primary e-mail address was her school 
address.) 
 When Phyllis returned, she sent a quick message (December 5th), 
acknowledging Sue’s e-mail, but saying that she was over-committed and would 
get back to Sue’s question as soon as she could.  However, it actually took a week 
before Phyllis messaged back, saying that she had found a Web site for new math 
teachers that had many ideas that seemed as if they might be useful for Sue 
(http://people.clarityconnect/webpages/terri/terri.html). 
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 Sue answered back on December 14th, saying that she was preparing to 
graduate, and that she had a job teaching math, which she would begin January 
2nd.  The team did not communicate over the winter break. 
 
Starting a First Teaching Assignment 
 On January 6th, Sue e-mailed a message about her first teaching situation, 
saying “I have officially completed my first three days of teaching, and I haven’t 
lost my mind yet!”  She was teaching Algebra I to primarily ninth graders, but 
with some sophomores and juniors included as well.   
Although Sue realized that it was a “challenge” to be “walking into a class 
that has been taught by five or six teachers throughout the first semester,” it 
seemed that many of her new students were “frustrated” because they had 
“learned next to nothing” from the series of substitutes who had been teaching the 
class.  Apparently concerned that they would be unprepared to advance to 
Algebra II, Sue’s students actually “gave me a round of applause when I said that 
I would be their permanent teacher.”  These students, who were applauding the 
prospect of having a good, permanent teacher for their class, certainly sounded 
like they might be more conscientious students than those whom Sue had dealt 
with in her student teaching assignment, who were too often absent or, when 
actually in class, seemed unprepared with their assignments or uninterested in the 
topic of math.  Sue also had a positive response to her new colleagues, saying that 
the math “department has been extremely supportive.”  Overall, Sue said, “I think 
I will like it there.” 
Phyllis answered back (Jan. 8), saying that they had a similar situation in 
their school, with a new teacher “taking over after two others have left.”  As 
department head, Phyllis was apparently trying to help the new teacher get 
oriented, since she said that “the new teacher is a little overwhelmed today.”  
However, Phyllis said, “thank goodness there are teachers [who] want to help.  
Where would the kids be if no adult chose to take on the problem?”  She said that 
she, for one, wanted to thank Sue for “rescuing” the students in her classes and 
that, although “they might not show it at first, but they will appreciate your 
efforts.”  Phyllis said for Sue to let her know “if I can help.” 
 
Testing, Testing 
 The team did not communicate for almost four weeks, but the messages 
exchanged in mid-February show the concerns with which they were preoccupied 
– the TAAS tests.  Phyllis sent the first message in this series on Feb. 22, saying, 
“Sue – now that TAAS is over, what are you going to do? “ and gave her own 
joking response to that question, mimicking a well-known advertising campaign, 
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“Go to Disney World!”  She followed this jest with the comment, “I’m too tired to 
go anywhere,” and asked how Sue was doing. 
Sue answered back several days later (Feb. 25), answering Phyllis’s 
question about how things were going by saying, “AHHHHHHHH!  I am going 
insane!  No, but really, I do think I’m losing a little of my mind.”  She explained 
that, although most of her students were freshmen and were thus not taking the 
TAAS tests, she “tried to actually get things done during TAAS week,” which – 
as she described it -- was “a big mistake.”  By this, she apparently meant that her 
students did not respond well to being asked to work in a normal manner in her 
class, since she followed this remark with the comment that students “were 
watching movies in all of their other classes,” which she described as making her 
“look and feel like a horrible, mean monster of a teacher.”  In general, though, she 
said that in terms of teaching, things were “all right,” although she said she felt 
“like my entire life has become teaching,” and that this was “a bad thing because I 
am beginning to fell a little burned out.”  She said she would write Phyllis again 
“when I feel less pessimistic.” 
Two days later (Feb. 27), Phyllis responded with a fairly long message, 
saying – in an apparent reference to Sue’s comment that she felt pessimistic -- “I 
remember these feelings you are having.  They go away.”  Phyllis also 
commented that she had had a similar experience to what Sue was having in terms 
of teaching consuming all of her time, saying, “As a first year teacher, I had NO 
life.”  Phyllis explained that what she did was to find a mentor and “latch onto 
her,” then corrected herself and said that she had actually had two mentors – one 
for her math content area and one (an English teacher) who helped her cope with 
classroom management issues in the following manner: 
 
She had me get a spiral notebook and keep a journal at the end of the day 
of things that drove me crazy. … Then I went to other teachers and asked 
them how they handled each issue. … Then, in the summer, I read all this 
and made decisions about how I wanted to manage my class [in future, 
and as a result], I had a very successful and less stressful second year. … 
Classroom management is more than classroom discipline.  It is 
management of procedures, classroom routines, assignments, hall passes, 
paperwork, …. of all the things that rob you of your sanity. 
 
Phyllis ended with the encouragement “Hang in there.  It gets better.”  A 
week or so later (Mar. 9), Sue answered back, saying that she was “in a little 
better mood” because spring break was starting the next day, and that -- 
“considering the circumstances,” meaning presumably that she had begun 
teaching mid-year, which is always a challenge – things, overall, were “going 
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pretty well.”  She still felt that she spent “too much time either at or thinking 
about work,” and said that she was trying to find ways to keep teaching from 
taking over all of her available time. 
 
Tardiness and Class Management Ideas 
 There were several brief messages exchanged from mid-March to mid-
April, such as a message at the end of March from Phyllis reporting that her 
school only had five seniors who had not yet passed the math TAAS tests, and 
said their school was “thrilled” with the results.  She asked Sue, “Do you need 
anything?”  In another brief message (April 3), Phyllis asked Sue if she knew 
another math teacher who taught in Sue’s school district at a different high school, 
and who apparently had some interesting and creative approaches to math.   
On April 17th, Sue replied, saying to Phyllis, “Sorry it has taken me a 
while to get back to you.”  She said that she was not acquainted with the person 
that Phyllis had asked her about, but that she had checked the other high school’s 
Web site and could not find a list of teachers or their e-mail listings.  She said, 
“Things are going fairly well.  I finally feel as if I am getting into the swing of 
things.”  Sue had a question for Phyllis:  “What do you do about tardies?  I seem 
to have walked into a situation where there are a lot of them.”  Sue asked if 
Phyllis knew of a way to deal with the tardies that was “effective and doesn’t 
waste too much of my [class] time.” 
Phyllis answered back promptly and said that she had come up with her 
own method of dealing with tardies, giving her students “class participation 
coupons” that she counted as 15% of their grade per grading period.  Each day 
that students came to class and participated, they got 5 to 10 points.  Students who 
were tardy had to “forfeit half of the points” for that day, and Phyllis said, “They 
hate that!”  Once students had collected four coupons, they got to “add up all their 
points and multiply by three,” meaning that if they had four coupons at a 
maximum of ten points each, their highest possible score would be 120 points, 
and – as Phyllis said – “They love that.”  However, Phyllis said she generally did 
not let this participation score cause a student to fail.  Phyllis offered to send Sue 
the coupon template. 
Sue answered back a week later (April 24), that she would like to see the 
participation coupons.  Phyllis answered quickly, giving Sue the URL for the Web 
page that showed the template she used.  Each page contained a layout of 12 
coupons, each of which looked like the following figure.  
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Figure 1.  Class Participation Coupon. 
 
Name 
_____________________________________ 
 
Skills that you need to work on: 
[  Be prepared                                    [  Listen carefully 
[  Begin immediately                         [  Keep a positive attitude 
[  Follow instructions                        [  Show initiative 
[  Use time wisely                              [  Respect others / Be 
polite 
[  Speak appropriately                        [  Stay on task / 
Persevere 
 
Points Earned 
 
0 
 
5 
 
10 
Other:  
  
 
Phyllis said that she first printed off a master set of template pages and 
wrote all of her students’ names on the coupons.  Then, from this master copy, she 
could just photocopy additional sets for daily use, cutting the coupons apart with a 
paper cutter.  She said that this class participation grade was one that she could 
use to “reward students [who] are always doing what they are supposed to be 
doing,” and that “they appreciate that.” 
 Sue replied that she liked the coupons, and said that it seemed like “a 
really good idea to put the comments on there so they know what they need to do 
to be better.”  She asked, however, “How do you keep it from taking up a lot of 
class time, though?”  Sue remarked that class time was “what I need the most of.” 
 Phyllis explained how her system worked.  She said that as soon as the 
class bell rang, she would close and lock her door, and “the tardy people wait” 
outside in the hall.  Meanwhile, she would greet the class, get them going on a 
quick warm-up activity, and give out the coupons – which she has “presorted by 
rows or groups so that it only takes about one minute to hand them out.”  Then 
she unlocks the door and lets the tardy people in.  She said that these students who 
are tardy to class “have to sign in,” and that as they are doing this, she hands them 
a coupon with points reduced by half.  As Phyllis described it, this system was 
fairly simple and speedy to use in dealing with tardies. 
 Phyllis said that she had used as variety of methods for students to 
“redeem” their “coupons.”  For example, she said that in her math lab (a class for 
TAAS remediation), she would collect the points after the students had 
accumulated four coupons, which would count for a total as high as 120 points.  
In her Algebra II class, however, Phyllis awarded “point for point,” meaning that 
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“if a student made a 70 on an assignment” and stapled coupons worth 30 points to 
the assignment, the grade for that assignment was 100.  On tests, the coupons 
“counted two for one,” meaning that “if a student made a 70 on a test,” and 
stapled coupons worth 30 points to the paper, the grade would be an 85.  Phyllis 
said that students generally “accumulated 150 points in a six weeks, with a 
maximum of 30 points (half of 60) to be added to the tests.”  Phyllis said that she 
set a policy of awarding points “each six weeks,” since it was often necessary to 
“change [the system] as they get better.”  She gave the example that her Algebra 
II students tended to be more mature and better able to manage their own points, 
while the math lab class “as a whole would not be able to manage that.” 
 
Time Flies 
 There was no exchange of messages for the team the last couple of weeks 
of the school year.  During the summer, the two checked in with one another, 
telling about their teaching assignments for fall and agreeing that summer was 
whizzing by too fast.   
Sue said that she was “looking forward to the [next] school year” and that 
she had “had some time to think about how last semester went,” when she began 
teaching mid-year.  She said she thought that the situation would be “pretty 
different when I get the kids from the beginning” of the year.  She commented 
that, at least at one point in the previous semester, she had thought that maybe she 
did not want to continue teaching, but told Phyllis, as she was looking forward to 
the next year, “I am glad I made the choice to go back, because so many people 
give up so soon (not that I don’t see why – it’s a hard job!)”  
 Mid summer, Sue was invited to attend a WINGS meeting, and generously 
agreed to come and tell the advisory board about her experiences with 
telementoring, which she generally said had been useful to her, although she had 
been so busy – as a new, mid-year teacher -- that she did not feel she had time to 
do as much communicating with her telementor as she might have.   
In August, as her school returned to inservice sessions, Sue asked to go to 
an “as needed” basis.  There were some technical difficulties that intervened with 
Phyllis, whose e-mail address changed and who could not send messages to the 
team address until her new e-mail address was added.  Because the team had 
slowed down on their communication frequency, the discovery of the problem 
with Phyllis’s e-mail address and the rectification of the problem took a relatively 
long time.  
In mid-October, Phyllis sent a “How’s it going?” message.  Sue replied 
two weeks later, saying that she was having a troubling time with her Algebra I 
students, who all seemed to lack motivation.  Other teachers had told Sue that her 
students were the “low-end freshmen,” and she said that she couldn’t stand to do 
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as other teachers had said they had done, just “pad their grades.”  She asked 
Phyllis, “How have you dealt with this for so many years?” 
Phyllis responded that she was so sorry to hear that Sue was having those 
problems and said that she sympathized: “I have been there.”  Phyllis said that 
when she last had an unmotivated bunch like Sue had, she discovered that her 
students “loved games,” and so she had made “a contest out of regular stuff.”  She 
would give the “winner at the end … a BlowPop or some little something,” and 
joked, “They will work for food!”  This approach seemed to get the disinterested 
students engaged while they were in class, but Phyllis said that her “biggest 
problem was attendance.  If I could get them to class, I could get something out of 
them.”  It was a lot of work to do, Phyllis said, but there was some improvement 
in student engagement if you could “make it fun.” 
No further messages were exchanged by the team until late February, 
when Phyllis sent a message asking how things were going.  Sue replied, saying 
that she was sorry she had not written, but that she had had “a lot going on,” 
having recently moved to a new apartment.  She said that she kept having up and 
down times at school and said she had begun “to write in a journal (just for 
teaching thoughts).”  She said that she felt that her job was “making me bipolar – 
incredibly happy and content one week and ready to quit and give up the next.”  
She said she had decided on a course of action – that she would teach for “one 
more year – no matter how bad things may get for me.”  Then, at the end of that 
next year, she would “allow myself to take a step back and really evaluate” 
whether teaching was what she wanted to do “for the rest of my life.”   She asked 
Phyllis if the emotional ups and downs see-saw was something that ended: “Does 
that feeling go away?” 
Phyllis answered that “Yes!  The feeling does go away.”  She described 
the adaptation as a process, that “you start to realize what is in your control and 
what is not” and that “you also learn to head off problems” by seeing difficulties 
arise before they really manifest themselves.  She said she was glad to hear that 
Sue planned to give it at least one more year.  Phyllis said that she had gotten 
some ideas from watching her daughter’s coaches and some “black preachers” 
whom she had stumbled across while watching television, because “they really 
know how to inspire” and that she had watched one particular preacher “a 
wonderful speaker,” who really knew “how to reach people.”  Phyllis said she 
knew she couldn’t “adopt his style of presentation,” but had found it instructive to 
“listen to how he hooks his audience into involved listening.”  She said that that 
particular goal was what she was focusing on learning how to do in her classes, 
since her students most needed to know how to “listen actively, learn, and store 
the information so they can retrieve it to solve problems,” particularly if they had 
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do solve problems on demand, as they would need to do to pass the newest 
standardized exit tests. 
In early April, the team exchanged messages when Phyllis wrote Sue 
about finding and contacting several people who were connected with the 
university Sue had attended who were listed as curriculum consultants on the 
state’s new math “curriculum alignment plans,” saying that she was most 
interested in the Math Models and Applications scope and sequence.  Sue 
answered quickly, proving a contact e-mail for one of the coordinators.  Sue 
added that “things here are pretty good and I am looking forward to teaching 
something in addition to Algebra I next year,” since that could give her a broader 
view that might allow her to “enjoy this age-group more instead of getting 
frustrated by them.  They really are great people, and I am beginning to get the 
sense about what battles to choose.  <smile icon>”  Phyllis answered back and 
said, “Guess what?  I’m going to teach Algebra I next year.  I volunteered so that 
I can help get that program back on track.  I hope you will be there for me next 
year!”  Sue answered back, jokingly, “Anytime you need help, let me know! 
<smile icon>” 
Near the end of school, the team exchanged information about their next 
year’s assignments.  Sue said she was teaching “two classes of Algebra I and 
three of Geometry” and she was also going to be the senior class sponsor.  There 
was not much exchange of information from the team during the fall 2002 
semester.  In January of 2003, they did a quick bit of catch-up messaging.  Phyllis 
said that her Algebra I students were “soooooo sweet … BUT their algebra skills 
are awful.  They really need work.”  She said she was trying to plan creative 
lessons.  Sue answered back, saying that she was “doing very well,” and said “I 
always LOVE the spring semester!”  She said she had not decided exactly why she 
felt that way, but explained: 
 
Maybe it’s because I know my students that much better, there is that 
much less paperwork and fewer kids getting schedule changes, there is not 
such a diversity in ability level (I like to think that I have caught the lower 
[skilled] ones up at least a little) –  
 
She joked that, in spring semester, “the fact that there are more vacations doesn’t 
hurt!”  She added that if the whole school year were like spring, “there would be 
no doubt in my mind that I would teach forever.  It’s just that beginning of the 
year stuff I dread.” 
 
The team continues to correspond on an irregular, but clearly friendly basis.
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Appendix I: Samples of Categories and Themes 
 
The following is an in-progress set of notes, showing how the codes were grouped 
and defined in the process of collating them into themes. 
 
1.  Safety issues – related to choice of WINGS and expressed desire (or 
preference) for an online mentor  [reasons why they choose WINGS] 
These issues relate to the choice of this avenue (WINGS telementoring) 
for finding someone to confide in – every one of the participants expressed 
their concerns about confiding in people at their campus not being “safe” -
- not fear of bodily harm, but feeling of being “unsafe” in the sense that 
they fear that their f2f mentors (esp. assigned f2f mentors) or their 
administrators at the school are not “safe” to trust with their learning-to-
teach concerns, on two specific levels: 
a. personal vulnerability 
fear that asking for help reveals professional weakness, flaws (part 
of school culture, but also new teachers’ own fears or concerns 
that they will be perceived as “flawed” if they reveal weakness 
(good example is Camie’s fear of letting her admin. see her 
behavior mod. sheet on this one disruptive student for fear that 
they would think that his misbehavior reflected badly on her own 
classroom management) 
b. “political” connections 
fears that there may be personal connections or “power lines” that 
the new teacher does not see, being new to the campus and the 
school system, but that if she complains about someone (e.g., 
students or other teachers), it may have adverse repercussions by 
having that information fall into the hands of those who might use 
that information in a way that might increase problems for her, 
particularly in a “who’s on whose side” manner (i.e., Jennifer’s 
problem with having the son of local high school principal in class 
but fearing to discuss this with her f2f mentor, who was seen as 
supportive, but might (as 20-yr. veteran teacher in the district) 
know the principal personally and side with the misbehaving kid 
due to that long-term professional connection)  
 
2.  Professional help and personal support – related to needs of protégés [what 
it is they want from WINGS online mentors] 
These are issues related to both professional help (i.e., directly related to 
classroom issues) as well as to personal or emotional support (i.e., 
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induction-period needs that feel personal to the protégés, often related to 
the process of “constructing an image of oneself as teacher,” becoming a 
full-fledged “member of the profession” and so on) – also involves a 
recognition by the protégés that they do need help (and recognition of this 
need may, itself, represent a special kind of emotional intelligence, in that 
it represents metacognition in terms of self as learner and help-seeking) 
a. professional help 
asking for help with specific professional concerns, such as 
specific questions about classroom management issues (e.g., Linda 
Z.: “What do you do the first day of school?) as well as specific 
questions about lesson plans; differentiating student lessons (e.g., 
how to do GT, sp.ed., reg. lessons for science units); handling 
parent phone calls (D-A), complaints (H-C), and conferences (J-C: 
“first, listen – then you can make your case”), etc. 
b. evaluative help 
this involves new teachers’ concerns about having someone whom 
they can ask “how am I doing?” kinds of questions (i.e., they feel 
“exposed” when they open themselves up to this kind of input (see 
“vulnerability” above), but this is somewhat different, because 
they’re asking for and aware that they need this kind of input 
(whereas with assigned f2f mentors, for example, they feel the 
school perceives them as flawed and needing help – they see that 
as a threat to their jobs, usually – whereas here, they’re the ones 
identifying their own needs and they’re selecting the source of that 
support because they know they need it, but feel safer in asking for 
it) 
c. emotional support 
this is relational help – its presence or its effectiveness is very 
much affected by their feeling that they have a good and/or 
personal relationship with their mentor (which is why this aspect of 
support is rarely satisfied by the online discussion-board kind of 
help for new teachers services – that’s an “ask a question, get an 
answer” kind of help that’s somewhat useful for the professional 
question type of support, but doesn’t satisfy this common internal 
need of new teachers) –  this personal support involves a degree of 
caring from the mentors that the protégés find reassuring (see 
Gold; Lisa Goldstein; and Nel Noddings) – it’s connected to their 
being involved in a very personal connection with a current and 
successful member of the profession (they feel more personally 
“welcomed” into the profession)  
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d. personalized support 
each of the mentoring situations online is very much 
“personalized” (i.e., the mentor is selected personally by the 
protégé, there’s a private conversation between them, etc.)  -- the 
“support” offered in this specific environment is very much “tailor-
made” for the protégé (like in the Guy Clark lyric – “love is always 
hand-made”), as shown in aspects such as how they “negotiate” 
between the lines about their relationship and what the protégé 
needs and gets from the mentor (which, uniquely in WINGS as 
compared to other forms of support for novice teachers, is set by 
the protégé for the protégé) – it can be seen at work in all the 
conversations as they begin (this is what Emily is researching right 
now) in terms of what they talk about (shouldn’t go into major 
detail about it, but a good example of this across cases is how the 
protégés’ varied considerably in picking up or not picking up 9/11 
topics introduced by the mentors – some did not talk about it at all 
(team 4), some protégés (team 1) ignored personal connection info 
supplied by mentors (suggesting, in effect, “let’s not talk about that 
topic” (i.e., C telling J about his brother’s near miss in being late 
for work in the twin towers – totally not discussed by J); or else 
discussing personal connection mentioned by mentor (i.e., A (team 
5) bringing up topic of woman she knew killed on plane that hit the 
Pentagon, topic picked up and discussed by protégé), the 
“personalization is also seen in the particular “rhythm” of their 
exchanges (i.e., seems like with each team, there’s one main factor 
– a sense of purpose or a perception of appropriate pace-setting for 
exchanges -- that seems to “drive” most of the correspondences, 
like (team 1) J-C’s is the weekly calendar, (team 2) H-C’s is 
incident-driven, (team 3) M-H is spurred by classroom practice-
related questions, (team 4) M-A is incident-driven, but A gets 
nervous on about a two-week cycle if she hasn’t heard from M, 
(team 5) D-A is incident driven, etc.  [of course some of this is that 
this WINGS exchange has a definite time clock – if there’s not a 
regular two-week exchange, then the facilitator starts stepping in] 
3.  Technical connections and facilitations -- [aspects of WINGS being online 
that affect the communications between protégés and mentors] 
These are issues related to the various tech problems in setting up and 
maintaining the telecommunication channels between protégés and 
mentors as well as the role of facilitation in making sure those channels 
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are open and messages are being exchanged – keeping the ball rolling is 
far more critical than I realized 
a. tech help 
big surprise to me is how much this really is a major factor – we’re 
only talking about email here!   It’s supposedly not all that difficult 
to send plain old e-mail!  But the school servers, software, email 
hosts, etc. can all develop into problems (and these occurred more 
often and with greater impact than I would ever have expected) – 
stated another way, there was no team that did not have any 
technical difficulties that, at least at one point, interrupted 
communications – and at some point, the majority of these teams 
got “off the reservation” (switched to private email addresses off 
the WINGS exchange, used surface mail (esp. to send packages of 
stuff (mentor to protégé in 2 teams) or Christmas cards (M-A, team 
4), phone calls, or met f2f – either because of frustration with tech 
problems or just in a desire to get in closer contact with one 
another 
b. facilitation 
although the roles of facilitators was “hidden” for the most part, 
there’s no question that the facilitators served a critical role in 
keeping the ball rolling (esp. prodding occasionally to be sure that 
there were no major tech problems – if the facilitators didn’t prod, 
the mentors or the protégés would have lost the connection and 
really wouldn’t have known why it was lost, whereas if the 
facilitators couldn’t communicate with one or both members of the 
team, they had other ways of re-connecting, like they had contact 
phone numbers and they could call, etc.) 
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Appendix J: Samples of Peer Debriefing Communications 
 
I had two peer debriefing groups with whom I met during the course of 
completing this dissertation.  The help of the members of these groups was 
invaluable to me, particularly when few others I knew in the doctoral program 
were coping with these same challenges at this time, and few friends and relatives 
understood why I was so preoccupied or the kinds of demands on my time and 
attention that I felt I had to devote to completing the dissertation.  I had never 
really experienced this kind of collaborative, supportive, reflective group work 
before, but now I cannot imagine how anyone could successfully negotiate the 
personal (emotional) and intellectual or academic challenges and stress without 
such a group with whom to work. 
I met with the first group – whose members included Cody Brady, 
Carolyn Awalt, Nancy Miller, Archie Wortham, Victoria de la Garza, and Mark 
Christal – during the time when I was writing and defending my dissertation 
proposal.  Original members of this first group (Cody, Nancy, Carolyn, and me) 
typically met for approximately two hours every two weeks during the period 
from September 2000 to September 2001.  Two members graduated during that 
time (Cody and Nancy) and the group subsequently added members (Archie, 
Victoria, and Mark) and continued meeting regularly, with meetings typically 
held every two weeks and running at least two hours from September 2001 
through September 2002.  Overall, we tended to act as a support group for one 
another, since the members were primarily engaged in the process of preparing 
their dissertation proposals and had ideas to discuss, but had little written yet.  
Various members of the group commented that having to report to other members 
regularly about their progress, their anticipated next steps, and their timetable for 
completing these steps helped them move forward through the process more 
expeditiously than they felt they ever would have done on their own.  Once the 
group members began writing their proposals, we also provided material help to 
one another by reviewing, commenting on, and editing one another’s drafts of 
their research summaries and other paperwork as well as – for the members who 
passed the proposal stage and began their research – reviewing and commenting 
on preliminary coding schemes, definitions of codes, and cross-case themes 
arising from their research.  As members began writing up their findings, these 
were reviewed as well.  
The second group – whose members include Courtney Glazer and Laurie 
Williams – had been meeting previous to my joining them (i.e., during their own 
writing and defense of their proposals).  I joined this group, and we typically met 
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every week from October 2002 through June of 2003.  This was a much more 
intensely focused group, since we three had several characteristics we shared:  
• we all had the same dissertation chair (Dr. Judi Harris);  
• we had all taken research methods courses together and – despite a 
few minor differences in our research studies – were conducting 
our dissertation research in the same general paradigm; and  
• we all had defended our proposals and were following the same 
general timetable for completing and defending our dissertations.  
In addition to meeting face to face during the regular peer group meetings, 
the members also sent one another frequent e-mail messages. 
This peer group was of great help.  Like the previous group, we supported 
and encouraged one another – and held one another to account for keeping to the 
schedule we had set for completing our work.  In addition, because of the 
similarity of our understandings about research quality and how quality research 
should be conducted, we were able to offer one another a variety of suggestions, 
such as ideas for finding resources or ways to approach a difficult issue from 
another angle.   
The following is a sample of minutes from one of the meetings of this peer 
group.  After that, there is a sample of the e-mail messages that this peer group’s 
members exchanged. 
 
Sample of Minutes from Peer Debriefing Meeting 
Meeting date: March 4, 2003 
Time: 11-1  
 
(We met a half-hour earlier than usual because Courtney had a meeting scheduled 
with one of her committee members at 1:30 and needed to leave a bit of travel 
time to get to campus.  I picked up Laurie at her house and brought her to the 
meeting, since she’s still recovering from the knee surgery and isn’t quite 
comfortable with driving yet.) 
 
Courtney reported that she’s deep into re-organizing her chapter 5 to present a 
better and more coherent picture of distributed emotion in action.  Of course, it’s 
frustrating to have to fall back and regroup, especially at this point (when the urge 
is just to push on and get done with it).  However, Judi apparently gave her some 
really good suggestions, and Court feels that – now that she has gotten a good 
start at the new approach – she’s going to be able to take advantage of the 
opportunity to make her case stronger. 
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Laurie reported that she, too, is in the midst of organizing her chapter 5.  She had 
sent, via e-mail, her list of overall themes to Court and me during the previous 
week.  I had said that I thought nine overall themes was a bit big – kind of an 
unwieldy batch – and suggested that she group these nine themes into fewer, 
bigger categories.  For example, her theme one was “communicating with others” 
and theme two was “crossing borders” (involving awareness of similarities and 
differences between teachers communicating with one another while engaged in 
doing online projects with their students in conjunction with other, distant 
classrooms).  My suggestion was to group these into a larger category, something 
like “communication connections and their effects.”  In the next group would be 
Laurie’s themes three (“informing others”), four (“learning as we go”), five 
(“interweaving online projects into the curriculum”), and six (“snowballing” – 
which I suggested giving a more carefully descriptive title, like “expanding 
connections to the curriculum”).  My suggestion was to group these four themes 
into a category such as “projects as shared learning opportunities.”  The next 
group of themes were theme seven (“teacher support”) and eight (“trials and 
tribulations”).  I thought these might be grouped into a category of “barriers and 
supports for classroom projects.”  And the final theme – theme nine (“project 
impact on motivation and enrichment”) – could stand alone as its own group, 
since it sums up the effects of the projects the teachers did with their students.  
Laurie liked these suggestions when we exchanged e-mail messages, and during 
our (face-to-face) meeting, she showed Court and me how she planned to group 
and organize her chapter 5.  Laurie said that she didn’t want to change the overall 
themes (the nine main themes she had e-mailed to us) too much because her 
dissertation committee had already seen and approved of them in the defense of 
proposal meeting.  However, she thought that grouping them would be helpful. 
Court agreed. 
 
Manuscripts were exchanged.  We’d been doing round-robin edits.  Laurie had 
previously sent me her chapter 4, which I had reviewed, providing some editing 
suggestions and feedback.  I returned that edited manuscript to her at the meeting.  
Laurie, meanwhile, had edited Court’s chapter 4, and she returned that edited 
manuscript to Court.  I had hoped to have chapters 4 and 5 ready, but my chapter 
4 (the new-teacher case studies) is just gargantuan at present – about 200 pages!) 
and I just didn’t get finished.  I’ve been adding the sub-headings into each of the 
cases, and it’s taking me longer than I anticipated.  We’re all meeting tomorrow 
night (we were being guest speakers in Dr. Barufaldi’s class on Contemporary 
Problems in Science), so I told Court that I hoped to have at least chapter 5 to her 
by then.   
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Court suggested that the sheer length of my chapter 4 might mean that I’m putting 
too much into it – in length, that is.  Court made the point that the cases she’d 
seen so far (I’d sent her two of the ten as e-mail attachments to check out and see 
how I was putting these together) probably didn’t contain enough real analysis 
interwoven with the narrative of each teacher’s experience.  Uh-oh.  That sounds 
like a good point.   
 
 Sample of E-Mail Exchanges Among Peer Debriefing Group Members 
The following e-mail messages have been edited in order to focus on those 
portions of the messages that relate directly to the peer group members’ 
dissertation research and writing.  The e-mail messages listed below are from the 
time period immediately following the peer debriefing meeting described in the 
minutes above.  (Note:  The reflexive journal entries in Appendix K cover some 
of this same time period, as well.) 
 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
Date: Tuesday, March 04, 2003 6:20:50 pm 
From: Courtney Glazer 
To:  Lynda Abbott 
        Laurie Williams 
Subject:  Meeting with [dissertation committee member] 
 
Howdy, 
 
Everything went well with [dissertation committee member]. She did get a little 
stuck on the idea that I need to establish "boundaries" to distributed emotion –
something that came up in the defense also. She wanted me to explain in chapter 4 
where distributed emotion ISN'T as much as explaining where it IS.  I explained 
again that it's everywhere so long as you have a group, yadda yadda yadda. She 
was satisfied with making sure that my research focus is looking at the conditions 
in which d.e. [distributed emotion]occurs in this context. Not a problem. 
 
I also got [another dissertation member’s] comments and he liked it. He was 
surprised that I had direct comments from the students on a lot of the things. 
 
Court 
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----------------------------------------------------------- 
Date: Tuesday, March 04, 2003 10:33:44 pm 
From: Laurie Williams  
To:  Lynda Abbott 
Subject:  Thanks! 
 
Lynda, 
 
Thanks, I just finished updating 4!  [Note: This is in response to my edits on her 
manuscript I returned the previous day at the peer debriefing meeting.] 
 
I also took each update case and redid the individual case studies. :-) 
 
Laurie 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
From: Lynda Abbott 
To:  Courtney Glazer 
Subject:  God speed, first reader! 
 
Hi, Court. 
 
I'm working (at what feels like glacial speed) on finishing the new version of 
chapter 4.  And – there’s some good news – at least I think so!  As I got up this 
morning – having gone to bed ruminating about ideas I need to include in the 
“boiled down” version of chapter 4 – I thought of a bunch of ideas from chapter 4 
that segue into chapter 5.  I tried to scribble all that stuff down before I forgot it.  
Maybe big epiphanies are fairly memorable, but the "little epiphanies" -- like the 
little dust-motes of ideas that I was catching glimpses of -- tend to be alarmingly 
ephemeral!  So -- I'm feeling pleased that maybe I didn't drain my brain battery 
totally.  Couple of cells in there seem to be firing, anyway. 
 
All of which means, to me -- and to you, as my "first reader" : 
(1)  I intend to keep pushing as fast as I can to get all of this stuff down on paper 
(i.e., finishing last part of new chapter 4 -- getting that to you (by tomorrow, I 
hope) and then going on to chapter 5 and then 6, as fast as I can. 
(2) I think that I when I get to the "tweaking" point, I'm going to be able to try to 
tighten the thing up. 
 
Despite the pressure, I'm generally pleased with this stuff I'm doing and what I'm 
getting (in terms of meaning) out of it.  For example -- this morning I realized that 
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what I need to do is get the profiles out to the WINGS facilitators who worked 
with these new teachers and see whether their interpretation of what I'm saying 
about the teams' relationships to one another rings true to them. 
 
Actually, I thought of you in this context, thinking of what you said Wednesday 
night to the science seminar group about how some of the people in the online 
class you are researching said that they tuned out or didn't read some things.  You 
said that was illuminating about what kinds of interaction they did or didn't make 
to conflicts, etc. in the interchanges with their group.  In some ways, my research 
is finding the opposite -- meaning that although I found some of the interviews 
with the protégés helpful or illuminating, there was no comparison with reading 
their archived messages and seeing what protégés and mentors actually said to 
one another.  I realized (as I started the profiles) that the messages between 
protégé and mentor are at the "heart" of telementoring.  Mentoring is a 
relationship -- and that's where the relationship is constructed and "lives."  It's 
made a WHOLE lot more work to dig that hard through the archives -- but that's 
where the real meaning is, so that's what I've got to do. 
 
I appreciate your patience, and apologize for needing it!  
 
;} 
 
Lynda 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
Date: Friday, March 07, 2003  8:56:44 pm 
From: Laurie Williams  
To:  Lynda Abbott 
Subject:  Going slowly 
 
Attachments:  testing1212.doc 
 
Lynda, 
 
Chapter 5 is starting off pretty slowly for me.  Would you mind taking a look over 
this (no proofreading necessary yet) to see if it seems that I’m going right? 
 
Thanks,  
 
Laurie 
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----------------------------------------------------------- 
Date: Friday, March 07, 2003  10:12:23 pm 
From: Lynda Abbott 
To:  Laurie Williams  
Subject:  Re: Going slowly 
 
Hi, Laurie. 
 
Believe me, I'm going a lot slower than I wish I were, too! 
 
I think what  you've got so far looks good.  The only thing I might suggest is that 
you MIGHT want to "sum up" the sections.  Question is -- where?  For example, it 
seems that you could add a bit of a summary (meaning a summing up or 
explanation of what the implications of this finding are) at the end of theme one 
and then put the same kind of summing-up at the end of theme two.  Or else you 
could add a "summary" at the end of that whole section (the two themes as a 
group) explaining implications or whatever. 
 
You were probably thinking of maybe doing something like that (either at the end 
of the "groups" of themes or at the end of the chapter. 
 
Anyway -- what you've got looks pretty good so far.  Keep going! 
 
;} 
 
Lynda 
 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
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Appendix K: Samples of Reflexive Journal Entries 
 
 
Thoughts and Feelings 
 
Decisions and Actions 
 
3/4/03 
 
Courtney made a suggestion at the peer 
debriefing meeting today that hit me like 
a thunderbolt.  She said I should consider 
moving all of the case studies that I 
currently have in chapter 4 to the 
Appendix!  Yikes!  I love those stories!  
How could I just relegate them to the tail 
end of the dissertation?  And these are the 
summaries that the new teachers have 
already approved!  But – the part that was 
getting through to me (through the 
shock!) – was the concern that there’s just 
too much material there.  I mean, the 
whole thing is about 200 pages long!  
That’s really huge for a chapter 4. 
 
However, it may be true (as Court 
suggested) that I’ve got too many details 
in the narratives to present a real “case” 
about each teacher.  Court said the 
narratives she’d reviewed so far (I’d sent 
her two of the ten as e-mail attachments 
to check out and see how I was putting 
these together) probably didn’t contain 
enough analysis interwoven with the 
narrative of each teacher’s experience.  I 
hate it, but she’s probably right.  This is 
beginning to sound like I really should 
DO that. Ow. 
 
 
 
 
 
I think that these full-length 
narratives (currently in my chapter 4) 
of each teacher’s experience of 
telementoring while beginning to 
teach represents the kind of “rich 
detail” that is really necessary to 
support an interpretive analysis, in 
the sense of supporting quality 
qualitative research (such as defined 
by Wideen et al., 1998).  They’re 
thus important – but maybe a 
different, more succinct version 
would be better in a whole new 
chapter 4, and these can go into the 
appendix as “supporting details.’  
 
 
I’m now doing a list of all of the 
tasks that would be entailed in 
moving the full case narratives to the 
appendix and writing a whole new 
chapter 4, one that featured shorter, 
more focused – and more analysis – 
of each of the cases. 
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3/5/03 
 
I slept on it (or, rather, I thought about it a 
bunch and didn’t sleep much at all), and I 
think I really do need to move the whole 
enchilada (the full-length versions of the 
teachers’ experiences) to the appendix.   
 
I can almost feel good about doing the 
right thing – when I’m not feeling panic 
about the onrushing deadlines for 
finishing the next draft and getting it off 
on time!  I’m trying hard not to think 
about that.  Just gotta work harder.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I’ve started writing the new, succinct 
and improved version of chapter 4.   
3/6/03 
 
The visit to Dr. Barfaldi’s class last night 
was really a nice break.  (I’d been 
working all day on the new version of 
chapter 4.) Court, Laurie, and I were 
asked to give the Contemporary Problems 
in Science grad students an overview of 
some of hot topics in instructional 
technology – or explain what we’re 
researching.  It was fun to take the stance 
of someone knowledgeable about 
something (ignoring the usual self-doubt, 
of course), because working on the 
dissertation has seemed to be a constant 
reminder of what I don’t know just when 
I thought I did!    
 
Actually, in my early-morning swim at 
Gregory Gym this morning I found 
myself repeating the St. Francis serenity 
prayer.  (“God, grant me the serenity to 
accept the things I cannot 
change, courage to change the things I 
can, and wisdom to know the 
difference.”)  Praying to try to quell the 
 
 
 
I’m going to push on today and finish 
the new chapter 4.  I need to focus on 
explaining what each case is about 
rather than (as I did in the full-length 
narratives in what is now Appendix 
H) telling the story of each teacher’s 
experience. 
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panic (about deadlines) and trying to keep 
my head above water at the same time! 
 
Yup.  That’s about where I’m at.   
 
I have to admit, though, that now that I 
see how the first part of the new version 
of chapter 4 is shaping up, I feel more 
confident that I’m going in the right 
direction. 
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Appendix L: Authenticity Samples 
 
The following are excerpts from e-mail messages to me by the participants in this 
study.  These participant communications included messages from protégés as 
well as mentors.  These comments were usually included in messages relating to 
the participants’ review of the summaries of their experiences with telementoring 
(which can be seen in Appendix H). 
 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
Date: Monday, May 12, 2003  9:14:50 pm 
 
Your findings are right on!  … [M]ay I have a final copy of your dissertation?  I 
am so excited to have been a part of your research and a part of the WINGS 
program. … I just wanted to be in on the ground level of the telementoring 
program and help in any way that I could to repay for what I have gained.  I could 
not have made it through this horrible year without my telementoring support 
group.  Conroy [has been] my life saver and awesome supportive friend. 
 
Jordan 
 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
Date: Monday, May 12, 2003  9:14:50 pm 
 
I can’t wait to get my copy if the final dissertation.  I am still very excited that I 
was part of this groundbreaking research. 
 
Jordan 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
Date: Friday, February 07, 2003  11:15:51 am 
 
[The summary is] most interesting … although I really don’t understand why 
other mentoring groups are not as supportive.  I really don’t see that I have done 
anything great other than supporting a colleague and a new friend.  The friendship 
factor in the project has been a feature that has surprised me the most. 
 
Conroy 
 
-----------------------------------------------------------
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----------------------------------------------------------- 
Date: Thursday, May 29, 2003  11:37:42 am 
 
I have enjoyed the mentoring process.  [WINGS] is a most important program for 
future teachers and new teachers alike. 
 
Conroy 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
Date: Friday, May 30, 2003  11:54:32 am 
 
It was a real pleasure working with this fine program.   
 
Conroy 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
Date: Thursday, December 12, 2002  9:03:03 am 
 
Your research sounds important, especially in the face of No Child [Left Behind 
regulations] regarding teacher quality.  Yes, I would love for you to share any part 
of your dissertation with me.  I am very interested in any research concerning new 
teacher support and mentoring.   
 
Celeste 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
Date: Sunday, February 09, 2003  6:15:28 pm  
 
Yes, I think your summary is accurate and very respectful of Heather’s and my 
relationship.  I’m thrilled to think that she and I will be a part of your noble effort 
to educate others about both the feasibility and effectiveness of telementoring.  I 
agree with Heather that a new teacher often needs more support available than a 
campus is realistically able to provide.   
 
Celeste 
---------------------------------------------------------- 
Date: Monday, May 05, 2003  11:43:11 am  
 
I like it [the summary] a lot.  I think you did a great job. 
 
Marie 
 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
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---------------------------------------------------------- 
Date: Sunday, February 16, 2003  9:32:15 pm  
 
Everything looks good … so you are good to go. 
 
Harriet 
---------------------------------------------------------- 
Date: Sunday, February 16, 2003 11:26:02 am 
 
Lynda, it’s fine, reads well, no problems.  Thanks for sharing, and I hope we can 
talk again sometime. … Thanks for your kind words of encouragement.  
Everything positive is a big help to me. 
 
Molly 
---------------------------------------------------------- 
Date: Tuesday, May 27, 2003 7:32:58 am 
 
It was truly a pleasure to help you with your work. 
 
Molly 
---------------------------------------------------------- 
Date: Friday, May 16, 2003 10:46:36 am 
 
These [direct quotations from her e-mail messages to Molly] are fine to use.  
Thank you for including me. 
 
Aurora 
---------------------------------------------------------- 
Date: Wednesday, April 30, 2003 10:33:49 am 
 
I read your notes [the summary] and it brought back some really great … 
memories. … Danielle is an exceptional young woman. … Words cannot express 
the honor I have felt being a part of the telementoring with the university.  
Danielle gave me insight that I had forgotten I still had inside me … it is a breath 
of fresh air to listen and talk with her.  While she may think I helped her, she 
helped me.  It was nice to have a different and young perception on problems we 
as teachers experience in the classroom. 
 
Amelia 
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--------------------------------------------------------- 
Date: Saturday, April 05, 2003 3:42: 44 pm 
 
All of this [the summary] looks fine! 
 
Chuck 
--------------------------------------------------------- 
Date: Saturday, April 05, 2003 2:00:43 pm 
 
Wow, Lynda.  That was so great to read.  It felt weird and wonderful to have part 
of my life documented and interpreted like that.  It is so hard to interpret my own 
past.  I found it very interesting to read someone else's interpretation of that past. 
 You did a good job.  I can't wait to ask Chuck about it. 
  
  
Cameron 
-------------------------------------------------------- 
Date: Thursday, May 01, 2003 9:09:27 am 
 
It was very interesting reading back through all that happened to Andrea and me.  
All the times that I wrote the emails, I never gave them much thought and it just 
flowed naturally.  It was an enriching experience even with all the problems that 
we had, and Sandra was very special.  … I was proud to be part of your research. 
  
  
Julie 
-------------------------------------------------------- 
Date: Wednesday, April 30, 2003 1:58:28 pm 
 
I read your paper on our team, and I think the information is accurate. 
  
  
Barbara 
------------------------------------------------------- 
Date: Wednesday, April 09, 2003 2:53:26 pm 
 
The summary was fine. 
  
  
Frank 
 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
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-------------------------------------------------------- 
Date: Wednesday, April 30, 2003 6:34:45 pm 
 
Oh my gosh!  I read your frank/ruth info and I’m delighted you found it so 
interesting!  Telementoring was something so new to me and it sounded 
wonderful, but I had no idea it really had such an impact on Frank.  I love 
challenges and adventures and this was certainly one I’ll never forget. … I hope 
[in future] I can be of service to another novice teacher. 
  
  
Ruth 
------------------------------------------------------- 
Date: Friday, March 28, 2003 1:46:03 pm 
 
Everything looks accurate.  It’s interesting to think back to my first year of 
teaching! 
  
Sue 
------------------------------------------------------- 
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